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Mr. Samuel J. Chilk
Secretary of the Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Attn: Docketing and Service Branch

i

Re: Interim Final Rules on " Standards for Deter-
mining Whether License Amendments Involve
No Significant Hazards Considerations" and

e " Notice and State Consultation" (4 8 Fed.
Reg. 14,864-80)

Dear Mr. Chilk:

On April 6, 1983, the Commission published " interim
I final rules" on the foregoing subjects and requested comments

thereon by May 6, 1983. In response to such request, these
comments are being submitted on behalf of Iowa Electric
Light and Power Company and Florida Power & Light Company.

For the reasons set forth in more detail below, we
suggest that the regulations and the Commission's intent be
clarified as to the situations that could constitute an
" emergency" or an " exigency," as to the transitional pro-
visions applicable to requests for amendments received prior
to May 6, 1983, and as to the use of post-notices under
Section 2.106 in lieu of pre-notices under Section 2.105 in
specified circumstances.

" Emergency Situations"

Under new 10 C.F.R. S 50.91(a) (5) , the Commission may
issue a license amendment involving no significant hazards
consideration without prior notice and opportunity for hear-
ing "[w]here the Commission finds that an emergency situa-
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tion exists, in that failure to act in a timely way would
result in derating or shutdown of'a nuclear power
plant . "

. . .

Neither " shutdown" nor "derating" is defined in the om ,

regulation.*/ Altnough neither term is precise, in our view
-

the. logical intent must be for the regulation to include any
interruption or reduction in the normally expected supply of
electricity from a plant which has been in operation, under
circumstances where such interruption or reduction would
cause unnecessary economic injury or impact on a generating
system. Thus, an " emergency" either could result from an

' interruption of operation or decrease in operating capacity
or could exist because a plant, which has been shutdown or
operated in a derated mode, is not permitted to return to
operation or to increase its power output.

However, a narrower -- and we believe mistaken --
reading of the terms " shutdown" and "derating" might attempt
to limit the regulation only to circumstances where a plant
is actually in operation and suspension of operation or
reduction of power generation would result unless the license
amendment is timely issued. So interpreted, the provision
woald not apply to an amendment needed prior to return to
power by a plant which has not been in operation (e.g.,
because of refueling, maintenance, interruption of transmission
capacity, etc.). Nor would it apply to an amendment re-
quired prior to an increase in power output by a plant
which, for any one of a number of similar reasons, is operating
at a lower level of generation.

Because of this ambiguity, we strongly suggest that
Section 50.91(a) (5) be amended to make it clear that an
emergency situation can exist whenever it is necessary that
a plant not in operation return to operation or for a de-
rated plant to operate at a higher level of generation.

We believe that there is no impediment to this proposal
in either Public Law 97-415 itself or its legislative history.

*/ 'The discussions of emergencies in the Statement of
Considerations (48 Fed. Reg. 14,876, 14,877) does
not assist in this interpretative effort.

-
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on the contrary, our proposal corresponds with our view of
the legislative intent.

It is clear that'Section 12(a) of that legislation does
not stand in the way of the proposal. The only relevant
language is contained in the new Section 189a(2) (C) which
directs the Commission to

promulgate regulations establishing
(ii) criteria for providing or,. . .

in emergency situations, dispensing
with prior notice and reasonable op-
portunity for public comment on any
such determination, which criteria
shall take into account the exigency
of the need for the amendment involved;

The provision does not define " emergency" or " emergency
situations" but it does direct the Commission to "take into

| account the exigency of the need for the amendment involved."
'

So far as economic need and system reliability are concerned,
when power is needed the " exigency of the need" is essentially

| no different whether power is obtainable from a plant which
can remain in operation or be operated at a high power level
or from a plant which can be returned to operation.

| We are aware that the language of Section 50.91a(5) is
derived from similar language in the Conference Report:!

In the context of subsection (2) (C) (ii) ,
the conferees understand; (sic) the term
" emergency situations" to encompass only
those rare cases in which immediate ac-
tion is necessary to prevent the shutdown
or derating of an operating commercial
reactor. (The Commission already has
the authority to respond to emergencies
involving imminent threats to the public
health or safety by issuing immediately
effective orders pursuant to the Atomic
Energy Act or the Administrative Procedure
Act. And the licensee itself has authority

| to take whatever action is necessary to
s

|
!

i
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respond to emergencies involvin imminent
threat to the public health and safety.)*/

However, the language of the first sentence quoted
above has no more precision than does the regulation. On
the other hand, the immediately following language contained
in the parentheses makes it clear that the term " emergency
situations" does not involve " imminent threats to the public
health or safety" in the sense that those terms are used in
the Atomic Energy Act. Rather the " emergency situations"
must relate to other kinds of events and situations, including
dislocation because of power outages or inability to return
a plant to operation and of economic losses resulting from

| the unavailability of an economic means of generating power.

| For the foregoing reasons, we recommend that Section

| 50. 91(a) (5) be amended by inserting after the words "derating
or shutdown of a nuclear power plant" the following words:,

| (" including any prevention of either resumption of operation
'

or increase in power output)".

" Exigent Circumstances"

At 48 Fed. Reg. 14,877 the Commission explains an
" exigency" as a situation "where a licensee and the Com-
mission must act quickly and where time does not permit the
Commission to publish a Federal Register notice soliciting
public comment or to provide 30 days ordinarily allowed for
public comment." We agree with the breadth of that definition
by the Commission. However, the two examples then given by
the Commission appear to us unnecessarily narrow since both
involve obvious improvements in safety and both involve
potentially lost opportunities to implement such improve-
ments during a plant outage. Although no amendment to the
regulations is required, we suggest that the Commission make
clear that these examples were not meant to be limiting in
any respect, and that a determination of " exigency" can be
considered whenever a proposed amendment involves no sig-
nificant hazards consideration and the licensee can demon-
strate that avoiding delay in issuance will provide a sig-
nificant benefit (safety, environmental, reliability,
economic, etc.).

*/ H.R. Rep. No. 884, 97th Cong., 2nd Sess. 38 (1982).

._ _ __-_-___- __ -- -.
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Amendment Requests Received Before May 6, 1983

In its statement of considerations (4 8 Fed. Reg.
14,877), the Commission specified that, with respect to
amendment requests received before May 6, 1983, the Com-
mission intends to keep its present procedures and not
provide prior notice of amendments that involve no sig-
nificant hazards considerations. In our view, not only is
this approach valid and appropriate under the statute, but
it is essential in order to avoid both the potential logjam
in NRC licensing activities that could result from the
publication of an omnibus listing of pending amendment
requests and the unnecessary delays that could result in the
processing of any particular pending request. To assure
that the foregoing Commission intent is carried out, how-
ever, we believe that the newly adopted Section 2.105(a)
(4) (i) should be clarified. As promulgated, the section
does not explicitly distinguish between requests received
before May 6 and those received thereafter. In order to
avoid reliance solely on the Commission's statement of its
intent we suggest that the regulation be amended as follows:

In Section 2.105 (a) (4) (1) , delete the words "though it
will provide notice of opportunity for a hearing pursuant to
this section," and substitute the following: "though it
will publish a notice of proposed action pursuant to this
section (except in the case of an application for amendment
received prior to May 6, 1983, where it will instead publish
a notice of issuance pursuant to S 2.106) ,".

Several of the other contemporaneously adopted regula-
tions also do not deal explicitly with amendment requests
filed before May 6, 1983. Although corresponding clarifica-
tions could be considered, we do not believe that they are
necessary. In order to avoid any misunderstanding as to the
Commission's intent, however, we urge that the Commission
explain clearly the overall effect of the new regulations on
amendment requests still pending on May 6. For the con-
venience of tha Commission, we enclose a proposed explana-
tion which could be published in the statement of considera-
tions dealing with the revision of the interim rule,

l

|
1
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Issuance of Post-Notices Under Section 2.106

It is the obvious intent of the new Section 2.105(a)
(4) (11) that, under the circumstances there specified (a
determination of an' emergency or exigent situation and an
amendment involving no significant hazards consideration), a
notice of proposed action would not be published under
Section 2.105 and, instead, a notice of issuance would be
published under Section 2.106. However, to avoid the possible
misunderstanding that the Section 2.106 notice is in addition

| to, and not a substitute for, a Section 2.105 notice, we
suggest that the regulation be amended as follows:

In Section 2.105 (a) (4) (ii) , delete the words "it will
provide notice of opportunity ior a hearing pursuant to
S 2.106" and substitute the following: "instead of publishing
a notice of proposed action pursuant to this section it will
publish a notice of issuance pursuant to S 2.106".

Although this amendment might be viewed as an overabun-
dance of caution, we believe it to be desirable to avoid
possible future controversy.

ery truly yours,

#[ q '
| 1

'

Lowenstein, Newm n, Reis
& Axelrad

KHS:jcj
Attachment

bec: Mr. Thomas F. Dorian

s
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Proposed Statement Pertaining to Amendment Requests
Received Before May 6, 1983

As was indicated in the statement of considerations (48
Fed. Reg. 14,877), with respect to amendment requests received
before May 6, 1983, the Commission intends to keep its
present procedures and not provide prior notice of amendments
that involve no significant hazards considerations. Since
the new Section 2.105(a) (4) (i) adopted in the interim final
rule did not implement our intent with complete clarity, we

are revising the final version to make it more explicit.j*ingThus, as to any such application for amendment still pend
on May 6, the NRC, if the standards of Section 50.58 are
satisfied, will issue the amendment and publish a notice of
issuance pursuant to Section 2.106. If a hearing is requested
before such notice is published, the amendment may nevertheless
still be made immediately effective and the herring granted
thereafter.

No corresponding clarification of Section 2.105 (a) (4) (ii)
is required since, with respect to applications received
before May 6, 1983, which involve no significant hazards
consideration, the present procedures of the NRC (which
remain applicable thereto) do not require a determination
that an emergency or exigent situation exists in order to
omit a notice of opportunity for a hearing prior to NRC
action.

Similarly, although Sections 50.58(b) and 50.92 do not
explicitly distinguish between applications received before
May 6, 1983, and those received thereafter, no clarification
of these sections is required since Section 2.105(a) (4) (1) ,
as explained above, now makes the Commission's intent clear.

*/ We are also clarifying that the notice published under
Section 2.105 is a notice of proposed action, which
includes a notice of opportunity for a hearing.

|

._ _-___- _ _
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[{*Docket Nos. 50-21
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50-245
950-336 ,

50-423
B10784

Mr. Samuel J. Chilk
Secretary of the Commission
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1717 H Street
Washington, D. C. 20555

Gentlemen:

Haddam Neck Plant
Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit Nos. I,2, & 3

Comments on Interim Final Rules
Notice and State Consultation

Standards for Determining Whether License
Amendments Involve No Significant Hazards Considerations

In 48FR14864 and 48FR14873, the Commission promulgated interim final rules
on the above captioned subjects, in accordance with the provisions of Public Law
97-415. Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power Company (CYAPCO) and Northeast
Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) hereby provide the following comments on
these interim final rules.

General Comments

Our general perspective is that these regulations will not significantly, if at all,
improve the safety of nuclear power plants. The reviews and evaluations
previously utilized :o process license amendments were adequate to assure
. continued public health and safety. As with many other previous NRC
initiatives, these new regulations will require the use of our limited resources in
areas which we perceive will not enhance nuclear safety. The additional
resources being expended to fulfill these new regulations are therefore being
applied at the expense of other voluntary activities which could otherwise be
accomplished. However, we fully recognize that these rules are being
implemented to fulfill congressional mandates, and that under these
circumstances the NRC has considerably less latitude regarding the final scope
and specific provisions of these rules than would otherwise be the case. Given
that Congress has required their implementation, we offer the following
commer.ts and observations in the interest of minimizing their negative impact.

:

M
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The trend within NRC for the past several years has been to dramatically
increase the scope and volume of Technical Specifications. , Over the course of
time, the Technical Specifications have become cluttered |with a considerable
amount of superfluous detail not truly appropriate or r.ecessary to satisfy the
intent of 10CFR50.36. One of the by-products of this trend is that more license
amendments are being processed than nuclear safety considerations warrant.

The Commission apparently recognizes this problem and has published a proposed
rule (47FR13%9) which is stated to be directed at addressing this concern. Our
general endorsement of this concept and other pertinent observations were
provided in previous correspondencell). The subject interim final rules further
serve to heighten the importance of taking steps to alleviate this situation in the
near term. However, we are concerned that the Commission may not have fully
recognized the synergistic effects which would occur if both these proposals are
implemented in their current form. There are also a number of other issues
where the implications of these interim final rules either lack clarity or have the
potential to yield additional adverse synergistic effects. The balance of this
letter is intended to identify and discuss these matters.

Interpretation of 10CFR Part 170

in a recent proposed rule (47FR52454), the NRC has proposed to amend the
existing regulations governing payment of fees associated with, among other
things, processing of license amendment requests. The key element of the
proposed changes relates to assessment of fees based upon actual NRC resources ,

expended rather than a fixed fee for various classes of amendments.

| If the Part 170 changes are issued as proposed, af ter May 6,1983 resources
expended as part of the notice and State consultation process would be financed
by the requesting licensee. It is our view that licensees would n_ot be theo

| " identifiable recipient of benefits" resulting from this more involved process. As
such, licensees should not be assessed fees for any expenses resulting from the
public notice, State consultation, and other consequential or follow-up activities '

i

i which may result. The legislative history behind Public Law 97-415 makes it
| clear that licensees are not the prime beneficiaries of this new license

| amendment process. Therefore, licensees should not be assessed additional fees '

to finance this activity.

(1) Previous submittals addressing this matter include the following:

o W. G. Counsil letter to the Secretary of the Commission
dated September 8,1980, Proposed Rulemaking Regarding i

,

Technical Specifications. t

o W. G. Counsil letter to the Secretary of the Commission
tdated May 28, 1982, Proposed Rule, Technical Specifications

for Nuclear Power Reactors.
o W. G. Counsil letter to the Secretary of the Commission

dated April 25, 1983, Proposed Rulemaking Regarding
Technical 5pecifications.

|

I
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Interpretation of the Term " Emergency"

The term " emergency" suggests the occurrence of a nuclear plant situation
where public health and safety is in immediate jeopardy. The interim final rules
use the term " emergency" to describe situations where f ailure to act in a timely
f ashion on a proposed license amendment would result in derating or shutdown of
a plant. While in isolation this term may be appropriate, its use in this context
may result in considerable confusion, especially in light of a recently issued final
rule (48FR13966) regarding departures from license conditions or technical
specifications in an " emergency" situation.

A member of the NRC Staf f has called this potential conflict in terminology to
our attention, and we agree that it is desirable to eliminate any potential
confusion before it occurs, especially when the public may be asked to provide
comments via a toll-free hotline or in response to newspaper articles describing
a power plant " emergency". In this forum, the term " emergency" carries with it
a connotation not accwate when describing license amendments which warrant
expedited treatment. Frequently the situations which arise have very little
nuclear safety significance but the wording of the technical specifications is
such that a plant shutdown would be necessary within a matter of hours or days
unless an amendment is issued promptly.

Use of the term " emergency" in the context of the final rule (48FR13966) is
more appropriate from our perspective. The stated purpose of that rule is to
allow licensees to take reasonable action that departs from a license condition or
technical specification when such action is immediately needed to protect the
public health and safety. While we are hopef ul that such situations would rarely
if ever arise, the situations contemplated are authentic emergencies which have
some safety significance. The rule correctly recognizes that not all plant
conditions can be anticipated in the license and technical specifications, and
provisions have been taken to allow departures.

In light of the above, we propose that the term " emergency" be reserved
exclusively for use in the context of 48FR13966, and that alternate wording be
developed for use in the interim final rule. For instance, the initial portions of c
10CFR50.91(a)(3) could be reworded as follows:

"Where the Commission finds that plant conditions exist
warranting expedited treatment of a proposed license
amendment, in that Iallure ......"

Other provisions of the interim final rules which cwrently use the word
" emergency" could similarly be reworded. We believe this recommendation will|

elitninate hoth an unnecessary source of conce n for the public and potential
conf usion with the provisions of 10CFR50.54(x) and 50.72(c).

Use of Media to Obtain Public Comment

In the Supplementary Information section of the interim final rule on Notice and
| State Consultation, the NRC describes various means of obtaining public

comment under exigent circumstances. Two options specifically mentioned

|

!
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include use of a local newspaper to inform residents of proposed amendments,
and use of a toll-free hotline to f acilitate receipt of public comment.

We are hard piessed to envision circumstances mder which these measures will
truly enhance nuclear safety. It is f ar more likely that such actions will serve to
unnecessarily alarm the public. Routine power plant evolutions, which in some
cases result in the need for prompt processing of license amendments, are not
appropriate subjects for newspaper articles and toll-free hotlines. They imply a
sense of urgency and significance which, with respect to impact on the public
health and safety, is simply not there. Our concerns regarding media exposure
are not conjecture or speculation, but are based on our experience including a
New York Times article on the Pressurized Thermal Shock issue for one of our'

plants, and on adverse and mjustified media exposure regarding the Interim
Reliability Evaluation Program for another of our units. We refer you to our
letters to H. R. Denton and Chairman Palladino(2) for additional details on these
issues.

In response to our letter to Chairman.Palladino, Mr. Dircks invited us(3) to
provide additional suggestions on how to more effectively deal with the issue of i

| media use of nuclear power plant data and information, in response to that
invitation and to the concerns raised by the interim final rules, we offer two

,

recommendations,

i
~

First, use of the media to provide information on nuclear powe. plant operations
is a delicate matter which must be carefully administered. The perspectives of
the public are markedly different from those directly associated with nuclear
power regulation, and these dif ferences must be recognized in preparing media
releases. In the interest of optimizing this public comment process, we
recommend that the NRC consult with the licensees on a proposed release before
action is taken. Licensees would have a greater degree of familiarity with both
the issue at hand and with local media personnel. The NRC would of course
retain the final authority in the event of an impasse, but licensee input should be-

solicited. This measure would also improve the ability of licensees to respond to
media inquiries by allowing more time for licensees to prepare information and
to ensure the availability of knowledgable personnel.

Second, we recommend that all inputs provided by the States and the public to
the NRC be made available to licensees. Copies of all correspondence should be

(2) The referenced documents are:

o W. G. Counsil letter to H. R. Denton dated, October 23,1981,
*

Pressurized Thermal fhock of Reactor Vessels.
o W. G. Counsil letter to N. J. Palladino dated February 16,

1983, Interim Reliability Evaluation Program.

(3) W. J. Dircks letter to W. G. Counsil dated April 11,1983, Interim
Reliability Evaluation Program.

| f
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forwarded promptly to licensees. If a hotline is established, all conversations
should be taped and copies be provided to licensees. Such measures are
appropriate because it is the licens:.es who are responsible for public health and
safety, and any potentially relevant input should promptly be made available to
licensees. Further, licensees invest substantial resources in public information
programs and these inputs could be used to assess their effectiveness and
identify potential areas of improvernent. We remain dedicated to the safety of
nuclear power plant operations, and we are willing to provide information to the
States or the public to demonstrate our corporate commitment. We are in a
better position to respond to the public's questior.s and comments, and should be
provided allinputs provided to NRC under these circumstances,

implications of NRC's Regionalization Plans

In 48FR12619, the NRC noticed a summary of its plans reFarding regionalization
of selected licensing functions. The issue which has attracted the most attention
during the regional meetings and in other forums is the regionalization of certain
power reactor licensing functions, with a resulting division of licensing
responsibilities between NRC headquarters and the Regional Offices. We believe
that such a step may prove beneficial, provided a reasonable concensus is
reached regarding which functions are regionalized and which are retained at
headquarters. We fully recognize that final decisions have not been reached and
therefore NRC's current regionalization plans have no immediate impact on the
interim final rules. However, we wish to ensure a smooth transition and believe
some advance planning will facilitate the process. This matter was addressed
briefly in previous correspondence (4); further clarification is provided here.

Most of the discussions we have participated in suggest that the delineation of
responsibilities will be issue-oriented. Implicit in this approach is the fact that
review and issuance of license amendments would also be shared. The " routine"
amendments would be processed by the Regions and the " complex" amendment
would be dispositioned by headquarters. Certain internal NRC memorandat
appear to support this type of approach. if this situation materializes without
further guidance, licensees would be unsure where to direct license amendments
requiring expedited treatment since by definition the plant situation would not
have been previously contemplated. Given the extensive amounts of telephone
contact normally associated with these situations, we believe it is desirable that
communications with the responsible NRC Office be initiated from the
beginning. Hence, we recommend that before any transfer of authority of
facility licenses occurs, a clear understanding of the groundrules for the transfer
is reached. We are confident that a mutually acceptable approach can be
defined in the context of finalizing the details of the entire regionalization
process.

.

(4) W. G. Counsil letter to D. G. Eisenhut dated, March 24, 1963,
Comments on Draf t NUREG-0737 PWR Technical Specifications.

(5) J. G. Keppler memorandum to H. R. Denton dated, January 13,
;i 1982, Regionalizatiori of NRR Functions.

H. R. Denton memorandum to V. Stello dated February 5,1982,
Regionalization of Regulatory Functions.

_ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _
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Further, independent of where licensee amendments are evaluated, it is
necessary that thorough and precise procedures be in place to provide a road map
for the NRC Staff on the steps to be taken to promptly process a license
amendment request (6). Before the NRC can establish the optimum method of
regionalizing this function, it now must address the new elements of Federal
Register notice coordination, public comment review, State consultation, and
coping with exigent circumstances. We merely wish to avoid a situation where
the Regional Of fices have the responsibility of dealing with a proposal requiring
prompt attention, and working level personnel are unfamiliar with any of the
steps necessary to process the request. In summary, we believe that the interim
final rules introduce new considerations into the evaluation of regionalizing
authority to issue license amendments. These and other factors should be
considered by both the NRC and the industry befcre a decision is reached.

No Significant Hazards Consideration - Reracking of Spent Fuel Pools

We strongly support the Commission's decision to not include reracking in the list
of examples that will be considered likely tolvolve a significant hazard
consideration.(7) It is clearly inappropriate to publish a policy which ignores and
runs contrary to the documented technical NRC conclusiom published in
numerous Safety Evaluation Reports. A decision to classify all rerackings as
actions constituting significant hazards considerations, applied to certain
realistic scenarios, would yield some rather bizarre conclusions. For example, a
licensee operating several facilities may have previously reracked a spent fuel
pool and have therefore received a Staf f SER containing the typical findings such
as:

o The new racks do not alter the potential consequences of the design
basis accident for the spent fuel pool, and

o The new racks will not change the radiological consequences of a
postulated fuel handling accident or spent fuel caskdrop.

The same licensee may now wish to expand its spent fuel storage capacity at a
sister unit using an identical design, and the Commission would find a
"significant hazard" associated with a previously explicitly approved and
successfully implemented design if this example was reinstated. In short,
nuclear safety decisiorn should be reached using technical input. Significantly,
adopting our recommendation would send an appropriate and interpretable signal
regarding the meaning of the criteria associated with making the no significant
hazards consideration determination on issues not explicitly covered in the
examples.

.

(6) Specific recommendations in this regard were provided in the W. G. Counsil
letter to D. G. Eisenhut dated April 25,1983, Public Law 97-415.

(7) The basis for our support was summarized in the W. G. Counsil letter to
Chairman Palladino dated, February 9, 1983, Significant Hazards
Considerations.
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Amendments Requiring Expedited Treatment and involving a Significant Hazards
Consideration

The Commission's interim final rules identify the procedural ditferences between
amendments involving a significant hazards consideration from those which do
not. Where conditions warrant and the amendment does not involve a significant
hazards consideration, there is a process available to have amendments issued on
an expedited basis. However, there is no process identified to disposition
amendment requests which both require expedited treatment and involve a
significant hazards consideration. While we recognize that it is unlikely for such
a situation to arise, it is nonetheless conceivable. The scenario takes on i

additional credibility when one hypothesizes a situation where ample lead time
was provided, a hearing was convened, and protracted administrative delays

; consumed all the time originally allocated to secure regulatory approval. In
' these or other circumstances delaying issuance of an amendment could even run

contrary to the interests of overall plant safety.

While various organizations may have dif fering views in the probability of such a
scenario, prudence dictates that some mechanism be established to deal with this

,

situation. One possibility would be Commission issuance of an immediately'

etfective Order (10CFR2.204). We would welcome the opportmity to discuss
i this matter f urther with the NRC.

Treatment of Exemptions f rom NRC Regulations
,

The subject interim final rules contain no explicit reference to exemptions (8)
from NRC regulations which are issued. However, we are concerned that the

j various methods the Commission has used to issue exemptions may result in
unjustifiably complicating their disposition by subjecting all such future requests
to this new OL amendment process. It is our view that exemption requests need

I not automatically be considered license amendments, even though the NRC has
| occasionally elected to notice such actions in the Federal Register and/or assign

license amendment numbers to the issuing documents. Support for our position'

| can be found from both the technical and legal perspectives.
|

| From a technical standpoint, many exemptions which licensees are obligated to
seek are the direct result of poorly worded or inappropriate regulations. Far'

fewer exemptions would be needed if the NRC was more sensitive to industry
perspectives in its rulemaking proceedings. The most blatant example of thisi

| trend are NRC's fire protection regulations,10CFR50.48 and Appendix R to
10CFR50. The regulated industry has already submitted hmdreds of exemption
requests f rom these regulations, and the unfortunate truth is that thousands may
be dispositioned before the issue is resolved. The word exemption carries with it
a connotati,on to the layman of a reduction in the protection of public health and

(8) Requests for relief from NRC regulations generally filed pursuant to
10CFR 50.12, or other provisions of limited applicability such as
10CFR 50.48(c)(6).

i - - - - _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ .
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safety. Of course, this is not the case. In fact, the criteria for submitting
under 50.48(cK6) are that implementation of NRC requirements would not
enhance fire protection safety or may be detrimental to overall facility cafety.
Such issues should not, as a matter of standard practice, be elevate.d to the
status of license amendments.

From a legal standpoint, ample precedent has been set in that there have been
numerous instances in the past of the NRC issuing exemptions and not assigning
license amendment numbers to the issuing documentsW1 The precedent has
already been firmly established and the interim final rules do not disturb this
practice. Adoption of this recommendation would yield no conflict with any
existing NRC regulation.

Support from our position can also be found in 10CFR170.22, schedule of fees for
f acility license amendments. This paragraph describes the current six classes of
amendments, and identifies the required fee for review. The description for
Classes III through VI contain the following:

" Amendments, exemptions, or required approvals ......."

The above wording indicates that amendments and exemptions are distinct
actions, and that exemptions should not automatically be considered liceJ1s3

u uramendments. In addition, the NRC has issued at least one clarification letter
on Part 170 in which further support for this position can be found.

(9) Examples of this approach include the following:

D. M. Crutchfield letter to W. G. Counsil dated, April 21,1983. Exemption
related to the Annual Eme'gency Preparedness Exercise, Millstone Station,
Units No. I and 2.

D. M. Crutchfield letter to W. G. Counsil dated, December 21, 1982.
Inservice Inspection Relief, Reactor Coolant Pump Inspection Program,
Haddam Neck Plant.

H. R. Denton letter to W. G. Counsil dated, November !!,1981. Fire
Protection Exemption, Haddam Iveck Plant and Millstone Station, Umt No.
2.

(10) A July 12, 1979 letter from W. O. Miller to W. G. Counsil provided
guidance for interpreting the requirements of Part 170. Enclosure No. 7 of
that document makes it explicitly clear that review of proposed amend-
ments are separate and distinct from reviews of exemption requests, even
when only one safety issue is involved.

-
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To consider all exemptions as amendments would merely add more administra.
tive hurdles, paperwork, and time delays to an already sufficiently cumbersome
process. More importantly, it would add nothing to nuclear safety. In several
recent instances the NRC has either acted or proposed to act in a fashion

I

suggesting that the need for exemptions will continue to escalate. On the issue
of prompt notification systems, the NRC established a deadline knowing with
virtual certainty that several licensees would be incapable of complying. In the
proposed rule on shif t staffing (47FR38135), the NRC described how licensees
could merely seek exemptions if they could not meet the proposed deadline.
Appendix E to 10CFR50 requires annual emergency planning exercises, even
though the lead governmental agency on this issue, FEMA, believes a lesser
frequency is adequate. Of ten the annual frequency cannot be met because
FEMA, the Statet, the local communities, other involved agencies cannot support
that schedule.(lll Even when the licensee is not responsible for the deferral, the
licensee is obligated to seek and justify the exemption. We believe that no
additional obstacles should be erected in the exemption process, and we urge the
NRC to let nuclear safety considerations play a paramount role in reaching a
decision in this regard.

Relationship to Proposed Rule on Technical Specifications for Nuclear Power
Reactors

In 47FR13369, the NRC proposed to amend existing regulations governing
|
|

Technical Specifications by introducing a bi-level system of Technical
Specifications and Supplemental Specifications. Only the former would be made'

directly a part of the operating license, and any changes would continue to
require prior NRC approval. According to the explanation provided in the

!

Federal Register notice, the Supplemental Specifications can be changed by the
licensee within certain bounds and under prescribed conditions. A process'

|
similar to plant changes made under 50.59 is envisioned.

[

The major difficulty we forsee when looking at this process in the context of the
interim final ruirs concerns proposed 10CFR30.36(f)(7). Even though the
Supplemental Spehlfications would not be a part of the license, there are

beconditions (described in 50.36(f)(7)) under which proposed changes must
treated as license amendments and applications must be filed pursuant to 50.90.
It is unclear why applications for license amendments must be submitted to
change a document which is to be designated no a part of the operating license.
There are also implications in proposed 50.54 x 121 of instances where changes
to the Supplemental Specifications may involve license amendments in that
" prior Commission approval" is required.

.

"

(11) Additional examples of this trend can be found in the W. G. Counsil letter
to the Secretary of the Commission dated, February 2,1983, Comments on
the Proposed Rule Regarding Revision of License Fee Schedules.

(12) Apparently to be re designated in light of the change issued in 48FR13966,
which promulgates a dif ferent provision designated as 50.54(x).

-__ __ - - - - - - - _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - __- _-_ __- _ _ _ _ _ - - - - _ _ _
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While the above questions need to be resolved independent of the interim final|

rules, they acquire additional significance in light of the new license amendment
process. The attractiveness of this proposed rule is diminished if a significant
percentage of changes to the provisions which would be included within the
Supplemental Specifications have to be processed as amendments, especially in
light of these interim final rules. Among the comments we submitted
previously(13) on this proposed rule, we suggested that the constraints within
which changes could be implemented by the licensee are unnecessarily
restrictive. Specific recommendations regarding relaxation of the proposed
criteria were also provided.

Question of Retroactivity

The interim final rules become effective on May 6,1983. In recent conversa-
tions with the Staff, we have been verbally informed that the NRC intends to
process all amendment requests not issued by May 6,1983 by following the steps
contained in the interim final rules. We find such a position to be totally
inappropriate and, in fact, contrary to the rule itself. We believe that all
amendment requests docketed by May 6,1983 should be dispositioned using the
conventional (pre-interim. final rule) process.

The new 10CFR50.91 contains the following paragraph:

"The Commission will use the following procedures on an
application received af ter May 6, 1983 requesting an
amendment to an operating license ......."

The Supplementary Information Section further clarifies the statement in the
rule as follows:

" Finally, with respect to amendment requests received
before the interim final rule takes effect, the Commission
proposes to keep its present procedures and not provide
notice for public comment on amendments on which the
Commission has not acted before the effective date of
the interim final rule."

The above explanation is unambiguous and, when coupled with the previously
i quoted excerpt from the new 30.91, leaves no doubt that pending amendment

requests should be processed using the original procedures. No explanation for
any other approach has been offered, and we strongly believe that the
statements in the rule should be adhered to.

Criteria Used to Make the No Significant Hazards Consideration Determination

The NRC is undoubtedly aware of the strong similarity between the criteria to
| be used to make the no significant hazards consideration determination with the
l criteria of 50.59 which define the tests associated with making the unreviewed

safety question determination. While we offer no explicit comments on the

(13) W. G. Counsil letter to the Secretary of the Commission dated, May 28,
1982, Proposed Rule, Technical Specifications for Nuclear Power Reactors.

iy~ ... s a. ., __ ,_
_ _ . _ _ _ , _ __ ___ , _ _ _
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actual criteria (vs. their interpretation) for making the former determination,
the interim final rule has raised an important question regarding the
interpretation of the criteria in 50.59.

The most important difference between the two sets of criteria relates to the
absence of the word "significant" in eithei 50.59(a)(2)(i) or 50.59 (a)(2)(iii). When
interpreted literally, the absence of the word significant results in an extremely
rigid set of criteria which unjustifiably complicates the process of implementing
changes to f acility design or procedures.

To illustrate this point, the following examples are presented. The legal limit on
site boundary dose for a certain accident may be 300 rem. The licensing basis
analysis for this event may have a dose consequence of 0.001 rem, many orders
of magnitude below the regulatory limit. A design change may result in a
doubling of the calculated dose, which constitutes an " increase in the
consequences of a previously analyzed accident". This situation could result in a
positive unreviewed safety question determination, when in f act this safety
significance of the change is trivial. One example of such a change concerns the
transition from manual to automatic initiation of auxiliary feedwater systems
for PWR's.

Similarly, the probability of a given accident resulting in a core melt may be ,

10-7, several orders of magnitude below the proposed safety goal. A plant
design change may increase this probability by a f actor of 2, yet not have any
significant impact on the overall probability of core melt for the facility. Itis
our view that this situation should not result in a positive unreviewed safety
question determination, yet a literal interpretation of the currently phrased
30.59 has this ef fect.

The criteria of 50.59 can be interpreted a number of ways, and our review has
revealed that little if any relevant guidance from the NRC exists in this regard.
Consequently, we believe that the most appropriate action is to formally amend
the first and third criteria as follows:

if the probability of occurence where the consequences of an accident oro
malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the
safety analysis report may be significantly increased,

o !! the margin of safety as defined in the basis for any technical
specification is significantly reduced.

%e believe these changes would streamline the process by eliminating ambiguity
and reducir)g the number of positive mreviewed safety question determinations
and consequently reducing the volume of paperwork required, yet nuclear safety
considerations would not be compromised. These changes would clearly place
the responsibility for nuclear safety where it belongs,in the hands of licensees.

We intend to discuss this recommendation with members of the StafI and, if
appropriate, file a petition for rulemaking to accomplish this objective.

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ .
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Looking at the license amendment situation from a more global perspective, it
has become eminently clear that far too many license amendments are being
processed using increasing complex procedtres. Several independant
alternatives, or a combination of them, should be pursued to alleviate this
situation. One alternative identified above is to relax the criteria governing
what constitutes an unreviewed safety question. A second approach is
conceptually identified in the proposed rulemaking on Technical Specifications,
involving the creation of a bi-level system of specifications. A third alternative
would be to establish a system whereby many of the provisions currently
contained in the TechnicM Specifications could be amended by the licensee
without explicit prior NRC approval. The common theme behind each of these
alternatives is a reduction in the paper pushed to implement plant changes and
license amendments with an equivalent or improved assurance of nuclear safety.
The objective is to clearly articulate that licensees have the responsibility for
plant safety, and the NRC functions in an audit-only role whenever possible. We
suggest that these possibilities be explored further to bring the optimum solution
to fruition.

Interpretation of Criteria Used to Make the No Signification Hazards
Censideration Determination

The pivotal word in three criteria useC to make the no significant hazards
consideration determination is the word "significant". Obviously this word can
connote dif ferent meanings to dif ferent people. % e believe that licensees are
best qualified to interpret this term in the context of their own amendment
requests, and consequently the Commission should avoid publishing rigid
" guidance" documents in this regard. We are curreritly preparing a guidance
document for our use internally, and its purpose will be to ensure company-wide
consistency without prescribing a cookbook approach.

For example, it is inappropriate to specif y a percentage change above which the
change becomes "significant" in all circumstances. When the safety margin is
three orders of magnitode, a ten percent reduction is clearly not significant.
When the safety margin is fif teen percent, a comparable percentage reduction
may in f act be significant. The cummulative etfects of successive changes to
one system must also be considered, and not merely the individual change which
is being subjected to review at any given time.

In addition, our guidance document will provide information regarding the
" design basis envelope" for our facilities. Our accident probability or
consequence determinations will be limited to our design basis requirements and
other credible scenarios and not to all hypotheses of third-party reviewers.

.
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Conclusion

We appreciate the opportunity to provide our comments on these interim final
! . rules, and are available to provide further clarification if desired by the Staff.
t

| Very truly yours,

// 7(/l]&.

W. G. Couns 1
i Senior Vice President i

|
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May 10,1983

Docket Nos. 50-213
50-245
50-336
50-423
B10784

Mr. Samuel J. Chilk
Secretary of the Commission
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1717 H Street
Washington, D. C. 20555

i

Gentlemen:

Haddam Neck Plant
Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit Nos.1,2, & 3

Comments on Interim Final Rules
Notice and State Consultation

Standards for Determining Whether License
Amendments involve No Significant Hazards Considerations

In 48FR14864 and 48FR14873, the Commission promulgated interim final rules
on the above captioned s 5jects, in accordance with the provisions of Public Law
97-415. Connecticut Yank ee Atomic Power Company (CYAPCO) and Northeast
Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) hereby provide the following comments on
these interim final rules.

General Comments

Our general perspective is that these regulations will not significantly, if at all,
improve the s'ifety of nuclear power plants. The reviews and evaluations
previously utilized to process license aniendments were adequate to assure
continued pub!!c health and safety. As with many other previous NRC
initiatives, these new regulations will require the use of our limited resources in
areas which we perceive will not enhance nuclear safety. The additional
resources being expended to fulfill these new regulations are therefore being
applied at the expense of other voluntary activities which could otherwise be
accomplisMed. However, we fully recognize that these rules are being
implemented to fulfill congressional mandates, and that under these
circumstances the NRC has considerably less latitude regarding the final scope
and specific provisions of these rules than would otherwise be the case. Given
that Congress has required their implementation, we offer the following
comments and observations in the interest of minimizing their negative impact.

uY
b
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The trend within NRC for the past several years has been to dramatically
increase the scope and volume of Technical Specifications. Over the course of
time, the Technical Specifications have become cluttered with a considerable
amount of superfluous detail not truly appropriate or necessary to satisfy the
intent of 10CFR50.36. One of the by-products of this trend is that more license
amendments are being processed than nuclear safety considerations warrant.

The Commission apparently recognizes this problem and has published a proposed
rule (47FR13369) which is stated to be directed at addressing this concern. Our
general endorsement of this concept and other pertinent observations were
provided in previous correspondencell). The subject interim final rules further
serve to heighten the importance of taking steps to alleviate this situation in the
near term. However, we are concerned that the Commission may not have fully
recognized the synergistic effects which would occur if both these proposals are
implemented in their current form. There are also a number of other issues
where the implications of these interim final rules either lack clarity or have the
potential to yield additional adverse synergistic effects. The balance of this
letter is intended to identify and discuss these matters.

Interpretation of 10CFR Part 170

in a recent proposed rule (47FR52454), the NRC has proposed to amend the
existing regulations governing payment of fees associated with, among other
things, processing of license amendment requests. The key element of the
proposed changes relates to assessment of fees based upon actual NRC resources
expended rather than a fixed fee for various classes of amendments.

If the Part 170 changes are issued as proposed, after May 6,1983 resources
expended as part of the notice and State consultation process would be financed
by the requesting licensee. It is our view that licensees would not, be the
" identifiable recipient of benefits" resulting from this more involved process. As
such, licensees should not be assessed fees for any expenses resulting from the
public notice, State consultation, and other consequential or follow-up activities
which may result. The legislative history behind Public Law 97-415 makes it
clear that licensees are not the prime beneficiaries of this new license
amendment process. Therefore, licensees should not be assessed additional fees
to finance this activity.

(1) Previous submittals addressing this matter include the followings

o W. G. Counsil letter to the Secretary of the Commission
dated September 8,1980, Proposed Rulemaking Regarding
Technical Specifications.-

o W. G. Counsil letter to the Secretary of the Commission
dated May 28, 1982, Proposed Rule, Technical Specifications
for Nuclear Power Reactors,

o W. G. Counsil letter to the Secretary of the Commission
dated April 25, 1983, Proposed Rulemaking Regarding
Technical Specifications.
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Interpretation of the Term " Emergency"

The term " emergency" suggests the occurrence of a nuclear plant situation
where public health and safety is in immediate jeopardy. The interim final rules
use the term " emergency" to describe situations where failure to act in a timely
fashion on a proposed license amendment would result in derating or shutdown of
a plant. While in isolation this term may be appropriate, its use in this context
may result in considerable confusion, especially in light of a recently issued final
rule (48FR13966) regarding departures from license conditions or technical
specifications in an " emergency" situation.

A member of the NRC Staff has called this potential conflict in terminology to I
our attention, and we agree that it is desirable to eliminate any potential
confusion before it occurs, especially when the public may be asked to provide
comments via a toll-free hotline or in response to newspaper articles describing
a power plant " emergency". In this forum, the term " emergency" carries with it
a connotation not accwate when describing license amendments which warrant
expedited treatment. Frequently the situations which arise have very little
nuclear safety significance but the wording of the technical specifications is
such that a plant shutdown would be necessary within a matter of hours or days
unless an amendment is issued promptly.

s.

Use of the term " emergency" in the context of the final rule (48FRlW46) is
more appropriate from our perspective. The stated purpose of that rufe is to
allow licensees to take reasonable action that departs f rom a license condition or

'

technical specification when such action is immediately needed to protect the
public health and safety. While we are hopeful that such situations would rarely
if ever arise, the situations contemplated are authentic emergencies which have
some safety significance. The rule correctly recognizes that not all plant
conditions can be anticipated in the license and technical specifications, and
provisions have been taken to allow departures. |

In light of the above, we propose that the term " emergency" be reserved
exclusively for use in the context of 48FR13966, and that alternate wording be
developed for use in the interim final rule. For instance, the initial portions of
10CFR50.91(a)(3) could be reworded as follows:

"Where the Commission finds that plant conditions exist
warranting expedited treatment of a proposed license
amendment, in that f ailure ......"

Other provisions of the interim final rules which currently use the word
" emergency" could similarly be reworded. We believe this recommendation will
eliminate both an unnecessary source of concern for the public and potential
confusion with the provisions of 10CFR50.54(x) and 50.72(c).

|
Use of Media to Obtain Public Comment

In the Supplementary information section of the interim final rule on Notice and
State Consultation, the NRC describes various means of obtaining public
comment under exigent circumstances. Two options specifically mentioned

_ __. _ _ - -___ _
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include use of a local newspaper to inform residents of proposed amendments,
and use of a toll-free hotline to facilitate receipt of public comment.

We are hard pressed to envision circumstances under which these measures will
truly enhance nuclear safety. It is far more likely that such actions will serve to
unnecessarily alarm the public. Routine power plant evolutions, which in some

I

cases result in the need for prompt processing of license amendments, are not
appropriate subjects for newspaper articles and toll-free hotlines. They imply a
sense of urgency and significance which, with respect to impact on the public
health and safety, is simply not there. Our concerns regarding media exposure
are not conjecture or speculation, but are based on our experience including a
New York Times article on the Pressurized Thermal Shock issue for one of our
plants, and on adverse and mjustified media exposure regarding the Interim
Reliability Evaluation Program for another of our units. We refer you to our
letters to H. R. Denton and Chairman Palladino(2) for additional details on these
issues.

j

In response to our letter to Chairman Palladino, Mr. Dircks invited us(3) to
provide additional suggestions on how to more effectively deal with the issue of
media use of nuclear power plant data and information. In response to that
invitation and to the concerns raised by the interim final mies, we offer two
recommendations.

First, use of the media to provide information on nuclear power plant operations
is a delicate matter which must be carefully administered. The perspectives of
the public are markedly different from those directly associated with nuclear
power regulation, and these differences must be recognized in preparing media
releases. In the interest of optimizing this public comment process, we |

,

recommend that the NRC consult with the licensees on a proposed release before
action is taken. Licensees would have a greater degree of f amiliarity with both
the issue at hand and with local media personnel. The NRC would of course
retain the final authority in the event of an impasse, but licensee input should be
solicited. This measure would also improve the ability of licensees to respond to
media inquiries by allowing more time for licensees to prepare information and
to ensure the availability of knowledgable personnel.

Second, we recommend that all inputs provided by the States and the public to
the NRC be made available to licensees. Copies of all correspondence should be

(2) The referenced documents are:

o W. G. Counsil letter to H. R. Denton dated, October 23,1981,
Pressurized Thermal Shock of Reactor Vessels,-

W. G. Counsil letter to N. 3. Palladino dated February 16,o
1983, Interim Reliability Evaluation Program.

(3) W. J. Dircks letter to W. G. Counsil dated April 11,1983, Interim
Reliability Evaluation Program.
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| forwarded promptly to licensees. If a hotline is established, all conversations
should be taped and copies be provided to licensees. Such measures are

'

appropriate because it is the licensees who are responsible for public health and
safety, and any potentially relevant input should promptly be made available to
licensees. Further, licensees invest substantial resources in public information
programs and these inputs could be used to assess their effectiveness and
identify potential areas of improvemer.t. We remain dedicated to the safety of
nuclear power plant operations, and we are willing to provide informatio1 to the
States or the public to demonstrate our corporate commitment. We are in a
better position to respond to the public's questions and comments, and should be
provided allinputs provided to NRC under these circumstances.

Implications of NRC's Regionalization Plans

L. 48FR12619, the NRC noticed a summary of its plans regarding regionalization
of selected licensing functions. The issue which has attracted the most attention
during the regional meetings and in other forums is the regionalization of certain
power reactor licensing functions, with a resulting division of licensing
responsibilities between NRC headquarters and the Regional Offices. We believe
that such a step may prove beneficial, provided a reasonable concensus is
reached regarding which functions are regionalized and which are retained at
headquarters. We fully recognize that final decisions have not been reached and
therefore NRC's current regionalization plans have no immediate impact on the
interim final rules. However, we wish to ensure a smooth transition and believe
some advance planning will facilitate the process. This matter was addressed
briefly in previous correspondence (4); further clarification is provided here.

Most of the discussions we have participated in suggest that the delineation of
responsibilities will be issue-oriented. Implicit in this approach is the fact that
review and issuance of license amendments would also be shared. The " routine"

| amendments would be processed by the Regions and the " complex" amendmer}t
would be dispositioned by headquarters. Certain internal NRC memorandat

| appear to support this type of approach. If this situation materializes without'

further guidance, licensees would be unsure where to direct license amendments
requiring expedited treatment since by definition the plant situation would not
have been previously contemplated. Given the extensive amounts of telephone
contact normally associated with these situatiors, we believe it is desirable that
communications with the responsible NRC Office be initiated from the,

! beginning. Hence, we recommend that before any transfer of authority of
| facility licenses occurs, a clear understanding of the groundrules for the transfer
j is reached. We are confident that a mutually acceptable approach can be

defined in the context of finalizing the details of the entire regionalizationi

l process.

.

(4) W. G. Counsil letter to D. G. Eisenhut dated, March 24, 1983,
Comments on Draf t NUREG-0737 PWR Technical Specifications.

(5) 3. G. Keppler m'emorandum to H. R. Denton dated, January 13,
| 1982, Regionalization of NRR Functions.

H. R. Denton memorandum to V. Stello dated February 5,1982,
Regionalization of Regulatory Functions.

|
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Further, independent of where licensee amendments are evaluated, it is
necessary that thorough and precise procedures be in place to provide a road map
for the NRC Staff on the steps to be taken to promptly process a license
amendment request (6). Before the NRC can estab!1sh the optimum method of
regionalizing this function, it now must address the new elements of Federal
Register notice coordination, public comment review, State consultation, and
coping with exigent circumstances. We merely wish to avoid a situation where
the Regional Offices have the responsibility of dealing with a proposal requiring
prompt attention, and working level personnel are unfamiliar with any of the
steps necersary to process the request. In summary, we believe that the interim
final rules introduce new considerations intn the evaluation of regionalizing
authority to issue license airendmente. These and other factors should be l

considered by both the NRC and the industry before a decision is reached.
{

No Significant Hazards Consideration - Reracking of Spent Fuel Pools

We strongly support the Commission's decision to not include reracking in the list
of examples that will be considered likely tolvolve a significant hazard (
consideration.(7) It is clearly inappropriate to publish a policy which ignores and
runs contrary to the documented technical NRC conclusions published in
numeroc Safety Evaluation Reports. A decision to classify g rerackings as
actions constituting significant hazards considerations, applied to certain
realistic scenarios, would yield some rather bizarre conclusions. For example, a I

licensee operating several facilities may have previously reracked a spent fuel.

pool and have therefore received a Staff SER containing the typical findings such
as:

The new racks do not alter the potential consequences of the d(signo
basis accident for the spent fuel pool, and

The new racks will not change the radiological consequences of ao

postulated fuel handling accident or spent fuel caskdrop.

The same licensee may now wish to expand its spent fuel storage capacity at a
sister unit using an identical design, and the Commission would find a
"significant hazard" associated with a previously explicitly approved and
successfully implemented design if this example was reinstated. In short,
nuclear safety decisions should be reached using technical input. Significantly,
adopting our recommendation would send an appropriate and interpretable signal
regarding the meaning of the criteria associated with making the no significant
hazards consideration determination on issues not explicitly covered in the
examples.

1

.

(6) Specific recommendations in this regard were provided in the W. G. Counsil
letter to D. G. Eisenhut dated April 25,1983, Public Law 97-415.

(7) The basis for our support was summarizcd in the W. G. Counsil letter to
Chairman Palladino dated, February 9, 1983, Significant Hazards
Considerations.

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Amendments Requiring Expedited Treatment and involving a Sinnificant Hazards
Consideration

The Commission's interim final rules identify the procedural dif ferences between
amendments involving a significant hazards consideration from those which do
not.. Where conditions warrant and the amendment does not involve a significant
hazards consideration, there is a process available to have amendments issued on
an expedited basis. . However, there is no process identified to disposition
amendment requests which both require expedited treatment and involve a
significant hazards consideration. While we recognize that it is unlikely for such
a situation to arise, it is nonetheless conceivable. The scenario takes on
additional credibility when one hypothesizes a situation where ample lead time
was provided, a hearing was convened, and protracted administrative delays
consumed all the time originally allocated to secwe regulatory approval. In
these or other circumstances delaying issuance of an amendment could even run
contrary to the interests of overall plant safety.

While various organizations may have differing views in the probability of such a
scenario, prudence dictates that some mechanism be established to deal with this
situation. One possibility would be Commission issuance of an immediately
effective Order (10CFR2.204). We would welcome the opportunity to discuss
this matter further with the NRC.

Treatment of Exemptions from NRC Regulations
~

The subject interim final rules contain no explicit reference to exemptions (8)
from NRC regulations which are issued. However, we are concerned that the
.various methods the Commission has used to issue exemptions may result in
unjustifiably complicating their disposition by subjecting all such future requests
to this new OL amendment process. It is our view that exemption requests need
not automatically be considered license amendments, even though the NRC has

f occasionally elected to notice such actions in the Federal Register and/or assign
license amendment numbers to the issuing documents. Support for our positiont

can be found from both the technical and legal perspectives.

From a technical standpoint, many exemptions which licensees are obligated to
seek are the direct result of poorly worded or inappropriate regulations. Far
fewer exemptions would be needed if the NRC was more sensitive to industry
perspectives in its rulemaking proceedings. The most blatant example of this
trend are NRC's fire protection regulations,10CFR50.48 and Appendix R to
10CFR50. The regulated industry has already submitted hmdreds of exemption
requests from these regulations, and the unfortunate truth is that thousands may
be dispositioned before the issue is resolved. The word exemption carries with it
a connotation to the layman of a reduction in the protection of public health and

*

(
i

(8) Requests for relief from NRC regulations generally filed pursuant to
10CFR50.12, or other provisions of limited applicability such as

L 10CFR50.48(c)(6).

t
___-
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safety. Of course, this is not the case. In fact, the criteria for submitting
under 50.48(cX6) are that implementation of NRC requirements would not
enhance fire protection safety or may be detrimental to overall facility safety.
Such issues should not, as a matter of standard practice, be elevated to the
status of license amendments.

From a legal standpoint, ample precedent has been set in that there have been
numerous instances in the past of the NRC issuing exemptions and not assigning
license amendment numbers to the issuing documentsW. The precedent has
already been firmly established and the interim final rules do not disturb this
practice. Adoption of this recommendation would yield no conflict with any
existing NRC regulation.

Support from our position can also be found in 10CFR170.22, schedule of fees for
facility license amendments. This paragraph describes the current six classes of
amendments, and identifies the required fee for review. The description for
Classes III through VI contain the following:

" Amendments, exemptions, or required approvals ......."

The above wording indicates that amendments and exemptions are distinct
actions, and that exemptions should not automatically be considered licepsg
amendments. In addition, the NRC has issued at least one clarification letteruw
on Part 170 in which further support for this position can be found.

(9) Examples of this approach include the following:

D. M. Crutchfield letter tn W. G. Counsil dated, April 21,1983. Exemption
related to the Annual Emergency Preparedness Exercise, Millstone Station,
Units No. I and 2.

D. M. Crutchfield letter to W. G. Counsil dated, December 21, 1982.
Inservice Inspection Relief, Reactor Coolant Pump Inspection Program,
Haddam Neck Plant.

H. R. Denton letter to W. G. Counsil dated, November 11, 1981. Fire
Protection Exemption, Haddam Neck Plant and Millstone Station, Unit No.
2.

(10) A July 12,1979 letter from W. O. Miller to W. G. Counsil provided
guidance for interpreting the requirements of Part 170. Enclosure No. 7 of
that , document makes it explicitly clear that review of proposed amend.
ments are separate and distinct from reviews of exemption requests, even
when only one safety issue is involved.

L_
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To consider all exemptions as amendments would merely add more administra-
'

tive hurdles, paperwork, and time delays to an already sufficiently cumbersome !

process. More importantly, it would add nothing to nuclear safety. In several
i recent instances the NRC has either acted or proposed to act in a fashion ' '

suggesting that the need for exemptions will continue to escalate. On the issue
of prompt notification systems, the NRC established a deadline knowing with
virtual certainty that several licensees would be incapable of complying. In the
proposed rule on shift staffing (47FR38135), the NRC described how licensees'

I could merely seek exemptions if they could not meet the proposed deadline. :
! Appendix. E to 10CFR50 requires annual emergency planning exercises, even

,

though the lead governmental agency on this issue, FEMA, believes a lesser '

frequency is adequate. Often the annual frequency cannot be met because

that. schedule.(II), the local communities, other involved agencies cannot support
FEMA, the States* ,

'

Even when the licensee is not responsible for the deferral, the7

licensee is obligated to seek and-justify the exemption. We believe that no.

additional obstacles should be erected in the exemption process, and we urge the i:

NRC to let nuclear safety considerations play a paramount role in reaching a
,

decision in this regard.

Relationship to Proposed Rule on Technical Specifications for Nuclear Power
Reactors4

In 47FR13369, the NRC proposed to amend existing regulations governing
Technical Specifications by introducing a bi-level system of Technical !

,

t. Specifications and Supplemental Specifications. Only the former would be made'

,

directly a part of the operating license, and any changes would continue to [
: require prior NRC approval. According to the explanation provided in the i
j - Federal Register notice, the Supplemental Specifications can be changed by the
1- licensee within certain bounds and under prescribed conditions. A process ;

similar to plant changes made under 50.59 is envisioned.
,

.
The major difficulty we forsee when looking at this process in the context of the

| interim finst rules concerns proposed 10CFR50.36(fX7). Even though the
i Supplemental Specifications would not be a part of the license, there are
j conditions (described in 50.36(fX7)) under which proposed changes must be
j treated as license amendments and applications must be filed pursuant to 50.90. ;

it is unclear why applications for license amendments must be submitted to
change a document which is to be designated jno a part of the operating license.

1
| There are also implications in proposed 50.54(xE 2i of instances where changes
; to the Supplemental Specifications' may involve license amendments in that
;- " prior Commission approval" is required.

,
f.
4 .

(11) Additional examples of this trend can be found in the W. G. Counsil letter
,

j. to the Secretary of the Commission dated, February 2,1983, Comments on
O the Proposed Rule Regarding Revision of License Fee Schedules. :

(12) Apparently to be re-designated in light of the change issued in 48FR13%6,
which promulgates a different provision designated as 50.54(x).

:

- -. ., , - . . - - - . . - . - . - - . - . - _ . - . _ - . - - - -.. - - _ .. _ . --
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While the above questions need to be resolved independent of the interim final
rules, they acquire additional significance in light of the new license amendment
process. The attractiveness of this proposed rule is diminished if a significant
percentage of changes to the provisions which would be included within the
Supplemental Specifications have to be processed as amendments, especially in
light of these interim final rules. Among the comments we submitted
previously(13) on this proposed rule, we suggested that the constraints within
which changes could be implemented by the licensee are unnecessarily
restrictive. Specific recommendations regarding relaxation of the proposed
criteria were also provided.

Question of Retroactivity

The interim final rules become effective on May 6,1983. In recent conversa-
tions with the Staff, we have been verbally informed that the NRC intends to
process all amendment requests not issued by May 6,1983 by following the steps
contained in the interini final rules. We find such a position to be totally
inappropriate and, in fact, contrary to the rule itself. We believe that all
amendment requests docketed by May 6,1983 should be dispositioned using the
conventional (pre-interim final ru A) process.

The new 10CFR50.91 contains the following paragraph:

"The Commission will use the following procedures on an
~

application received after May 6, 1983 requesting an
amendment to an operating license ......."

The Supplementary Information Section further clarifies the statement in the
rule as follows:

" Finally, with respect to amendment requests received
before the interim final rule takes effect, the Commission-
proposes to keep its present procedures and not provide
notice for public comment on amendments on which the
Commission has not acted before the effective date of
the interim final rule."

The above explanation is unambiguous and, when coupled with the previously
quoted excerpt from the new 50.91, leaves no doubt that pending amendment
requests should be processed using the original procedures. No explanation for
any other approach has been offered, and we strongly believe that the
statements in the rule should be adhered to.

Criteria Used to Make the No Significant Hazards Consideration Determination

The NRC is undoubtedly aware of the strong similarity between the criteria to
be used to make the no significant hazards consideration determination with the
criteria of 50.59 which define the tests associated with making the unreviewed
safety question determination. While we offer no explicit comments on the

1

(13) W. G. Counsil letter to the Secretary of the Commission dated, May 28,
1982, Proposed Rule, Technical Specifications for Nuclear Power Reactors.

1

__
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actual criteria (vs. their interpret.:. tion) for making the former determination,
the interim final rule has raised . an important question regarding the
interpretation of the criteria in 50.59.

The most important difference between the two sets of criteria relates to the
absence of the word "significant" in either 50.59(aX2Xi) or 50.59 (a)(2)(iii). When
interpreted literally, the absence of the word significant results in an extremely-
rigid set of criteria which unjustifiably complicates the process of implementing
changes to facility design or procedures.

To illustrate this point, the following examples are presented. The legal limit on
site boundary dose for a certain accident may be 300 rem. The licensing basis
analysis for this event may have a dose consequence of 0.001 rem, many orders
of magnitude below the regulatory limit. A design change may result in a
doubling of the calculated dose, which constitutes an " increase in the
consequences of a previously analyzed accident". This situation could result in a
positive unreviewed safety question determination, when in fact this safety
significance of the change is trivial. One example of such a change concerns the
transition from manual to automatic initiation of auxiliary feedwater systems
for PWR's.

Similarly, the probability of a given accident resulting in a core melt may be
10-7, several orders of magnitude below the proposed safety goal. A plant
design change may increase this probability by a factor of 2, yet not have any.

significant impact on the overall probability of core melt for the facility. It is
our view that this situation should not result in a positive unreviewed safety
question determination, yet a literal interpretation of the currently phrased
50.59 has this effect.

The criteria of 50.59 can be interpreted a number of ways, and our review has
revealed that little if any relevant guidance from the NRC exists in this regard.
Consequently, we believe that the most appropriate action is to formally amend
the first and third criteria as follows:

If the probability of occurence where the consequences of an accident oro
malfunction of equipment importar.t to safety previously evaluated _ in the
safety analysis report may be significantly increased,

o If the margin of safety as defined in the basis for any technical
specification is significantly reduced.

We believe these changes would streamline the process by eliminating ambiguity
and reducing the number of positive mreviewed safety question determinations

!
and conse%ently reducing the volume of paperwork required, yet nuclear safety '

considera00ns would not be compromised. These changes would clearly place )the respersibility for nuclear safety where it belongs, in the hands of licensees. !

We intend to discuss this recommendation with members of the Staff and, if
appropriate, file a petition for rulemaking to accomplish this objective.

_ ___ _ -_ I
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Looking at the license amendment situation from a more global perspective, it
has' become eminently clear that far too many license amendments are being

- processed using increasing complex procedures. Several- independent
alternatives, or a combination of them, should be pursued to alleviate this
situation. : Cne alternative identified above is to relax the criteria governing
what constitutes an - unreviewed safety question. - A second approach is
conceptually identified in the proposed rulemaking on Technical Specifications,
involving the creation of a bi-level system of specifications. A third alternative
would be to establish a system whereby many of the provisions currently
contained in the Technical Specifications could be amended by the licensee
without explicit prior NRC approval. The common theme behind each of these
alternatives is a reduction in the paper pushed to implement plant changes and
license amendments with an equivalent or improved asstrance of nuclear safety.
The objective is to clearly articulate that licensees have the responsibility for
plant safety, and the NRC functions in an audit-only role whenever possible. We
suggest that these possibilities be explored further to bring the optimum solution
to fruition.

Interpretation of Criteria Used to Make the No Signification Hazards
Consideration Determination

The pivotal word in three criteria used to make the no significant hazards
consideration determination is the word "significant". Obviously this word can
connote different meanings to different people. We believe that licensees are
best qualified to interpret this term in the context of their own amendment- '

' requests, and consequently the Commission should avoid publishing rigid
" guidance" documents in this regard. We are currently preparing a guidance
document for our use internally, and its purpose will be to ensure company-wide
consistency without prescribing a cookbook approach.

For example, it is inappropriate to specify a percentage change above which the
change becomes "signiffcant" in all circumstances. When the safety margin is
three orders of magnit Jde, a ten percent reduction is clearly not significant.
When the safety margin is fif teen percent, a comparable percentage reduction
may in fact be significant. The cummulative effects of successive changes to
one system must also be considered, and not merely the individual change which
is being subjected to review at any given time.

'In addition, our guidance document will provide information regarding the
" design basis envelope" for our facilities. Our accident probability or
consequence determinations will be limited to our design basis requirements and
other credible scenarios and not to all hypotheses of third-party reviewers.

.
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Conclusion

We appreciate the opportunity to provide our comments on these interim final
rules, and are available to provide f urther clarification if desired by the Staff.

Very truly yours,

/ T( '
.

W. G. Counsil
Senior Vice President

:

.
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May 10,1983

Docket Nos. 50-213
50-245
50-336
50-423
B10784

Mr. Samuel 3. Chilk
Secretary of the Commission
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1717 H Street
Washington, D. C. 20555

Gentlemen:

Haddam Neck Plant
Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit Nos.1,2, & 3

Comments on Interim Final Rules
Notice and State Consultation

Standards for Determining Whether License
Amendments Involve No Significant Hazards Considerations

In 48FR14864 and 48FR14873, the Commission promulgated interim final rules
on the above captioned subjects, in accordance with the provisions of Public Law
97-415. Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power Company (CYAPCO) and Northeast
Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) hereby provide the following comments on
these interim final rules.

General Comments

Our general perspective is that these regulations will not significantly, if at all,
improve the safety of nuclear power plants. The reviews and evaluations
previously utilized to process license amendments were adequate to assure
continued public health and safety. As with many other previoits NRC
initiatives, these new regulations will require the use of our limited resources in
areas which we perceive will not enhance nuclear safety. The additional
resources being expended to fulfill these new regulations are therefore being
applied at.the expense of other voluntary activities which could otherwise be
accomplished. However, we fully recognize that these rules are being
implemented to fulfill congressional mandates, and that under these
circumstances the NRC has considerably less latitude regarding the final scope
and specific provisions of these rules than would otherwise be the case. Given
that Congress has required their implementation, we offer the following
comments and observations in the interest of minimizing their negative impact.

.
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The trend within NRC for the past several years has been to dramatically
increase the scope and volume of Technical Specifications. Over the course of
time, the Technical Specifications have become cluttered with a considerable
amount of superfluous detail not truly appropriate or necessary to satisfy the
intent of 10CFR50.36. One of the by-products of this trend is that more license
amendments are being processed than nuclear safety considerations warrant.

The Commission apparently recognizes this problem and has published a proposed
rule (47FR13369) which is stated to be directed at addressing this concern. Our
general endorsement of this concept and other pertinent observations were
provided in previous correspondencetl), lhe subject interim final rules further
serve to heighten the importance of taking steps to alleviate this situation in the
near term. However, we are concerned that the Commission may not have fully
recognized the synergistic effects which would occur if both these proposals are
implemented in their current form. There are also a number of other issues
where the implications of these interim final rules either lack clarity or have the
potential to yield additional adverse synergistic effects. The balance of this
letter is intended to identify and discuss these matters.

Interpretation of 10CFR Part 170

In a recent proposed rule (47FR52454), the NRC has proposed to amend the
existing regulations governing payment of fees associated with, among other
things, processing of license amendment requests. The key element of the

- proposed changes relates to assessment of fees based upon actual NRC resources
expended rather han a fixed fee for various classes of amendments.

If the Part 170 changes are issued as proposed, af ter May 6,1983 resources
expended as part of the notice and State consultation process would be financed
by the requesting licensee. It is our view that licensees would not be the
" identifiable recipient of benefits" resulting from this more involved process. As
such, icensees should not be assessed fees for any expenses resulting from the
public notice, State consultation, and other consequential or follow-up activities
which may result. The legislative history behind Public Law 97-415 makes it
clear that licensees are not the prime beneficiaries of this new license
amendment process. Therefore, licensees should not be assessed additional fees
to finance this activity.,

(1) Previous submittals addressing this matter include the following:

W. G. Counsil letter to the Secretary of the Commissiono

dated September 8,1980, Proposed Rulemaking Regarding
Technical Specifications.*

o W. G. Counsil letter to the Secretary of the Commission
dated May 28, 1982, Proposed Rule, Technical Specifications
for Nuclear Power Reactors.
W. G. Counsil letter to the Secretary of the Commissiono

dated April 25, 1983, Proposed Rulemaking Regarding
Technical Specifications.

.. -- - - .-
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Interpretation of the Term " Emergency"

The term " emergency" suggests the occurrence of a nuclear plant situation
where public health and safety is in immediate jeopardy. The interim final rules
use the term " emergency" to describe situations where failure to act in a timely
fashion on a proposed license amendment would result in derating or shutdown of

i a plant. While in isolation this nrm may be appropriate, its use in this context
: may result in considerable confusion, especially in light of a recently issued final

rule (48FR13966) regarding departures from license conditions or technical
specifications in an " emergency" situation.

.

A member of the NRC Staff has called this potential conflict in terminology to
our attention, and we agree that it is desirable to eliminate any potential
confusion before it occurs, especially when the pth!ic may be asked to provide !

comments via a toll-free hotline or in response to newspaper articles describing '

a power plant " emergency". In this forum, the term " emergency" carries with it {'

a connotation not accurate when describing license amendments which warrant
; expedited treatment. Frequently the situations which arise have very little

!

nuclear safety significance but the wording of the technical specifications is i,

such that a plant shutdown would be necessary within a matter of hours or days
;

; unless an amendment is issued promptly.
,

; Use of the term " emergency" in the context of the final rule (48FR13966) is
'

more appropriate from our perspective. The stated purpose of that rule is to
1 allow licensees to take reasonable action that departs from a license condition or

,

!
,

technical specification when such action is immediately needed to protect the
public health and safety. While we are hopeful that such situations would rarely
if ever arise, the situations contemplated are authentic emergencies which have
some safety significance. The rule correctly recognizes that not all plant4

conditions can be anticipated in the license and technical specifications, and
provisions have been taken to allow departures.

.

In light of the above, we propose that the term " emergency" be reserved
exclusively for use in the context of 48FR13966, and that alternate wording be
developed for use in the interim final rule. For instance, the initial portions of
10CFR50.91(a)(3) could be reworded as follows:

"Where the Commission finds that plant conditions exist
warranting expedited treatment of a proposed license ;

amendment, in that iailure ......" '

*

Other provisions of the interim final rules which currently use the word
" emergency" could similarly be reworded. We believe this recommendation will'

eliminate both an unnecessary source of concern for the public and potential
! confusion with the provisions of 10CFR50.54(x) and 50.72(c). ,'

Use of Media to Obtain Public Comment t
"

!

In the Supplementary Information section of the interim final rule on Notice and
State Consultation, the NRC describes various means of obtaining public ;

j - comment under exigent circumstances. Two options specifically mentioned
,

i.

s
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include use of a local newspaper to inform residents of proposed amendments,
and use of a toll-free hotline to facilitate receipt of public comment.

We are hard pressed to envision circumstances mder which these measwes ,will
truly enhance nuclear safety. It is far more likely that such actions will serve to.
unnecessarily alarm the public. Routine power plant evolutions, which in some
cases result in the need for prompt processing of license amendments, are not.
appropriate subjects for newspaper articles and toll-free hotlines. They imply a
sense of urgency and significance which, with respect to impact on the public
health and safety, is simply not there. Our concerns regarding media exposure
are not conjecture or speculation, but are based on our experience including a
New York Times article on the Pressurizt d Thermal Shock issue for one of our
plants, and on adverse and unjustified media exposure regarding the Interim
Reliability Evaluation Program for another of our units. We refer you to our
letters to H. R. Denton and Chairman Palladino(2) for additional details on these

-issues.
,

,

in response to our letter to Chairman Palladino, Mr. Dircks invited us(3' to i

provide additional suggestions on how to more effectively deal with the issue at
media use of nuclear power plant data and information. In response to that
invitation' and to the concerns raised by the interim final rules, we offer two
recommendations.

First, use of the media to provide information on nuclear power plant operations
,.

is a delicate matter which must be carefully administered. The perspectives of'

the public are markedly different from those directly associated with nuclear
power regulation, and these differences must be recognized in preparing media
releases. In the interest of optimizing this public comment process, we
recommend that the NRC consult with the licensees on a proposed release before
action is taken. Licensees would have a greater degree of familiarity with both
the issue at hand and with local media personnel. The NRC would of course
retain the final authority in the event of an impasse, but licensee input should be
solicited. This measwe would also improve the ability of licensees to respond to
media inquirks by allowing more time for licensees to prepare information and
to enswe the availability of knowledgable personnel. !

Second, we recommend that all inputs provided by the States and the public to I

the NRC be made available to licensees. Copies of all correspondence should be

!

(2) The referenced documents are: t

o W. G. Counsil letter to H. R. Denton dated, October 23,1981,
-

Pressurized Thermal Shock of Reactor Vessels.
o W. G. Counsil letter to N. 3. Palladino dated February 16,

1983, interim Reliability Evaluation Program.

(3) W. 3. Dircks letter to W. G. Counsil dated April 11, 1983, Interim
- Reliability Evaluation Program.
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| forwarded promptly to licensees. If a hotline is established, all conversations
~

- should 'be taped and copies be provided to licensees. Such measures are
,

appropriate because it is the licensees who are responsible for public health and1

4

safety, and any potentially relevant input should promptly be made available to
. licensees. Further, licensees invest substantial resources in public information
; programs and these inputs could be used to assess their effectiveness and

identify potential areas of improvement. We remain dedicated to the safety of
j nuclear power plant operations, and we are willing to provide information to the

States or the public to demonstrate our corporate commitment. We are in a
better position to respond to the public's questions and comments, and should be

: provided all inputs provided to NRC under these circumstances.
1;

'

Implications of NRC's Regionalization Plans
e

4

in 48FR12619, the NRC noticed a summary of its plans regarding regionalization
of selected licensing functions. '!he issue which has attracted the most attention
during the regional meetings and in other forums is the regionalization of certain
power reactor licensing functions, with a resulting division of licensingr

responsibilities between NRC headquarters and the Regional Offices. We believe'

i that such a step may prove beneficial, provided a reasonable concensus is
reached regarding which functions are regionalized and which are retained at-

.
headquarters. We fully recognize that final decisions have not been reached and
therefore NRC's current regionalization plans have no immediate impact on the
interim final rules. However, we wish to ensure a smooth transition and believe
some advance planning will facilitate the process. This matter was addressed

<
" '

|briefly in previous correspondence (4); further clarification is provided here.

Most of the discussions we have participated in suggest that the delineation of
*

responsibilities will be issue-oriented. Implicit in this approach is the fact that
review and issuance of license amendments would also be shared. The " routine"
amendments would be processed by the Regions and the " complex" amendm tg

! would be dispositioned by headquarters. Certain internal NRC memoranda 3/
i appear to support this type of approach. if this situation materializes without
l further guidance, licensees would be unsure where to direct license amendments

<

'

4 . requiring expedited treatment since by definition the plant situation would not !'

have been previously contemplated. Given the extensive amounts of telephone
contact normally associated with these situations, we believe it is desirable that -
communications with the responsible NRC Office be initiated 'from the
beginning. Hence, we recommend that before any transfer of authority of
facility licenses occurs, a clear understanding of the groundrules for the transfer
is reached. We are confident that a mutually acceptable approach can be

,

! defined in the context of finalizing the details of the entire regionalization
process.

.

(4) W. G. Counsil letter to D. G. Eisenhut dated, March 24, 1983,
Comments on Draft NUREG-0737 PWR Technical Specifications.

f

! (5) 3. G. Keppler memorandum to H. R. Denton dated, January 13,
, 1982, Regionalization of NRR Functions.
! H. R. Denton memorandum to V. Stello dated February 5,1982,
'

Regionalization of Regulatory Functions.
4

i *
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i Further, . independent of where licensee amendments are evaluated, it is
[ necessary that thorough and precise procedures be in place to provide a road map

'

for the NRC Staff on the steps to be taken to promptly process a license
amendment requestV). Before the NRC can establish the optimum method of
regionalizing this function, it now must address the new elements of Federal
Register notice coordination, public comment review, State consultation, and

,

coping with exigent circumstances. We merely wish to avoid a situation where
the Regional Offices have the responsibility of dealing with a proposal requiring
prompt attention, and working level personnel are mfamiliar with any of the
steps necessary to process the request. In summary, we believe that the interim
final rules introduce >new considerations into the evaluation of regionalizing ',

;. authority to issue license amendments. These and.other factors should be
'

considered by both the NRC and the industry before a decision is reached. ..

No Significant Hazards Consideration - Reracking of Spent Fuel Pools
-

3

i We strongly support the Commission's decision to not include reracking in the list

I.
of -examples that will be considered likely to involve a significant hazard '

consideration.(7) It is clearly inappropriate to publish a policy which ignores and '

runs contrary to the documented technical NRC conclusions published in
numerous Safety Evaluation Reports. A decision to classify all rerackings as '

i actions constituting significant hazards considerations, appTed to certain
realistic scenarios,= would yield some rather bizarre conclusions. For example, a3- .,

licensee operating several facilities may have previously reracked a spent fuel-

pool and have therefore received a Staf f SER containing the typical findings such4 *

I as:
i

The new racks do not alter the potential consequences of the designo
basis accident for the spent fuel pool, and'

The new racks will not change the radiological consequences of ao
postulated f uel handling accident or spent fuel caskdrop.

,

'

; The same licensee may now wish to expand its spent fuel storage capacity at a
.

! sister ' unit using an identical design, and the Commission would find a
"significant hazard" associated with a previously explicitly approved and*

successfully implemented design if this example was reinstated. In snort,,

nuclear safety decisions should be reached using technical input. Significantly,*

adopting our recommendation would send an appropriate and interpretable signal,

regarding the meaning of the criteria associated with making the no significant
i hazards consideration determination on issues not explicitly covered in the
r examples.

.

(6) Specific recommendations in this regard were provided in the W. G. Counsil
letter to D. G. Eisenhut dated April 25,1983, Public Law 97-415.

,

.
(7) The basis for our support was summarized in the W. G. Counsil letter to

i Chairman Palladino dated, February 9, 1983, Significant Hazards
; Considerations.
L

i
I

_ . _ - _ _ _ ._ .__ __ __,__._,_____,_~__m._ ._
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Amendments Requiring Expedited Treatment and Involving a Significant Hazards
Consideration

The Commission's interim final rules identify the procedural differences between
amendments involving a significant hazards consideration from those which do
not. Where conditions warrant and the amendment does not involve a significant
hazards consideration, there is a process available to have amendments issued on
an expedited basis. However, there is no process identified to disposition
amendment requests which both require expedited treatment and involve a

7
significant hazards consideration. While we recognize that it is unlikely for such
a situation to arise, it is nonetheless conceivable. The scenario takes on j
additional credibility when one hypothesizes a situation where ample lead time
was provided, a hearing was convened, and protracted administrative delays
consumed all the time originally allocated to secure regulatory approval. In
thew or other circumstances delaying issuance of an amendment could even run
contrary to the interests of overall plant safety.

While various organizations may have differing views in the probability of such a
scenario, prudence dictates that some mechanism be established to deal with this
situation. One possibility would be Commission issuance of an immediately
etfective Order (10CFR2.204). We would welcome the opportunity to discuss
this matter further with the NRC.

Treatment of Exemptions from NRC Regulations,
.

The subject interim final rules contain no explicit reference to exemptions (8)
from NRC regulations which are issued. However, we are concerned that the
various methods the Commission has used to issue exemptions may result in
unjustifiably complicating their disposition by subjecting all such future requests
to this new OL amendment process. It is our view that exemption requests need
not automatically be considered license amendments, even though the NRC has
occasionally elected to notice such actions in the Federal Register and/or assign
license amendment numbers to the issuing documents. Support for our position
can be found from both the technical and legal perspectives.,

From a technical standpoint, many exemptions which licensees are obligated to
seek are the direct result of poorly worded or inappropriate regulations. Far
fewer exemptions would be needed if the NRC was more sensitive to industry
perspectives in its rulemaking proceedings. The most blatant example of this
trend are NRC's fire protection regulations,10CFR50.48 and Appendix R to ]
10CFR50. The regulated industry has already submitted hundreds of exemption
requests from these regulations, and the unfortunate truth is that thousands may
be dispositioned before the issue is resolved. The word exemption carries with it
a connotation to the layman of a reduction in the protection of public health and

(8) Requests for relief from NRC regulations generally filed pursuant to
10CFR50.12, or other provisions of limited applicability such as
10CFR50.48(cX6).

, .
.

.
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safety. Of course, this is not the case. In fact, the criteria for submitting
under 50.48(c)(6) are that implementation of NRC requirements would not
enhance fire protection safety or may be detrimental to overall facility safety.
Such issues should not, as a matter of standard practice, be elevated to the
status of license amendments.

From a legal standpoint, ample precedent has been set in that there have been
numerous instances in the past of the NRC issuing exemptions and not assigning
license amendment numbers to the issuing documentsW. The precedent has
already been firmly established and the interim final rules do not disturb this
practice. Adoption of this recommendation would yield no conflict with any
existing NRC regulation.

Support from our position can also be found in 10CFR170.22, schedule of fees for
facility license amendments. This paragraph describes the current six classes of
amendments, and identifies the required fee for review. The description for
Classes III through VI contain the following:

" Amendments, exemptions, or required approvals ......."

The above wording indicates that amendments and exemptions are distinct
actions, and that exemptions should not automatically be considered licens3
amendments. In addition, the NRC has issued at least one clarification letteruw
on Part 170 in which further support for this position can be focad.

:

(9) Examples of this approach include the following:

D. M. Crutchfield letter to W. G. Counsil dated, April 21,1983. Exemption
related to the Annual Emergency Preparedness Exercise, Millstene Station,
Units No. I and 2.

D. M. Crutchfield letter to W. G. Counsil dated, December 21, 1982.
Inservice Inspection Relief, Reactor Coolant Pump Inspection Program,
Haddam Neck Plant.

H. R. Denton letter to W. G. Counsil dated, November 11, 1981. Fire
Protection Exemption, Haddam Neck Plant and Millstone Station, Unit No.
2.

(10) A July 12, 1979 letter from W. O. Miller to W. G. Counsil provided
guidance for interpreting the requirements of Part 170. Enclosure No. 7 of
that docunient makes it explicitly clear that review of proposed amend-

~

ments are separate and distinct from reviews of exemption requests, even
when'only one safety issue is involved.

- - - - __.
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To consider all exemptions as amendments would merely add more administra-
tive hurdles, paperwork, and time delays to an already sufficiently cumbersome
process. More importar.tly, it would add nothing to nuclear. safety. In several
recent instances the FRC has either acted or proposed to act in a fashion
suggesting that the need for exemptions will continue to escalate. On the issue
of prompt notification rystems, the NRC established a deadline knowing with
virtual certainty that several licensees would be incapable of complying. In the
proposed rule on shift staffing (47FR38135), the NRC described how licensees
could merely seek exemptions if they could not meet the proposed deadline.
Appendix E to 10CFR50 requires annual emergency planning exercises, even
though the lead governmental agency on this issue, FEMA, believes a lesser
frequency is adequate. Often the annual frequency cannot be met because f
FEMA, the Stateg, the local communities, other involved agencies cannot support '

that schedule.(lli Even when the licensee is not responsible for the deferral, the
licensee is obligated to seek and justify the exemption. We believe that no
additional obstacles should be erected in the exemption process, and we urge the
NRC to let nuclear safety considerations play a paramount role in reaching a
decision in this regard.

Relationship to Proposed Rule on Technical Specifications for Nuclear Power
Reactors

In 47FR13369, the NRC proposed to amend existing regulations governing
Technical Specifications by introducing a bi-level system of Technical
Specifications and Supplemental Specifications. Only the former would be made
directly a part of the operating license, and any changes would continue to
require prior flRC approval. According to the explanation provided in the
Federal Register notice, the Supplemental Specifications can be changed by the
licensee within certain bounds and under prescribed conditions. A process
similar to plant changes made under 50.59 is envisioned.

The major difficulty we forsee when looking at this process in the context of the
interim final roles concerns proposed 10CFR50.36(fX7). Even though the
Supplemental Specifications would not be a part of the license, there are
conditions (described in 50.36(fX7)) under which proposed changes must be
treated as license amendments and applications must be filed pursuant to 50.90.
It is unclear why applications for license amendments must be submitted to
change a document which is to be designated not a part of the operating license.
There are also implications in proposed 50.54GK12J cf instances where changes
to the Supplemental Specifications may involve license amendments in that
" prior Commission approval"is required.

|

(11) Additional examples of this trend can be found in the W. G. Counsil letter
to the Secretary of the Commission dated, February 2,1983, Comments on
the Proposed Rule Regarding Revision of License Fee Schedules.

(12) Apparently to be re-designated in light of the change issued in 48FR13%6,
which promulgates a different provision designated as 50.54(x).

. . . . . - . - -
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While the above questions need to be resolved independent of the interim final
: rules,'they acquire additional significance in light of the new license amendment 4

process. The attractiveness of this proposed rule is diminished if a significant' percentage of changes to the provisions which would be included within the
Supplemental Specifications have to be processed as amendments, especially in

' light of these interim final rules. Among the comments we submitted
previously(13) on this proposed rule, we suggested that the constraints within

; - which -changes could be implemented by the licensee are unnecessarily >

i restrictive. Specific recom nendations regarding relaxation of the proposed
j criteria were also provided.

,

Question of Retroactivity.

1

!
j The interim final rules become effective on May 6,1983. In recent conversa-
| tions with the Staff, we have be-a verbally informed that the NRC intends to r

process all amendment requests not inued by May 6,1983 by following the steps :
; ' contained in the interim final rules . We find such a position to be totally !
^

inappropriate and, in fact, contrary to the rule -itself. We believe that all
-amendment requests docketed by May 6,1983 should be dispositioned using the ;

conventional (pre-interim final rule) process.<

i

l The new 10CFR50.91 contains the following paragraph:
1

5- "The Commission will use the following procedures on an
j application received after May 6,1983 requesting an
; amendment to an operating license ......."

;

i
The Supplementary Information Section wther c!arifies the statement in the
rule as follows:

" Finally, with respect to amendment requests received
i before the interim final rule takes effect, the Commission

proposes to keep its present procedures and not provide '

notice for public comment on amendments on which the,

Commission has not acted 'Jefore the effective date of :
the interim final rule."

f,
3

The abo explanation is unambiguous and, when coupled with the previously |
quoted excerpt from the new 50.91, leaves no doubt that pending amendment r

: requests should be processed using the original procedures. No explanation for (
any other approach has been offered, and we strongly believe that the |
statements in the rule should be adhered to. '

: Criteria Used to Make the No Significant Hazards Consideration Determination
i

~

The NRC is undoubtedly aware cf the strong similarity between the criteria to |
be used to make the no significant hazards consideration determination with the '

> . criteria of 50.59 which define the tests associated with making the unreviewed
safety question determination. While we offer no explicit comments on the

,

;
'

.

(13) W. G. Counsil letter to the Secretary of the Commission dated, May 28,
,

i 1982, Proposed Rule, Technical Specifications for Nuclear Power Reactors.

3
3
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actual criteria (vs. their interpretation) for making the former determination,
the interim final rule has raised an important question regarding the*

interpretation of the criteria in 50.59.

,

J 'The most important difference between the two sets of criteria relates to the
absence of the word "significant" in either 50.59(aX2Xi) or 50.59 (a)(2)(iii). When

! interpreted literally, the absence of the word significant results in an extremely
: rigid set of criteria which unjustifiably complicates the process of implementing

changes to facility design or procedures.

To illustrate this point, the following examples are presented. The legal Ilmit on
site boundary dose for a certain accident may be 300 rem. The licensing basis
analysis for this event may have a dose consequence of 0.001 rem, many orders
of magnitude below the regulatory limit. A design change may result in a
doubling of the calculated dose, which constitutes an " increase . In the,

consequences of a previously analyzed accident". This situation could result in a'

pasitive unreviewed safety question determination, when in fact this safety;

significance of the change is trivial. One example of such a change concerns the
transition from manual to automatic initiation of auxiliary feedwater systems
for PWR's.;

i

- Similarly, the probability of a given accident resulting in a core melt may be,

10-7, several orders of magnitude below the proposed safety goal. A plant,

design change may increase this probability by a factor of 2, yet not have any* ';

) significant impact on the overall probability of core melt for the facility. It is
'

our view that this situation should not result in a positive unreviewed safety r

question determination, yet a literal interpretation of the currently phrased
'

-50.59 has this effect.

The criteria of 50.59 can be interpreted a number of ways, and our review has
i revealed that little if any relevant guidance from the NRC exitts in this regard._ i

Consequently, we believe that the most appropriate action is to formally amend
the first and third criteria as follows:

i '
o if the probability of occurence where the consequences of an accident or

malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the
safety analysis report may be significantly increased,

o if the margin of safety as defined in the basis for any technical
specification is significantly reduced.

We believe these changes would streamline the process by eliminating ambiguity
and reducing the number of positive unreviewed safety question determinations
and consequently reducing the volume of paperwork required, yet nuclear safety4

considerations would not be compromised. These changes would clearly place,

the responsibility for nuclear safety where it belongs, in the hands of licensees.;_
!

t We intend to discuss this recommendation with members of the Staff and, if
; appropriate, file a petition for rulemaking to accomplish this objective.

,

_ ~ . _ . - _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. _ ,_ _ _ ._ _ __ _ __ _- ~ _
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Looking at the license amendment situa.'on from a more global perspective, it
has become eminently clear that far too many license amendments are being
processed using increasing complex procedtres. Several independent
alternatives, or a combination of them, should be pursued to alleviate this
situation. One alternative identified above is to relax the criteria governing
what constitutes an unreviewed safety question. A second approach is
conceptually identified in the proposed rulemaking on Technical Spec fications,
involving the creation of a bi-level system of specifications. A third alternative
would be to establish a system whereby many of the provisions currently
contained in the Technical Specifications could be amended by the licensee
without explicit prior NRC approval. The common theme behind each of these
alternatives is a reduction in the paper pushed to implement plant changes and
license amendmer,ts with an equivalent or improved assurance of nuclear safety.
The objective is to clearly articulate that licensees have the responsibility for
plant safety, and the NRC functions in an audit-only role whenever possible. We
suggest that these possibilities be explored further to bring the optimum solution
to fruition.

Interpretation of Criteria Used to Make the No Signification Hazards
Consideration Determination

The pivotal word in three criteria used to make the no significant hazards
consideration determination is the word "significant". Obviously this word can
connote different meanings to different people. We believe that licensees are
best qualified to interpret this term in the context of their own amendment
requests, and consequently the Commission should avoid publishing rigid
" guidance" documents in this regard. We are currently preparing a guidance
document for our use internally, and its purpose will be to ensure company-wide
consistency without prescribing a cookbook approach.

For example, it is inappropriate to specify a percentage change above which the
change becomes "significant" in all circumstances. When the safety margin is
three orders of magnitude, a ten percent reduction is clearly not significant.
When the safety margin is fif teen percent, a comparable percentage reduction
may in fact be significant. The cummulative effects of successive changes to
one system must also be considered, and not merely the individual change which

.

|is being subjected to review at any given time. 1
1

!In addition, our guidance document will provide information regarding the
|" design basis envelope" for our facilities. Our accident probability or i

consequence determinations will be limited to our design basis requirements and
other credible scenarios and not to all hypotheses of third-party reviewers.

.

-

. -
.

.
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Conclusion

We appreciate the opportunity to provide our comments on these interim final
rules, and are available to provide further clarification if desired by the Staff.

Very truly yours,

Tl
W. G. Counsil
Senior Vice President

.

e
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May 10,1983

Docket Nos. 50-213
50-245
30-336
30-423
B10784

Mr. Samuel J. Chilk
Secretary of the Commission
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1717 H Street
Washington, D. C. 20555

Gentlemen:

Haddam Neck Plant
Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit Nos.1,2, & 3

Comments on Interim Final Rules
Notice and State Consultation

Standards for Determining Whether License
Amendments Involve No Significant Hazards Considerations

in 48FR14864 and 48FR14873, the Commiss on promulgated interim final rulesi

on the above captioned subjects, in accordance with the provisions of Public Law
97-415. Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power Company (CYAPCO) and Northeast
Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) hereby ;,rovide the following comments on
these interim final rules.

General Comments

Our general perspective is that these regulations will not significantly, if at all,
improve the safety of nuclear power plants. The reviews and evaluations
previously utilized to process license amendments were adequate to assure
continued public health and safety. As with many other previous NRC
initiatives, these new regulations will require the use of our limited resources in
areas which we perceive will not enhance nuclear safety. The additional
resources being expended to fulfill these new regulations are therefore being
applied at.the expense of ottier voluntary activities which could otherwise be
accomplished. However, we fully recognize that these rules are being
implemented to fulfill congressional mandates, and that under these
circumstances the NRC has considerably less latitude regarding the final scope
and specific provisions of these rules than would otherwise be the case. Given
that Congress has required their implementation, we offer the following ,

comments and observations in the interest of minimizing their negative impact. !
|
l

b
.

1
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The trend within NRC for the past several years has been to dramatically,

increase the scope and volume of Technical Specifications. Over the course of
time, the Technical Specifications have become cluttered with a considerable
amount of superfluous detail not truly appropriate or necessary to satisfy the
intent of 10CFR50.36. One of the by-products of this trend is that more license
amendments are being processed than nuclear safety considerations warrant.

The Commission apparently recognizes this problem and has published a proposed
rule (47FR13369) which is stated to be directed at addressing this concern. Our
general endorsement of this concept and other pertinent observations were
provided in previous correspondencell). The subject interim final rules further
serve to heighten the importance of taking steps to alleviate this situation in the
near term. However, we are concerned that the Commission may not have fully
recognized the synergistic effects which would occur if both these proposals are
implemented in their carrent form. There are also a number of other issues
where the implications of these interim final rules either lack clarity or have the
potential to yield additional adverse synergistic effects. The balance of thir
letter is intended to identify and discuss these matters.

Interpretation of 10CFR Part 170

in a recent proposed rule (47FR52454), the NRC has proposed to amend the
,

existing regulations governing payment of fees associated wita, among other
things, processing of license amendment requests. The key element of the

- proposed changes relates to assessment of fees based upon actual NRC resources
expended rather than a fixed fee for various classes of amendments.

If the Part 170 changes are issued as proposed, after May 6,1983 resources
expended as part of the notice and State consultation process would be financed
by the requesting licensee. It is our view that licensees would not be the_t
" identifiable recipient of benefits" resulting from this more involved process. As
such, licensees should not be assessed fees for any expenses resulting from the
public notice, State consultation, and other consequential or follow-up activities
which may result. The legislative history behind Public Law 97 415 makes it
clear that licensees are not the prime beneficiaries of this new license
amendment process. Therefore, licensees should not be assessed additional fees
to finance this activity.

i

!
(1) Previous submittals addressing this matter include the following-

|W. G. Counsil letter to the Secretary of the Commissiono
'

dated September 8,1980, Proposed Rulemaking Regarding
Technical Specifications.-

o W. G. Counsil letter to the Secretary of the Commission
dated May 28, 1982, Proposed Rule, Technical Specifications
for Nuclear Power Reactors.
W. G. Counsil letter to the Secretary of the Commissiono l

dated Aprl! 25, 1983, Proposed Rulemaking Regarding
Technical Specifications.
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Interpretation of the Term " Emergency"

The term " emergency" suggests the occurrence of a nuclear plant situation
where public health and safety is in immediate jeopardy. The interim final rules
use the term " emergency" to describe situations where failure to act in a timely
fashion on a proposed license amendment would result in derating or shutdown of
a plant. While in isolation this term may be appropriate, its use in this context
may result in considerable confusion, especially in light of a recently issued final
rule (48FR13966) regarding departures from license conditions or technical
specifications in an " emergency" situation.

A member of the NRC Staff has called this potential conflict in terminology to
our attention, and we agree that it is desirable to eliminate any potential
confusion before it occurs, especially when the ptblic may be asked to provide
comments via a toll-free hotline or in response to newspaper articles describing
a power plant " emergency". In this forum, the term " emergency" carries with it
a connotation not accurate when describing license amendments which warrant
expedited treatment. Frequently the situations which arise have very little
nuclear safety significance but the wording of the technical specifications is
such that a plant shutdown would be necessary within a matter of hours or days
unless an amendment is issued promptly.

Use of the term " emergency" in the context of the final rule (48FR13966) is
more appropriate from our perspective. The stated purpose of that rule is to
allow licensees to take reasonable action that departs from a license condition or.

'

technical specification when such action is immediately needed to protect the
public health and safety. While we are hopeful that such situations would rarely
if ever arise, the situotions contemplated are authentic e.nergencies which have
some safety significance. The rule correctly recognizes that not all plant
conditions can be anticipated in the license and technical specifications, and
provisions have been tahn to allow departures.

In light of the above, we propose that the term " emergency" be reserved
exclusively for use in the context of 48FR13966, and that alternate wording be
developed for use in the interim final rule. For instance, the initial portions of
10CFR50.91(a)(5) could be reworded as follows:

"Where the Commission finds that plant conditions exist
warranting expedited treatment of a proposed license
amendment, in that failure ......"

Other provisions of the interim final rules which currently use the word
" emergency" could similarly be reworded. We believe this recommendation will
eliminate both an unnecessary source of concern for the public and potential
confusion with the provisions of 10CFR50.54(x) and 50.72(c).

Use of Media to Obtain Public Comment

In the Supp!ementary information section of the interim final rule on Notice and
State Consultation, the NRC describes various means of obtaining public
comment tmder exigent circumstances. Two options specifically mentioned
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include use of a local newspaper to inform residents of proposed amendments,
and use of a toll-free hotline to facilitate receipt of public comment.

We are hard pressed to envision circumstances under which these measures will
truly enhance nuclear safety. It is far more likely that such actions will serve to
unnecessarily alarm the public. Routine power plant evolutions, which in some
cases result in the need for prompt processing of license amendments, are not
appropriate subjects for newspaper articles and toll-free hotlines. They imply a
sense of urgency and significance which, with respect to impact on the pub!!c
health and safety, is simply not there. Our concerns regarding media exposure
are not conjecture or speculation, but are based on our experience including a
New York Times article on the Presurized Thermal Shock issue for one of our
plants, and on adverse and unjusti!!ed media exposure regarding the Interim
Reliability Evaluation Program for another of our units. We refer you to our
letters to H. R. Denton and Chairman Palladino(2) for additional details on these
issues.

In response to our letter to Chairman Palladino, Mr. Dircks invited us(3) to
provide additional suggestions on how to more effectively deal with the issue of
media use of nuclear power plant data and information. In response to that
invitation and to the concerns raised by the interim final rules, we offer two
recommendations.

First, use of the media to provide information on nuclear power plant operations
is a delicate matter which must be care o!!y administered. The perspectives of-

the public are markedly different from ihose directly associated with nuclear
power regulation, and these dif ferences must be recognized in preparing media
releases. In the interest of optimizing this public comment process, we
recommend that the NRC consult with the licensees on a proposed release before
action is taken. Licensees would have a greater degree of f amiliarity with both
the issue at hand and with local media personnel. The NRC would of course
retain the final authority in the event of an impasse, but licensee input should be
solicited. This measure woaid also improve the ability of licensees to respond to
media inquiries by allowing more time for licensees to prepare information and
to enstre the availability of knowledgable personnel.

Second, we recommend that all inputs provided by the States and the public to
the NRC be made available to licensees. Copies of all correspondence should be

(2) The referenced documents are:

o W. G. Counsil letter to H. R. Denton dated, October 23,1981,
Pressurized Thermal Shock of Reactor Vessels.-

o W. G. Counsil letter to N. J. Palladino dated February 16,
1983, Interim Reliability Evaluation Program.

(3) W. 3. Dircks letter to W. G. Counsil dated April 11, 1983, Interim
Reliability Evaluation Program.
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forwarded promptly to licensees. If a hotline is established, all conversations
should be taped and copies be provided to licensees. Such measures are
appropriate because it is the licensees who are responsible for public health and
safety, and any potentially relevant input should promptly be made available to
licensees. Further, licensees invest substantial resources in public information
programs and these inputs could be used to assess their effectiveness and
identify potential areas of improvement. We remain dedicated to the safety of
nuclear power plant operations, and we are willing to provide information to the
States or the public to demonstrate our corporate commitment. We are in a
better position to respond to the public's questions and comments, and should be
provided all inputs provided to NRC under these circumstances.

Implications of NRC's Regionalization Plans

in 48FR12619, the NRC noticed a summary of its plans regarding regionalization
of selected licensing functions. The issue which has attracted the most attention
during the regional meetings and in other forums is the regionalization of certain
power reactor licensing functions, with a resulting division of licensing
responsibilities between NRC headquarters and the Regional Offices. We believe
that such a step may prove beneficial, provided a reasonable concensus is
reached regarding which functions are regionalized and which are retained at
headquarters. We fully recognize that final decisions have not been reached and
therefore NRC's current regionalization plans have no immediate impact on the

~

interim final rules. However, we wish to ensure a smooth transition and believe
- some advance planning will facilitate the process. This matter was addressed

briefly in previous correspondence (4); further clarification is provided here.

Most of the discussions we have participated in suggest that the delineation of
responsibilities will be issue-oriented. Implicit in this approach is the fact that
review and issuance of license amendments would also be shared. The " routine"$

amendments would be processed by the Regions and the " complex" amendm t
would be dispositioned by headquarters. Certain internal NRC memoranda
appear to support this type of approach. If this situation materializes without
further guidance, licensees would be unsure where to direct license amendments
requiring expedited treatment since by definition the plant situation would not
have been previously contemplated. Given the extensive amounts of telephone
contact normally associated with these situations, we believe it is desirable that
communications with the responsible NRC Office be initiated from the -
beginning. Hence, we recommend that before any transfer of authority of
facility licenses occurs, a clear understanding of the groundrules for the transfer
is reached. We are confident that a mutually acceptable approach can be
defined in the context of finalizing the details of the entire regionalization

| process.

.

(4) W. G. Counsil letter to D. G. Eisenhut dated, March 24, 1983,
Comments on Draf t NUREG-0737 PWR Technical Specifications.

(5) 3. G. Keppler memorandum to H. R. Denton dated, January 13,
1982, Regionalization of NRR Functions.
H. R. Denton memorandum to V. Stello dated February 5,1982,
Regionalization of Regulatory Functions.

%
.

.

- - _ _ _ _ _ _
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Further, independent of where licensee amendments are evaluated, it is
necessary that thorough and precise procedures be in place to provide a road map
for the NRC Staff on the steps to be taken to promptly process a license
amendment request (0. Before the NRC can establish the optimum method of
regionalizing this function, it now must address the new elements of Federal
Register notice coordination, public comment review, State consultation, and
coping with exigent circumstances. We merely wish to avoid a situation where
the Regional Offices have the responsibility of dealing with a proposal requiring
prompt attention, and working level personnel are unfamiliar with any of the
steps necessary to process the request. In summary, we believe that the interim
final rules introduce new considerations into the evaluation of regionalizing
authority to issue license amendments. These and other factors should be
considered by both the NRC and the industry before a decision is reached.

No Significant Hazards Consideration - Reracking of Spent Fuel Pools

We strongly support the Commission's decision to not include reracking in the list
of examples that will be considered likely tolvolve a significant hazard
consideration.(7) It is clearly inappropriate to publish a policy which ignores and
runs contrary to the documented technical NRC conclusions published in
numerous Safety Evaluation Reports. A decision to classify all rerackings as
actions constituting significant hazards considerations, applied to certain
realistic scenarios, would yield some rather bizarre conclusions. For example, a,

licensee operating several facilities may have previously reracked a spent fuel
pool and have therefore received a Staff SER containing the typical findings such
as:

The new racks do not alter the potential consequences of the designo
basis accident for the spent fuel pool, and

The new racks will not change the radiological consequences of ao
postulated fuel handling accident or spent fuel caskdrop.

The same licensee may now wish to expand its spent fuel storage capacity at a
sister unit using an identical design, and the Commission would find a
"significant hazard" associated with a previously explicitly approved and
successfully implemented design if this example was reinstated. In short,
nuclear safety decisions should be reached using technical input. Significantly,
adopting our recommendation would send an appropriate and interpretable signal

|regarding the meaning of the criteria associated with making the no significant |

hazards consideration determination on issues not explicitly covered in the
examples.

.

|

(6) Specific recommendations in this regard were provided in the W. G. Counsil )letter to D. G. Eisenhut dated April 25,1983, Public Law 97-415.

(7) The basis for our suoport was summarized in the W. G. Counsil letter to
Chairman Palladino dated, February 9, 1983, Significant Hazards
Considerations.

_
_ _ _ _ - - _ J
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Amendments Requiring Expedited Treatment and Involving a Significant Hazards
Consideration

/

The Commission's interim fina! rules identify the procedural dif ferences between
amendments involving a significant hazards consideration from those which do

Where conditions warrant and the amendment does not involve a tignificantnot.

hazards consideration, there is a process available to hev@endments issued on
an expedited basis. However, there is na process identified to disposition
amendment requests, which both require expedited treatment and involve a
significant hazards consideration. While we recognize that it is unlikely for such
a situation to arise, it is nonetheless conceivable. The scenario takes on
additional credibility- when one hypathesizes a situation where ample lead time
was provided, a hearing was convened, and protracted administrative delays
consumed all the time originally allocated to secure regulatory approval. In-
these or other circumstances delaying issuance of an amendment could even tun
contrary to the interests of overall plant safety.

While. Various organizations may have differing views in the probability of such a
scenario, prudence dictates that some mechanism be established to deal with.this
situation. One possibility would be Commission issuance of an immediately
ef fective Order (10CFR2.204). We would welcome the opportunity to discuss
this matter further with the NRC.

Trcatment of Exemptions from NRC Replations
'

The subject interim final rules coatain no explicit reference to exemptions (8)
'

from NRC regulations which are issued. However, we are concerned that the
various. methods the Commission has used to issue exemptions may result in
unjustifiably complicating their disposition by subjecting all such future requests
to this new OL amendment process. It is our view that exemption requests need
not automatically be considered license amendments, t.ven though the NRC has
occasionally elected to notice such actions in the Federal Register and/or assign

| liceme amendment numbers to the issuing documents. Support for our position
can be found from both the technical and legal perspectives.

From a technical standpoint; many exemptions which licerisees are obligated to
seek are the direct result of poorly worded or inappropriate regulations. Far
fewer; exemptions would be needed if the NRC was more sensitive to indwtry
perspectives in its rulemaking proceedings. The most blatant example of this
trend me NRC's fire protection regulations,10CFR50.48 and Appendix R to
10CFit 50. The regulated industry has already submitted hundreds of exemption
requests from these regu!ations, and the unfortunate truth is that thousands may
be disjnsitioned before the issue is resolved. The wotd exemption carries with it
a conr.otation to the layman of a reduction in the potection of public health and

(8) Requests fcr relief from NRC regulations generally filed pursuant to
10CFR50.12, or other provisions of limited applicability such as
10CFR50.48(c)(6).

'

'

- y '
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safety. Of course, this is not the case. In fact, the criteria for submitting
under 30.48(c)(6) are that implementation of NatC requirements would not
enhance fire protection safety or may be detrimental to overall facility safety.

. Such issues should not, as a matter of standard practice, be elevated to the
4- status of license amendments.

From a legal standpoint, ample precedent has been set in that there have been
numerous instances in the past of the NRC issuing exemgtions and not assigning
license amendment numbers to the issuing documentsw. The precedent has

p . already been firmly established and the interim final rules do not disturb this
practice. Adoption of this recommendation would yield no conflict with any
existing NRC regulation.

Support from our position can also be found in 10CFR170.22, schedule of fees for
facility license amendments. This paragraph describes the current six classes of
an'endments, and identifies the required fee for review. The description for
Classes III through VI contain the following:

i " Amendments, exemptions, or required approvals ......."
!

The above wording indicates that amendments and exemptions are distinct
actions, and that exemptions should not automatically be considered licep,g
amendments. In addition, the NRC has issued at least one clarification letter uw
on Part 170 in which further support for this position can be found.

|
(9) Examples of this approach include the following:

D. M. Crutchfield letter to W. G. Counsil dated, April 21,1983. Exemption
related to the Annual Emergency Preparedness Exercise, Millstone Station,
Units No. I and 2.

L' D. M. Crutchfield letter to W. G. Counsil dated, December 21, 1982.
Inservice Inspection Relief, Reactor Coolant Pump Inspection Program,
Haddam Neck Plant.

H. R. Denton letter to W. G. Counsil dated, November 11, 1981. Fire
Protection Exemption, Haddam Neck Plant and Millstone Station, Unit No.
2.

(10) A July 12,1979 letter from W. O. Miller to W. G. Counsil provided
guidance for interpreting the requirements of Part 170. Enclosure No. 7 of
that , document makes it explicitly clear that review of proposed amend-
ments are separate and distinct from reviews of exemption requests, even
when only one safety issue is involved.

_ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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To consider all exemptions as amendments would merely add more administra-
tive hurdles, paperwork, and time delays to an already sufficiently cumbersome
process. More importantly, it would add nothing to nuclear safety. In several
recent instances the NRC has either acted or proposed to act in a fashion
suggesting that the need for exemptions will continue to escalate. On the issue
of prompt notification systems, the NRC established a deadline knowing with
virtual certainty that several licensees would be incapable of complying. In the
proposed rule on shif t staffing (47FR38135), the NRC described how licensees
could merely seek exemptions if they could not meet the proposed deadline.
Appendix E to 10CFR50 requires annual emergency planning exercises, even
though the lead governmental agency on this issue, FEMA, believes a lesser
frequency is adequate. Often the annual frequency cannot be met because
FEMA, the Sta,tes, the local communities, other involved agencies cannot support
that schedule.tll) Even when the licensee is not responsible for the deferral, the
licensee is obligated to seek and justify the exemption. We believe that no
additional obstacles should be erected in the exemption process, and we urge the
NRC to let nuclear safety considerations play a paramount role in reaching a
decision in this regard.

Relationship to Proposed Rule on Technical Specifications for Nuclear Power
Reactors

In 47FR13369, the NRC proposed to amend existing regulations governir .
Technical Specifications by introducing a bi-level system of Technical
Specifications and Supplemental Specifications. Only the former would be made
directly a part of the operating license, and any changes would continue to
require prior NRC approval. According to the explanation provided in the
Federal Register notice, the Supplemental Specifications can be changed by the
licensee within certain bounds and under prescribed conditions. A process
similar to plant changes made under 50.59 is envisioned.

The major difficulty we forsee when looking at this process in the context of the
interim final rules concerns proposed 10CFR50.36(f)(7). Even though the
Supplemental Specifications would not be a part of the license, there are

j
conditions (described in 50.36(f)(7)) under which proposed changes must be
treated as license amendments and applications must be filed pursuant to 50.90.
It is unclear why applications for license amendments must be submitted to
change a document which is to be designated not a part of the operating license.
There are also implications in proposed 50.545)tl2i of instances where changes
to the Supplemental Specifications may involve license amendments in that
" prior Commission approval" is required.

~

(11) Additional examples of this trend can be found in the W. G. Counsil letter
to the Secretary of the Commission dated, February 2,1983, Comments on
the Proposed Rule Regarding Revision of License Fee Schedules.

(12) Apparently to be re-designated in light of the change issued in 48FR13966,
which promulgates a different provision designated as 50.54(x).

. _ _ _ _ _
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' While the above questions need to be resolved independent of the interim final
1

rules, they acquire additional significance in light of the new license amendment
process. The attractiveness of this proposed rule is diminished if a significant,

:: percentage of changes to the provisions which would be included within the :D
Supplemental Specifications have to be processed as amendments, especially in
light of these interim final rules. Among the comments we submitted

; previously(13) on this proposed rule, we suggested that the constraints within
which changes could be implemented by the licensee are unnecessarily

; restrictive. Specific recommendations regarding relaxation of the proposed _
;

i criteria were also provided.

Question of Retroactivity

The interim final rules become effective on May 6,1983. In recent conversa-;
J tions with the Staff, we have been verbally informed that the NRC intends to

process all amendment requests not issued by May 6,1983 by following the steps
contained in the interim final rules. We find such a position to be totally
inappropriate and, in fact, contrary to the rule itself. We believe that all
amendment requests docketed by May 6,1983 should be dispositioned using the

4 conventional (pre-interim final rule) process.
.i I

The new 10CFR50.91 contains the following paragraph:
'

"The Commission will use the following procedures on an
-

application received after May 6, 1983 requesting an -
amendment to an operating license ......."

|
. The Supplementary Information Section further clarifies the statement in the !
|
.

rule as follows:

" Finally, with respect to amendment requests received<

'

before the interim final rule takes effect, the Commission
proposes to keep its present procedures and not provide<

notice for public comment on amendments on which the
Commission has not acted before the effective date of
the interim final rule."'

The above. explanation is unambiguous and, when coupled with the previously<

quoted excerpt from the new 50.91, leaves no doubt that pending amendment
requests should be ' processed using the original procedures. No explanation for
any other approach .has been offered, and we strongly believe that the<.

[ statements in the rule should be adhered to.
4

Criteria Used to Make the No Significant Hazards Consideration Du ermination4

~

i'
The NRC is undoubtedly aware of the strong similarity between tae criteria to

| be used to make the no significant hazards consideration determination with the
.

criteria of 50.59 which define the tests associated with making the unreviewed
safety question determination. While we offer no explicit comments on the'

i

:

{' W. G. Counsil letter to the Secretary of the Commission dated, May 28,(13)
1982, Proposed Rule, Technical Specifications for Nuclear Power Reactors.

_. _ _ . . . . _ _.. _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ . - . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ ._~ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ . - .
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actual criteria (vs. their interpretation) for making the former determination,
the interim final rule has raised an important question regarding the
interpretation of the criteria in 50.59.

The most important difference between the two sets of criteria relates to the
absence of the word "significant" in either 50.59(a)(2)(i) or 50.59 (a)(2)(iii). When
interpreted literally, the absence of the word significant results in an extremely
rigid set of criteria which unjustifiably complicates the process of implementing
changes to facility design or procedures.

To illustrate this point, the following examples are presented. The legal limit on
site boundary dose for a certain accident may be 300 rem. The licensing basis
analysis for this event may have a dose consequence of 0.001 rem, many orders
of magnitude below the regulatory limit. A design change may result in a
doubling of the calculated dose, which constitutes an " increase in the
consequences of a previously analyzed accident". This situation could result in a
positive unreviewed safety question determination, when in fact this safety
significance of the change is trivial. One example of such a change concerns the
transition from manual to automatic initiation of auxiliary feedwater systems
for PWR's.

Similarly, the probability of a given accident resulting in a core melt may be
10-7, several orders of magnitude below the proposed safety goal. A plant
design change may increase this probability by a factor of 2, yet not have any
significant impact on the overall probability of core melt for the facility. It is
our view that this situation should not result in a positive unreviewed safety
question determination, yet a literal interpretation of the currently phrased
50.59 has this eifect.

The criteria of 50.59 can be interpreted a number of ways, and our review has
revealed that little if any relevant guidance from the NRC exists in this regard.
Consequently, we believe that the most appropriate action is to formally amend
the first and third criteria as follows:

I

If the probability of occurence where the consequences of an accident oro
malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the
safety analysis report may be significantly increased,

o If the margin of safety as defined in the basis for any technical
specification is significantly reduced.

{

We believe these changes would streamline the process by eliminating ambiguity
and reducir)g the number of positive unreviewed safety question determinations
and consequently reducing the volume of paperwork required, yet nuclear safety
considerations would not be compromised. These changes would clearly place
the responsibility for nuclear safety where it belongs,in the hands of licensees.

|We intend to discuss this recommendation with members of the Staff and, if '

appropriate, file a petition for rulemaking to accomplish this objective.
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Looking at the license amendment situation from a more global perspective, it.
has become eminently clear that far too many' license amendments are being

-processed using increasing complex procedures. Several independent
alternatives, or a combination of them, should be pursued to alleviate this
situation. ' One alternative identified above is to relax the criteria governing
what constitutes an tmreviewed safety question. . A second approach is
conceptually identified in the proposed rulemaking on Technical Specifications,
involving the creation of . bi-level system of specifications. A third alternative
would be to establish a system whereby many of the provisions currently
contained in the Technical Specifications could be amended by the licensee

' without explicit prior NRC approval. The common theme behind each of these
alternatives is a reduction in the paper pushed to implement plant changes and
license amendments with an equivalent or improved assurance of nuclear safety.
The objective is to clearly articulate that licensees have the responsibility for
plant safety, and the NRC functions in an audit-only role whenever possible. We
suggest that these possibilities be explored further to bring the optimum solution
to fruition.

Interpretation of Criteria Used to Make the No Signification Hazards
Consideration Determination

The pivotal word in three criteria used to make the no significant hazards
consideration determination is the word "significant". Obviously this word can

_ connote different meanings to different people. We believe that licensees are
best qualified to interpret this term in the context of their'own amendment
requests, and consequently the Commission should avoid publishing rigid
" guidance" documents in this regard. We are currently preparing a guidance
document for our use internally, and its purpose will be to ensure company-wide
consistency without prescribing a cookbook approach.

For example, it is inappropriate to specify a percentage change above which the
change becomes "significant" in all circumstances. When the safety margin is
three orders of magnitude, a ten percent reduction is clearly not significant.
When the safety margin is fif teen percent, a comparable percentage reduction
may in fact be significant. The cummulative effects of successive changes to
one system must also be considered, and not merely the individual change which
is being subjected to review at any given time.

In addition, our guidance document will provide information regarding the
" design basis envelope" for our facilities. Our accident probability or
consequence determinations will be limited to our design basis requirements and
other credible scenarios and not to all hypotheses of third-party reviewers.

.
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Conclusion

IWe appreciate the opportunity to provide our comments on these interim final
- rules, and are available to provide itsther clarification if desired by the Staff.

_a

Very truly yours,

I((..

W. G. Counsil
Senior Vice President

.

h
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Carolina. Power & Light Company
POST OFFICE BOX 1551 . ., 3,,

Raleigh. North Carolina 27602 u

1.EGAL DEPARTMENT

Writer's Direct Dal Number
i9:91 s:6 7707

Tele:opier
919i S.46-7678 May 16, 1983

Mr. Samuel J. Chilk
Secretary
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Chilk:

Enclosed for the Commission's consideration are the comments
of Carolina Power & Light Company (CP&L) on the interim final
rules implementing Section 12 of the NRC Authorization Act pub-
lished at 48 Fed. Reg. 14864 and 14873 on April 6, 1983.

CP&L requested and received an extension of time until
Monday, May 16, 1983 within which to file these comments from
Mr. Scott Stuckey, Chief, Docketing and Service Branch. CP&L
very much appreciates the granting of the extension and the
opportunity to submit the enclosed comments.

Sincerely,
-Q m

,.

.
L ','. m' w; n . . . ..

Samantha Francis Flynn
Associate General Counsel

SFF/dlt

cc: Thomas F. Dorian, Esquire
Office of the Executive Legal Director
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
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May 16, 1983

.
,

Mr. Samuel J. Chilk
Secretary
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

RE: Comments on Interim Final Rules: Stsndards for Determining
Whether License Amendments Involve No Significant Hazards
Considerations; 48 Fed. Reg. 14864; Notice and State
Consultation; 48 Fed. Reg. 14873 (April 6, 1983).

Dear Mr. Chilk:

Carolina Power & Light Company (CP&L) appreciates this
opportunity to comment on the interim final rules implementing
Section 12 of the NRC Authorization Act, Pub. L. No. 97-415, 96
Stat. 2067, published at 48 Fed. Reg. 14864 and 14873 on April 6,
1983.

By letter to Mr. Chilk from the law firm of Debevoise &
Liberman dated May 6, 1983, CP&L and several other utilities have
submitted fairly extensive comments on these interim
regulations. CP&L, acting individually, is submitting these
additional comments in order to emphasize certain points it. deems
to be of particular importance.

I. Notice Procedures

In the Statement of Considerations accompanying the proposed
interim regulations regarding notice procedures, the Commission
stated that with respect to operating license amendment requests
filed prior to May 6, 1983 (the interim rules' ef fective date)

q but not yet acted upon by that date, "the Commission proposes to
[K keep its present procedures and not provide notice for public

comment." In addition, the first paragraph of proposed 350.91
provides: "the Commission will use the following (new]

E procedures on an application received after May 6, 1983c
& o- requesting an amendment to an operating license."

Ig@*
e Many utilities learned informally, only shortly before the

effective date of the rules, that the Commission had changed its
position and was, in fact, intending to provide notice and

,

opportunity for public comment on such applications.
9
Q:
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This reversal of position obviously places at a serious
disadvantage a utility which requires one or more license
amendments applied for prior to May 6, 1983 before it may start
up from a refueling outage during the months of May and June,
1983. Of course, the amendments typically required for start up
after a refueling outage are routine in nature and do not involve
significant hazards consideration.

Under these circumstances, and because of the enormous cost
to a utility and its customers that every day of down time
entails, CP&L elleves that such cases should be treated as6

necessarily invo.ving exigent circumstances which warrant the use
of expedited procedures for providing notice and opportunity for
comment of the Commission's initial determination of no
significant hazards consideration and intent to issue the
amendment. That such a situation constitutes exigent
circumstances becomes apparent when one balances the substantial
costs for replacement power which would be borne by a utility and
its customers against the slight inconvenience that potential
intervecors might experience because of a need to provide
comments within a shorter than usual period of time. The costs
of delaying startup in such a situation are particularly
unacceptable when one recognizes the routine nature of most
amendments of this kind and the unlikelihood, therefore, that a
determination of no significant hazards consideration with
respect to such amendments would engender or merit significant
criticism.

With respect to a related issue, CP&L believes that a thirty
day period for receiving public comment on a Commission initial
determination of no significant hazards consideration, even in
normal circumstances, would create substantial delays in the
amendment process without any corresponding increase in the
protection of the public health and safety. For these reasons,
CP&L requests the Commission to adopt the shorter notice and
comment periods suggested in the utility group's comments filed
on May 6, 1983.

Whatever time period the Commission ultimately adopts for
opportunity for comment in normal circumstances, CP&L believes
that it is necessary to recognize that exigent circumstances may
arise subsequent to the publication of a Commission notice
offering the normal period of time for public comment on an
initial determination of no significant hazards consideration.
The interim regulations should be modified to make clear that the
Commission may, in such circumstances, establish an expedited
schedule for receiving public comment and issuing the amendment.

.

#
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I II. Standards Concerning Determination of no Significant
| Hazards Consideration.

In the Statement of Consideration accompanying the interim
regulations regarding standards governing determinations of no
significant hazards considerations, the Commission provided
several examples of Amendment requests not likely to be deemed to
involve significant hazards considerations.

' As currently written, example (viii) provides that an
amendment to reflect minor adjustments in ownership shares of co-
owners already shown on the license as owners would not be likely
to involve significant hazards considerations. CP&L believes
that, similarly, there are not likely to be significant hazards
considerations when an amendment is sought to add new co-owners
to an operating license so long as the electric utility
designated in the existing license as the operator of the reactor
will retain exclusive responsibility for its operation and
control.

CP&L requests, therefore, that example (viii) be amended to
include such a situation.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.

Respectfully submitted,

. ., ' l '' d.-g ,
Walter J. Hu ford
Manager - Technicag' Services

WJH/dlt
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Carolina Power & Light Company
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Raleigh, North Carolina 27602 W ' ' '

LIGAL DIPARTMENT
Wnter s Direct Dial Number

,919) s36 7707
Telecopier

M19,936 7678 May 16, 1983

Mr. Samuel J. Chilk
Secretary
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Chilk:

Enclosed for the Commission's consideration are the comments
of Carolina Power & Light Company (CP&L) on the interim final
rules implementing Section 12 of the NRC Authorization Act pub-
lished at 48 Fed. Reg. 14864 and 14873 on April 6, 1983.

.

CP&L requested and received an extension of time until
Monday, May 16, 1983 within which to file these comments from
Mr. Scott Stuckey, Chief, Docketing and Service Branch. CP&L
very much appreciates the granting of the extension and the
opportunity to submit the enclosed comments.

Sincerely,

../.
7 q

. i f' % ~:....i.c *w-....

Samantha Francis Flynn
Associate General Counsel

SFF/dlt

cc: Thomas F. Dorian, Esquire
Office of the Executive Legal Director
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
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May 16, 1933

.

Mr. Samuel J. Chilk
Secretary
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

RE: Comments on Interim Final Rules: Standards for Determining 0

Whether License Amendments Involve No Significant Hazards
Considerations; 48 Fed. Reg. 14864; Notice and State
Consultation; 48 Fed. Reg. 14873 (April 6, 1983).

Dear Mr. Chilk:

Carolina Power & Light Company (CP&L) appreciates this
opportunity to comment on the interim final rules implementing
Section 12 of the NRC Authorization Act, Pub. L. No. 97-415, 96
Stat. 2067, published at 48 Fed. Reg. 14864 and 14873 on April 6,
1983. ,

By letter to Mr. Chilk from the law firm of Debevoise &
Liberman dated May 6, 1983, CP&L and several other utilities have
submitted fairly extensive comments on these interim
regulations. CP&L, acting individually, is submitting these
additional comments in order to emphasize certain points it deems
to be of particular importance.

I. Notice Procedures

In the Statement of Considerations accompanying the proposed
interim regulations regarding notice procedures, the Commission
stated that with respect to operating license amendment requests
flied prior to May 6, 1983 (the interim rules' effective date) !

but not yet acted upon by that dete, "the Commission proposes to
keep its present procedures and not provide notice for public
comment." In addition, the first paragraph of proposed 550.91
provides: "the Commission will use the following (new)
procedures on an application received after May 6, 1983
requesting an amendment to an operating license."

Many utilities learned informally, only shortly before the
effective date of the rules, that the Commission had changed its

' position and was, in fact, intending to provide notice and
opportunity for public comment on such applications.

,
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This reversal of position obviously places at a serious
disadvantage a utility which requires one or more license
amendments applied for prior to May 6, 1983 before it may start
up from a refueling outage during the months of May and June,
1983. Of course, the amendments typically required for start up
after a refueling outage are routine in nature and do not involve
significant hazards consideration.

U.ider these circumstances, and because of the enormous cost
to a utility and its customers that every day of down time
entails, CP&L believes that such cases should be treated as
necessarily involving exigent circumstances which warrant the use

.

of expedited procedures for providing notice and opportunity for|
; comment of the Commission's initial determination of no
| significant hazards consideration and intent to issue the
; amendment. That such a situation constitutes exigent

circumstances becomes apparent when one balances the substantial'

costs for replacement power which would be borne by a utility and
its customers against the slight inconvenience that potential
intervenors might experience because of a need to provide
comments within a shorter than usual period of time. The costs
of delaying startup in such a situation are particularly
unacceptable when one recognizes the routine nature of most
amendments of this kind ar.d the unlikelihood, therefore, that a
determination of no significant hazards consideration with
respect to such amendments would engender or merit significant

j criticism. .

! With respect to a related issue, CP&L believes that a thirty
day period for receiving public comment on a Commission initial

! determination of no significant hazards consideration, even in
| normal circumstances, would create substantial delays in the

amendment process without any corresponding increase in the
protection of the public health and safety. For these reasons,
CP&L requests the Commission to adopt the shorter notice and
comment periods suggested in the utility group's comments filed
on May 6, 1983.

Whatever time period the Commission ultimately adopts for
opportunity for comment in normal circumstances, CP&L believes
that it is necessary to recognize that exigent circumstances may , , .

arise subsequent to the publication of a Commission notice
offering the normal period of time for public comment on an
initial determination of no significant hazards consideration.
The interim regulations should be modified to make clear that the
Commission may, in such circumstances, establish an expedited

,

| schedule for receiving public comment and issuing the amendment.

|

.

!
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II. Standards concerning Determination of no Significant
Hazards Consideration.

In the Statement of Consideration accompanying the interim
regulations regarding standards governing decerminations of no '

'

significant hazards considerations, the Commission provided
;

several examples of Amendment requests not likely to be deemed to
involve significant hazards considerations.

As currently written, example (viii) 'provides that an
amendment to reflect minor adjustments in ownership shares of co-
owners already shown on the license as owners would not be likely
to involve significant hazards considerations. CP&L believes
that, similarly, there are not likely to be significant hazards
considerations when an amendment is sought to add new co-owners
to an operating license so long as the electric utility

I designated in the existing license as the operator of the reactor
'

will retain exclusive responsibility for its operation and
! control.

| CP&L requests, therefore, that example (viii) be amerided to
- include such a situation.

| Thank you for your consideration of these comments.
'

i

Respectfully submitted,
r~ /' /

/ r

Walter J. H rford
Manager - Technic I Services

WJH/dit

:
|

|
|

|
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Dear Mr. Secretary:

The Agencies of the State of New York have reviewed the proposed
amendments to 10 CFR Parts 2 and 50 on significant hazards consider- I

ations and on State notice and consultation. We support the adoption i

of these proposals with consideration given to the comments presented
below. The flexibility given to the NRC under these regulations
should prevent unnecesisary shutdowns or deratings of nuclear power
plants while still protecting the public health and safety.

| The new requirement for a nuclear power reactor licensee to formally I

and directly notify the State in which the reactor is located that
the operator is requesting an amendment to their license at last
recognizes the important and potential impacts on State resources of
such large nuclear operations. The regulations give the State no
more authority in regulating the operation of the reactor than it.had
in the past, but they serve notice on the reactor operator that the

1State is an interested party in all nuclear operations within the
{State.

We are concerned with the free use of the word "significant." There
is no definition of what this means and its interpretation will be

| quite different by diffsrent groups. Even many of the examoles used
to demonstrate it use the same term and hence do not serve to clarifyf

4 the intent. While it is very difficult to be precise in these matters,
this lack may lead to court challenges in cases where opponents believe

l something is significant and URC believes it's insignificant. We
( suggest that there should be some mechanism for resolving disputes

/g between staff, the State, or other parties over whether there is ori

1g is not a significant hazard consideration.
t

$ We also believe the State and public should be able to have a say3 * where a change has an environmental impact. While the regulation saysyf that the " Commission will be particularly sensitive" to such impacts,
Y. it does not provide for any State *r public input on them prior toO C issuance of the amendment.
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Dear Mr. Secretary:
Page 2

.

Thank you for the opportunity to cot:nent on these regulations.

Cordially,

* O

&
William D. Cotter *
Acting Commissioner

WDC/JDD/ds

Secretary of the Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Ccm::.ission
Washington, D.C. 20555

ATTN: Docketing and Service Branch

.
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Secretary of the Conmission
Attention: Docketing and Service Branch
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington DC 20555

|Dear Sir: 'A .

Standards for Dstermining Whether License
Amendments Involve No Sinnificant Hazards Consideration

On April 6, 1983, the NRC published an interim final rule in the Federal i

Register implementing standards for determining whetha'.' licenae amendments |
involve no significant hazards consideration. PCE has the following |
comments for your consideration:

-
|

1. The interim final rule went into effect too soon, not allowing for a
sufficient comunent period and not allowing time for experience under
the new rule to see if its provisions are effective. |

2. It is not clear if the emergency procedures apply for a plant which is
shut down and cannot start up without a license amendment being |
issued. It is not perceived to be the intent of the rule to penalize |

such plants, and, therefore, the emergency provisions should apply in j
such cases.

i

3. The categories of derating or shutdown for an amendment to be |
considered as an emergency amendment are too narrow. Other equally :

! justifiable circumstances that could improve public health and safety
; may warrant emergency action.

4. In general, the requirement to prenotice all license amendments is

| unduly restrictive and unnecessary. It was not the intent of the
j legislation to delay even routine license amendments 30 days.

Sincerely, p

-. - 2 |

oJO629024T830615
; PDR PR Bart D. Withers gg I

50 48FR14064 PDR Vice President M |

Nuclear Qe

c: Mr. Lynn Frank, Director b
State of Oregon !

Department of Energy . . . , .
.

y. ,,
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Secretary of the Conunission
Attention: Docketing and Service Branch
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Conunistion
Washington DC 20555

D, ear Sie:

Standards for Determining Vhether License
Amendments Inycive No Significant Hazards Consideration

On April 6, 1983, the NRC published an interim final rule in the Federal
ReRister implementing standards for determining whether license emendments
involve no significant hazards consideration. PCE has the following
comunents for your consideration:

. . . . -,.
1. The inteelm final rule went into effect too soon, not allowing for a

sufficient conunent period and not allowing time for experience under
the new rule to see if its provisions are effective.

2. It is not clear if the emergency procedures apply for a plant which is
shut down and cannot start up without a license amendment being
issued. It is not perceived to be the intent of the rule to penalize
such plants, and, therefore, the emergency provisions should acply in
such cases.

.

3. The categories of decating or shutdown for an amendment to be
considered as an emergency auendment are too narrow. Other equally
justifiable circumstances that could improve public health and safety
may warrant emergency action.

4. In general, the requirement to prenotice all license amendments is
unduly restrictive and unnecessary. It was not the intent of the
legislation to delay even routine license amendments 30 days.

--

D. Sincerely,/s p,

Y, '',
, , .

Ax ..
e. ,

-:;,, .
,

Bart D. Withers
Vice President

Y Of."CC.;4MJCygpy---
f

Nuclear
. PCR PR \

50 48FR14064 PCR
c: Me, Lynn Frank Director

State of Oregon
f

,,f ,hDepartment of Energy ..,......;,, ,

?.5,,
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Secretary of the Comunission
Attention: Docketing and Service Branch
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comunission
Washington DC 20555

D, ear Sir:

Standards for Determining Whether License
Amendments Involve No Significant Hazards Consideration

On April 6, 1983, the NRC published an interim final rule in the Feder g
Register implementing standards for determining whether license amendments
involve no significant hazards consideration. pCE has the following
coennents for your consideration:
- . ...-

'

1. The interim final rule went into effect too soon, not allowing for a
suffielent consnent porlod and not allowing time for experience under
the new rule to see if its provisions are effective.

2. It is not clear if the emergency procedures apply for a plant which is
shut down and cannot start up without a license amendment being
issued. It is not perceived to be the intent of the rule to penalize
such plants, and, therefore, the emergency provisions should apply in
such cases.

.

3. The categories of decating or shutdown for an amendment to be
considered as an emergency amendment are too narrow. Other equally

!

justifiable circutastances that could improve public health and safety
may warrant emergency action.

4. In general, the requirement to prenotice all license amendments is
unduly restrictivo and unnecessary. It was not the intent of the

llegislation to delay even routine license amendments 30 days. '

Sincerely, p,

Bart D. Withers
Vice president

Nuclear

c: Mr. Lynn Frank, Director
State of Oregon
Department of Energy . , 3 .y . j
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Secretary o1\,ta$ M j6f M M . * A A 9\.

I $ %ATTN: Docketing & Service /'*

U.S. Nuclear hcgulhtory Commission ( ~, M.

O $
8 4

Fa $cs@c, UWasnington, D. C. 20555 O 'g
OChE Comments on interim final rule: Standards for Dutc$hiht'r Pflhooke h

License ee:endments involve do si6nificant dasards 6cnsid6F tich'

(46 Fa 14864, april 6;, 1983) ,0, p
NJ, ,; ,- /

The Commission's. imple. mentation cf the Sholly ~nnendment has some
glaring deficiencies,' us documented colow oy Chio Citiscns for tiespon- -

sicle Energy (OCnE). It is OCnE's opinion tnht the Commission has
overstepped the bounds set oy Congress in the Lr.cndhent.'

Congress told the NRC to develop guinolines wnica draw cicar
distinctione. 'cetwet.n amendments wnich pose significant hazards
consiccretions and thosc which do not. Proposed 10 CFrt 50.92(c)
does not meet this requirement. The 3 criteris arc much too vague
und open to interprethtion. In contrast, the exumples given in
the osckground information (46 Fet 14670) do provide clehr distinctions
ss mundated oy Congress. HowcVer, those cxamples are not made part
of the NitC's regulations, so'they nave no legal significance. 10
CFn 50.92(c) snould contain this specific lan6uatic and not the vacue
=aterial now found the.re. Tne language now used is so open to inter-
protation (i.e., "significant" - to whom?) that it is likely, riven
the NhC's unfortunate history of siding with the industry it is supposed
to regulate, tnat no harurd will oc fcund sicnificant.

Tnis is deconstrated oy the ausence in the re(ulutions of any
assurance tnet rcracking of spent fuel pocls will oe censide. red a
significant rAshrds anondment, even unen this nus been the past practice
of the Nhc and was clearly the understanding of Congress tnat that
practice would oc continued.

OCitE fears trat the NnC will oc continuins its old custos of
approving the license uutndet.nt oefore informing tne pu'clic. dolding
tne nouring af ter tra, amencnt.nt hus actually cet.n approved is not only
futile and a violation of duc process out will also tunish furtner
the MnC's reputation in tne eyes of tne puolic. Ironically, the

~

proposnia at nund will incrchsc, and not decrehsc, lititution; the
courts will oc acpt busy ci.tercinint wnctncr tnt. UnC nas properly
inple=ented tne Congressional lhw in uccordance witn Snolly v. NHC.

bince ely,

&$
Sushn L. diutt.

CChE nr.presentLtive
6275 Manson 1.d.

a i.;t.n t o r , Cil 44000
,
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Mr. Samuel J. Chilk
Secretary of the Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Attn: Docketing and Service Branch

Re Interim Final Rules on " Standards for Deter-
mining Whether License Amendments Involve
No Significant Hazards Considerations" and
" Notice and State Consultation" (4 8 Fed .
Reg. 14,864-80)

Dear Mr. Chilk:

On April 6, 1903, the Commission published " interim
final rules" on the foregoing subjects and requested comments
thereon by May 6, 1983. In response to such request, these
comments are being submitted on behalf of Iowa Electric
Light and Power Company and Florida power & Light Company.

For the reasons set forth in more detail below, we
suggest that the regulations and the Commission's intent be
clarified as to the situations that could constitute an
" emergency" or an " exigency," as to the transitional pro-
visions applicabic to requests for amendmonts received prior
to May 6,1983, and as to the use of post-notices under
Section 2.106 in lieu of pre-notices under Section 2.105 in
specified circumstances.

' " Emergency Situations"

Under new 10 C.F.R. S 50.91(a) (5) , the Commission may
issue'a license amendment involving no significant hazards
consideration without prior notice and opportunity for hear-
ing "(w]here the Commission finds that an emergency situa-

,

,!
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Mr. Samuel J. Chilk
May 2, 1983,

|_ Page Two
|

; tion exists, in that failure to act in a timely way would! result in derating or shutdown of a nuclear power
plant . ".

. . .

Neither " shutdown" nor "derating" is defined in the
regulation.*( Although neither term is precise, in our. view,

L

the logical intent must be for the regulation to include any
interruption or reduction in the normally expected supply of|

electricity from a plant which has been in operation, under
circumstances where such interruption or reduction would,

'

. cause unnecessary economic injury or impact on a generating| system. Thus, an " emergency" either could result from an
interruption of operation or decrease in operating capacity

!

or could. exist because a plant, which has been shutdown or'

operated in a derated mode, is not permitted to return to
operation or to increase its power output.

,

|
. However, a narrower -- and we believe mistaken --;

reading of the terms " shutdown" and."derating" might attempt| to limit the regulation only to circumstances where a plant
is actually in operation and suspension of operation or!

reduction of power generation would result unless the licenseamendment is timely issued. So interpreted, the provision
would not apply to an amendment needed prior.to return to
power by a plant which has not been in operation (e.g.,
because of refueling, maintenance, interruption of transmissioncapacity,.etc.). Nor would it apply to an amendment re-
quired prior to an increase in power output by a plant
which, for any one of a number of similar reasons, is operatingat a lower level of generation.

i

Because of this ambiguity, we strongly suggest that;

Section 50.91(a) (5)!

be amended to make it clear that an
emergency situation can exist whenever it is necessary thati a plant not in operation return to operation or for a de-i

rated plant to operate at a higher level of generation.

We believe that there is no impediment to this proposal
. in either Public Law 97-415 itself or its legislative history.|

t
|

*/ The discussions of emergencies in the Statement of
Considerations (4 8 Fed. Reg. 14,876, 14,877) does
not assist in this interpretative effort.
/

i

!
!
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Mr. Samuel J. Chilk
May 2, 1983
Page Three

On the contrary, our proposal corresponds with our view of
the legislative intent.

.
.

It is clear that Section 12(a) of that legislation does
not stand in the way of the proposal. The only relevant
language is contained in the new Section 189a(2) (c) which -

directs the Commission to

promulgate regulations establishing
(ii) criteria for providing or,. . .

in emergency situations, dispensing
with prior notice and reasonable op-
portunity for public comment on any
such determination, which criteria
shall take into account the exigency
of the need for the amendment involved;

The provision does not define " emergency" or " emergency
situations" but it does direct the Commission to "take into
account the exigency of the need for the amendment involved."
So far as economic need and system reliability are concerned,

|when power is needed the " exigency of the need" is essentially '

no different whether power is obtainabic from a plant which
can remain in operation or be operated at a high power level
or from a plant which can be returned to operation.

\
|

| We are aware that the language of Section 50.91a(5) is
.t derived from similar language in the Conference Report:

| In the context of subsection (2) (C) (ii) ,
'

the conferees understand; (sic) the term j
" emergency situations" to encompass only
those rare cases in which immediate ac-
tion is necessary to prevent the shutdown
or derating of an operating commercial
reactor. (The Commission already has
the authority to respon6 to emergencies
involving imminent thro =ts to the public
health or safety by istuing immediately

I effective orders pursuant to the Atomic
Energy Act or the Administrative Procedure
Act. And the licensee itself has authority
to take whr.cever action is necennary to-

a
,
#
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Mr. Samuel J. Chilk '
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Page Four

respond to emergencies involving imminent
threat to the public health and safety.) */

However, the language of the first sentence quoted
above has no more precision than does the regulation. On

'

the other hand, the immediately following language contained
in the parentheses makes it clear that the term " emergency
situations" does not involve " imminent threats to the public
health or safety" in the sense that those terms are used in
the Atomic Energy Act. Rather the " emergency situations"
must relate to other kinds of events and situations, including
dislocation because of power outages or inability to return
a plant to operation and of economic losses resulting from
the unavailability of an economic means of generating power.

For the foregoing reasons, we recommend that Section
50. 91 (a) ( 5) be amended by inserting after the words "derating
or shutdown of a nuclear power plant" the following words:
(" including any prevention of either resumption of operation
or increase in power output)" .

.

" Exigent Circumstances"

| At 48 Fed. Reg. 14,877 tne Commission explains an
| " exigency" as'a situation "where a licensee and the Com-

mission must act quickly and where time does not permit theI

Commission to publish a Federal Register notice soliciting
public comment or to provide 30 days ordinarily allowed for
public comment." We agree with the breadth of that definition
by the Commission. However, the two examples then given by
the Commission appear to us unnecessarily narrow since both
involve obvious improvements in safety and both involve
potentially lost opportunities to implement such improve-
ments during a plant outage. Although no amendment to the
regulations is required, we suggest that the Commission make
clear that these examples were not meant to be limiting in
any respect, and that a determination of " exigency" can be

| considered whenever a proposed amendment involves no sig-
| nificant hazards consideration and the licensee can demon-

strate that avoiding delay in issuance will provide a sig-
nificant benefit (safety, environmental, reliability,
economic', etc.).

.

*/ H.R. Rep. No. 884, 97th Cong., 2nd Sess. 38 (1982).
''
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Amendment Requerts Received Before May 6, 1983

In its statement of consideratiorc (4 8 Fed. Reg..

14,877), the Commission specified that, with respect to.

an.endment requests, received before May 6,1983, the Com-
mission intends to keep its present procedures and not
provide prior notice of amendments that involve no sig-
nificant hazards considerations. In our view, not only is
this approach valid and appropriate under the statute, but
in is essential in order to avoid both the potential logjam
in NRC licensing activities that could result from the
publication of an omnibus listing of pending amendment
requests and the unnecessary delays that could result in the
processing of any particular pending request. To assure
that the foregoing Commission intent is carried out, how-
ever, we beliete that the newly adopted Section 2.105(a)

|(4) (i) should be clarified. As promulgated, the section
does not explicitly distinguish between requests received

|before May 6 and those received thereafter. In order to t

avoid reliance solely on the Commission's statement of its I

intent we suggest that the regulation be amended as follows: I

In Section 2.105 (a) (1) (1) , delete the words "though it Iwill provide notice of opportunity for a hearing pursuant to
|this section," and substitute the following: "though it !will publish a notice of proposed action pursuant to this I

section (except in the case of an application for amendment
I received prior to May 6, 1983, whcre it will instead publish

a notice of issuance pursuant to S 2.106) ,". j/

1 j

iSeveral of the other contemporaneous 1y adopted regula- Itions also do not deal explicitly with amendment requests
|filed before May 6, 1983. Although corresponding clarifica-
!tions could be considered, we do not believe that they are
|necessary. In order to avoid any misunderstanding as to the '

Commission's intent, however, we urge that the Commission
explain clearly the overall effect of the new regulations on

!amendment requests still pending on May 6. For the con- |
venience of the Commission, we enclose a proposed explana-
tion which could be published in the statement of considera- |
tions dealing with the revision of the interim rule. ;

|

.
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May 2, 1983
Page Six

j
,

Issuance of Post-Notices Under Section 2.106
-

It is the obvious intent of the new Section 2.105(a)(4) (ii) that, under tha circumstances there specified (a
determination of an emergency or exigent situation and an
amendment involving no significant hazards consideration) , a
notice of proposed action would not be published under ,

iSection 2.105 and, instead, a notice of issuance would be
!published under Section 2.106. However, to avoid the possible

misunderstanding that the Section 2.106 notice is in addition
to, and not a substitute for, a Section 2.105 notice, we

|suggest that the regulation be amended as follows:
l

In Section 2.105 (a) (4) (ii) , delete the words "it will
provide notice of opportunity for a hearing pursuant to
S 2.106" and substitute the following: "instead of publishing
a notice of proposed action pursuant to this section it will

i

publish.a notice of' issuance pursuant to S 2.106".,
Although this amendment might be viewed as an overabun-

dance of caution, we believe it to be desirable to avoid
possible future controversy.

Tery truly yours,
$ 1% mt
'

Lowenstein, Newm n, Reis
& Axelrad

KHS:jcj
Attachment
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Proposed Statement Pertaining to Amendment Laquests
Received Before May 6, 1983

As was indicated in the statement of considerations (48
Fed. Reg. 14,877), with respect to amendment requests received
before May 6, 1983, the Commission intends .tx) keep its'

present procedures and not provide prior notice of amendments
that involve no significant hazards considerations. Since
the new Section 2.105 (a) (4) (i) adopted in the interim final
rule did not implement our intent with complete. clarity, we
are revising the final version to make it more explicit.*/
Thus, as to any such application for amendment still pending
on May 6, the NRC, if the standards of Section 50.58 are
satisfied, will issue the amendment and publish a notice of
issuance pursuant to Section 2.106. If a hearing is requested
before such notice is published, the amendment may nevertheless
still be made immediately effective and the hearing granted
thereafter.

. No. corresponding clarification of Section 2.105 (a) (4) (ii)
is required since, with respect to applications received
before May 6, 1983, which involve no significant hazards
consideration, the present procedures of the NRC (which
remain applicable thereto) do not require a determination
that an emergency or exigent situation exists in order to
omit a notice of opportunity for a hearing prior to NBC
action.

Similarly, although Sections 50.58(b) and 50.92 do not
explicitly distinguish between applications received before
May 6, 1983, and those received thereafter, no clarification
of these sections is required since Section 2.105(a) (4) (i) ,
as explained above, now makes the Commission's intent clear.

-*/ We are also clarifying that the notice published under
Section 2.105 is a notice of proposed action, which
includes a notice of opportunity for a hearing.

t
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Standards for Determing ) %
Whether License Amendments ) C /,Q -

!nvolve No Significant Hazards ) & 6 fggg j
Consideration ) c-

6 $f 3

COMMENTS OF THE UNION g
OF CONCERNED SCIENTISTS 4

On April 6, 1983, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)

published an interim final rule implementing Section 12 of the

1982 URC appropriation act. P.L. 97-415 (1982). 48 Fed. Reg.

1 G -3 4 (1983). That section, termed the "Sholl_y amendment" due

to its intent to overturn certain aspects of the holding of the

D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals in Sholly v. NRC, 651'F.2d 780

( D .C . Ci r . 19 30) , permitted the NRC to make amendments to

operating licenses for nuclear power plants effective prior to
any requested hearing, upon a preliminary finding that the

~

amendment involves "no significant hazards consideration." The

amendment also required the NRC to promulgate standards to

define the term "no significant hazards consideration."

In spite of Congress' plainly-stated intention that any.

standards adopted by the NRC should " draw a clear distinction"

between license amendments involving significant and no

significant hazards considerations, and that the standards be

" capable of being applied with ease and certainty", the

DS / 0
%e m .2 mag 7%. v -

W,& </mnL4 p....... - ..., 5 ja 13
"~ -
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proposed standards satisfy neither of these requirements. H.R.

Rep. 97-884, P 37 (1982). They are vague and impossible of

consistent application.

They also, by the nature and complexity of questions they*

pose, require a level of analysis that goes far beyond the

initial sorting of issues that Congress authorized. In fact,

as UCS-commented almost three years ago, the use of these

standards cannot help but require the NRC Staff to make an

intitial determination, well before the formal hearing (if any)

is held, of the healbh and safety merits of the proposed

license amendment. Congress did not authorize the NRC to make

such determinations in advance of the hearing on the merits.

Furthermore, despite the Congress' direction to the NRC to

ensure that " borderline cases" are treated as involving

significant hazards considerations (Id.), the new rule
|

indicates that for at least one significant class of license

amendment--reracking of spent fuel pools--the NRC is not

willing to commit to continue its heretofore unbroken practice

of providing prior notice. Given the clear evidence that

reracking of spent fuel cannot help but involve significant

'

health and safety considerations, and the uncontradicted

Congressional intent that such practice be continued, the NRC's

new position is flatly inconsistent with the conservative
,

'l.
| - interpretation of "no significant hazards consideration"

expected by Congress.

_

,
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Finally, the combination of imprecise standards, lack of

binding examples, and the NRC's apparent change of position on

reracking, demonstarate that if these rules are adopted, no

hearings will be offered prior to license amendment. UCS
*

sincerely hopes that the Commission will reconsider its initial

decision, and issue final rules consistent with these comments.

I. The Proposed Rule Does Not Clearly Separate License
Amendments Involving "No Significant Hazards Considerations"
"From Those That Do Not Involve such Considerations.

In enacting the Sholly amendment, the Congress acceded to

the Commission's request that it be permitted to make minor

license amendments effective prior to any hearing requested-

i pursuant to S 189(a) of the Atomic Energy Act. However, the

Congress was sensitive to the potential for abuse of the "no

significant hazards considerations" threshold. Therefore,

Congress required the NRC to develop guidelines which " draw a

clear distinction" between amendments that pose significant and

non-significant ha ards considerations. In addition, Congres

required that the standards be " capable of being applied with

ease and certainty." H.R. Rep. No. 97-884, supra, at 37.

The rules proposed by the NRC do not meet this mandate.

instead of drawing clear distinctions, they delegate virtually.

complete discretion to the NRC staff. The proposed standards,

which are restated in full below, rely on unlimited and

undefined . quantitative terms such as "significant increase" and
i

|

.
,
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"significant reduction," and unpredictable qualitative

distinctions such as a "different kind of accident." 1/ The

potential for abuse and misapplication of these standards is

obvious.

Unfortunately, the NRC explicitly decided not to include in

these rules examples of certain types of license amendments

which clearly involve or'do not involve significant hazards

considerations. The Commission did not adopt its staff's

earlier proposal (set forth in SECY 83-16A, dated Feb. 1, 1983)

that the following examples be listed as "likely to-involve

significant - hazards considerations":

(i) A significant relaxation of the criteria used to.

establish safety limits.

( ii) A significant relaxation of the bases for limiting
safety system settings or limiting conditions for operation.

(iii) A significant relaxation in limiting conditions for
operation not accompanied by compensatory changes,
conditions, or actions that maintain a commensurate level
of safety (such as allowing a plant to operate at full
power during which one or more safety systems are not
operable).

- .

(iv) Renewal of an operating license.

(v) For a nuclear power plant, an increase in authorized
maximum core power level.

*/ The Commission may make a final determination. . .that a
proposed amendment... involves no significant hazards
considerations, if operation of the facility in accordance with
ce proposed amendment would not:

(1) Involve.a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated; or

(2) Create the possibility of a new or different kind of
,~

accident from any accident previously evaluated; or
_

(3) Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
~

Proposed 10 CFR 50.92(c), 48 Fed. Reg. 14871 (April 6,
1983).

- - - .- . .. . +_ -

_
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(vi) 'A change to technical specifications or other NRC
- approval involving a significant unreviewed safety question.

(vii) A change in plant operation designed to improve
safety but which, due to other factors, in fact allows
plant operation with safety margins of some significance
reduced from those believed to have been present when the*

license was issued.

(viii) Reracking of a spent fuel storage pool.

(ix) Permitting a significant increase in the amount of
effluents or radiation emitted by a nuclear power plant.
SECY 83-16A Encl. 3A at 25-26

The Commission totally eliminated viii and ix above,

removing them even from the creamble.

Specific examples clearly should be included as part of the

ruls in order to meet Congress' intent and to make the rule

cohsrent and its application consistent and predictable. We

submit that the examples should be modified in the following

ways:

-- Items i and 11 are simply incomprehensible; we are
therefore unable to comment on whether they are appropriate.

Item 111 should be modified to read as follows:--

A significant change in limiting conditions for
operation (such as allowing'a plant to operate at full
power when one'or more safety systems are not operable.

The word " change" should . be substituted f or 'r elaxation" in

order to clarify that an opportunity for a hearing will be,

available in cases where there is a legitimate question as to

l- the' sufficiency of an " improvement" in safety. For example,

were the Commission to amend licenses to address the ATWS
,

question, a hearing should clearly be available to determine

whether the proposed fix adequately resolves this safety

problem.
~

,

"
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The phrase which would prohibit the opportunity for hearing

when compensating measures are available has been eliminated.

The adequacy of the compensating measures is an issue going

directly to the merits of the amendment and is not appropriate-

for the Staff to use as a threshold criterion governing the

availability of a hearing.

Original items viii (reracking) and ix (increase in--

radioactive emissions) should be restored.

-- The following criteria should be added:

(x) Reduction in testing or surveillance requirements;

(xi) Relaxation of a deadline for implementing a
requirement related to safety;

( xii) Any reduction in the degree of redundancy and/or
diversity in systems impcrtant to safety.

In addition, we question the repeated use of the term

"significant" in the examples. Without any definition, it

~1 eaves critical decisions to the unreviewable judgment of the

staff. There can be little doubt that the amendments described

in all of these examples are not trivial or minor, but involve

significant issues of health or safety. While technical.

solutions may be available to address and resolve the safety

questions presented by such amendments, it is precisely these
.

issues that were intended by Congress to be resolved at the

hearing itself, not by the NRC staff in a preliminary

decision-making process conducted largely out of the public's'

eye. Cong. Rec., October 19, 1981, p.H7440-41 (Mr. Ottinger).

Nevertheless, the Commission decided in the words of

Commissioner Gilinsky, to " downgrade" the importance of the
_

.
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examples by including them in the preamble 'where they will be

of little or no legal consequence." 48 Fed. Reg. 14872 (April

6, 1983). This decision is not only unwise, but, because it

results in " standards' which are so vague as to be essentially
.

useless, contravenes the inte'nt of Congress. The examples are

necessary to give content and substance to the standards, and

to carry any legal force they must be placed in the regulations

themselves. These examples approach much more closely the

Congressionally-mandated goals, previously cited, of " ease and

certainty" and usefulness in drawing " clear distinction (s) *

between amendments that involve significant health, safety or"

e-vircnmental considerations" and those that do not.

::. Th3 Proposed standards Force the NRC staff to Reach a
Conclusion on the Merits of Each License Amendment Before the
Puclic Hearing May Be Held, Rather Than Simply Analyzing the
Nature of tne Issues Raised Dy Each Amendment As Congress
- Intanded.

The standards proposed to define and give content to the

term * no significant hazards consideration" not only fail to

- clearly separate amendments involving serious safety issues

from those involving no such issues (See Part I, infra.)
'

Perhaps more important, by the nature and complexity of the

_ questions they pose, these standards force the NRC Staff to

"

undertake a .evel of analysic that is more appropriate to the

ultimate decision on the merits of the license amendment.

Congress did not authorize the Nrc to make such a decision in

advance of the hearing (if one is requested) on the merits of

the amendment. (See, e.g., Cong. Rec., October 19, 1981, p. H.

_

.
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7440-1.[Mr. Ottinger]; S. Rept. 97-113, p. 14.) The Conference

Committee.that approved of this legislation emphasized that:

These standards should not require the NRC staff to-
prejudge the merits of the issues raised by a proposed
license amendment. Rather, they should only require

*

the staff'to identify those issues and determine
whether they involve significant health,. safety or
environmental considerations. H. Rept. 97-884, p. 37.

It appears that the NRC is mired in the sands of past-

practice, and f ails to appreciate the distinction between the

preliminary issue identification required for the initial

[ determination of no significant hazards consideration, and the

complete review of the health and safety effects of the

prey: sed license amendment ths is necessary for the ultimate
,

j decision of approval or disapproval.

L Each of the proposed standards require the staff to frame

and decide a number of substantial factual questions. For
,

instance, 50.92(c)(1) would require the staff to establish the

probability and consequences of previously evaluated accidents

(in itself a highly problematic exercise), determine whether

and how the requested license amendment would alter either the
.

. probability or any consequence of any such accident sequence,

and quantify any such change in either the probability or any
.

significant consequence of each sequence. Similarly,

50.92(c)(2) would require the staff to analyze whether and how

the requested license' amendment could create the possibility of
'

a new or different kind of accident -- a conclusion that will
generally not be immediately apparent from the f ace of the

!
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license amendment. Likewise, 50.92(c)(3) calls on the staff to

determine the current " margin of safety" (however defined) of
I

the plant system or systems affected by the requested license

amendment, and then to quantify the effects of the action

' allowed by the amendment of such " margin".

All of these standards appear to be based on the utterly

preposterous premise that the level of safety or risk in each

plant can be and has been precisely quantified. This degree of

quantitative analysis is not now present in either the

licenses' applications or the staff's review documents. To

implement these standards, licensees will undoubtedly resort to

:be crudest forms of probabilistic risk analysis -- the

regulatory equivalent of scrawling numbers on the back of an

envelope.

It should be clear without further exposition that, even if

probabilistic methods of analysis were capable of yielding a

reasonably objective answer, they go far beyond the threshhold

indentification of issues -- triage, if you will -- that

Congress contemplated. These standards hardly allow the staff

to draw the " clear distinction (s)" that Congress envisioned;

they certainly will not " ensure that the NRC staff does not

resolve doubtful or borderline cases with a finding of no

- significant hazards consideration" as the Congress intended. .

Rather, the issues that the staff must decide under these

standard are virtually the same issues that will determine

whether the license amendment is approved at all We do not.

.

9
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believe that the Staff can show how, in any material respect,

the analysis necessary for the final approval of a license

amendment will differ from the analysis necessary to fully

- satisfy standards (1)-(3).of this interim final rule. -

Finally, in reconsidering these standards -- both with

respect to their level of clarity (discussed in Part I of these

comments) and their suitability for the triage function

discussed in this Part -- the Commission can not ignore the

clearly-expressed intent of Congress that

the Commission will use this authority carefully,
applying it only to those license amendments which
pose no significant hazards consideration. Id.

Tnis stricture, along with the previously-cited language

directing the NRC to avoid resolving " doubtful or borderline

cases" with a finding of no significant hazards consideration,

means that the Commission must avoid the reliance on standards

that, in everyday use, will result in all but a few. license

amendments routinely being given the "no significant hazards

consideration" stamp of approval.

We are aware that NRC's past practice was to approve all

but the most exceptional amendments before offering an'

opportunity for a hearing. Congress was equally aware of that.

practice, and the cited language can only represent a clear

!

|
;
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/. command to' the Commission to change its ways.1 The

authority given the Commission by the Sholly amendment was not

absolute or sweeping,1b'ut rather was. limited in ways that-

-reflected Congress' strong desire to preserve meaningful public

participation in NRC's decision-making processes.
,

Unfortunately, these standards would certainly result in the

opposite- extreme; because of their reliance on complex and

~ technically ~ questionable factual analyses, as well as their

sheer opacity, we have little doubt that_the staff will

continue to expedite the process for almost every proposed

license amendment. Such a result would, in our view, not only

ccntravene the intent of Congress; it would represent a

shortsighted public policy, one that is likely to reduce both

the quality of NRC's safety reviews of license amendments and

the level-of the public's respect for the Commission's

performance.

III. Amendments Involving Reracking of Scent Fuel Pools Should
Be-Determined to Involve Significant Hazards-Consideration-

In enacting the Sholly amendment, the Congress took care to

instruct the Commission to err on the side of pre-amendment

*/ Congress has certainly not approved, by implication, the
regulatory approach taken in the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking

. published March 28,1980 [ 45 FR 20491] . Senate Report 97-113,-
cited in part on 48 FR 14867-8, exhorted the Commission to .

- " build upon" the proposed rules, rather than to adopt .them as
originally drawn. Likewise, House Report 97-22, Part 2, cited
on 48 FR 14868, did not in any way imply approval of or support
for the proposed rules. In fact, the House Report's citation
of the "long line of case-by-case precedents under which it has
established criteria for such determinations" indicates that at
least this Committee expected those precedents to form the core _

of the Commission's regulatory response to this legislation.

1

.
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hearings by conservatively interpreting "no significant hazards

consideration" . H.R. Rep. 97-884, supra, at 37. However, the

Commission's decision in this rule to remove spent fuel pool

reracking from the list of amendments involving significant-

hazard consideration shows that the Commission is not complying

with,this Congressional mandate. In the preamble to the

proposed rule, the Commission-acknowledges that reracking of

spent fuel amendments have always been subject to prior notice

and hearing, even before the Sholly decision. However, the

Commission now has deleted it even from the list of examples of

amendments involving significant hazards consideration,

d e:laring that "the matter deserved f urther study" . 48 Fed.

Reg. 14869. This change in policy is apparantly based on the

Commission's conclusion that some "reracking technology has

been well developed and demonstrated.' id.
It should be beyond serious question that reracking of any

spent fuel pool involves the use of measures necessary to

mitigate the significant hazards to public safety inherent in
1

the process. In fact, reracking of spent fuel assemblies

necessitates a detailed, site-specific analysis of many f actors

Important to safety. To simply state that technologies may.

exist which have adequately resolved those concerns in some

cases does not affect the fact that those same serious safety

~ issues must be addressed and resolved in future reracking

.

amendments.
L

Moreover, even though the technology of reracking may be
,

demonstrated in some cases, the process of reracking poses

- . . - . . - - - .--
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additional safety concerns unrelated to the " technology" of
reracking itself.

For example, at the Maine Yankee Nuclear
Power Plant,

as well as many other plants, the spent fuel pool'

*

shares its cooling system with the main reactor. If an
accident

damaged the cooling system and blocked access to the
,

spent fuel pool, evaporation of much of the water around the!

spent fuel could occur within a week.
! Loss of coolant would be

far more dangerous in a crowded pool, since overheating may
,

occur, causing the zirconium metal cladding on the fuel rods to
react with any remaining water from potentially explosive
hydrogen.

!
' :n such a case, there would be a strong possibility

cf an explosion which could breach the spent fuel storage
1

L

building, releasing radioactive particles which could|

contaminate nearby areas for up to a century.

A second accident scenario which also raises substantial
safety concerns involves the coolant leak which could occur if

an airplane or earthquake struck the storage building, or in_

the event of sabotage.
Such a leakage, however, would pose

less of a problem at Maine Yankee, which utilizes a

pressurized-water reactor (PWR), than at a plant using a
boiling-water reactor (BWR).

This is because a PWR usually has
its spent fuel pool located underground, where the earth

' surrounding it would tend to contain leaks for a longer period
.

of time.
BWRs, on the other hand, house spent fuel pools above

ground, where they may drain freely in the event of an
accidental leak.

_ .

O
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The p6ssibility of either accident graphically demonstrates

the various safety-related issues involved in reracking spent
!

fuel pools, regardless of the technology involved. The NRC's

sudden shift in its attitude toward this process is not only
-

technically _ unjustified, but also at variance with clear

Congressional intent. On several_ occasions during the passage

of the Sholly amendment, Senators and Congressmen based their

approval of the Sholly amendment on their assumption that the

NRC would continue its past practice of classifying reracking

as a significant hazards consideration amendment, requiring

prior. notice and opportunity for hearing.
,

! The first reference to the subject occurred in the House of

Representatives on November 5, 1981 when the House version of

the bill (H.R. 4255) was considered and passed:

Mrs. SNOWE. Would the gentleman ancicipate this no
significant hazards consideration would not apply to
license amendments regarding the expansion of a
nuclear reactor's spent fuel storage capacity or the
reracking of spent fuel pools?

_

Mr. OTTINGER. If the gentlewoman will yield, the
expansion of spent fuel pools and the reracking of the
spent f uel pools are clearly matters which raise
significant hazards considerations, and thus
amendments for such purposes could not, under section
11(a), be issued prior to the conduct or completion of
any requested hearing or without advance notice.,

(127 Cong. Record H 8156) (emphasis added)

The Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works

repeated this oelief in its report on S.1207:

The Committee recognizes that reasonable persons may
-differ on whether a license amendment involves a
significant hazards consideration. Tnerefore, the !

Committee expects the Commission to develop and ;.

promulgate standards that, to the maximum extent

|
,
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practicable draw a clear distinction between license
amendments that involve a significant hazards
consideration and those that involve no significant
hazards consideration. The Committee anticipates, for
example, that, consistent with prior practice, the
Commission's standards would not permit a "no
significant hazards consideration" determination for-

-license amendments to permit reracking of spent fuel
pools.

S . Rep. 9 7-113, p . 15 (emphasis added).

Finally, Commissioner Asselstine (prior to his appointment)

confirmed the existence of this practice in a response to

Senator Mitchell:

Senator Mitchell: There is, as you know, an
application for a license amendment pending on nuclear
facility in Maine which deals with the reracking
storage question. And am I correct in my*

f '. understanding that the NRC has already found that c u :..
applications do present significant hazards
considerations and therefore that petition and similar
p(titions would be unaffected by the proposed
amendment?

Mr. Asselstine: That is correct, Senator. The
Commission has never been able to categorize the spent
fuel storage as a no significant hazards consideration.

Transcript of meeting of Senate Comte on Env. & Pub. Works,

quoted in March 15, 1983 letter from Senators Simpson, Hart and

Mitchell to Chairman Palladino.

It is therefore not unusual that the Conference Report on

this legislation did not specifically mention reracking. The

issue had been raised in each House, and there had been

complete agreement. Even the the General Counsel and the .

Executive Legal Director in a memorandum to Chairman Palladino

.

and the Commiss!oners (copy attached) pointed out:

In conclusion, we observe that although discussion of this
issue is sparse, every reference, on both the House and _

.
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Senat4 sides, reflects an understanding that expansion and
reracking of. spent-fuel pools are matters which involve
significant hazards considerations."

Commissioner Asselstine's dissent to these rules is

correct. Deletion of rerack.'g from the examples of likely
~*

significant hazards is a dramatic change in Commission

precedent, as well as directly contrary to express

Congressional direction, the Commission's own statements

seeking the passage of the sholly amendment,and sound public
i

h policy. 48 Fed. Reg. 14 872-7 3 ( Apr il 6, 1983).
v

Conclusion

-We support the Congressional intent behind the Sholly

umo..d nent . In some limited circumstances, involving minor

technical amendments which do not affect safety, the requested

hearl's may legitimately be held after the amendment-takes

effect. However, the :iRC's rules go f ar beyond the limits of

the amendment and its legislative history, essentially allowing

the NRC unlimited discretion to exempt all license amendments-

.frompribr-hearings,eventhosewhichobviouslyinvolve

significant health, safety, or environmental considerations.

Despite the Commission's protestations to the contrary, the *

' demotion of the list of examples of categories of significant.

hazards consideration amendments and the change in

consideration of reracking is evidence that the NRC has already
!

prejudged that whole-issue of significant hazards

consideration, and that most, if not all, license amendment |

.

W
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requests will not be allowed prior hearings. The final rules

should restore reracking to the list of examples, and restore

examples as modified herein, to the rule itself.

Respectfully submitted,-

f $,$h&

Ellyn R. Weiss
<

.

[ Lee L. Bi' shop
-

HARMON & WEISS
1725 I Street N.W.
Suite 506
Washington, D.C. 20006

(202) 833-9070

Laced: May 6, 1983
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Secretary of the Commission May 4, 1983
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555 .n gy -6 A10 M2
Attention: Docketing and Service Bran'ifi '

NOTICE AND STATE CONSULTATION _

OINTERIM FINAL RULE; 48FR14873; APRIL 6,1983 ; A,5.'-
. 4, ~

We are pleased to submit our comments on the subject interim final rule.

The new section 50.91(a)(5) describes an emergency stituation as one that
would result in "derating er shutdown" if the Commission fails to act in a
timely way. We suggest that an emergency situation should also exist where
a plant already in shutdown could be prevented from starting up because the
Commission had failed to act in a timely way.

The new section ' 50.91(a)(6)(i) and (ii) includes provisions for public
notice via local media or other "best efforts," in instances of exigent
circum' stances where time does not permit the standard 30 days notice in the
Federal Register. These special actions are not required by Congress and
are not necessary. The public is adequately and sufficiently served by the
opportunities granted by the 30-day public notice and hearings which may be
held after issuance of an immediately effective amendment. Provisions for
exigent circumstances should be no different than those provided in
Section 50.91(a)(5) for emergency situations.

We appreciate this opportunity to assist in the improvement of this interim
final rule, and hope that the above comments will be of use to you.

R. B. Bradb

Chief Engins, , Licensing Division

Enclosure
.
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1b; , i EE: STA: 2AhDS FCR DETEFJII:!I:!G WETHER LICE':SE
A'_E:!Dl'E';TS I:Tv'OLVE ;0 SIGIIFICA:,T HAZAIDS' '

CC: SIDERATIO :S

Sassafras Audubon is opposed to the :To Significant Hasards Censideration Interin
Final Rule of the U.S. ?!uclear Regulatory Cor.ission on grounds that the I;hC has 1)
deleted exanples of types of significant hazanis anendnents fron the rule itself,
and 2) deleted reracking of spent fuel pools fro . the list of significant hazanis
consideration amendnents.

There is clear evidence that reracking of spent fuel pools involves significant
health and safety censiderations, and this has been considered sc, generally. Con-

'

missioner Asselstine has noted in his additional views that,

"The Co c.ission najority's interin final rule uould chance the Con-
nissien's longstanding and consistent policy of requiring that any
requested hearing on a license anendnent fcr the reracking of a
spent fuel pool be cenpleted prior to granting the license amend-
nent.", and

"It is clear to ne fro . the legislative history of section 12 of
Public Law 97-h15 that the Congress did net intend that the au-
thority granted by Section 12 should be used tc approve rerack-
ing c endfents prior to the completion of any requested hearing."

L'e ask that this proposed interin final rule not be adopted.

Yours sincerely. .

WM |dwcA N.Mrs. David G. Frey & u f
Energy Policy Cor.ittee, SAS
2625 S. Smith Road
Bloonington, Indiana b7LO1
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Secretary 'i U !pjU.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 4 5
,'

Washington, D.C. 20555 '8

t$ 'N
Re: Interim Final Rule Comments -- 10 CFR Part M

Standards for Determining Whether License Amendments
Involve No Significant Safety Hazards Consideration

Three Mile Island Alert hereby opposes the above-referenced
interim final rule implementing the so-called "Sholly
amendment . " These regulations violate the express intent of
Congress in failing to " draw a clear distinction between
licence amendments involving significant and no significant
hazards considerations," and which are " capable of being
applied with ease and certainty." H.R. Rep. 97-884, P 37
(1982). Moreover, they violate Congress' plainly-stated
intent that these standards only require the staff to spot
possible health, safety or environmental issues before
holding a prior hearing, not " require the NRC staff to
prejudge the merits of the issues raised by a proposed
license amendment," id., as these vague standards demand.

In promulgating these regulations, the NRC virtually ignores
Congress' express intent that license amendments involving
irreversible consequences (such as those permitting an
increase in the amount of effluents or radiation emitted
from a facility or allowing a facility to operate for a
period of time without full safety protections) require
prior hearings or the public's right to have its views
considered would be foreclosed. Id. at 38. The people in
the TMI area, who were unlawfully exposed to radiation
during the venting of 1980 and are certain to be exposed to
additional radiation releases during the TMI-2 clean up, and
are now being told that the staff may try to use the new law
to avoid public hearings to examine the massive TMI-l steam
generator tube repairs, are particularly concerned by the
NRC's position here. As Congress explained, if the license
amendment resulted in the illegal exposure to the public of
dangerous amounts of radiation, an after-the-fact hearing
would be meaningless, and could not remedy the damage done.
Congress sought specifically to avoid this possibility by
virtually eliminating the NRC's discretion when irreversible
consequences are involved. The regulations, which provide
no standards defining when irreversible actions will be
accorded prior hearings, are flatly inconsistent with
Congre'ss' stated intent be~cause they give the NRC virtually
unbridle,d discretion in these situations.

AM/B~
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The-Commission even rejected the staff's earlier proposal,

that among the examples listed in the preamble as "likely to
involve significant hazards consideration," was " permitting
a significant increase in the amount of effluents or
radiation emitted by a nuclear power plant." SECY 83-16Av
Encl. 3A at 25-26. This now appears at S 50.92(b) as a

~

situation which only requires " sensitivity." But, by adding
the word "significant" to Congress' express conference
report language, even this watered-down standard would
violate Congress' express intent, by inserting an
unreviewable subjective determination by the NRC staff of
what is "significant." The regulation should require a

| prior hearing whenever irreversible consequences are
involved, except for those situations which the NRC clearly
defines as not requiring a prior hearing.

The fundamental problem with these regulations is that they
do not provide any guidance for solving many important
issues that arise in practice. For example steam generator

: problems present important issues of concern to the public
at a number of nuclear plants. Barely one month,after the
enactment of P.L. 97-415 the House sponsor of the law, Rep.
Morris K. Udall stated: "I am troubled by reports I have
heard that some on the NRC staff believe this authority
might be used to approve steam generator repairs at Three
Mile Island Unit-1. Congress enacted the Sholly provision so
that NRC could redirect its attention and resources away
from trivial matters and concentrate instead on matters of
great public concern and safety significance such as TMI-l
steam generator repair work." Statement before House
Subcommittee on Energy and the Environment, Committee on
Interior and Insular Affairs, oversight Hearing on NRC's
Budget Request for Fiscal Years 1984 and 1985, February 22,
1983, p.6. Notwithstanding this clear statement from
Congress the NRC did not trouble to clarify whether such an
. issue would*be considered by the NRC to be one involving
"significant hazards consider' tion."

The most pecallar deficiency of these regulations is that
they fail altogether to address the very issue which
prompted the enactment of P.L. 97-415. One of the two
TMI-2 license amendments addressed in the Sholly decision
involved the temporary waiving of radiation release
limitations so that airborne radioactive waste could be
released at a rate in excess of that which would have been
allo.wed the reactor if operating. The question whether this
amendment involved a significant hazards consideration was
hotly contested in the Court of Appeals. The Court of

j Appeals did not answer this question because it instead
i found that a hearing was clearly required under S 189 of
| the Atomic Energy Act, when requested, whether or not such
' an amendment involves a significant hazards consideration,

i

. ,, _ , _ , _ , _ _, __ _ _ . . _ , , . . . _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ . _ . ,- -
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The NRC, concerned that "most requested license amendments-
'

involving no significant hazards consideration are routine
in nature...", sought to reverse the " implications" of this
ruling in Sholly, for routine license amendments. 48 Fed.
Reg. 14866 col. 1. But it did not ask Congress for'

authority to deny prior hearings in cases presenting the
; same facts such as those involved in Sholly itself.
'

Congress did change 5 189 to provide that not all NRC
j hearingsaan "no significant hazards consideration" license

amendments need be prior hearings. But it did not indicate
that it considered the release of radioactive wastes from
TMI-2 at higher rates than allowed an' operating reactor to
be a " routine" amendment for which a prior hearing could be
waived..

In lieu of the earlier per se hearing requirement, applied,

I in Sholly, Congress has now placed greater weight on
! increased participation, notice and precision in formulation

of the "no significant hazards consideration" finding
itself. Congress now requires consultation with the
affected State, it requires some notice, and mosh
importantly requires regulations that " draw a clear
distinction between license amendments that involve a
significant hazards consideration" and those which do not.
H.R. Rep. 9,7-884, at 37 (1982).

These regulations fail to formulate a standard for making
such a " clear distinction" for the very case which gave rise
to the legislation. Never did the NRC or Congress in the
course of the deliberations on P.L. 97-415 address the
actual facts of Sholly. This Congress left for the NRC to
do througn promulgation of regulations; and this the NRC has
failed to do.

An even more egregious example of the NRC's failure to
follow Congressional intent in drawing clear distinctions
between issues that involve significant hazards
considerations, and those that do not, concerns the
reracking of spent fuel. Despite Congress' direction to the
NRC to ensure that " borderline cases" are treated as
involving significant hazards considerations, H.R. Rep.
97-884 at 37, the Commission has removed from its preamble
list o'f examples of amendments involving significant hazards
consideration the reracking of spent fuel. It is clear that
the reracking of spent fuel cannot help but involve
significant health and safety considerations, and that this
example evidences further disregard by the NRC of Congress'
clear, mandate,

c: .
For all of the above reasons, TMIA opposes these
regulations.

M
\

Joanne Doroshcw
- mynn
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'% 5 i.- 83Mr. Samuel J. Chilk '\ M/ * 4
Secretary of the Commission -i %pq
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission [-a

"f , g
Washington, D.C. 20355 ''1 V
Subject: Standards for Determining Whether License Amendments

Involve No Significant Hazards Considerations
(48 FR 14864, April 6, 1983)

Dear Mr. Chilk:

The Edison Electric Institute (EEI) offers the following
comments on the NRC interim final rule on standards for determin-
ing whether license amendments involve no significant hazards
considerations. EEI is the association of the nation's inv'estor-
owned electric utilities. Its members serve 99.6 percent of all
ultimate customers. served by the investor-owned segment of the
industry, and generate more than 77 percent of all of the elec-
tricity in the country. EEI's members currently operate 72 of the
nation's nuclear power plants licensed to operate by the NRC, and
expect to operate an additional 49 units now under construction
or in planning.

In the preamble discussing the basis for the interim final
rule, the Commission notes that it is not including the reracking
of spent fuel pools in the list of examples that will be considered
likely to involve a significant hazards consideration. 48 Fed.
Reg. 14869. EEI believes that this is an appropriate position
because it gives the NRC the flexibility to act as needed on a case-
by-case basis. The exclusion of reracking as such an example per-
mits an objective finding on the technological considerations of
such an amendment while it in no way requires the NRC to find that
any amendment for reracking does not pose a significant hazards
considerations In response to Congressional concerns, the Commission
properly states that it does not intend to make a no significant
hazards consideration finding based on unproven technology, and
further has directed the Staff to prepare a report that will provide
the basis for a technical judgment that a specific spent fuel pool
expansion amendment may or may not pose a significant hazards
considerat kr.
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Mr. Samuel J. Chilk
May 6, 1983
Page Two
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The NRC recently has devoted and is continuing to devote a,

considerable amount of time to detailed examination of ways to
improve its-licensing procedures. The treatment of reracking in
the interim final rule is an example of good Commission judgment
that permits thorough consideration of public health and safety
concerns without'a predetermination committing NRC and licensee
. resources to possibly needless licensing actions.

Sincerely yours,

.

- /
' 'M,

ohn J. earney
Sen' Vice P' resident'
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| Secretary, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission a,
( Washington, D.C. 20555 to

E
i?

f ATTENTION: Docketing and Service Branch
_

E SUB3:iCT: Request for Public Comment on Standards for Determining Whether
k License Amendments involve No Significant Hazards Considerations
i

N.
'

; References: (a) Federal Register 14876, April 6,1983
i

V

'. Gentlemen:
t:

The Baltimore Gas and Electric Company requests that you consider the following:
k- comments prior to any actions by the Commission on the Final Rule concerning Standards

for Determining whether License Amendments involve No Significant Hazards.

[ Considerations.
t ;

b On April 6,1983, the Commission published in Reference (a) an Interim Rule imposing a
y requirement for the Commission to pre-notice all license amendment applications af ter
h May 6,1983. This Interim Rule was published in response to a District Court decision

favoring Sholly in the Sholly v. NRC case of 1980. In a more f avorable treatment tnan:
|

F- the interpretation provided by the District Court decision, the Interim Rule provides for
k issuance of license amendments prior to pre-noticing, if the proposed amendment can be
$ categorized as an emergency or exigent situation and does not involve a significant
[ hazards consideration.

E
g In effect, the Interim Rule legislates a minimum thirty-day deferment for the majority
g of amendments sent to the Commission. This proposed delay clearly has the potential for
L causing unnecessary lag in operating schedules (which may result in finanical burden on
I= the Licensee) and indirectly defeats the intended purpose of the Technical
- Specifications. We offer the following example as one of several that might be cited in
" support of this position.

), One of the basic purposes of the Technical Specifications is to ensure the operability of
-

safety-related equipment is maintained for all applicable modes of operation. Tne
Commission ' recognizes that redundancy in certain types of safety-related equipment

; allows individual components within the train to be temporarily removed from the
s Technical Specification operability requirements with no significant reduction in safety.
L This is manifested in certain Technical Specifications and this philosophy provides
-

r

-
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Secretary, U.S. NRCi

May 6,1983
Page 2

.

operational flexibility to preclude unnecessary shutdowns or delays in start-up upon
failure of certain types of equipment.

A scenario illustrating the above could originate during a short duration forced outage.
In this cue the licensee identifies a piece of f ailed equipment and upon investigating the
Technical Specifications for the equipment, the licensee observes that start-up and
continued operations is allowed. The licem,ee is faced with a decision. He can choose
the preferred path and replace the failed equipment. But, if replacement requires prior
NRC approval (as would be the case if the replacement were of a different type and
required a change in the Tectmical Specifications) under the proposed licensing
methodology the licensee must expose himself to a possible delay in startup.

| This delay arises as a result of,1) the interpretation that an amendment would not be'
'

classified as emergency or exigent since'the licensee is not constrained by the Technical
Specifications from an operating stanopoint, and 2) the Commission would be required to

| pre-notice the ' amendment application. An interpretation of the Interim, Rule contained
in Reference (a) appears to recognize this type of situation and provides an exemption

| from publication in the Federal Register, but still requires puolic notice via local media
with reasonable comment period. Although an exemption of this type may create a delay I

I

of a duration less than the thirty day celay associated with publication in the Federal
Register, any delay creates a financial burden on the licensee. As a result, the licensee

i

may (and will in many cases) elect to' defer replacement of the f ailed component. The '

impact of such decisions inevitably show up at some time in the future if additional
channels of equipment f ail and force the licensee into action statements requiring
shutdown or derating. We feel that the impact of these delays on the Industry are not
justified in light of the relatively small potential benefit derived by allowing the public
to comment on proposed amendments prior to issuance.

In addition to the above example, we feel the proposed Interim Rule needs some
clarificatien in certain areas.

In specifying an optional approach for notification of the public of a propcsed license
amendment, the Interim Rule allows the Commission to use the media with distribution
in the area surrounding a licensee's f acility. The Interim Rule does not specify the
extent of that area, but rather leaves it open to interpretation. We recognize that
certain remote sites may not have media coverage in the near vicinity of the site.1sut,
for those sites covered by local media we feel it appropriate to provide some guidance on
the extent of media coverage.

Under section 50.91(a){5) of the Interim Rule the Commission uses the term " timely" in
refering to the licensee's applications for amendments. Since the term " timely" is lef t
open to interpretation and, correspondingly, may not be applied in a consistent manner
with all licensees, the rule should state what is consider ed a timely application from the

,

licensee and should also indicate the normal time required by the Commission to process
non-exigent applications.
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Secretary, U.S. NRC
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Page 3
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Example (vi) provided under Examples of Amendments that are considered not likely to
involve significant hazards considerations specifies a comparison of the licensees
application for meeting the Standard Review Plan (SRP). This comparison may be overly
restrictive on some older licensees and, therefore, present undue hardship in certain
cases. We suggest that any comparison of the licensees application be made to either
original or current licensing bases rather than the SRP.

The Interim Rule fails to recognize two areas in providing for the exigency clause. One
area involves the situation where the licensee is shutdown and identifies a license
amendment necessary to meet start-up requirements of the 2icense. (We have referred
to this case in the above example). The other case involves an amendment that identifies
a significant hazards consideration. In both cases any delay in obtaining Commission
approval and issuance of an amendment required for power operation could present a
significant financial burden on the licensee. The Interim Rule should be consistent in
addressing the exigency of all cases where the licensee may lose power production as a
result of pendirig application for license amendments. .

As a final comment we observe that Reference (a) cites nine responses to the original
proposed rule. We find it difficult to believe that the Industry has so little to say about a
proposed rule that has the potential for causing such large delays in the licensing
process. We suspect that the lack of Industry comment was a result of the pending
litigation which delayed the original proposed rule. Stated in other terms, the issues
surrounding the proposed rule were inadvertantly downgraded due to the delays
introduced by District Court actions. Publication of the Interim Rule, in effect,
bypassed the opportunity for wide consideration and public comments, oefore tne
effective date. To avoid similar circumstances we suggest the Commission act in a more
timely manner when publishing Interim Rules in the future. However, we commend the
Commission in taking the action with respect to publishing the Interim Rule (to avoid
enactment of a more onerous interpretation provided by the Sholly decision).

Should you have questions regarding the comments we have provided, we would be
pleased to discuss them with you.

-

'hh
k Manager
Nuclear Power Departmentr'

JAT/ LOW /sjb

cc: J. P. Bennett
R. E. Denton
D. W. Lstham
A. E.' Lundvall
R. C. L. Olson
L. B. Rus' sell
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Samuel J. Chilk, Esq.
.

Secretary
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission

Washington, D.C. 20555 ,

Re: Interim Final Amendments to 10 C.F.R.
SS 50.58 and 50.92 !

Dear Mr. Chilk:

On April 6, 1983, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
published interim final rules to govern its consideration of
operating license amendment requests in light of the statutory
changes contained in Public Law 97-115. Although the interim
final rules adopted by the Commission become effective on
May 6, the Commission has requested public comment and has
indicated that the rules are subject to further consideration.<

l As attorneys representing a number of utilities involved in
the Commission's licensing and regulatory process, we wish
to offer our comments on certain provisions of the interimj

f final rule published at 48 Fed. Reg. 14864.

|. In the Supplementary Information for that rule, the
Commission has set forth a number of examples of amendments
that are considered not likely to involve significant hazard
considerations. Included in those examples is an application
'for a license amendment to accommodate changes resulting
from a reactor core reload where there are no significant

' changes from a previous core at the same reactor. We endorse

a
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Samuel J. Chilk, Esq. .

May 6, 1983
Page Two

the inclusion of routine reload applications in the category
of amendments that will not normally involve significant,

hazard considerations.

A second example given by the Commission is a license
amendment to reflect "a change to a license to reflect a
minor adjustment in ownership shares among co-owners already
shown in the license." We agree that such a license amendment
clearly involves no significant hazard considerations. However,
we are concerned that the quoted definition is overly restrictive
and, by negative implication, suggests that other changes
in ownership could involve significant hazard considerations.
The Commission's experience in recent years indicates that
(1) changes in the ownership of nuclear reactors, including
the deletion or addition of participants, are quite common
and (2) such changes normally do not involve any change
in the responsibility of a lead utility for the construction
and operation of the reactor. In our view, no change in
ownership has any possible safety significance unle'ss the
responsibility of the lead utility is altered as a result.
We therefore suggest that the example given by the Commission
should be broadened to include all changes in ownership
shares so long as there is no change in the responsibility
for construction or operation of the reactor in compliance
with the Commission's regulations.

The Commission has refrained from categorizing
applications for reracking of spent fuel storage pools as
likely or not likely to involve significant hazard considerations.
We support the determination of a majority of the Commissioners
that reracking applications should not automatically be
subject to prior notice and an opportunity for a hearing.
Reracking has become routine in the industry, involves
technology which has been repeatedly reviewed by the
Commission and its staff, and should not require a finding
that a significant hazard consideration is involved. We
agree with the majority of the Commissioners that Congress
did not foreclose a determination that no significant hazard
consideration is involved in reracking. We trust that upon
completi9n of the staff review directed by the Commission,
the interim final rule will be further amended to make clear
that the routine reracking applications will be considered
not li.kely to involve significant hazard considerations.

Sincerely,

h f4 neb , Y bM#
:

,
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May 5, 1983
ST-HL-AE-958'

File No: G3.15 , O
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h

Mr. Samuel J. Chilk !r $
''

fb, c 4p0Secretary of the Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission ir Q4. 0@g -3

-

yWashington, D. C. 20555 y %4f] A

Attention: Docketing and Service Branch ,'h

Dear Mr. Chilk:

Coments Regarding the
f Interim Final Rules -

" Standards for Determining Whether License Amendments.

Involve No Significant Hazards Considerations" and'
" Notice and State Consultation"

On April 6,1983, the Nuclear Regulatory Comission published " interim
final rules" entitled, " Standards for Determining Whether License Amendments
Involve No Significant Hazards Consideration" and " Notice and State
Consultation," (48 Fed. Reg. 14864-80). Houston Lighting & Power Company has
reviewed the interim final rules and offers the following comments.

We understand that these interim final rules are,the means by which the
Commission is implementing Section 12 of Public Law 97-415. As set forth in
more detail below, we believe that the regulations and the Comission's intent
should be clarified as to those situations which constitute an " emergency."

Under the new 10CFR50.91(a)(5), the Commission may issue a license
amendment involving no significant hazard consideration without prior notice |

and opportunity for a hearing when the Commission makes the determination that
an " emergency" situation exists, "in that failure to act in a timely way would
result in derating or shutdown of a nuclear power plant..."

Neither " shutdown" nor "derating" is defined in the regulation. A narrow
interpretation of the terms " shutdown" and "derating" would limit application
of the regulation to circumstances where a plant is actually operating at
power and suspension of operation or reduction of power output are imminent
unless a license amendment is immediately issued. Under this interpretation
the regulation would not apply to start-up of a plant which has been shutdown
for any one
maintenance,'gf a number of reasons (e.g., refueling, minor repairs,interruption of transmission system, etc.) or to an increase of
power output by a plant which, for similar reasons, is operating at a power
level below the licensed limit.

f/e7
'
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We believe such a narrow interpretation is not consistent with the
legislative intent of Public Law 97-417. We therefore recommend that
10CFR50.91(a)(5) be amended to make it clear that an " emergency" situation can
exist whenever it is necessary for a plant that has been shutdown to return to
operation or for a derated plant to operate at a higher power level by
inserting after the words "derating or shutdown of a nuclear plant" the
follpwing words: " including any prevention of either resumption of operation
or increase in power output up to its licensed power level."

The new 10CFR50.91(a)(5) will require licensees to provide to the
Commission an analyses using the standards in 10CFR50.92 concerning the issue
of significant hazards considerations. The supplementary information in the
Federal Register Notice lists examples of amendments that are considered
likely to involve significant hazards considerations and examples of
amendments that are considered not likely to involve significant hazards
considerations. The supplementary information further states that the
guidance embodied in these examples will be referenced in procedures of the
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR). Because licensees will be
required to make their own analyses, we recommend that the guidance embodied
in the examples also be formally transmitted to all licensees and applicants
in the form of a generic letter, regulatory guide, etc.

Very truly yours,

_hm
M. R. isenburg
Manage
Nuclear Licensing

TAP /na

cc: J. H. Goldberg
J. G. Dewease
C. G. Robertson
J. E. Geiger
L. J. Klement
STP RMS ,

.
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Samuel J. Chilk
Secretary #6
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Re: Comments on Interim Final Rules: Standards
for Determining Whether License Amendments
Involve No Significant Hazards Considerations;
48 Fed. Reg. 14864; Notice and State Consultation;
48 Fed. Reg. 14873 (April 6, 1983).

Dear Mr. Chilk:

On behalf of Arkansas Power & Light Company, Carolina Power
& Light Company, Duke Power Company, Florida Power Corporation,

,

Nebraska Public Power District, Northeast Utilities, South I

Carolina Electric & Gas Company, Texas Utilities Generating
Company and Washington Public Power Supply System, we appreciate
the opportunity to comment on the interim final rules
implementing Section 12 of the NRC Authorization Act, Pub. L. No. '

97-415, 96 Stat. 2067, published at 48 Fed. Reg. 14864 on April
6, 1983. The Federal Register notice contained two sets of-rules
governing the issuance of operating license amendments involving
no significant hazards considerations. The first set establishes
standards for determining whether an operating license amendment
request involves no significant hazards considerations. The
second set establishes procedures for prior notice for public
comment and state consultation on the Commission's no significant
hazards determination, and prior notice of opportunity for
hearing. The Commission requested comments specifically on the
" workability" of the proposed noticing procedures. We offer
comments on both the notice procedures and the standards.

,

|

I. Background |

|

Prior to 1981, the commission's practice was to issue
license amendments not involving significant hazards consider-
ations without affording an opportunity for a prior hearing.
This practice was held to be improper in Sholly v. NRC, 651 F.2d
780 (D.C. Cir. 1981), vacated and remanded, 51 U.S.L.W. 3610
(February 22, 1983). In Sholly the D.C. Circuit ruled that a
prior hearing, if requested, must be held even if the requested
amendment is determined not to involve significant hazards
considerations. The Commission sought legislation to change the
result reached by the court in Sholly, and the result was Section

- . . .
.. .

. .

_ _ _ _ - _ _ - -
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- 3 2 of the Authorization Act. Regarding the need for le'gislation,
the Commission, in the Statement of Considerations preceding the
no significant hazards standards, states that:i-

,

[S]ince most requested license amendments
involving no significant hazard consideration are

'
routine in nature, prior hearing on such
amendments could result in unwarranted disruption
or delay in the operations of nuclear plants and
could impose regulatory burdens upon it and the

nuclear industry that are ngt related to
significant safety matters

The resulting legislation decoupled the Commission's decision on
the merits of issuing the amendment from its determination about
prior versus post issuance notice when no significant hazards
considerations are involved. This separation of issues was
carried through in the interim final rules by separate rules
establishing standards under 10 C.F.R. $50.92 and noticing
procedures under 10 C.F.R. {50.91.

II. Notice Procedures

In developing procedures to implement Section 12 of the
Authorization Act, the Commission has been sensitive to the fact
that the "no significant hazard consideration" standard has no
substantive safety significance, but rather is a procedural
standard. In the Statement of considerations accompanying the
interim final rule establishing notice and state consultation
procedures, the Commission stated that:

[It] has attempted to provide noticing procedures
that are administrative 1y simple, involve the
least cost, do not entail undue delay, and allow a
reasonable opportunity for public comment;
nevertheless, they are quite burdensome and
involve significant resource impacts and timing
delays for the Commission and for licensees
requesting amendments.2

In this section we address the Commission's request for comments
on the workability of the noticing procedures. We believe that
our comments, if incorporated into the final rule, would expedite
the process for issuing operating license amendments by
alleviating unnecessary sources of delay, yet preserve the rights
of those who wish to participate in the comment process.

1 48 Fed. Reg. at 14866.

2 48 Fed. Reg. at 14877.
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Section 12 of the Authorization Act requires the Commission
to promulgate rules ". for providing or, in emergency .. .

situations, dispensing with prior notice and reasonable
regarding the Commission'sopportunity for public comment "

. . .

proposed determination of no significant hazards considerations. I

Interim final rules 10 C.F.R. $2.105 and $50.91(a)(2) implement
this requirement. In situations involving routine amendment
requests, the interim final rule would require publication |

'

pursuant to 10 C.F.R. $2.105 of notice of proposed action
including the Staff's proposed no significant hazards determina-
tion, a brief description of the amendment and the facility
involved, and would solicit public comments on the proposed
determination.3 Notice would be published in the Federal
Register either as an individual notice or in a monthly
compilation of amendments requested and issued. Section
50.91(a)(2) would provide a thirty-day period for comment on the
preliminary determination of no significant hazards consideration
and to request a hearing.

In exigent situations, 10 C.F.R. $50.91(a)(6) would permit
,

the Commission to use whatever means are available through use of
the local media to inform the public of a proposed amendment and
would provide a " reasonable opportunity" for public comment by
whatever means of communication it can for the public to. respond
quickly. Notice would be published in the monthly compilation in
the Federal Register as well.

The effective date of the interim final rule is May 6, 1983.
With respect to amendment requests received, but not acted upon,
before the date, the Statement of Consideration provides that
"the Commission proposes to keep its present procedures and not
provide notice for public comment". Further, the first paragraph
of new Section 50.91 states: "The Commission will use the
following [new) procedures on an application received after May
6, 1983 requesting an amendment to an operating license."
Notwithstanding the Commission's statement and the regulations,
we are advised that the NRC Staff intends to apply the new notice
procedures to requests for amendments received prior to May 6 but
not issued by that date.4 So far as we are aware, the Staff did
not employ any formal mechanism to alert licensees of the delay
which would be occasioned by this decision to apply the new rule
retroactively, nor of the need for license to submit " emergency"
or " exigent" justifications if the need for prompt action

3 48 Fed. Reg. at 14879 (interim final 10 C.F.R.
$50.91(a)(2)).

4 The Staff has indicated, however, that Licensees will not be
required to submit a "no significant hazards" analysis for
such amendment requests; the analysis will be performed by
the Staff for amendments requested before the ef fective date
of the interim final rule.
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warrants elimination or shortening of the notice and comment
period. If this is the staff's position, it is contrary to new
Section 50.91.

It is essential that the Commission maintain the flexibility
to tailor the license amendment review process as we propose

,

below depending on the nature of the particular amendment
requested. This is necessary to ensure that the process for
review and issuance of the license amendments functions without
undue delay under these new procedures. The number of operating
license amendments issued by the Commission continues to increase
each year. In 1974, 186 operating license amendments were
issued 157 of which involved no significant hazards considera-
tions.b By 1977 the number of amendments issued increased to
547, 483 of which invol- d no significant hazards considera-
tions.6 Not only has tt. number of amendments increased, but the
overwhelming majority of those issued have involved no
significant hazards considerations. By contrast, the number of
requests for hearing on operating license amendment applications
has been very small. In 1974, only three hearin
and in 1977 there were only eight such requests.gs were requested

With a new generation of plants coming on line following the
licensing hiatus after Three Mile Island, the number of amendment
requests will only continue to increase. Under the 30-day notice
procedures set forth in interim final section 50.91, we believe
it is reasonable to assume that an additional 60 days, at a
minimum, will be required to process even routine amendment
requests. For routine requests, which constitute the bulk of all
amendment requests, the procedures set forth are cumbersome, time
consuming and serve no valid health or safety purpose. For those
instances, the sole effect of the notice, comment and state
consultation process will be to bog down the processing of
amendments.

We offer two principal comments on the notice procedures
which we believe will further expedite the amendment review
process. The first concerns the time period for notice and the
second involves the method of publication. Section 12 of the
Authorization Act does not mandate a 30-day period for public
comments. A shorter period would provide sufficient opportunity
for public comment while reducing delay in issuing amendments
which could result from the notice and comment process described

5 Nuclear Powerplant Licensing Delays and the Impact of the
Sholly Versus NRC Decisions, Hearings Before the Subcomm. on
Nuclear Regulation of the Senate Comm. on Environment and
Public Works, Serial No. 97-H11, 97th Congress, 1st Sess. 296
(1981) (hereinafter, " Senate Hearings").

6
_I _d .

7 Id.
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in the interim final rule. We believe that ten days would
provide adequate opportunity for public comment in all cases.
(except, of course, emergencies where prior notice is dispensed
with). As previously stated, a thirty-day comment period could
add perhaps sixty days to the time required to process
amenoments. We do not believe this is desirable and, further,
that it is not consistent with the Commission's intent to
minimize delay. For example, in the situation where a plant has
been shut down for refueling and the Licensee determines that an
an amendment is necessary prior to startup because of a minor
change in the characteristics of the core resulting from the

; fresh fuel, any delay in processing the amendment occasioned by
'

the comment period could be extremely costly to the Licensee and
would adversely affect its ability to conduct adequate system
planning.

In this regard, we are advised that the Office of the
Executive Legal Director ("OELD") has taken the position that the
procedures applicable in exigent circumstances (i.e., when a
Licensee faces shutdown or derating) would not be available when
a plant is already shut down. We find no basis for the decision
that exigent circumstances cannot be invoked in order to expedite
review of an amendment necessary for start-up. Licensees should
be able to take advantage of expedited procedures in any case in
which a timely request is made and the circumstances justify a
prompt turnaround. The staff should not limit applicability of
such procedures to certain narrow situations.

We propose the following changes in the notice procedures to
shorten the comment period and clarify the method of publication.
Routine, minor amendments should be published in the monthly
Federal Register compilation only and a ten-day comment period
accorded. There should be no individual Federal Register notice
in routine cases. An individual notice should be published in
the Federal Register for requests that are not routine, such as,
for instance, steam generator modifications or reracking. These
requests could also be published in the monthly compilation, but
the comment period should run from the date of the individual ;

notice. As in the case of routine amendments, we propose a ten-
day comment period. In exigent circumstances, which could
encompass either routine or non-routine requests, we propose that
notice be published individually in the Federal Register and that
a reasonable comment period be accorded taking into account thei

| facts of the particular case.

Inasmuch as the Commission must have concluded that the
expedited notice provisions would satisfy the statutory
requirements in exigent circumstances which do not qualify as
emergencies, there is no reason why comparable procedures could
not be used in all situations. The courts have recognized that
expedited procedures are the appropriate solution when notice and
hearing are statutorily required, but time is of the essence.
See, e.g., Consumer Federation of America v. FPC, 515 F.2d 347,

|
. -_ -- - - . . - - -- - . . -
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354 n.43 (D.C. Cir. 1975) (temporary certificate exempting
certain gas sales from certification requirements): Pennsylvania
Gas & Water Company v. FPC, 427 F.2d 568, 576 (D.C. Cir. 1970)
(temporary certificate authorizing rate to assure gas supply);
Marine Space Enclosures. Inc. v. Federal Maritime Commission, 420
F.2d 577, 588 (D.C. Cir. 1969) (Expedited approval under Shipping

,

Act of 1916 of contract to construct port facilities). See also
Administrative Procedure Act, $4(c), 5 U.S.C. $556. Use of
expedited procedures would eliminate a large source of delay by
shortening the turnaround time from perhaps 60 additional days to
around 20 additional days, yet would retain the necessary notice
and opportunity for public comment.

We are strongly opposed to use of press releases or display
advertising in the local media to provide notice of opportunity
for public comment in exigent circumstances. Timely notice can
be provided in the Federal Register as quickly as through the
media. Since most amendment requests involve routine matters
having little or no significance to plant safety, use of the
media would unnecessarily elevate the importance of such
requests. We are also strongly opposed to the suggestion in the
Statement of Considerations that a toll-free " hot-line" to the
NRC be established to facilitate rapid public response in exigent
circumstances, because the " hot line" concept carries implica-
tions of imminent danger or severe safety concerns which most
often will not be present. Instead, the Commission should
require that mailgrams or overnight express services be used to
file comments in exigent circumstances. In the event the
Commission decides to implement a hot-line system, it should
confine its use to extraordinary amendments involving unique
circumstances and provision should be made to ensure the accuracy
of transcription of the comments received. Such comments should
be recorded and retained so that a verbatim transcript could be
produced if needed. The transcript should be produced for
interested parties at a reasonable charge and would assure a
reliable record of all comments telephoned in.

The amendment process itself is overburdened by a tremendous
number of routine matters which ought not require license
amendments. Many of the routine matters for which amendments are
deemed necessary should not be subject to the license amendment
process at all. For instance, not every change in plant
Technical Specifications should require license amendment.
Routine matters not involving unreviewed safety questions should
be treated as changes not requiring a license amendment under 10
C.F.R. $50.59. Far greater use should be made of Section 50.59
for changes involving routine matters. The Staff should be
cognizant of this and avoid placing matters of a routine nature
in the Technical Specifications which then necessitates a license
amendment. In this regard, the Commission recently received
comments on proposed amendments to 10 C.F.R. Part 50 concerning
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Technical Specifications.8 The proposed changes would allow
licensees to nake changes in Technical Specifications within .
certain bounds and under prescribed conditions without obtaining
prior NRC approval.

III. Standards Governing Determination of
No Significant Hazards Consideration

The second set of interim final regulations establishes
1

standards for assessing whether a requested license amendment
involves a significant hazards consideration. 10 C.F.R.
$50.92(c)9 provides that the Commission may make a final
determination that an operating license amendment for a power
reactor involves no significant hazards considerations, if
operation of the facility pursuant to the proposed amendment
would not:

1

(1) Involve a significant increase in the probability of
consequence of an accident previously evaluated; or

i

(2) Create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated; or

(3) Involve a significant reduction in a margin of,

| safety.10

p The regulations provide further that "[t]he Commission will be ,

1particularly sensitive to a license amendment request thatt

involves irreversible consequences," such as an amendment
I authorizing an increase in the amount of effluents or radiation

emitted by a facility.ll
The Statement of Consideration accompanying the interim

final rule includes examples of amendments which are likely, and
those not likely, to involve significant hazards considerations.
Amendments likely to involve significant hazards considerations
include those authorizing a significant relaxation of the
criteria used to establish safety limits; a significant
relaxation of the bases for limiting safety system settings or
limiting conditions for operation; and an increase in maximum
core power level. Examples of amendments not likely to involve
significant hazards considerations include amendments authorizing
purely administrative changes to technical specifications;
changes that constitute an additional limitation, restriction or

j control not included in plant Technical Specification; and

8 47 Fed. Reg. 13369 (March 30, 1982).
i

9 48 Fed. Reg. at 14871.

10 10 C.F.R. $50.92(c), 48 Fed. Reg. at 14871.

11 10 C.F.R. {50.92(b), 48 Fed. Reg. at 14871.

{
- - - _ - - __-
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changes to reflect minor adjustment in ownership shares among
co-owners already shown in the license. Although the Commission
indicated in the Statement of Considerations that it does not
intend to be limited to or bound by these examples, we nonethe-
less offer the following comments on the examples.

Example (viii)12 provides that minor adjustments in'

ownership shares among co-owners shown in the license should not
involve significant hazards considerations. We believe that the
considerations applicable to adjustments involving new co-ownersi

'

which are subsidiaries, parents or affiliates of existing co-
owners, so long as there is no alteration of the lead Licensee's
control over construction or operations should lead to a similar

,

result. The example should be revised to so state specifically.'

Example (11)l3 provides that changes which constitute an
additional limitation, restriction or control not included in
plant Technical Specifications would not be likely to involve
significant hazards considerations. We would expand this example
to encompass any change in the facility or procedures which is|

| plainly a move in a more conservative direction.

During Congressional hearings on the impact of the Sholly,

! decision, the Comndssion stated that when a nuclear power plant
| refuels, the Technical Specifications "often need to be adjusted
| to reflect the physical behavior of the fresh fuel placed in the
I reactor core."14 The Commission used as an example technical
; specifications which require a flux ratio of 1.17, but when the

flux ratio is calculated for the core following refueling, the
licensee finds that the ratio should be 1.15 for the next
operating cycle. The Commission stated "[t] hat this is a license
amendment. It is not a safety question, there is no significant
hazards consideration involved but under the Sholly decision you
would have to have a hearing . " 15 The Commission has gone a. . .

long way toward addressing this problem in the example,
designated "(iii)", of circumstances which will not likely be

,

| found to involve significant hazards considerations. However, we
'

urge the Commission to clarify that exarple by expressly
illustrating the " change" to which it refers as including (though
not limited to) routine adjustments in Technical Specifications
necessitated by non-significant differences in physical

| characteristics of the fresh fuel from the previous fuel.

|

12 48 Fed. Reg. at 14870.

13
_I_d.

| 14 Senate Hearings, supra, at 175-176 (prepared statement of

| Chairman Hendrie).
15 Senate Hearings, supra, at 139 (testimony of Chairman

Hendrie).
|

i
|

_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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We also have comments on the examples of amendments likely
to involve significant hazards considerations. Example (v) .

provides that an increase in authorized maximum core power level
is likely to involve significant hazards considerations. We
believe that in situations where the maximum core power level
which has been reviewed by the staff exceeds the power level
actually authorized by the license, that any susequent increase
in power level up to the level which was reviewed and a favorable
conclusion reached by Staff (subject only to confirmation or
verification of some kind) should be considered not likely to
involve significant hazards considerations since that power level ,

has already been reviewed. This is in contrast to a situation in
which an amendment is sought to permit operation at a maximum
core power level in excess of the design basis which was reviewed
and approved.

The Statement of Considerations provides that the Commission
should be particularly sensitive to proposed amendments which
involve " irreversible consequences", such as an increase in the
amount of efluents or radiation emitted from a facility. The
same argument applicable to " stretch power" situations should
apply here. If the discharge or emission level evaluated in the
Safety Analysis Report, the Final Environmental Statement or
generically by rulemaking (i.e., Part 50, Appendix I) would equal

'

or exceed the proposed level of emissions, any permanent increase|

| up to that level should not be considered likely to involve
signifcant hazards considerations, and any temporary increase t

within generally recognized radiation protection standards, such
as those in 10 C.F.R. Part 20, should be treated similarly.

We have two comments regarding the standards set forth in
interim final 10 C.F.R. $50.92(c) for determining whether an
amendment involves no signifiant hazards considerations. First,
with respect to criterion (3), significant reduction in safety
margins, we believe the Commission should initially determine how
large the existing safety margin is before deciding whether a
reduction is signficant. For example, a 10% reduction in a 1000%
safety margin should not be treated as significant while a one-

| half reduction in a 20% margin might be. The extent of the
existing margin is clearly relevant to the Commission 's
determination under this standard.

As to criteria (1) and (2), regarding accident probability
or conseguences, we urge that the Commission should consider only
credible accident scenarios in evaluating a requested amendment
under these standards. Accident scenarios which have been
raised in Commission rulemaking or licensing proceedings and

| rejected as not credible should not be given credence in making
j the no significant hazards determination.

_ _ .____.. _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ . . _ _ _ , _ _ . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ - . _ _ . _ _ _
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IV. Conclusion

We believe that these comments would eliminate potential
sources of delay in the interim final rules. We appreciate the
opportunity to comment on the interim final rules implementing
Section 12 of the NRC Authoriation Act. We trust that the,

Commission will consider these comments, and we urge it adopt
them in order to further expedite the new procedures for issuing
operating license amendments.

,

t

Respectfully submitted,

6,* M *k%./=.
J. Michael McGarry
Jeb C. Sanford

DEBEVOISE & LIBERMAN

.

t

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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May 6, 1983

Secretary, U.S. truclear
Regulatory Commission

Washington, D.C. 20555

Attention: Docketing and Service Branch

Re: Comments on Interim Final Rule Regarding !!o
Significant Hazarda Considerations

Dear Chairman Palladino, and Commissioners
Gilinskp,;Ahearne, Roberts and Asselstino:

On Aprtl 6, 1983, the lluclear Regulatory Commission (flRC)
published an interim final rule implementing Section 12 of the
1982 !!RC Appropriation Act. P.L. 97-415 (1982). 48 FR 14864
(1983). That section is intended by Congress to, inter alia,
alter the effect of the holding of the D.C. Circuit Court of
Appeals in Sholly v. !!uclear Regulatory Conmission, 651 F.2d
780 (D.C. Ctr. 1980). In particular, the Act directs the !!RC
to promulgate regulations which outline whether an amendment to
an operating licence involves no significant hazards
considarations. The Maine Yankee Atomic Power Station is
located in the State of Maine. Therefore, this Sta e has a
very real and clear interest in the promulgation of standards
relating to amendments to Maine Yankee's operating license. Of
even more significance is our concern, as a matter of public
policy, that the law be carried out as Congress intended.
The following comments are submitted in pursuance of that
interest.

The interim final rule comports with neither the intent nor
the clear statutory language of the "Sholly" provision. The
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rule does not resolve the issues Congress intended be
addressed. Rather, the rule continues, compounds and creates
problems.

I. TIIE INTERIM FINAL RULE DOES tlOT " DRAW A
CLEAR DISTItiCTION" BETWEE!! LICE!!SE Alq!!DMEt1TS

TilAT INVOLVE SIGt2IFICAt1T IIAZARDS
COtISIDERATIOt1S AtlD TIIOSE TilAT DO NOT.

The Sholly provision was intended to permit the 11RC to make
minor operating license amendments effective prior to any
hearing requested pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act. In
permitting such, Congress directed the 11RC to develop standards
that drew a clear distinction between license amendments that
involve a significant hazards consideration (i.e., those
amendments which require a prior hearing) and those that
involve no significant hazards consideration (i.e., no prior
hearing necessary), and mandated that such standards should
ensure that the !!RC Staf f does not resolve botderline cases
with a finding of no significant hazards considerations. The
interim final rule, as published, in no way meets the
expectations of Congress and its legislation; indeed, the
interim final rule creates standards which undermine the intent
of Congress.

Congressional intent could not have been more manifest with
respect to the type of standards it expected the !!RC to
promulgate pursuant to the Sholly provision. The Senate
Committee on Environment and Public Works stated:

"[T]he Committee expects the [ t1RC ] to develop
and promulgate standards that, to the maximum
extent practicable, draw a clear distinction
between license amendments that involve a
significant hazards consideration and those
that involve no significant hazards
consideration." S. Rep. Ilo. 97-113, 97th
Cong., 1st Sess., at 15 (1901) (emphasis
added).

The Conference Report reiterated this intent and went even
further:

"The conferees also expect the (!!RC), in
promulgating the regulations required . . .

Lo establish standards that to the extent
practicable draw a clear distinction between
license amendments that involve a significant
hazards consideration and those amendments
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that involve no such consideration. These
standards should not require the NRC Staff to
prejudge the merits of the issues raised by a
proposed license amendment. Rather, they
should only require the Staff to identify
those issues and determine whether they
involve significant health, safety or
environmental consideration. These standards
should be capable of being applied with ease
and certainty, and should ensure that the NRC
Staff does not resolve doubtful or borderline
cases with a finding of no significant
hazards consideration." Conf. Rep. No.
97-884, 97th Cong., 2d Sess., at 37 (1982)
(emphasis added).

Thus, Congress' nandate that a " clear distinction" be drawn was
founded on the desira that there be standards ahich are easily
applied and provide, to the maximum extent practicable, a
degree of certainty with respect to the application of a
finding of significant hazards consideration. In addition, and
of the utmost importance, Congress sought to ensure that
doubtful or borderline cases be resolved in favor of a finding
of significant hazards consideration and that the NRC Staff not
involve itcelf at this initial stage with prejudging the merits.

The interim final rule in no way comports with the Sholly
provision or the congressional intent underlying it. Indeed,
the interim final rule nerely compounds the problem Congress
intended to be resolved. It is difficult, if not impossible,
to find any " clear distinction" being drawn in the standards so
that borderline cases do not result in a finding of no
significant hazards consideration. Worse yet, upon close
reading, the interim final rule actually blurs distinctions.

The interim final rule provides, in pertinent part, that
the NRC may make a final determination that a proposed
amendnent involves no significant hazards considerations if the
proposed amendment would not: (1) involve a significant
increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated; (2) create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated; or (3) involved a significant reduction in the
margin of safety. 10 CFR S 50.92(c). The terms used in the
interim final rule, such as "significant increase,"
"significant reduction" and "different kind of accident," are
vague and undefined terms which in no way provide clear i

distinctions. The potential for misapplication of these I

standards is obvious. The interim final rule unas these vague |
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and broad phrases rather than providing standards, as
contemplated by Congress, which set forth clear and easily
applied distinctions. These standards cannot be applied with
ease and certaintv, and do not, to the maximum extent
praticable, provide a clear distinction. This is obvious f rcm
the very history and preamble of the interim final rule.

As the NRC is well aware, prior drafts of the rule incluled
specific examples of the types of amendments which would be
deemed likely to involve significant hazards consideration o

L that a hearing would be necessary prior to an amendment.
Examples such as reracking of spent fuel pool storage and

| permitting a significant increase in the amount of ef fluent s
emitted were included in these prior drafts. See SECY 83-16A
dated February 1, 1983. Therefore, clearly, the NRC and its
Staff are capable of providing more distinctly written examples
under the standards which will provide clear distinctions. In
view of this history, it insults logic for anyone to contend
that the present interim final rule draws the distinctions to
the maximum extent practicable where it does not draw the
distinctions that have been clearly set forth in prior drafts.

Rather than writing the exampics into the standards, the
NRC has chosen to set forth in the Federal Register Notice
examples of amendments that involve or do not involve
significant hazards considerations. What use will be made of
those examples is unclear. The notice only states the examples
will be " referenced," in some unknown and unclear manner. The
State of Maine believes that examples should be written into
the standards in order to meet Congress' intent. Indeed, even
assuming the utility of this " preamble", the " Examples" beg the
issue. The examples of amendments that are considered likely
to involve significant hazards considerations use such broad
phrases as "significant relaxation" and "significantly
reduced". Again, these provide no clear distinction.

Further, the preamble's examples of amendments that are
considered not likely to involve significant hanards
considerations only confuse the issue. Example vi is: "A
change which either may result in some increase to the
probability or consequences of a previously-analyzed accident
or may reduce in some way a safety margin . However, the"

. ..

interim final rule itself provides that there will not be
finding of no significant hazards considerations where the
proposed amendment would involve a significant increase in the
probability of consequences of an accident or involve a
significant reduction in the margin of safety. 10 CPR
50.92(c). Thus, a grey area is already created as to how the
purported example and how the interim final rule fit together,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _
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i.e. what happens if there is more than "some increase" but
less than a "significant increase." Presumably, any matter

| falling within this grey area is a borderline case which will
be determined to likely involve significant hazards
considerations and, thus, require a prior hearing. Ilowever,
this is not spelled out in the rule or preamble; it should be.
Thus,'as this example typifies, it is impossible to find any
clear distinction in the " Examples" or the interim final rule,
either separately or read together.

The State makes the following specific comments on the
examples of amendments that are considered likely to involve
significant hazards considerations:1

1. Examples i and 11 are so vague and broad as to be not
susceptible to comment.

2. Example iii should be modified so that the reference
to accompanying compensatory changes, conditions or;

i actions be omitted. It is wholly irrelevant for the
purpose of the preliminary significant hazards
determination whether or not there may be compensatory

j measures. Indeed, whether or not certain measures are
i compensatory is bout left to the hearing itself.

Moreover, whether a proposed amendment is a relaxation
! is a question that should also be left to the hearing;

therefore, the word " alteration" should be used rather
i than " relaxation."
|

3. The examples for reracking and increases in the amount
! of effluent or radiation emitted, previously

referenced and included in the draft of the 11.terim
final rule should be included in the rule. Further,
the NRC should set forth additional clear examples of
particular types of amendments 30 that clear
distinctions are indeed drawn.

Again, the examples should be written into the rule.

With respect to examples of amendments are considered not
likely to involve significant hazards considerations contained
in the Federal Register Notice, we note that Example vi only
complicates matter s, as noted above.

I Finally, we note that the interim final rule contravenes
the intent of Congress that the HRC Staff not make a decision
in advance of the hearing. The three standards not forth in 10
CFR 50.92(c) are incredibly broad, and beg for prejudgment by
the NRC Staff. The interim final rule requires the staff to

|
|
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|

analyze and decide a number of substantial factual questions.,

| Rather than drat.ing a clear distinction, the interim final rule
' only provides a broad base for the ilRC staff to engage in a

case-by-case prejudgment of proposed license amendments,
thereby contravening the intent of Congress that there be ease
and certainty in application of the rule to ensure borderline
cases be determined to involve significant hazards
considerations.

I II. L I C Ell S E A M E N D!t E t1 T S IliVOLVIl1G RERACKIllG OF SPEllT FUEL

| POOLS DO I!1VOLVE SIGNIFICAtlT IIAZARDS C0tiSIDERATIO!1.

| If nothing else, Congress intended that reracking of spent
fuel pools be considered to involve significant hazards
considerations. By not including teracking in the interim

| final rule as a type of amendment that involves a significant
i hazards consideration, the flRC is directly contravening the

Congressional mandate,
,

he legislative history is filled with this understanding
I and intent. The NRC staff originally recommended that

reracking be considered as involving significant hazards
considerations but the flRC itself did not embrace this

.

position. By doing co, the 11RC is unjustified and at odds with

L Congress.

Everything in the record on this matter supportn the
conclusion that teracking be considered to involve significant
hazards considerations. There is not even a hint contrary
thereto. Whenever the issue was raised, Senators and
Congressmen expressed their understanding and intent that the
11RC would classify reracking as a significant hazarda
consideration amendment, requiring prfor opportunity for a
hearing.

During constderation of the Ilouse Bill (ll . R . 4255),
Congresswoman Snowe f rom !!aine made direct inquiry on reracking:

Mrs. S!!OUE. Would the gentleman anticipate
this no cignificant hazards concideration
would not apply to licence amendments
regarding the expansion of a nuclear
reactor's spent fuel storage capacity or the
reracking of spent fuel pooln?

Mr. OTTI!!GER. If the gentlewoman will yield,
the expansion of spent fuel pools and the
reracking of the npent fuel pools are cliarly
matters which raise significant hazards

|
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considerations, and thus amendments for such
purposes could not, under section 11(a), be
issued prior to the conduct or completion of
any requested hearing or without advance
notice.
(127 Cong. Record II 8156) (emphasis added)

The Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works
reiterated this understanding in its Report on S. 1207:

"The Committee recognizes that reasonable
persons may differ on whether a license
amendment involves a significant hazards
consideration. Therefore, the Committee
expects the Commission to develop and
promulgate standards that, to the maximum
extent practicable draw a clear distinction
between licence amendments that involve a
significant hazards consideration and those
that involve no significant hazards
consideration. The Committee anticipates,
for example, that, consistent with prior
practice, the Commission's standards would
not permit a "no significant hazards
consideration" determination for license
amendments to permit reracking of spent fuel
pools.
S. Rep. 91-113, p. 15 (emphasis added).

In the Senate, Senator Mitchell, also from Maine, expressed
his understanding with respect to reracking, which
understanding was confirmed by then-Counsel Asselstine, during
an exchange during the mark-up of the bill:

Senator Mitchell: There ir,, as you know, an
application for a license amendment pending
on nuclear facility in Maine which deals with
the reracking storage question. And am I

.

correct in my understanding that the llRC han
| already found that such applications do

present significant hazards considerations
,

! and therefore that petition and similar
petitions would be unaffected by the proposed
amendment?

!

Mr. Annelstino: That is correct, Senator.
,

The Commission has never been able to'

: categorize the spent fuel storage as a no
i significant hazards consideration. Senate

I

|

|
:

|
|
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Comte on Envir. & Pub. Works, quoted in March
15, 1983 letter f rom Senators Simpson, Ilart
and Mitchell to Chairman Palladino.

All references in the Senate and the llouse, therefore,
confirm, and in no way undermine, the conclusion that reracking
presents significant hazards considerations. Even if some
doubt were present, the Conference Committee's admonition that
the !!RC standards "should ensure -that the tiRC Staff does not
result doubtful or borderline cases with a finding of no
significant hazards considerations," requires reracking be
deemed to involve significant hazards considerations.

Even the ilRC's General Counsel and the Executive Legal
Director agree with the discussion hereinabove. In a
memorandum to Chairman Palladino and the Commissioners, they
concluded:

[E]very reference, on both the llouse and
Senate sides, reflects an understanding that
expansion and reracking of spent fuel pools
are matters which involve significant hazards
considerations.

Commissioner Asselstine's dissent to these interim final
rules provides an accurate analysis on this matter. Deletion
of rcracking from the examples of likely significant hazards
changes Commission precedent, and directly contradicts clear
and express Congressional direction, the Commission's own
justification in requesting the Sholly provision, and strong
public policy. 48 PR 14872-73 (April 6, 1983). He agree with
that Commisuioner's assecament.

Our concern with this interim final rule wiLL respect to
reracking arises naturally from the potential impact on the
current licence amendment request by !!aine Yankee which is now
being considered by an Atomic Safety and Licensing Board.
Although the adoption of such a rule might theoretically affect
the existing licensing proceeding, we would hope that common
sense would dictate that the existing liaine Yankee licensing
proceeding would go forward as scheduled. He retain, however,
a concern that the process might somehow be affected. Further,
and perhaps more importantly, we express our concern as a
matter of public policy, on our own behalf as well as on the
behalf of other States which have yet to face the issue as to
whether to become involved in future reracking proposals.
Legislative history behind P.L. 97-415 clearly contemplates
that reracking is an example of licensing amendments involving
significant hazards considerations. Even if the Commission may

__- _- _- -_ -__ ._ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ - - - _ - _ - _
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have doubts about declaring teracking as an example of the
license amendment posing significant hazards considerations,
thus being a borderline matter, any doubt shoald be resolved
with the Conference Committee language in mind. The conclusion
in Chairman Palladino's memorandum dated March 30, 1983, to the
other Commissioners that reracking deserves only "further
study," contravenes clear Congressional intent. The Congress
has already spoken on this issue.

III. _ CONC ,U S IOll .

We respectfully request that the IIRC seriously consider the
comments set forth hereinabove. The State of Maine supports
the congressional intent behind the Sholly provision. Minor
technical amendments which do not affect safet.y need not have a
prior hearing before the amendment takes effect. However, the
t1RC interim final rule contravenes the Sholly provision and its
legislative history by not drawing clear distinctions in the
rule so that borderline and a:guable cases are deemed to
invo'.ve significant haz= as considerations so that prior
hearings may be held. Further, the deletion of reracking as a
type of amendment that involves significant hazards
considerations from the rules directly contravenes clear
congressional direction on the matter. Reracking must be
incorporated into the final rules.

Reapectfully uubmitted,

/ -

|'' ( |',

JAMES E. TIERt1EY f
Attorney General

') u. ll[' (e Lu .. lij y

PHILIP AllREllS
> > ,

a ") */ .

,V'- -a,

PAUL STER!!

Assistant Attorneys General
State llouse Station #6
Augusta, Maine 04333
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May 6, 1983

Secretary, U.S. tiuclear
Regulatory Commission

Washington, D.C. 20555

Attention: Docketing and Service Branch
)
| Re: Comments On Interim Final Rulo Involving State
! Consultation With Respect to Determinations Involving
) !!o Significant flazards Considerations
)

Dear Chairman Palladino and Commissioners
1

Gilinsky, Ahearne, Roberts and Asselstine:
i

On April 6, 1983, the riuclear Regulatory Commission (tiRC)
published an interim final rule implementing ~Section 12 of the
1982 !!RC Appropriations Act, P.L. 97-415 (1982). 48 PR 14873(1983). That section, inter alla, directs the !!RC to establish
procedures for consultation on any no significant hazards
consideration determination with the State in which the
facility involved is located. We are writing to present
comments on the interim rule. The State of Maine is separately
commenting on the interim final rule involving no significant
hazards considerations.

The Maine Yankee Atomic Power Station is located at
Wiccasset, Maine. The State of. Maine, therefore, has an
obvious interest in assuring there ic effective consultation
between the tiRC and it with respect to amendments to Maine
Yankee's operating license. Of even more significance is our
concern, as a matter of public policy, that t.he law be carried i

out as Congress intended. j

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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It is the State of Maine's position that the interim final
rule, as presently written, does not provide effective
consultation with the State, as contemplated by Congress.

Congress intended that there be a very real and effective
involvement of the States in the determination process.
Congress expected that tne procedures for State consultation
would include at the very least certain elements, including:

1. The State would be notified of a licensee's request
for an amendment.

2. The State would be advised of the NRC's evaluation of
the amendment request.

3. The NRC's proposed determination of whether the
license amendment involves no significant hazards
consideration wculd be discucced with the State, and
the NRC's reasons for making that determination would
be explained to the State.

4. The NRC would listen and consider any comments
provided by the State official designated to consult
with the NRC.

5. The NRC would make a good faith attempt to concult
with the State prior to issuing the licence amendment.
Conf. Rep. No. 97-884, 97 Cong., 2d Sess. at 39 (1902).

Congress, therefore, contemplated that the State and the
NRC be in consultation f rom altaost the instant the request for
amendment is made. The interim final rule does not provide for
such, and, in fact, fails to effectively incorporate elements
2, 3, 4 and 5.

The interim final rule provides that the State will be
notified of a request for an amendment by having the licensee
forward a copy to the State. 10 CPR S 50.91(b)(1).
Thereafter, the State is adviced of the " proposed determination
about no significant hazards consideration" only by being cent
a copy of the Federal Register Notice. 10 CFR S 50.91(b)(2).
The NRC will make available to the State the names of the

j project Manager or other NRC personnel the NRC has designated
to consult with the State. If the NRC does not hear from the

'
State in a timely manner, it will consider the State to have no,

interest in its determination. 10 CFR S 50.91(b)(3).
Essentially, what the interim final rule proposes is that the
State receive copies of the licenace's amendment requent and
the NRC's Federal Register Notice, and if the State wantc to
involve itself in the procesc it may try to by calling up the

|
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NRC Staff. There is no effort by the Staff to advise or
consult with the State. This in no way effects the process
contemplated by Congress. The letter and spirit of the five
elements should be written into the rule.

As clearly evinced by elements 2 and 3 set forth in the
Conference Report, Congress contemplated that the State would
be advised by the NRC of the NRC's evaluation of t he anendment
request, and the NRC would seek active discussion with the
State for reasons for the NRC's proposed determination on the
request. The interim final rule, however, merely calls for the
State to be presented with the fait acconoli, i.e., the Federal
Register Notice, with the onus on the State to bring itself
into the process after the determination had been prejudged.
Congress intended that the process would be a cooperative,
intermingling consultation between the State and the NRC Staff
from the time the licensee's request for amendment is made.
The Conference Report, thus, calls for procedures which provide
the State with the NRC's evaluation of the amendment request
before Federal Register Notice is sent out, and for discussions
before proposed determination is memorialized in the Federal
Register. Only in this way is there effective consultation and
cooperation with the State. Otherwise, the matter is
determined before any real involvement of the State. The
procedures, therefore, should require the NRC Staff to provide
the State with its evaluation of the amendment request before
the Federal Register Notice thereon is published; and should
provide for the scheduling of formal discussions between the
State and the NRC on the proposed determination, with the
foregoing of such only upon written waiver of the State.

With respect to element 4, the NRC should be required to
identify the comments of the State and set forth how such were
resolved by the NRC. This identification and analysis should
be written into the proposed determination notice in the
Federal Register. Only in this way is there the requisite
assurance that the NRC Staff did, in fact, listen to the State.

With respect to element 5, the NRC Staff should be required
to do more than merely " attempt" to telephone State officials
before issuing an amendment.

The interim final rule does not provide for formal, active
consultation by the NRC with~the States. Congress contemplated

- that there would be a heightened cooperation between the State
and the NRC in dealing with licence amendments to facilities
within a particular State. The interim final rule, at best,
effects only the casual involvement of the State in the
process. It calls for no formal consultation with the State on

-

'
'
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the evaluation of the amendment or on the proposal of the !!RC
with respect thereto. tior does it in any way indicate how the
concerns and comments of the State will be memorialized. The
State of Maine fully supports the intent of Congress that a
cooperative effort between the States and the llRC be created.
In furtherance of this, the interim final rule should be
changed to incorporate the comments and suggestions contained
herein.

Respectfully submitted,

k ,, d,
N

- . . _ - - -

. JAMES E. TIER!!EY
(jAttorneyGeneral

' |-- a. h.f) ,Lf.
U '' ~

Pl!ILIP A!! ret 3S

,f 3)jih'Q .c'

PAUL STERtl
Assistant Attorneys General
State llouse Station #6
Augusta, !!aine 04333
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YANKEE ATOMIC ELECTRIC COMPANY
Twx 7103807619

.-
,

FYC 83-7
2.C.2.1

NKEE 1671 Worcester Road, Framingham. Massachusetts 01701% .

t
May 6, 1983 ,[ /,

'

'

S* % 0
,/ > k kgSecretary of the Commission

g (,%[;G
] p,,United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission -9

Washington, D. C. 20555 '/
%)' 'V- 4, ,

,

Attention: Docketing and Service Branch ~

/
,,y

Subject:
Comments on Interim Final Rules Pertaining to: ' 'U

'

(1) Standards for Determining Whether License Amendments
Involve No Significant Hazards Considerations (48FR14864,6 April 1983); and

(2) Notice and State Consultation (48FR14873, 6 April 1983)
Dear Sir:

,

Yankee Atomic Electric Company appreciates the opportunity to comment onthe subject document.
Yankee Atomic owns and operates a nuclear power plantin Rowe, Massachusetts.

The Nuclear Services Division also provides
engineering and licensing services for other nuclear power plants in the
Northeast including Vermont Yankee, Maine Yankee, and Seabrook 1 and 2

.

I. Introduction and Summary
,

We observe at the outset that these interim final rules are the
Cocmission's response to the recent mandate of Congress in Public Law 97-415
That legislation addresses specifically the ruling in 1980 of the U.S. Court [.

of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit in Sholly v. NRC. !
decision in Sholly, which did not The narrow

survive Public Law 97-415, would have [
required NRC to complete any public hearing concerning license amendments in

:

advance of making the licensee's amendment ef fective and regardless of whether i
the NRC had found that the proposed amendment involved no significant hazards [considerations.

At issue in Sholly was the extent of procedural due process t

the Commission must afford to the public, when issuing amendments to operating [licenses. [
E

Congress overturned the narrow decision in Sholly, so that if
hearings will not riormally delay the effective dates of license amendments

public
!E

We believe that the legacy of Sholly, however, clearly manifest g.

interim final rules, is that adding new layers of procedural due process will
in these y

impair administrative efficiency. 5Seldom does a federal regulatory agency
reduce the amount of procedural due process its rules of practice must by law y
afford to the public. When it must

increase its procedural safeguards,
=

however, there is 'a price to pay. Despite Sholly's statutory demise via *=
:

Public Law 97-4,15, it is clear to us that nuclear utilities, whose license if

0

kI
=
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E
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'Uditcd Stctcs Nuc1ccr Regulatory Commissieny

S;cretary of the Commissica May 6, 1983(

Page 2
.

amendments affecting their legitimate property interest are now subject
greater delays prior to issuance than they were before Sholly, will foot tobill for administrative due process. the

'

In our comments below, we seek to emphasize that rational judgments
concerning public safety can occur, while still protecting the public's rightsto due process.

We believe the question of how much due process must
cccorded to license amendment procedures is satisfactorily resolved in the new

be
rules. The questions that remain, however, are: "When may a licensee's
interest in prompt amendment issuance justify dispensing with prior notice and
opportunity for public comment prior to its issuance?", and "When are licencecmendments necessary?"

We address these questions in our discussion belott.
II. Discussion

A.
When May a Licensee's Interest In Prompt Amendment Issuance Justify
Dispensing With Prior Notice And Prior Opportunity for Public
Comment? (Notice and State Consultation -- Interim Final Rule).

Pursuant to our review of this rule, we believe the most critical
provisions deal with the Commission's discretion to waive the procedural
requirements, which would normally prevent an amendment from issuing any time
cooner than 30 days from date of application (e.g., in order to provide
hnzards considerations exist). opportunity for public comment on any determination whether significantj

In particular, Section 50.91 would apparently restrict the granting ofcxemptions only to emergency situations that could " result
shutdown". Also, Section 50.91 provides that in derating or

withheld, if the licensee "has failed to make a timely application for thesuch emergency exemptions may beccendment
in order to create the emergency and to take advantage of the

~cnergency provision."

97-415 too narrowly.We are concerned the Commission may read the legislation in Public LawS

g

We believe the Commission should continue its practice g

without sacrificing safety, and issue license amendments consistent with aof acting swiftly, when licensees special circumstances warrant expediencya
5

licensee's property interests in generating electricity for public use @
public has a great interest in protecting its supplies of electric energy, $

The.

just as its interest is great that it be accorded due process in the h

regulation of nuclear power plants. Thus, we believe the interim final rule ;.

ru;t be interpreted
7 in practice by the Commission, to achieve a proper

'

balance between the interests of licensees and the interests of the public h
E

.

B.
When are License Amendments Necessary? (Standards for Significant E

Hazards Considerations -- Interim Final Rule). -f

The new criterga for determining whether Significant Hazards
Ccnsiderations ekist (new Section 50.92), are virtually identical to the I

criteria applicable for determining whether Unreviewed Safety Questions exist g
" . _'

,

i

i

t m-

.
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(existing Section 50.59) ' In our judgment, these criteria are appropriate for
.

determining whether an amendment may be made effective in advance of the
completion of any public hearing on its issuance (Section 50.92), just as they
are also appropriate for determining whether proposed changes to a facility
will require prior approval plus a license amendment (Section 50.59).

.-

believe these criteria should be very similar, if not We
identical, since they

cre a subjective standard that has been used uniformly and with little
uncertainty in its past applications, under Section 30.59 determinations.

In_this regard, we agree with Commission's judgment contained in the
Supplementary Information portion of the subject notice, that license
cuendments associated with routine core refuelings are "not likely to involve
significant hazards considerations," [ Item (111)].

We must assert, however, contrary to the Supplementary Information
portion of the notice, that not all changes to Technical _ Specifications are
"likely to involve significant hazards questions," (Qtem (v ]. Many changes
to technical specifications associated with core-refuEIIngs consist of small
numerical variations to fuel cycle-dependent parameters, which are routinely
calculated, verified, and monitored using Commission-approved analyti, calmethods and administrative procedures. Our considerable experience in this
cetivity, as well as the experience of other licensees we are aware of, is
that most of these changes are glikely to constitute a significant hazards
consideration under new Section 50.92 of the rule. Thus, we believe that any
formally established presumption to the contrary, albeit not codified by
ragulation, but used by the NRC staff in practice, is an inappropriate
standard for NRC Staff decisions concerning procedural due process, regardinghsarings on license amendments.

We believe that under a more rational system of administrative controls,
Ssetion 50.59 of the Commission's regulations could permit changes to

-Tschnical Specifications without the present requirements of prior approval
plus amendment, when such changes can be demonstrated to not create any
unreviewed safety question according to the familiar criteria now in use.
This departure from the existing practice of requiring prior approval plus(mendment,

for any change-whatsoever.to the Technical Specifications,
rrgardless of its safety significance, would require an amendment to existingSaction 50.59.

It would have a desirable effect of reducing the need for manylicense amendments. !Weare attaching, as part of our comments today (for
information only, and not as a petition for rulemaking under section 2 ~802 of t

the Chemission's regulation _sJ one possible form for a revision to Section
'

i.

;50.5P that is consistent with th.
41scussion above (Attachment A). In

4ddition, we have considered how to merge this idea together with the
Cliiisission's proposed rule concerning a new system of license specifications

. in Section-50.36, which would permit many changes without need for license n

cuendment (47'FR-52454). We also attach, for your information, an illustration [
of how these changes to Section 50.59 and to Section 50136 would result in asystem of license specifications that provides for ch~anges and addresses the ,.

associated questics of whether such changes would require a license amendment
..

5

Me would be happy to discuss these ideas further with theAttachment B.
Commission. p

,

{
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'III. Closing Remarks

In our opinion, progressive-changes to current Commission practice
regarding the administration of license amendments could be achieved without
compromising concerns for protecting public health and safety. The existing

-

requirements of prior approval plus amendment to any change to a Technical
Specification may at one time have been a necessary means for the NRC to
cupervise licensee activities in the important area of Technical
Specifications. Now,'however, in consideration of such improvements as,

'
'

today's sophisticated analytical techniques, accurate core-surveillance
capability, and widespread use of Standard Technical Specifications, we
believe the time has come -to consider a change to Section 50.59.

In sum, such a provision could reduce the annual paperwork burden
essociated with NRC and licer.see processing of license smendments associated
with small routine changes to certain Technical Specifications, which'do not
present any unreviewed safety questions. Fewer unnecessary license amendments
could mean cost savings attributable to a more realistic Section 50.59, to
offset the increased expense of procedural due process that has been
occasioned by the Commission's rulemaking after Sholly.

.

Very truly yours,

YANKEE ATOMIC ELECTRIC COMPANY.

[ La

Robert E. Helfrich
Generic Licensing Activities

~
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Attachment to FYC 83 '7
r

10CFR50.59 (Showing Proposed Changes "[ ]")

50.59 Changes, tests and experiments.,

(a)(1) The holder of a license
.cuthorizing operation of a production or
utilization facility may (i) make changes
in a facility as described in the safety

.cnalysis report, (ii) make changes in the
procedures.as described in the safety
cnalysis r,eport, and (iii) conduct . tests or
cxperiments not described in the safety
cnalysis report, without prior Commission
cpproval, unless the proposed change, test
er experiment involves [a change in the
tIchnical specifications incorporated in
tha license or] an unreviewed safety [ Delete }qu:stion.

.

(2) A proposed change, test, or
cxpariment shall be deemed to involve an
unrsviewed safety question (i) if the
probability of occurrence or the
ccncequences of an accident or malfunction
of squipment important to safety previously
cvaluated in the safety analysis report may
be increased; or (ii) if a possibility for
en cccident or malfunction of a different
typa than any evaluated previously in the
cefaty analysis report may be created; or ,

(iii) if the margin of safety as defined in -

tha basis for any technical specification (
~is reduced.

[ Insert (3) ] [(3) (NEW) A change in the technical
(b) The licensee shall maintain specifications incorporated in the license |

racerds of changes in the facility and of shall not be deemed to involve an "

changes in procedures made pursuant to this unreviewed safety question if the licensee 5

makes the determinations required pursuantccetion, to the extent that such changes in :
to paragraph (a)(2) of this section usingth;facilityasdescr[bedinthesafety methods found previously acceptable forcnalysis report or constitute changes in

proccdures as described in the safety purposes of the written safety evaluation -

required by paragraph (b) of this section.].cnalysis . report [ , Insert ]. The licensee
(shall also maintain records of tests and
cxp2riments carried out pursuant to [or involve changes to the technical

[specifications incorporated in the license.)
,

paragraph (a) of this section. These
racords shall inc1'u'de a written safety a
svaluation which provides the bases for the 5

ydatsrmination . tha t the change, test, or
cxpzriment does not involve an unreviewed g
cefaty question. M_.

r:0
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Attachment B

' REVISED SYSTEM OF LICENSE SPECIFICATIONS

Yankee's Suggested Revision to 10CFR50.59 (See Attachment A)
and

NRC's Proposed Rule to Amend 10CFR50.36 (See 47 FRS2454)*,

.

Technical Specifications Supplemental Specifications *
No prior NRC approval
or license amendments
rsquired ,for changes
.provided licensee

nakes the determina-
tion using tests for: no "Unreviewed Safety no " Decrease in

.
.

Question" (U.S.Q.) Effectiveness (D.I.E.)

Applied to: cycle-dependent core.

surveillance frequency,

physics parameters calibratita accuracy tests.

limiting safety system.

systems-state requirements,
,

settings
i

LOCs.

i

-

Ralative Safety
'

. Significance of

Category: greater importance lesser importance.
.

-Ralative Standard
fer Satisfying
Test:

more stringent: less stringent:.
.

no "U.S.Q." no "D.I.E."
(Methods require prior (Methods do not requirereview and approval) prior review and approval) -

.;

if
5

t *

$
-

-
M7

o .

E
d"

E;
u.

5
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Mr. Samuel 3. Chilk
.

Secretary of the Commission -

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1717 H Street

- Washington, D. C. 20555

Gentlemen:

Haddam Neck Plant .

Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit Nos.1,2, & 3
Comments on Interim Final Rules

Notice and State Consultation*
*

Standards for Determining Whether License
Amendments Involve No Significant Hazards Considerations

*
.

In 48FR14864 and 48FR14873, the Commission promulgated interim final rules
on the above captioned subjects, in accordance with the provisions of Public Law
97-415. Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power Company (CYAPCO) and Northeast
Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) hereby provide the following comments on
-these interim final rules.

General Comments

Our general perspective is that these regulations will not significantly, if at all, ;

improve the safety of nuclear power plants. The reviews and evaluations <

[ previously utilized to process license amendments were adequate to assure |
continued public health and safety. As with many other previous NRC
initiatives, tliese new regulations will require the use of our limited resources in

'g areas which we perceive will not enhance nuclear safety. The additional ,

a resources being expended to fulfill these new regulations are therefore being )- . a.

} applied at the expense of other voluntary activities which could otherwise be
accomplished. However, we fully recognize that these rules are being

ne
I e implemented to fulfill congressional mandates, and that under these
]$ circumstanEes the NRC has considerably less latitude regarding the final scope
jy and specific provisions of these rules than would otherwise be the case. Given
o a:u. that Congress has required their implementation, we offer the following
!P$ comments and observations in the interest of minimizing their negative impact.

O b|N
aa swuS /auw 9awa sga1

3
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The trend within NRC for the past several years has been to dramatically
increase the scope and volume of Technical Specifications. Over the course of
time, the Technical Specifications have become cluttered with a considerable
amount of superfluous detail not truly appropriate or necessary to satisfy the
intent of 10CTR50.36. One of the by-products of this trend is that more license

'

amendments are being processed than nuclear safety considerations warrant.

The Commission apparently recognizes this problem and has published a proposed
rule (47FR13369) which is stated to be directed at addressing this concern. Our
general endorsement of this concept and other pertinent observations were
provided in previous correspondencell). The subject interim final rules further
serve to heighten the importance of taking steps to alleviate this situation in the
near term. However, we are concerned that the Commission may not have fully
recognized the synergistic effects which would occur if both these proposals are
implemented in their current form. There are also a number of other issues
where the implications of these interim final rules either lack clarity or have the
potential to yield additional adverse synergistic effects. The balance of this

.

letter is intended to identify and discuss these matters.

Interpretation of 10CFR Part 170

In a recent proposed rule (47FR32454), the NRC has proposed to amend the
existing regulations governing payment of fees associated with, among other
things, processing of license amendment requests. The key element of the
proposed changes relates to assessment of fees based upon actual NRC resources
expended rather than a fixed fee for various classes of amendments.

.

If the Part 170 changes are issued as proposed, after May 6,1983 resources
expended as part of the notice and State consultation process would be' financed j

by the requesting licensee, it is our view that licensees would g be the
" identifiable recipient of benefits" resulting from this more involved process. As
such, licensees should not be assessed fees for any expenses resulting from the i

public notice, State consultation, and other consequential or follow-up activities
which may result. The legislative history behind Public Law 97-415 makes it
clear that licensees are not the prime beneficiaries of this new license

|
amendment process. Therefore, licensees should not be assessed additional fees
to finance this activity. |

|

i
i

(1) Previous submittals addressing this matter ~ include the following:

o W. G. Counsil letter to the Secretary of the Commission ,

. dated September 8,1980, Proposed Rulemaking Regarding |~

Technical Specifications, i

o W. G. Counsil letter to the Secretary of .the Commission I

dated May 28, 1982, Proposed Rule, Technical Specifications
for Nuclear Power Reactors.

o W. G. Counsil letter to the Secretary of the Commission
dated April 75, 1983, Proposed Rulemaking Regarding
Technical Specifications.

.
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Interpretation of the Term " Emergency"

The term " emergency" suggests the occwrence of a nuclear plant situation
where public health and safety is in immediate jeopardy. The interim final rules
use the term "emerg'ency" to describe situations where failure to act in a timely

| fashion on a proposed license amendment would result in derating or shutdown of
a plant. While in isolation this term -may be appropriate, its use in this context
may result in considerable confusion, especially in light of a recently issued final
rule (48FR13966) regarding departures from license conditions or technical
specifications in an " emergency" situation.

A member of the NRC Staff has called this potential conflict in tdrminology to
our attention, and we agree that it is desirable to eliminate any potential

- -confusion before it occurs, especially when the public may be asked to provide
- comments via a toll-free hotline or in response to newspaper articles describing

a power plant " emergency". In this forum, the term " emergency" carries with it
, ,

a connotation not accwate when describing license amendments which warrant
expedited treatment. Frequently the situations which arise have very little
nuclear safety significance but the wording of the technical specifications is
such that a plant shutdown would be necessary within a matter of hours or days
unless an amendment is issued promptly.

Use of the term " emergency" in the context of the final rule (48FR13966) is
,

. more appropriate from our perspective. The stated pwpose of that rule is to
allow licensees to take reasonable action that . departs from a license condition or4

'

technical specification when such action is immediately needed to protect the
*

_ public health and safety. While we are hopeful that such situations would rarely,

if ever arise, the situations contemplated are authentic emergencies which have
some . safety significance. The rule correctly recognizes that not all plant
conditions can be anticipated in the license and technical specifications, and
provisions have been taken to allow departures.

i

In light of the above, we . propose that the term " emergency" be reserved
exclusively for use in the context of 48FR13966, and that alternate wording bei

developed for use in the interim final rule. For instance, the initial portions of
10CFR50.91(a)(3) could be reworded as follows: ;

"Where the Commission finds that plant conditions exist
warranting expedited treatment of a proposed license
amendment, in that failure ......"

.

Other provisions of the interim final rules which currently use the word
.

" emergency" could similarly be reworded. We believe this recommendation will
| eliminate hoth an unnecessary source of concern for the public and potential

confusion with the provisions of 10CFR50.54(x) and 30.72(c).

Use of Media to Obtain Public Comment

In the Supplementary Information section of the interim final rule on Notice and
State Consultation, the NRC describes various means of obtaining public
comment tsider exigent circumstances. Two options specifically mentioned

,

i

- _,-,- - - . _ . . _ . . _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . - _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . - . _ . _ _ - - - - - _ -
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include use of a local newspaper to inform residents of proposed amendments, ,

and use of a toll-free hotline to facilitate receipt of public comment.

We are hard pressed to envision circumstances mder which these measwes will
truly enhance nuclear safety. It is f ar more likely that such actions will serve to

. vnnecessarily alarm the public. Routine power plant evolutions, which in some
- cases result in the need for prompt processing of license amendments, are not

appropriate subjects for newspaper articles and toll-free hotlines. They imply a .
sense of urgency and significance which, with respect to impact on the public

- health and safety, is simply not there. Our concerns regarding media exposure
are not conjecture or speculation, but are based on our experience including a
New York Times article ~on the Pressurized Thermal Shock issue for one of our
plants, and on adverse and mjustified media exposure regarding the Interim
Reliability Evaluation Program for another of our units. We refer you to our
letters to H. R. Denton and Chairman Palladino(2) for additional details on these
issues.

. In. response to our letter to Chairman.Palladino, Mr. Dircks invited us(3) to
provide additional suggestions on how to more effectively deal with the issue of
media use of nuclear power plant data and information. In response to that
invitation and to the concerns raised by the interim final rules, we off~er two
recommendations.

First, use of the media to provide information on nuclear power plant operations
.is a delicate matter which must be carefully administered. The perspectives of
the public are markedly different from those directly associated with nuclear'

power regulation, and these differences must be recognized in preparing media
- releases. In the interest of optimizing this public comment process, we

recommend that the NRC consult with the licensees on a proposed release before ,

action is taken.1.icensees would have a greater degree of familiarity with both
the issue at hand and with local media personnel. The NRC would of course
retain the final authority in the event of an impasse, but licensee input should be
solicited. This measure would also improve the ability of licensees to respond to
media inquiries by allowing more time for licensees to prepare information and
to enswe the availability of knowledgable personnel. ;

Second, we recommend that all inputs provided by the States and the public to
the NRC be made available to licensees. Copies of all correspondence should be

(2) The referenced documents are:
~

J

o W. G. Counsil letter to H. R. Denton dated, October 23,1981,
*

Pressurized Thermal Shock of Reactor Vessels.
o W. G. Comsit letter to N. 3. Palladino dated February 16,

1983, Interim Reliability Evaluation Program.

(3) W. 3. Dircks letter to W. G. Comsil dated April 11,1983, Interim
Reliability Evalua. tion Program.

,

-- . _ - - - - - . . - . _ _ . - , -. _ . - . - . - . - . . _.
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forwarded promptly to licensees. If a hotline is established, all conversations
- should be tapea and copies be provided to licensees. Such measures are

,

appropriate because it is the licensees who are responsible for public health and |

safety, and any potentially relevant input should promptly be made available to
licensees. Further, licensees invest substantial resources in public information - I

programs and these inputs could be used to assess their effectiveness and
? identify potential areas of improvement. We remain dedicated to the safety of

'nuclear power plant operations, and we are willing to provide information to the
States or the public to demonstrate our corporate commitment. We are in a
better position to respond to the public's questions and comments, and should be
provided all inputs provided to NRC under these circumstances.

.
'Implications of NRC's Regionalization Plans

.

In 48FR12619, the NRC noticed a summary of its plans regarding regionalization
- of selected licensing functions. The issue which has attracted the most attention

! during the regional meetings and in other forums is the regionalization of certain
,

power reactor licensing functions, with a resulting division of licensing
responsibilities between NRC headquarters and the Regional Offices. We believe
that such a step may prove beneficial, provided a reasonable concensus is

,

reached regarding which functions are regionalized and which are retained at'

; headquarters. We fully recognize that final decisions have not been reached and
j therefore NRC's current regionalization plans have no immediate impact on the ,

interim final rules. However, we wish to ensure a smooth transition and believe !

| some advance planning will facilitate the process. This matter was addressed
briefly in previous correspondence (4); further clarification is provided here.

'

I .

' Most of the discussions we have participated in suggest that the delineation of.

responsibilities will be issue-oriented. Implicit in this approach is the fact that
i review and issuance of license amendments would also be shared. The " routine"

amendments would be processed by the Regions and the " complex" amendm t
would.be dispositioned by headquarters. Certain internal NRC memoranda

,

appear to support this type of approach. If this situation materializes without
further guidance, licensees would be unsure where to direct license amendments
requiring expedited treatment since by definition the plant situation would not .

have been previously contemplated. Given the extensive amounts of telephone
; contact normally associated with these situations, we believe it is desirable that

communications with the responsible NRC Office be initiated from thei

' beginning. Hence, we recommend that before any transfer of authority of
facility licenses occurs, a clear understanding of the groundrules for the transfer .

!- is reached. We are confident that a mutually acceptable approach can be
defined in the context of finalizing the details of the' entire regionalization.

; process.
,

.

(4) W. G. Counsil letter to D. G. Eisenhut dated, March 24, 1983,
I Comments on Draft NUREG-0737 PWR Technical Specifications.

'

(5) 3. G. Keppler memorandum to H. R. Denton dated, January 13,>

.1982, Regionalization of NRR Functions.
H. R. Denton memorandum to V. Stello dated February 5,1982,4

. Regionalization of Regulatory Functions.

1
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Further, independent of where licensee amendments are evaluated, it is
necessary that thorough and precise procedtres be in place to provide a road map
for the NRC. Staff on the steps to be taken to promptly process a license
amendment request (6). Before the NRC can establish the optimum method of

,
'regionalizing this function, it now must ad&ess the new elements of Federal.

. Register notice coordination, public comment review, State consultation, and
coping with exigent circumstances. We merely wish to avoid a situation where
the Regional Offices have the responsibility of dealing with a proposal requiring

- prompt attention, and working level personnel are tsifamiliar with any of the
steps necessary to process the requesti in summary, we believe that the interim
final rules introduce new considerations into the evaluation of regionalizing

;

authority to issue license amendments. These and other factors should bed

considered by both the NRC and the industry before a decision is reached.

' No Significant Hazards Consideration - Reracking of Spent Fuel Pools
i

| . We strongly support the Commission's decision to not include reracking in the list
of examples that will .be considered likely toTnvolve a significant hazard

,

i consideration.(7) It is clearly inappropriate to publish a policy which ignores and
' runs contrary to the documented technical NRC conclusions published in

numerous Safety Evaluation Reports. A decision to classify all rerackings as,

actions constituting significant hazards considerations, appTed to certain i*

realistic scenarios, would yield some rather bizarre conclusions. For example, a {
; licensee operating several facilities may have previously reracked a spent fuel-

pool and have therefore received a Staff SER containing the typical findings such
as:

.

o The new racks do not alter the potential consequences of the design
basis accident for the spent fuel pool, and

; o The new racks will not change the radiological consequences of a
postulated fuel handling accident or spent fuel caskdrop.

4

Tlie same licensee may now wish to expand its spent fuel storage capacity at ai

sister unit using an identical design, and the Commission would find a
"significant hazard" associated with a previously explicitly approved and

.
successfully implemented design if this example was reinstated. ' In short,

| nuclear safety decisions should be reached using technical input. Significantly,
j adopting our recommendation would send an appropriate and interpretable signal

regarding the meaning of the criteria associated with making the no significant'

hazards consideration determination on issues not explicitly covered in the
examples.

"
.

(6) Specific recommendations in this regard were provided in the W. G. Counsil'

letter to D. G. Eisenhut dated April 25,1983, Public Law 97-415.

1 (7) The basis for our support was summarized in the W. G. Counsil letter to
: Chairman Palladino dated;- February 9, 1983, Significant Hazards
j Considerations.

;

- - . - . _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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Amendments Requiring Expedited Treatment and Involving a Significant Hazards
Consideration

The Commission's interim final rules identify the procedwal dif ferences between
amendments involving a significant hazards consideration from those which do
not. Where conditions warrant and the amendment does not involve a significant'

hazards consideration, there is a process available to have amendments issued on'

an expedited basis.. However, there is no process identified to disposition
amendment requests which both require expedited treatment and involve a
significant hazards consideration. While we recognize that it is miikely for such
a situation to arise, it is nonetheless conceivable. The scenario takes on ,

!additional credibility when one hypothesizes,a situation where ample lead time
was provided, a hearing was convened, and protracted administrative delays ,

consumed all the time originally allocated to secure regulatory approval. In
these or other circumstances delaying issuance of an amendment could even rtm
contrary to the interests of overall plant safety.

~ While various organizations may have dif fering views in the probability of such a
4

scenario, prudence dictates that some mechanism be established to deal with this
situation. One possibility would be Commission issuance of an immediately,

effective Order (10CFR2.204). We would welcome the opportunity to discuss
r

this matter f urther with the NRC.
1

i Treatment of Exemptions from NRC Regulations

The subject interim final rules contain no explicit reference to exemptions (8)
from NRC regulations which are issued. However, we are concerned that the

,

various methods the Commission has used to issue exemptions may result in
unjustifiably complicating their disposition by subjecting all such future requests.

to this new OL amendment process. It is our view that exemption requests need
not automatically be considered license amendments, even though the NRC has

; occasionally elected to notice such actions in the Federal Register and/or assign
license amendment numbers to the issuing documents. Support for our position.

can be found from both the technical and legal perspectives.'

From a technical standpoint, many exemptions which licensees are obligated to
seek are the direct result of poorly worded or inappropriate regulations. Far
fewer exemptions would be needed if the NRC was more sensitive to industry
perspectives in its rulemaking proceedings. The most blatant example of this
trend are NRC's fire protection regulations,10CFR50.48 and Appendix R to

i 10CFR50. The regulated industry has already submitted hundreds of exemption
requests from these regulations, and the unfortunate truth is that thousands may
be dispositioned before the issue is resolved. The word exemption carries with it

,

i

a connotation to the layman of a reduction in the protection of public health and

,

(8) Requests for relief from NRC regulations generally filed pursuant to
, 10CFR50.12, or other provisions of limited applicability such as

10CFR50.48(c)(6). .
>

!

.
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safety. Of course, this is not the case. In fact, the criteria for submitting
under 50.48(cX6) are that implementation of NRC requirements would not
enhance fire protection safety or may be detrimental to overall facility safety.
Such issues should not, as a matter of standard practice, be elevated to the
status of license amendments.

.

From a legal standpoint, ample precedent has been set in that there have been
numerous instances in the past of the NRC issuing exemptions and not assigning
license amendment numbers to the issuing documentsW). The precedent has
already been firmly established and the interim final rules do not disturb this
practice. Adoption of this recommendation would yield no conflict with any
existing NRC regulation.

Support from our position can also be found in 10CFR170.22, schedule of fees for
facility license amendments. This paragraph describes the current six classes of
amendments, and identifies the required fee for review. The description for
Classes 111 through VI contain the following:

,

.

" Amendments, exemptions, or required approvals ......."

The above wording indicates that amendments and exemptions are distinct
actions, and that exemptions should not automatically be considered licenguwamendments.' In addition, the NRC has issued at least one clarification letter
on Part 170 in which further support for this position can be found..

.

- (9) Examples of this approach include the following:

D. M. Crutchfield letter to W. G. Counsil dated, April 21,1983. Exemption
related to the Annual Emergency Preparedness Exercise, Millstone Station,
Units No. I and 2.

D. M. Crutchfield letter to W. G. Counsil dated, December 21, 1982.
Inservice Inspection. Relief, Reactor Coolant Pump Inspection Program,
Haddam Neck Plant.

H. R. Denton letter to W. G. Counsil dated, November. 11, 1981. Fire
Protection Exemption, Haddam Neck Plant and Millstone Station, Unit No.
2.

(10) A July 12, 1979 letter from W. O. Miller to W. G. Counsil provided
guidance for interpreting the requirements of Part 170. Enclosure No. 7 of
that document makes it explicitly clear that review of proposed amend-
ments are separate and distinct from reviews of exemption requests, even
when only one safety issue is involved.

i

.

w- }
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To consider all exemptions as amendments would merely add more administra-
tive hurdles, paperwork, and time delays to an already sufficiently cumbersome

In severa!process. More importantly, it would add nothing to nuclear safety.
recent instances the NRC has either acted or proposed to act in a fashion
suggesting that the need for exemptions will continue to escalate. On the issue.

of prompt notification systems, the. NRC . established a deadline knowing with
virtual certainty that several licensees would be incapable of complying. In the
proposed rule on shif t staffing (47FR38135), the NRC described how licensees
could merely seek exemptions if they could not meet the proposed deadline.
Appendix E to 10CFR50 requires annual emergency planning exercises, even
though the lead governmental agency on this issue, FEMA, believes a lesser
frequency is adequate. Often the annual frequency cannot be met because
FEMA, the Stateg, the local communities, other involved agencies cannot support

,

that schedule.(Ill Even when the licensee is not responsible for the deferral, the
licensee is obligated to seek and justify the exemption. We believe that no
additional obstacles should be erected in the exemption process, and we urge the
NRC to let nuclear safety considerations play a paramount role in reaching a

.

decision in this regard.

Relationship to Proposed Rule on Technical Specifications for Nuclear Power
Reactors

In 47FR13369, the NRC proposed to amend existing regulations governing
Technical Specifications by introducing a bi-level system of Technical
Specifications and Supplemental Specifications. Only the former would be made

- directly a part of the operating license, and any changes would continue to
require prior NRC approval. According to the explanation provided in the
Federal Register notice, the Supplemental Specifications can be changed by the
licensee within certain bounds and under prescribed conditions. A process

similar to plant changes made under 50.59 is envisioned.

The major difficulty we forsee when looking at this process in the context of the
interim final rules concerns proposed 10CFR50.36(fX7). Even though the
Supplemental Specifications would not be a part of the license,' there arebeconditions (described in 50.36(fX7)) under which proposed changes must
treated as license amendments and applications must be filed pursuant to 50.90.

I

It is unclear why applications for license amendments must be submitted to
|

change a document which is to be designated not a part of the operating license.
There are also implications in proposed 50.54G)tl2J of instances where changes
to the Supplemental Specifications may involve license amendments in that ;

" prior Commission approval" is required.
;

(11) Additional examples of this trend can be found in the W. G. Counsil letter
~

J

to the Secretary of the Commission dated, February 2,1983, Comments on
J

the Proposed Rule Regarding Revision of License Fee Schedules.

(12) Apparently to be re-designated in light of the change issued in 48FR13966,
which promulgates a different provision designated as 50.54(x).

!

|
;

._. _ _ _ _
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While the above questions need to be resolved independent of the interim final
rules, they acquire additional significance in light of the new license amendment
process. The attractiveness of this proposed rule is diminished if a significant
percentage of changes to the provisions which would be included within the
Supplemental Specifications have to be processed as amendments, especially in'

light of these interim final rules. Among the comments we submitted
previously(13) on this proposed rule,.we suggested that the constraints within
which changes could be implemented by the licensee are unnecessarily
restrictive. Specific recommendations regarding relaxation of the proposed

.

criteria were also provided.

Question of Retroactivity -

The interim final rules become effective on May 6,1983. In recent conversa-
tions with the Staff, we have been verbally informed that the NRC intends to
process all amendment requests not issued by May 6,1983 by following the steps

.
contained in the interim final rules. We find such a position to be totally
inappropriate and, in fact, contrary to the rule itself. We believe that all
amendment requests docketed by May 6,1983 should be dispositioned using the
conventional (pre-interim final rule) process.

The new 10CFR50.91 contains the fo!!owing paragraph:

"The Commission will use the foll'owing procedures on an
application received af ter May 6, 1983 requesting an
amendment to an operating license ......."

.

The Supplementary Information Section further clarifies the statement in the
rule as follows:

" Finally, with respect to amendment requests received
before the interim final rule takes effect, the Commission
proposes to keep its present procedures and not provide
notice for public comment on amendments on which the
Commission has not acted before the effective date of
the interim final rule."

The above explanation is unambiguous and, when coupled with the previously
quoted excerpt from the new 50.91, leaves no doubt that pending amendment
requests should be processed using the original 1 ocedures. No explanation for
any other approach has been offered, and we strongly believe that the
statements in the rule should be adhered to.

Criteria Used to Make the No Significant Hazards Consideration Determination

The NRC is undoubtedly aware of the strong similarity between the criteria to
be used to make the no significant hazards consideration determination with the
criteria of 50.59 which define the tests associated with making the unreviewed
safety question determination. While we offer no explicit comments on the

(13) W. G. Counsil letter to the Secretary of the Commission dated, May 28,
1982, Proposed Rule, Technical Specifications for Nuclear Power Reactors.
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j actual criteria (vs. their interpretation) for making the former determination,
i the interim final rule has raised an important question regarding the
|-

interpretation of the criteri'a in 50.59. ,

.

The most important difference between the two sets of criteria relates to the
I absence of the word "significant" in either 50.59(a)(2)(i) or 50.59 (a)(2)(iii). When

interpreted literally, the absence of the word significant results in an extremely
j rigid set of criteria which unjustifiably complicates the process of implementing '

i changes to f acility design or procedures.
.

To illustrate this point, the following examples are presented. The legal limit on ;
:

site boundary dose for a certain accident may be 300 rem. The licensing basis
:

analysis for this event may have a dose consequence of 0.001 rem, many orders |' '

j of magnitude below the regulatory limit. A design change may result in a.
j doubling - of the calculated dose, which constitutes an " increase in the '

consequences of a previously analyzed accident". This situation could result in a
- positive unreviewed safety question determination, when -in fact this safety

J. significance of the change is trivial. One example of such a change concerns the
,

transition from rnanual to automatic initiation of auxiliary feedwater systems
J

4 for PWR's.
.

Similarly, the probability of a given accident resulting in a core melt may beL

10-7, several orders of magnitude below the proposed safety goal. A plant
design change may increase this probability by a f actor of 2, yet not have any
significant impact on the overall probability of core melt for the facility. It is i

our view that this situation should not result in a positive unreviewed safety
.

question determination, yet a literal interpretation of the currently phrased
50.59 has this ef fect..

,

The criteria of 50.59 can be interpreted a number of ways, and our. review has
revealed that little if any relevant guidance from the NRC exists in this regard.
Consequently, we believe that the most appropriate action is to formally amend
the first and third criteria as follows:

If the probability of occurence where the consequences of an accident or
i

o '

malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the-

safety analysis report may be significantly increased,
'

o if the margin of safety as defined in the basis for any technicalf
' specification is significantly reduced.
4

We believe these changes would streamline the process by eliminating ambiguity
and reducir)g the number of positive unreviewed safety question determinations1

and consequently reducing the volume of paperwork required, yet nuclear safety'

j considerations would not be compromised. These changes would clearly place i

the responsibility for nuclear safety where it belongs, in the hands of licensees.

We intend to discuss this recommendation with members of the Staff and, ifI

appropriate, file a petition for rulemaking to accomplish this objective. ;

7

>
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1.ooking at the license amendment situation from a more global perspective, it
has. become eminently clear that f ar too many license amendments are being
processed using increasing complex procedwes. Several independent
alternatives, or a combination of them, should be pursued to alleviate this

One alt' rnative identified above is to relax the criteria governingsituation. e
what constitutes an ts1 reviewed safety question. A second approach is
conceptually identified in the proposed rulemaking on Technical Specifications,
involving the creation of a bi-level system of specificatior.s. A third alternative
would be to establish a system whereby many of the provisions currently
contained in the Technical Specifications could be amended by the licensee
without explicit prior NRC approval. The common theme behind each of these
alternatives is a reduction in the paper pushed to implement plant changes and
license amendments with an equivalent or improved assurance of nuclear safety.
The objective is to clearly articulate that licensees have the, responsibility for
plant safety,, and the NRC functions in an audit-only role whenever possible. We
suggest that these possibilities be explored further to bring the optimum solution

. to fruition.

Interpretation of Criteria Used to Make the No Signification Hazards
I

Consideration Determination

The pivotal word in three criteria used to make the no significant hazards
consideration determination is the word significant". Obviously this word can"

connote different meanings to different people. We believe that licensees are
'best qualified to interpret this term in the context of their own amendment-

requests, and consequently the Commission should avoid publishing rigid
" guidance" documents in this regard. We are cwrently preparing a guidance
document for our use internally, and its purpose will be to ensure company-wide

.

consistency without prescribing a cookbook approach.

For example, it is inappropriate to specify a percentage change above which the
change becomes "significant" in all circumstances. When the safety margin is
three orders of magnitude, a ten percent reduction is clearly not significant.
When the safety margin is fif teen percent, a comparable percentage reduction
may in f act be significant. The cummulative eifects of successive changes to
one system must also be considered, and not merely the individual change which
is being subjected.to review at any given time.

In addition, our guidance document will provide information regarding the
basis envelope" for our facilities. Our accident probability or" design

consequence determinations will be limited to our design basis requirements and
other credible scenarios and not to all hypotheses of third-party reviewers.

.

.
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Conclusion

We appreciate the opportunity to provide our comments on these interim final
rules, and are available to provide itsther clarification if desired by the Staff.

.

Very truly yours,
,

7{.

W. G. Counsil ,

Senior Vice President
.
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TO RECIPIENTS OF COMMENTS ON PR-50 (48 FR 14864) STANDARDS-

FOR DETERMINING WHETHER LICENSE AMENDMENTS INVOLVE NO SIGNIFICANT

HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

You have received two (2) coments marked No.18. Please amend

the latter from CP&L (S.F. Flynn) to Coment No.18A.

.

Docketing and Service Branch
Office of the Secretary of the

Comission

6/13/83

.

/
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General Offices e Seiden Street. Berhn Connecticut'

n.cc ancun .o co P.O BOX 270
1 =us,'u= =aanao.mm s'.ac'ac cowa= HARTFORD. CONNECTICUT 061414270

=a''*a ='i e-e co .

(203) 666-6911esopfsta4f UTuttl MW Cowe=
d s.tust tast ang13ap sp.ge0T CDwe '

April 25,1933

Docket Nos. 30-213
50-245
50-336
Bi0763

Mr. D. G. Eisenhut, Director .

Division of Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Haddam Neck Plant
Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit Nos.1 & 2

Public Law 97-415

Gentlemen:

On April 6,1983, the NRC promulgated two interim final rules in accordance
with the requirements of Public Law 97-415. These regulations imposed
additional requirements governing preparation and issuance of license
amendments. In accordance with the Federal Register Notice associated with
these requirements, we intend to provide the detailed comments on or before
May 6,1983..However, we believe that one issue merits considerable attention
on the part of you and your Staff at this time, and the purpose of this letter is to
bring this matter to your attention.

These new regulations require a determination regarding the no significant
hazards consideration on the part of both licensees and the NRC, require
interaction with the affected State, and the opportunity for public comment on
all proposed amendments. Especially during the initial stages of implementation
of these new rules, we perceive that there will be considerable confusion on the
part of both the NRC Staff and the States. While this confusion is not a cause
for concern regarding amendments of a non-emergency nature, we foresee major
difficulties developing concerning amendments which are required to be issued
on an expedited basis.

While there clearly is no substitute for gaining experience with these new &OI
procedures, prudence dictates that procedures outlining the steps to be taken by 1

the various Staff members involved should be developed and issued. It is our
sincere hope that if the Northeast Utilities organization is in need of an
amendment on an expedited basis af ter May 6,1983, that our assigned project
managers will be familiar with the steps to be taken to insure its issuance in a
timely fasion. We see no safety benefit being derived by delaying plant
operation because of procedural issues rather than safety issues. We are
therefore encouraging the NRC to take steps now to minimize the potential for
this situation developing. Such measures would likely include the preparation

bu es,n-s30425
PUR D6CK 05000213
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of internal procedures identifying specific additional steps to be taken upon by i

NRC personnel upon receipt of an : amendment request of an ' emergency or
exigent nature.

.

Very truly yours,

NORTHEAST NUCLEAR ENERGY COMPANY
CONNECTICUT YANKEE ATOMIC POWER COMPANY

.

.

j/ }
.

'

ETLA'tfM .
~

W. G. Counsil
. Senior Vice President
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Carolina Power & Light Company
fPOST OFHCE BOX 1551

Raleigh, North Carolina 27602 .

' IJGAL DEPARTMENT
Writer's Direct Dial Number

(919) 8 % . 7707
Telecopier

(919) 8M-7678 May 16, 1983
,

'

Mr.. Samuel J. Chilk '

Secretary
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

*

Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Chilk:
'

Enclosed for the Commission's consideration are the comments
of Carolina Power & Light Company (CP&L) on the interim final
. rules implementing Section 12 of the NRC Authorization Act pub-
lished at 48 Fed. Reg. 14864 and 14873 on April 6, 1983.

CP&L requested and received an extension of time until
Monday, May 16, 1983 within which to file these comments from
Mr. Scott Stuckey, Chief, Docketing and Service Branch. CP&L
very much appreciates the granting of the extension and the
-opportunity to submit the enclosed comments.

Singerely,

n ~ W
Samantha Francis Flynn
Associate General Counsel

SFF/dlt
cc: 'ThomasL F.lDorian,: Esquire'

Office of the Executive Legal Director
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

.
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Cp&L
Carolina Power & Light Company

May 16, 1983

|

|

Mr. Sanuel J. Chilk
Secretary
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

RE: Comments on Interim Final Rules: Standards for Determining |

Whether License Amendments Involve No Significant Hazards
Considerations; 48 Fed. Reg. 14864; Notice and State
Consultation; 48 Fed. Reg. 14873 (April 6, 1983).

Dear Mr. Chilk:

Carolina Power & Light Company (CP&M appreciates this
opportunity to comment on the interim final ules implementing
Section 12 of the NRC Authorization Act, Pub. L. No. 97-415, 96
Stat. 2067, published at 48 Fed. Reg. 14864 and 14873 on April 6,
1983.

By letter to Mr. Chilk from the law firm of Debevoise &
Liberman dated May 6, 1983, CP&L and several other utilities have
submitted fairly extensive comments on these interim
regulations. CP&L, acting individually, is submitting these
additional comments in order to emphasize certain points it deems
to be of particular importance.

I. Notice Procedures

In the Statement of Considerations accompanying the proposed
interim regulations regarding notice procedures, the Commission
stated that with respect to operating license amendment requests
filed prior to May 6, 1983 (the interim rules' effective date)
but not yet acted upon by that date, "the Commission proposes to
keep its present procedures and not provide notice for public
comment." In addition, the first paragraph of proposed $50.91
provides: "the Commission will use the following [new]
procedures on an application received after May 6, 1983
requesting an amendment to an operating license."

Many utilities learned informally, only shortly before the
effective date of the rules, that the Commission had changed its
position and was, in fact, intending to provide notice and
opportunity for public comment on such applications.

J

411 Fayetteville Street * P. o. Box 1551 * Raleigh, N. C. 27602Ig naamacusarszum== man-rma
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This reversal of position obviously places at a serious
disadvantage a utility which requires one or more license
amendments applied for prior to May 6, 1983 before it may start
up from a refueling outage during the months of May and June,
1983. Of course, the amendments typically required for start up
after a refueling outage are routine in nature and do not involve
significant hazards consideration.

Under these circumstances, and because of the enormous cost
to a utility and its customers that every day of down time
entails, CP&L believes that such cases should be treated as
necessarily involving exigent circumstances which warrant the use
of expedited procedures for providing notice and opportunity for
comment of the Commission's initial determination of no
significant hazards consideration and intent to issue the
amendment. That such a situation constitutes exigent
circumstances becomes apparent when one balances the substantial
costs for replacement power which would be borne by a utility and
its customers against the slight inconvenience that potential
intervenors might experience because of a need to provide
comments within a shorter than usual period of time. The costs
of delaying startup in such a situation are particularly i

unacceptable when one recogaizes the routine nature of most {
amendments of this kind and the unlikelihood, therefore, that a i

determination of no significant hazards consideration with
respect to such amendments would engender or merit significant
criticism.

With respect to a related issue, CP&L believes that a thirty
day period for receiving public comment on a Commission initial
determination of no significant hazards consideration, even in
normal circumstances, would create substantial delays in the
amendment process without any corresponding increase in the
protection of the public health and safety. For these reasons,
CP&L requests the Commission to adopt the shorter notice and
comment periods suggested in the utility group's comments filed
on May 6, 1983.

Whatever time period the Commission ultimately adopts for
opportunity for comment in normal circumstances, CP&L believes
that it is necessary to recognize that exigent circumstances may
arise subsequent to the publication of a Commission notice
offering. the normal period of time for public comment on an
initial determination of no significant hazards consideration.
The interim regulations should be modified to make clear that the
Commission may, in such circumstances, establish an expedited
schedule for receiving public comment and issuing the amendment.

*
..
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II. Standards Concerning Determination of no Significant
Hazards Consideration.

In the Statement of Consideration accompanying the interim
regulations regarding standards governing determinations of no
significant hazards considerations, the Commission provided
several examples of Amendment requests not likely to be deemed to
involve significant hazards considerations.

As currently written, example (viii) provides that an
amendment to reflect minor adjustments in ownership shares of co-
owners already shown on the license as owners would not be likely
to involve significant hazards considerations. CP&L believes
that, similarly, there are not likely to be significant hazards
considerations when an amendment is sought to add new co-owners
to an operating license so lang as the electric utility
designated in the existing license as the operator of the reactor
will retain exclusive responsibility for its operation and
control.

CP&L requests, therefore, that example (viii) be amended to
include such a situation.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.

Respectfully submitted,
r p .1 | 4 .

Y
/ 8s

Walter J. H rford ,

Manager - Technicg'' Services
WJH/dlt
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Secretary USNUC Vashingten DC 20555
Attn 3ccketing and Servic.a , m 79 (10 *.36 .

"X 10 Cyu 50 no signifiefdt Ea' ards considerst* n

.Diease ce nside* these cennents if * t is practical to dn sc.
'

XSC 's nre osal is so vague crd cren te inte n-etat!-n -hat
it is very difficult to coment on. '"hi s is ne t wh9 t Cengress
orderad when it said UDC should draw c clear dist*nct*on
between license cnendnents 'nvolving s'gnificant hazards and
those with ne significant hazards. Cengress a2se said be-derline
cases would be treated as significant hazards, and that the
rules shnuld be able to be annlied "with ease and certa!ntKy".
Public Law 97-E15 and acconnanying legislative history at n. 37.

( In refusing to censider snent fuel re-racking and e'.gnificant
j increases in anounts of effluents or radiation en'tted b~ nuclear !
- riants, the Cennission shows a fundangntal disrege-d #ct the )
; intent of Congress. In refusing to list areas that def*nitelv
i 'nvolve significant hazards , P'C ignores bcth the bc-derline ' asec

inclusieng intent of Congress, and a basic nrincicle of educational
osychology, which is that to nake a distinctirn between Frouns
cf itens clear, exannles of what is and is not incl uded are
very heluful.

Cbviously the sufficiency of ee .nensating nessu*es #cr a chance
in nlant tech stees that affects enerability er nunbe*s of available
safety syste.s should be ' ncluded. Seductions in testing, 4

surveillance, CA/QC insrection, redundancy, or nonitoring recuive- I
nents should be included as at least borderline (and therefere i

N eligible for hea='ng) significant hazards cenniderations. |
. 'd. The ter . "significant" as used in exa cles needs to be

'

v. defined.
i The staf" s tudies allecing to cuantiN n=cbabilities oc

h allrossible accidents a-e s'.lly. Vna t ~ou nee d ' s 2*na'y to ident*fv
t the license anend .ent s where the chance -e ke s nn accident ossible'

er nore nossible. That is a significant hana-d. yu-ther work
should be rese=ved fcr (1) arnreval of the anendment i# no hearineN is recuested, o~ (7) te s t imony at hear' n c .

Q q\JM NDC's past rubber-stano anrroach to li cense amendnents , without
~

* k nublic notice and without hearings in virtually all cases, is,

7 Q what Cc.ncress hr.s ordened changad. Orly those anendnents invnivingd 5 % no significant hana-ds are te be exe nted fren hea"inc, bv law. g
,

q ; 3C does not have the authority to go aga' ns t this thtent of Cencressg%

NQ% At the sane tine NSC is cencluding that onent fuel "rerackine
% b technclogy is well develooed and denonstrated", I&y, is notifying $

,

o

d )) licensees of new uroblems with it. This clearly nakes re -acking - ' a-
| y J a borderline case. The chance of fuel handline cccidents and b
Q sceidental criticality nake snent fuel handling of anv fo=n 0 ,

g a notential significant hazard anyway -- able t e releas e rad'.cactive @n
na terial in unulanned ways. Loss of coolant in scent fuel nocis ( J v

can hsnren -faster with reracking (nore f uel there, less waten) 3E
(less cizreulaticn too ) . Finally , reracking has been confirned @as a significant hazard in the record before Cengress (127 Cons;. n *
'ecerd at E 8156; f. Sena te 7cucrt. 07-113 at 15). NoC is trying f"Eo

.

to go againct the clear understanding of the Congress '.n enactine
this law,for no signifiesnt hazards cen siderati cns, bv delet'nr ~ L

Mk ""~ E *This under .ines confidence in NDC's honesty or
connetence or both. 3est to delin* t no-hazrd narrowly & use that,

c
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _
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%[4ffQ4926) .9 4 yfSecretary
*

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission , N <-Washington, D.C. 20555 , ~ _ ,

Attention: Docketing and Service Branch

Re: Significant Hazards and Temporary Operating License
Rulemakings (48 F.R.14864-80,14926-33, April 6,
1983).

Dear Mr. Chilk:

The Atomic Industrial Forum appreciates the opportunity to cct-
ment on the Commission's Federal Register notices of April 6,

,

1983, concerning implementation of Public Law 97-415. Our com-
ments have been prepared in consultation with a number of mem-
bers of the AIF Lawyers Committee. In general, we support these
proposals with the caution noted below.

Procedures for Notice and State Consultation

These interim final rules implement Public Law 97-415 with
respect to the procedures for Commission decisions on amendments
to operating licenses. The Commission has noted that the vast
majority of these amendments are routine in nature and that
approximately 98% of its past amendment actions have involved no
significant hazards considerations. (SECY-83-16A, Regulatory
Analysis, p.4).

As a result of these interim rules, no action will be taken on
any operating license amendment (except in an emergency or exi-

,

gent situation) until the staff has made a proposed determina-
tion and a 30-day comment period expires. (See new Section
50.91(a)(2)). While the content of these rules and their com-
plexity appear to be generally consistent with the statute, we
are concerned about the potential for delay, a potential which

d
Au T & '
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Secretary
-

-

the Commission has already recognized.* We urge the Commis-'

sion to manage the notice and consultation process so as to
minimize the potential for unnecessary delays in granting
license amendments.

Temporary Operating Licenses (TOLs)

These proposed rules implement that portion of Public Law 97-415
which authorizes the Commission to issue a temporary operating
license (fuel loading, low-power operation and testing) prior to
the completion of a contested operating license hearing. We
support the Commission's effort to "de-formalize" its licensing
proceedings by not applying the ex parte rule to TOLs. We
believe that sound decisionmaking~on complex technical issues
requires that the Commission have direct access to the expertise
of its staff, and in this regard the ex parte rule acts as a

: barrier to such access. We expect to Tile more detailed com--

ments on this issue in response to the future rulemaking actions,

resulting from the work of the Commission's Regulatory Reform
Task Force.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide these comments.

Very truly yours,

_

BZC:hsr

*"Under the new rule, all preliminary determinations would
require some evaluation to serve as the basis for the notice
which advises the public of our proposed determination. Expe ri-
ence (in earlier years) with the preparation and approval pro-
cess for such determinations has shown that they can be both
difficult to prepare and time-consuming, requiring both manage- '

ment and legal review." (SECY-83-16A, Regulatory Analysis, .p.4).

.
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Dear Mr. Secretary:

The Agencies of the State of New York have reviewed the proposed
amendments to 10 CFR Parts 2 and 50 on significant hazards consider-
ations and on State notice and consultation. We support the adoption
of these proposals with consideration given to the comments presented
below. The flexibility given to the NRC under these regulations
should prevent unnecessary shutdcwns or deratings of nuclear power
plants while still protecting the public health and safety.

The new requirement for a nuclear power reactor licensee to formally
and directly notify the State in which the reactor is located that
the operator is requesting ar, unendment to their license at last
recognizes the important and potential impacts on State resources of
such large nuclear operations. The regulations give the State no
more authority in regulating the operation of the reactor than it had
in the past, but they servo notice on the reactor operator that the
State is an interested party in all nuclear operations within the
State.

We are concerned with the free use of the word "significant." There
is no definition of what this means and its interpretation will be
quite different by different groups. Even many of the examples used
to demonstrate it use the same term and hence do not serve to clarify
the intent. While it is very difficult to be precise in these matters,
this lack may lead to court challenges in cases where opponents believe
something is significant and NRC believes it's insignificant. We
suggest that there should be some mechanism for resolving disputes
between staff, the State, or other parties over whether there is or
is not a significant hazard consideration.

We also believe the State and public should be able to have a say
where a change has an environmental impact. While the regulation says
that the " Commission will be particularly sensitive" to such impacts,
it does not provide for any State or public input on them prior to
issuance of the amendment.

t.

b'' '
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Dear Mr. Secretary:
Page 2

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on these regulations.

Cordially,

O*

M
*William D. Cotter

Acting Commissioner

WDC/JDD/ds

Secretary of the Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

ATTN: Docketing and Service Branch

.
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- DL OPERATING PROCEDURE 228

REVISED PROCEDURES FOR PROCESSING LICENSE AMENDMENTS FOR POWER REACTORS
AND TESTING FACILITIES (THE "SHOLLY" LEGISLATION) - NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS
CONSIDERATION, NOTICING AND STATE CONSULTATION

I. '90licability_

This procedure applies to anendments to operating licenses for
power reactors and testing facilities.

II. Ef fective Date

These procedures must be applied to amendment requests dated
May 6, 1983 and thereafter.

Amendment requests dated prior to this date will be noticed under
these new procedures; however, unless in specific circumstances
it has been aeemed desirable to request licensees to submit their
analyses about no significant hazards considerations, they will
not be required to submit such analyses. Also, licensees need
not send a copy to the State. This should be done by the project
manager.

III. Backaround

Public Law 97 415 (signed January 4,1983) anended section 189,
" Hearings and Judicial Review," of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954,
as amended (the Act). Tne origin of the legislation is adequately
explained in Attachments 1 and 2 (copies of Federal Register notices
of two NRC interim final rules, both effective as of May 6,1983).

The exact text of the amendment to section 189 of the Act is presented
on page 10 of Attachment 1.

In summary, the legislation applies to license amendments
involving no significant hazards considerations. It authorizes
NRC to issue and make immediately ef fective any amendment to an
operating license upon a datennination by NRC that such an amend-
ment involves no significant hazards consideration. The amendment
may be issued and made effective even if a hearing nas been requ2sted.
If a hearing is held, it would be held after the amendment is issued.

CONTACT:
C. Tramnell
49-27389

$
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The legislation also requires NRC to:

o Publish a notice in the Federal Register at least every
thirtiy days listing all amendments issued or proposed to
be issued under the "no significant hazards consideration"
authority.

o Publish regulations within 90 days establishing:

'(a) standards for detemining whether an amendment
to an operating license involves no significant
hazards consideration, and

(b) driteria for providing or, in emergency situations,
dispensing with prior notice and reasonable oppor-
tunity for public comment on any "no significant
hazards consideration". determination, which criteria
shall take into account the exigency of the need
for the amendment involved, and

(c) procedures for consultation on any such determina-
tion with the State in which the facility is located.

The authority to issue (and make immediately effective) amendments
to operating licenses involving no significant hazards consideration
takes effect when NRC has published effective regulations implementing
the above. The interin final rules shown in Attachments 1 and 2 are the
required regulations. As explained before, these are effective on
May 6, 1983. Therefore, the "Sholly" authority also takes effect on
this date.

IV. Discussion

The inplementing regulations involve substantial revisions to our
procedures for processing license amendment requests. State consul-
tation, notice of amendment requests for public connent about no
significant hazards considerations, notice of all amendment requests
for a hearing, and the monthly system of Federal Register notices
are all new aspects of the new regulations. Our current procedures
for making a determination as to no significant hazards consideration
are also suostantially revised.

An abbreviated flow chart is presented in Attachment 3 which shows
the various paths an amendment request can take depending on the
circumstances. This is discussed in detail in the procedure which
follows. The flow chart is an integral part of this procedure.

Since this DLOP is based on the attached interim final rules which
have also been published for a 30-day public comment period, it is
possible that further cnanges in these rules will be made. This,
in turn, may require revision to these procedures.

L
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The actual interim. final rules appear in Attachment 1, pp. 28-34,
and Attachment 2, pp. 33-36. These rules and the Supplementary
Information for each will be referred to throughout, this procedure.
For brevity, "NSHC" will be used for no significant hazards consider-

* ations; "SHC" will be used for significant hazards consideration.

V. General

This section contains a general discussion of the procedures for (1)
determinations as to NSHC, (b) the monthly system of Federal Register
notices, and (c) State consultation. The specific application of
each of these elements is shown in the flow diagram (Attachment 3)
and the detailed procedures which are presented in the next section
(VI).

The flow diagram arid associated elements of this procedure show
the-nechanical, precedural steps leading to issuance of an amend-
ment. Such issuance is, of course, not automatic, and is dependent
upon acceptable safety, environmental, or anti-trust findings in
accordance with nonnal review procedures established elsewhere.
The amendment actually issued may be substantially different from
that requested, or the amendment request may be denied. If denied,

a notice of denial is required where a notice of receipt has pre-
viously been published. See 10 CFR 2.108(b). This step is not
shown on Attachment 3 nor explicitly described under the noticing
procedures described below.

1. No Significant Hazards Consideration Determination

(a) This determination is based on the standards contained in
new 50.92 quoted below (50.92(a) is not new, but is the
old 50.91):

50.92 Issuance of amendment.

(a) In determining whether an amendment to a license
or construction permit will be issued to the
applicant, the Commission will be guided by the
considerations which govern the issuance of
initial licenses or construction permits to
the extent applicable and appropriate. If

the application involves the material alteration
of a licensed facility, a construction permit
will be issued prior to the issuance of the amend- ,

ment to the license. If the amendment involves a -

significant hazards consideration, the Commission
will give notice of its proposed action pursuant
to 2.105 of this chapter before acting thereon.
The notice will be issued as soon as practicable
after the application has been docketed.

~. j
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(b) The Commission wil1, be particularly sensitive to
- a license amendment request that involves irrevers '

ible consequences (such as one that, for example,
permits a significant increase in the amount of

,

effluents or radiation emitted by a nuclear power
plant).

.(c) The Commission may make-a final determination,
pursuant to the procedures in $50.91, that a proposed
amendment to an operating license for a facility
licensed under 50.21(b) or 550.22 or for a testing
facility involves no significant hazards considerations,

'

if operation of the-facility in accordance with the
proposed amendment would not:

(1) Involve.a significant increase in the probability
or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated; or

(2) Create the possibility of a new or dif ferent
kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated; or

(3) Involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety.

A full discussion of these standards is contained in Attach-
ment 2.

(b) Standards 50.92(c)(1) and (3) are essentially identical
to those used by DL for years. Standard 50.92(c)(2) was
procedurely adopted by DL on June 1,1982. Therefore,
none of these standards is new, except that they are

,

now regulations.

(c) 50.92(b) states that NRC will be particularly sensitive
to a license amendment request that involves irreversible
consequences. The intent here is to be sensitive to such
issues in deciding the NSHC issue. This is but one of
the factors to be considered in reaching a conclusion.
An amendment authorizing action which is irreversible
does not necessarily involve a SHC. A more complete
discussion of the intent of this provision is presented
in Attachment 2, pp. 25-27, for guidance. Note that
50.92(b) contains an example of an amendment involving
irreversible consequences.

c: -
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(d)' To assist the staf f in making both proposed and final
NSHC determinations, Attachment 2 (pp. 27-30) contains
a list of examples of amendments that are likely - and ,

not likely - to involve SHC. These examples are incor-
porated herein by reference and are to be used by the
staff. Thes'e examples supplement the standards and should
simplify the NSHC determination in cases where an amendment-

request matches an example. In~such a case, the identi-
fication of a " match" will normally serve to decide the

NSHC issue. The only basis needed is to demonstrate that
a match exists.

However, since these lists are only examples of amendments
likely to involve - or not involve - NSHC, there may be
unusual, specific circumstances surrounding an amendment
request which dictate a conclusion opposite to that shown
by the examples. In such cases, the basis for this conclusion

~

should be fully described.

The standards in 50.92 always govern. In almost all cases,
,

however, the examples shown will fit the standards for
a specific amendment request. If an amendment request
fits none of the examples, NSHC will be determined solely
by the standards.

Most of these examples are essentially identical to those
used for years. Some of the' examples of amendments that
are considered likely to involve SHC (Attachment 2, p.
28) have been changed as follows:

o Examole (iii). "A significant relaxation in
limiting conditions for operation not accompanied
by compensatory changes, conditions, or actions
that maintain a commensurate level of safety (such
as allowing a plant to operate at full power during
a period in which one or more safety systems are
not operable)."

The underlined parenthetical phrase has been added. See
Attachmer.t 2, pp. 25-26, for additional discussion of this
item. This is an example of an anendment which involves
irreversible consequences, discussed in (c) above.

o Example (vii). "A change in plant operation designed
to improve safety but which, due to other factors,
in fact allows plant operation with safety margins
significantly reduced from those believed to have
been present when the license was issued."

J
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This is a new example of an amendment that is likely to
involve SHC. See Attachment 2, p.18-19 for more discussion
of this example.

o Reracking of Spent Fuel Pools. Determinations as to
NSHC for reracking spent fuel pools will be made on
a case-by-case basis, giving full consideration to
the technical circunstances of the case, using the
standards of 50.92. This is an interim policy in
effect until further notice. The Commission has
directed the staff to prepare a report on this subject

.

by August 1, 1983. Changes to the above policy may be.,
made following Commission review of the report. See
Attachment 2, pp. 23-24, and additional Commissioners'
comments at the end of Attachment 2 for further
discussion of this subject.

(e) Formal written proposed determinations of NSHC or SHC
determinations are now required for each amendment request.

(f) Final NSHC determinations are not required when a full
30-day notice of opportunity for hearing has been offered
and no request for a hearing has been received.* See
50.91(a)(3).

2. Noticing Procedures

Noticing procedures have been substantially revised. The monthly
system of Federal Register notices (described below) is new.
There are also several new types of notices. The specific
application of these procedures is shown in the detailed pro-
cedure in Section VI.

(a) The Monthly System of Federal Register Notices

This is established by a revision to section 189 of the
Act (see Attachment 1, p.10, para. 2(B)). It requires
the NRC to publish in the Federal Register (every thirty
days) notice of all amendments issued or proposed to be
issued (for the period) for which either a proposed or
final determination has been made that the amendment
involves NSHC. Most Notices of Issuance will be included

*The situation may arise in which a late request for hearing is received
after the 30-day notice period but before the issuance of the amendment.
In such a situation, a final NSHS determination is required.

w
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in'this nonthly systen. Separate, individual notices of
issuance will not normally be necessary, unless time is
a factor.

The monthly system will also include notices for oppor-
tunity for hearing and public comment on proposed NSHC
determinations in cases where time is not a factor. It.

is also used for a notice for opportunity for hearing and
notice of issuance and notice of NSHC in any unusual case
where there was no time for a full 30-day notice of oppor-
tunity for a hearing before issuance and we have deter-
mined that the amendment request involves NSHC. These new

~

notices are explained below.
.

The monthly system is not used for amendments involving SHC.
Separate, individual notices Jof opportunity for hearing and, ,

notices of issuance are used for these, consistent with
past practice.

- The monthly F,R notice cont.ains 5 distinct types of notices.
See Attachment 7 for a description of these types.

(b) Amendnents Involving Sionificant Hazards Considerations

If an amendment has been determined to involve a SHC, an
| individual notice of opportunity for hearing (30-days) is

published, and the amendment must not be issued until'

the expiration of the notice period. If a hearing is
requested and granted, no amendment may be issued until'

authorized at the conclusion of the hearing process. The
SHC determination is final. No public comments as to
the deternination are requested or required, no State con-
sultation is required (discussed later), and such notices
and amendments are excluded from the monthly system of
Federal Register notices.

(c) Anendment Requests Involving No Significant Hazards
Considerations

For amendment requests other than (b) above, the NRC
makes a proposed determination of NSHC. Such proposed
determinations are normally published for public comment
in the Federal Register. In the same notice, an opportunity
for hearing (30-days) is offered. The notice may appear
in the monthly system or as an individual notice. If an
individual notice is used (due to time contraints), it
must appear again in the next monthly notice because the
monthly notice must list all amendments involving a
proposed NSHC determination.

-
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(d) Emergency or Exigent Situations
.

In valid exigent or energency circunstances, the prior
notice in (c) above is not. issued; however, a post-notice
is issued.

(!) An energency situation. exists when failure to act
in a timely way would result in derating or shutdown
of a nuclear power plant. See 50.91(a)(5). In this
case, the NRC proceeds to make a final NSHC. If the
-final determination is NSHC, the amendment is issued.
The notice would go into the monthly system as a com-
bined notice of issuance, notice of opportunity for
hearing, and notice of NSHC deternination. (TheSE
should address any State conments received regarding
NSHC.)

(2) Exigent circumstances exist when a licensee and the
NRC must act quickly and time does not allow a full
30-day notice described in (c) above. In this case,
a press release is used in lieu of the Federal Register
notice. The press release seeks public comrent as to
the proposed NSHC determination, but does not offer
an opportunity for hearing. The noticing procedures
are the same as in (d)(1) above. (The SE should address
any public or State comments received.)

(e) Anendment requests (involving proposed NSHC) which have
been fully noticed for 30 days for both a hearing and com-
ments as to NSHC, and for which no hearing has been requested,
will be noticed in the monthly system after issuance. Com-
ments received as to NSHC need no response since no hearing
was requested. See 50.91(a)(3).

(f) Amendment requests (involving NSHC) which have been noticed
for 30 days for both a hearing and comments as to NSHC
and for which a hearing has been requested will require a
final NSHC finding. If the original proposed NSHC deter-
mination is confirmed, the amendment is issued and an
individual notice of issuance and notice of NSHC is also
issued. The purpose of an individual notice is to ' notify
the ASLB and parties promptly without waiting for the
next monthly FR notice. This notice must, however, be
repeated in the next monthly notice since the monthly
notice will contain a list of all amendments issued
involving NSHC.
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3. State Consultation

(a) The revision to.section 189 of the Act requires NRC-to
consult with the State in which the facility is located
ir. determining whether an anendment involves NSHC. It

also requires NRC to publish regulations establishing>
' procedures for such consultation.

.(b) These regulations are presented in Attachment 1, pp. 33'

(50.91(b) and (c)). They are straightforward and are
not repeated here.

| (c) State consultation is not required for proposed amend-
ments for which NRC makes an initial (final) finding'

that SHC is, involved.

- (d) ' To establish lines of communication fo.r State consulta-
tion, the Office of State Programs has notified each
State governor of these procedures and identified the
NRC project manager for each power reactor.and testing .
facility in each State. NRR has issued Generic Letter
83-19 to each licensee notifying it of the appropriate
State official designated to receive a copy of each amend-
ment request. Finally, each project manager has been
notified of the designated State contact by receiving a
copy of the generic letter.

(e) Project Managers should exercise these new ca,munication
lines prior to actual need.

VI. Detailed Procedure

The procedural steps and details which follow are based on the Flow
Diagran of Attachment 3. Paragraph nunbers below correspond to iden-
tically numbered boxes on Attachment 3.

1. Application for Amendment

(a) 4 hen a licensee (power reactor or testing facility) applies
for an /mendment to its operating license, it must now
provide to NRC its analysis about the issue of no signifi-
cant hazards consideration. See50.91(a)(1). The purpose
of this analysis is to assist the staff in its determination.

:

|
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(b) The licensee nust provide a copy of its apolication to the
State in which the f&cility is located, including its analysis
about the issue of NSHC. The application must indicate that
this has been done. See50.91(b)(1). This is the first
step in State consultation, discussed later.

(c) If an emergency situation exists such that failure of
NRC.to act on the amendment request in a timely way would
result in derating or shutdown of the facility, the amend-
ment request must also explain why this emergency situation
occurred and why the licensee could not avoid this situation.
See50.91(a)(5). This _information will be evaluated and,
if valid, certain noticing procedures may be bypassed
(discussed later) and the amendment issued more rapidly
provided the amendment has been determined to involve NSHC.

(d) If exigent circumstances exist, short of an emergency, where
a licensee and NRC must act quickly such that time does not
allow NRC to follow its normal noticing procedures (discussed
later), the application should include an explanation about
the reason for the exigency and why the licensee cannot
avoid it. See50.91(a)(6). Similar to (c) above, this

information will be evaluated by NRC to see if abbreviated
noticing procedures are justified (discussed later). Again
the amendrent can be issued more rapidly, provided that the
amendment involves NSHC.

2. Initial No Significant Hazards Consideration Determination

(a) Upon receipt of an amendment application, the first step
is to make a determination as to NSHC. Attachment 4 is
provided for that purpose; it documents the determina-
tion, its basis, and the approvals. It should be retained
by 'the project manager, and a copy placed in the branch
file.

(b) The NSHC determination is made based on the standards,
examples and guidance contained in Section V above
(pa ra. 1 ). The licensee's discussion of NSHC should
also be reviewed. If found to be a sound assessment,
its conclusions may be adopted. If the licensee's NSHC
discussion is not accepted, the same conclusion may be
reached for different reasons. Alternatively, an
opposite conclusion may be reached.

!
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(c) The Initial Notice Action (SHC)
If a conclusion is reached that an amendnent-request

..

-involves.SHC, that decision is a final determination.I

A 30-day notice of opportunity for a prior hearing is
,

requi red. See Attachment 5 for an example of such a
~

,

notice. The rest of the steps. after the' issuance of such
a notice is shown in Attachment 3 (top-right) and .is self-
explanatory. A sample individual notice of issuance is
shown in Attachment 6.

.

3. ~ The Initial Notice Action (Proposed NSHC)

(a) In addition to the initial notice in para. 2(c) immediately
above, there are five other possible types of initial-
noticing actions (all five are those for which a proposed
NSHC determination has been'made). These are:

- input to monthly FR notice -

- individual FR notice (2 sources)
- local media notice (press release)
- no notice at all

These are shown in the flow diagram (Attachment 3) and
are described below. They are also shown in Attachment 4

(b) If time is not a factor, such that the initial notice

can be placed in the monthly system of FR notices
without. impacting needed schedules, that should be done.
Most amendment requests are in this category. See
Attachment 7 for a sample monthly FR notice and see 1

Attachment 8 for sanple input to the monthly FR notice
system for this notice type. Attachment 8 is a memo-
randum, Branch Chief to Branch Chief, with the needed
input elements. The input, when placed in the monthly
FR notice, becomes a notice of opportunity for hearing
(not necessarily a prior hearing) combined with a notice
of the p'roposed NSHC determination and request for public
comments as to this proposed determination (30 days).

(c) If time is a factor such that time does not allow waiting
for the next monthly FR notice, or it is otherwise undesir-
able (work schedules, etc.) to wait, an individual notice >

(same notice content as (b) above) is issued (Attachment 9a).

_. ..
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| Project managers should allow 4j3 calendar days * from the
date the Branch Chief signs the notice until expiration of
the notice period (full 30. days) in figuring the date the
amendment can be issued with full 30 days notice. If this

period of. time (40 days) does not allow a full 30 days
before the amendment is actually needed, an exigent or
emergency circumstance may exist (disc'ssed below). Seeu
Section V, para. 2(d) for definitions. . Though the notice
period is closed 30 days af ter publication, the individual
notice is repeated for completeness in the monthly FR notice
(Attachment 7). Sample input is shown in Attachment
9b.

(d) If a valid exigent circunstance exists, a press release
is used-instead. The validity of the exigency is evaluated
on Attachment 4. Attachment 10, which should be sent by

,

telecopy, is a sample press release and memorandum requesting
its release to the press by the Regional Public Affairs
Of ficer. Normally, the time interval from signature by
the Branch Chief until the close of the the comment period
should be 15 calendar days or more. In unusual cases,
it can be less. However, since it takes five calendar days
for the announcement to be printed, the interval should
not be shortened below 10 calendar days. Comments are

| received from the public via collect telephone call to
the appropriate Branch Chief. The Branch Chief must document
such calls, since connents are later evaluated (discussed
later). A copy of the press release is also sent to the,

'

State for consultation purposes.

An advance cooy of the application is sent to the LPDR.

(e) The content of the notices and press release above should
be reasonably calculated to allow the public an opportunity
to formulate and subnit reasoned comments.

In this regard, the description of the amendment must
explain not only its effect (as in past practice) but the
gist of the license or technical specification changes

* Based on a sample of 46 FR notices, the average time from signature of Branch
Chief to publication is 8.8 calendar days. Ten days exceeds this sample average
only slightly. The statistical upper tolerance limit for 90%/90% is 16 days;
the 95%/95% tolerance limit is 18 days (this means that if you allow 18 days.
you are 95% confident that 95% of notices will be published in 18 days). This
period can be reduced substantially by personal handling. The mininum time
would be seven days in this case.

E.
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i.nvolved as well. The following is an example of the
, type of detail required (reload. application):

"The amendment would permit operation with~ new X brand
fuel containing aluminium clad fuel elements in addition
to the Y brand fuel with stainless steel cladding used-

during cycle Z. This requires numerical changes in the
safety limit on peak clad temperature and in numerous
limiting conditions for operation including peak heat
generation rate, peaking factor and reactivity insertion
rates because of the different chemical and neutronic
characteristics of the clad material. The amendment
is supported by a change in computation methods for-
departure.from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) which also
requires certain changes in technical specifications
to change how heat . transfer-related limiting conditions
for operation including are measured and
computed".

In addition, the notice must explain the basis for the
proposed determination of no significant hazards considera-
tion.' The basis statement should refer to the examples
contained in the Supplementary Information of the rule
(Attachment 1, pp. 27-30). For a reload, a decision such
as that set forth below should be presented:

"The Commission has provided guidance concerning the
application of these standards by providing certain
exanples (48 FR 14871). One of the examples of actions
involving no significant hazards considerations relates
to reload anendments involving no fuel assemblies signi-
ficantly different than those previously found accept-
able at the facility in question. While the fuel assem-
blies involved in this application are significantly
different in clad composition frcm those previously
reviewed for this facility, nevertheless, the staff
proposes to deternine that the application does not
involve a significant hazard since
(reason taken from Attachment 4 Initial NSHC Determin-
ation and Noticing Action form)".

(f) If a valid emergency exists and time does not allow a press
release, no prior notice of any type is issued.

|

!

!

!
. _.
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(g) If ethe . emergency or exigent circumstances stated by the .

. licensee are. determined to be invalid (as documented onu
|- Attachment 4), an individual notice of opportunity for
L hearing and request for public cannents'as to the * '

proposed NSHC determination-(Attachment 9a) is issued '.

and repeated in the next monthly FR notice (Attachment 9b).
'The expedited features of para. (d) and (e) above are not!

i used.- See 50.91(a)(5) and (6). The licensee receives a
[

1etter of explanation and a copy'of the individual notice.

|

14. . Action Followint 30-Day Notice' of Opportunity for Hearing and Comments
as to Proposed BSHC Determination

(a) . If the 30-day notice period'has' expired with no hearing
requested, the amendment may be issued.* The notice of
issuance appears in the monthly FR notice (Attachment 7).

| A sample input for the monthly FR notice is shown in Attach-
i ment 11. Since no hearing was requested, no final NSHC

determination is made. Where appropriate, the notice also
states that cm,ments were received. (No response to comments
is necessary'in the absence of a hearing request.)

L (b) If a hearing has been requested, a final NSHC must be made.
This determination must consider and evaluate any State
. or public comments received. The final determination
will establish whether the hearing will be held before
or after issuance of any amendment. This final determina-

- tion is documented on Attachment 12.v

(c) If the final determination is NSHC, the amendment may be;

| . issued. The SE should address comments received regarding
. NSHC and the final determination, using the.information
in Attachment 12. Since petitioners and the ASLB are

_

waiting for this decision, an individual notice of

issuance and notice of final NSHC determination (Attach-
'

ment 13) is issued .(copy to ASLB, to parties or petitioners;
I and to State). The information contained in this notice

must also appear in the next monthly FRN (Attachment 7).'

Branch Chief input for the monthly FRC is shown in Attach-
ment 14.

I

*The situation may arise in which a late request for hearing is received
L after the 30-day notice period but before the issuance of the amendment.

In such a situation, a final NSHS determination is required.'

|
I
t

L
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(d) If the outcome of the final NSHC detemination is that
SHC is involved, any hearing held would take place before
any issuance of an anendment. The final detemination
(based on Attachment 12) is'sent to the Licensing Board,

.

parties or petitioners, and the State. Following any.
L hearing, any amendment issued would be noticed in the FR

with an individual notice of issuance alono the lines of
- Attachnent 6, but tailored to the specific circumstances

of the proceeding.

5. Action in the Event of Exigent or Emergency Circumstances
,

(a) In this case, no. opportunity for a. hearing has been
offered, but there may have been State comments and
perhaps public comments on the proposed NSHC determination.
Therefore, a fina] NSHC determinatio.n (Attachment 12)
is required.

|

(b) If the final determination is that SHC is involved, a
L full 30-day notice of opportunity for a prior hearing *

'

| is published, and the procedures of para. 2(c) above
j followed.
l

| (c) If the proposed NSHC determination is affirmed as final,
the amendment may be issued. The SE should address anyi

comments received regarding NSHC and the final detemi-
nation, using the infomation in Attachment 12. The
issuance is published in the monthly Federal Register
notice as a combined notice of issuance, notice of oppor-
tunity for hearing (a post-hearing), and notice of final
NSHC determination (Attachment 7). Sample Branch Chief

[.
input for the monthly Federal Register Notice is shown
in Attachment 15.

|- VII. Coordination

1. Until further notice, the responsibility for issuing the
| monthly FR notices will be rotated between branches, in the

following sequence:

Branch Date Monthly FR Notice to be signed by Branch Chief

ORB-3 May 24, 1983 June 14, 1983 July 12, 1983
ORB-4 August 16, 1983 September 13, 1983 October 18, 1983

1

ORB-5 November 15, 1983 December 13, 1983 January 17, 1984
ORB-1 Februa ry 14, 1984 March 13, 1984 April 17, 1984
ORB-2 May 15, 1984 June 12, 1984 July 17, 1984
LB-2 August 14, 1984 September 18, 1984 October 16, 1984
LB-3 November 13, 1984 December 18, 1984

|

|

!

h -
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These dates' are designed to nomally allow publication on the
following Wednesday. -

DELD concurrence for the monthly FR Notice .is not required, since it
.has concurred with this procedure and each individual noticing action

on Attachment 4.

Branch Chief inputs to the monthly FR notice system will be accepted
up to the last working day before the scheduled date for signature

1(COB,-Monday).

(- 2. Two months before the scheduled issuance of a new operating license
' to a' power reactor or. testing facility, the responsible Branch Chief
shall notify the Office of State Programs. The purpose of the noti-
fication is to ensure that the State is advised of State consultation
procedures-and associated contacts (project manager and State official).

I

{ f~
/

llc M ed4Uy
Darrell G. Eisenhut, Director
Division of Licensing

Attachnents:
See next page
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Attachments

i. Interim Final Rule - Notice and State Consultation-

2. Interim Final Rule - Standards for Determining Whether License
,

Amendments Involve No Significant Hazards Considerations

| 3. Flow Diagram - State Consultation, Noticing and No Significant
| Hazards Consideration Procedures

4. Initial No Significant Hazards Consideration Detemination and Noticing
l Action (Form)
!
'

5. Sample Individual FR Notice of 0pportunity for Prior Hearing

i 6. Sample Individual Notice of Issuance of Amendment

7. Sample Monthly FR Notice

| 8. Sample Memorandum Requesting Input into Monthly FR Notice
!

9a. Sample Individual FR Notice of Proposed No Significant Hazards
i Consideration Determination and Opportunity for Hearing

9b. Sample Memorandum Requesting Input into Monthly FR Notice

10. - Sample Memorandum to Regional Pubitc Affairs Officer and Press Release

11. Sample Memorandum Requesting Input into Monthly FR Notice

12. Final NSHC Detemination (Fom)

13. Sample Individual Notice of Issuance of Amendment and Final Detemination
of NSHC

14 Sample Memorandaum Requesting Input into Monthly FR Notice

15. Sample Memorandum Requesting Input into Monthly FR Notice

i

'
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(7590-01]
.

NUCLEAR REGU' ATORY CCMMISSION

'

10 C.F.R. Parts 2 and 50

Notice anc State Ccesultation

cAGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
.

ACTICN: Interim final rule.,

SUMMARY: Pursuant to Public Law 97-415, NRC is amending its regulations

(1) to provide precedures under which normally it would give prior notice

of opportunity for a nearing on apolications it receives to amend c;erating

licenses for nuclear power reactors and testing facilities (research reactors

are not covered) and prior notice and reasonable cpportunity for public

ccmment on precosed determinaticns about whether these amencments involve no

significant ha:ards c:nsideratic'ns, (2) :: specify criteria for dispensing-

with such prior notice and reascnable opportunity for cuolic cce=ent in

emergency situaticns, and (3) to furnish procedures for consultation en any

sucn determinations with the ' State in which the facility involved is located.

These procedures will normally provide the public and the States with prior

notice of NRC's deterednaticns involving no significant ha:ards censicerations

and with an opportunity to comment on its actions. -

.

e
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EFFECTIVE CATE: The Comission invites cements on this interim.

6 1983 Coments received after this datefinal rule by .

. .
,

will be considered if it is practi, cal to do so, but assurance of ,

consideration cannot be given except as to coments received on or before
.

this date.
.

ACCRESSES: Written cor=ents should be sent to the Secretary of the -

Ccemissien, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Ccmission, Washington, D.C. 20555,

Attention: Occketing and Service Branch. Copies of coments received on
'

the amendments as well as on the Regulatory Analysis preposed in

connection with the amendments may be examined in the Comission's Public
'

Document Room at 1717 H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.

.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Thomas F. Corian, Esq., Office of the

Executive Legal Director, .U.5. Nuclear Regulatory Comission. Washington,
:-

0.C. 20555. Telephone: (2di)' 4'92-8690.-

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

INTRODUCTION
-

Public Law 97-415, signed on January 4,1983, among other things, directs

NRC to promulgate regulations wnich establish (a) standards for detemining

whether an amendment to an operating license involves no significant hazards

|
.

'
.

- - . _ . .. .. .._. __ .. . _ _ _ _ _ .

'

_ _ . . _ . .. . . . . _ . _ . . . _ ._ _. _ . . . _ . - _ _ . . - . . . _ . . -.
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consideration, (b) criteria for providing or, in emergency situations, dis.

pensing with prior notice and puolic coment on any suen determination, and

(c) proceduces 'or consulting on such a deteminaticn with the . State in whichf
~

the facility involved is locatea. See Conf. Rep. No. 97-884, 97th Cong.,

2d Sess. (1982). The legislatien also authorizes NRC to issue and make -

imediately effective an amendment to a license, upon a detemination -

that the amendment involves no significant.ha:ards consideration (even though -

NRC has before it a, request for a hearing.by an interested ;erson) and in
*

advance of the holding and ccmoletion of .7y required hearing. This

rulemaking and request for coninents responds to the statutory directive

that NRC expeditiously promulgate regulations on items (b) and (c) above.

NRC is also publishing separately in the FEDERAL REGISTEP interim final

regulationsonitem(a)above. |
|

|

These regulations are issued, as final though in interim fom, and coments

will be considered on them'. The'y will become effective 30 days after-

publication in the FEDERAL REGISTER. Accordingly, interested persons who

wish to cosinent are encouraged to do so at the earliest possible time, but

not later than 30 days after publication, to permit the fullest consideration
)
'of their ' views.

BACXGROUND .

A. Affected Lecislation, Regulations and Precedures

When the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (Act) was adopted in 1954, it

contained no provision which required a public hearing on issuance of a

.

* W ***8'8D*8* * 699 g e 'e e.Em e . .e --e suus e e m. m . e e. ,

* *
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construction permit-or operating ' license for a nuclear. pcwer reactor in
.

- ^the ab'sence .of a request' frem an interested persen, In 1957, the Act
~ was amended to 'recuire that mandatory hearings be held before issuance

.

' 'of both' a construction pemit and an operating license for power
~

- reactors and certain other facilities. Public Law 85-256(71 Stat.576)
'

E .* amending section 189a. of,the Act.
- .

. . .

The 1957 amendments to the Act were interpreted by the Comission as
,

-
,

requiring a " mandatory hearing", before issuance of amendments to

construction pemits and operating licenses. See, e.o., Hearing Sefore

the Subcomittee on Legislation, Joint Comittee en Atomic Energy, 87th
,

Cong., 2d. Sess. (April- 17,1962),at6.) Partially in response to the. *

administrative rigidity and cumbersome procedures which this

interpretation forced upon the Comission (s,g,, Joint Cemittee on

Atomic Energy Staff , Study, ". mproving the AEC Regulatory Process", March

1961, pp. 49-50), section i89a'. 'of the Act was amended in 1962 to eliminate.-

the requirement for a mandatory public hearing except upon the application

for a construction pemit for a power or testing facility. As stated in

the report of the Joint Comittee on Atomic Energy which recomended the -

amendments: .

Accordingly, this section will eliminate the recuirements for a
mandatory hearing, except upon the application for a ecnstruction
pemit for a power or testing facility. Under this plan, the
issuance of amendments to such constnJction pemits, and the
issuance of operating licenses and amendments to such construction
permits, and the issuance of operating licenses and amendments to
operating licenses, would be only after a 30-day public notice and
an offer of hearing. In the absence of a request for a hearing,
issuance of an amendment to a construction gemit, or issuance of

.

# .

*
.

.- .. _ J. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . _ . . .. .. . . _ . . . .. ._ ..

.
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an cperating license, or an amencment to an cperating license,
would be possible without formal proceedings, but en the puolic
record. It will also be possible for the Commission to discense
with the 30-day notice requirement where the apciication presents
no significant ha:ards censideration. This criterion is presently
being applied by the Commissien under the terms of AEC Regulations
50.59. House Report No. 1966, 87th Cong., 2d. Sess., p. 8.

.

Thus, according to the 196E amendments, a mandatory public hearing would

no lenger be required before issuance of an amendment to a censtruction ~

permit or operating license and a thirty-day prior public notice,would

be required only if the' proposed amencment involved a "significant

ha: ares consideration." In sum, section 189a. of the Act, now provides

that, upon thirty-days' notice published in the FEDERAL REGISTER, the L ~
.

Ccmmission r.ay issue an operating license, or an acendment to an cperating

license, or an amendment to a constructicn permit, fer a facility licensed

under sections 103 cr 104b. of the Act, or for a testing facility licensed

uncer section 104c., without a public hearing if no hearing is requested

by any interested pe'rson. cfecti,on 189a. also permits the Commissien to
'

.

dispense with such thirty-days' notice and FEDERAL REGISTER publication

with respect to the issuance of an amendment to a censtructicn cermit or

an amendment to an operating license upon a determination by the Commission

that the amendment involves no significant hazards consideration. These
,

provisions have been incorporated into il 2.105, 2.106, 50.58(a) and (b)
..

and 50.91 of the Commission's regulations.
.

The regulations proffde for prior notice of a "preposed actien" on an

application for an amendment when a cetermination is made that there is

4
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a significant ha:ards consiceration and stevide an o;;cr unity for interested _

mem:ers of the public to request a hearing. See il 2.105(a)(3) and 50.91. _

-

Hence, if a rechested license amendment is f:und to involve a significant

ha:ards consideration, the amendment would not ce issued until after any .

required hearing is completed or after expiration of the notice period. -

'

'

*n addition, ! 50.58(b) further explains the Comission's nearing and notice

precedures, as follows:

The Ccmissien will hold a hearing after at least 20 days notice
and publication ence in the FEDEM L REGISTER cn each application
for a construction permit for a production or utilization facility
which is of a type described in i 50.21(b) or i 50.22 or which is a -

. hen a construction permit has been issued forWtesting facility.
such a facility folicwing the holding of a public hearing and an ;

application is made for an operating license or for an amendment to
a c:nstruction permit er c erating license, the Comission may hold -

a hearing after at least 30 days notice and publication once in the .

FEDERAL REGISTER or, in the absence of a request therefor by any
person whose interest may be affected, may issue an cperating _

license or an amendment to a c:nstruction permit or operating
license without a hearing, upon 30 days notice and publication once
in the FEDERAL REGISTER of its intent to do so. If the Ccanission
finds that no significant hazards censideration is presented by an
application for' an amendment to a construction permit or operating
license, it may dispeh' e ktth such notice and publication and mays-

issue the amendment. .

The Cemissien's practice with regard to license amendments involving

no significant hazards censideratien (unless, as a matter of discretion,

prior notice was given) was to issue the amendment and then publish in
.

the FEDERAL REGISTER a " notice of issuance." See i 2.105. In such a case,
'

interested members of the public who wished to cbject to the amendment and

request a hearing could do so, but a request for a hearing did not, by
;

itself, suspend the effectiveness of the amendment. Thus, both the notice
'

; and hearing, if one were requested, occurred after the amendment was issued.
.

.

M
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It is important to bear in mind that there is no intrinsic safety ,

significance to the "no significant ha: arcs consiceration" standard.-

Whether or not an accien requires prior notica, no license and no

amend: pent may be issued unless the Ccmissien concludes that it provides

reasonable assurance that the public health and safety will not be

encangered and that the action will not be inimical to the comon
,

defense and security cr to the health and safety of the public. See,

,e.g.,550.57(a). Also, whether or not an amencment entails prior notice,

no amendment to any license may be issued unless it conforms to

all applicable Comission safety standards. Thus, the "no significant

ha:ards censideration" standard has been a procedural standard only,

governing whether public notice of a proposed action must be provided,

before the action is taken by the Comission. In short, the "no

significant hazards ccnsideration" standard has been a notice standard

and has had no substantive safety significance, other than that

,- attributable to the process of';irior notice to the public and reasonable

opportunity for a hearing.

B. The Shelly Decision and the New t.eoislation

' The Comission's practice of not providing an opportunity for a prior,.

hearing on a license amendment not involving significant hazards

considerations was held to be improper * in Shelly v. NRC, 651 F.2d 780

(1980), rehearing denied, 651 F.2d 792 (1980), cert. cranted 101 S.Ct.

3004 (1981) (Shellv). In that case the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
I

District of Columbia Circuit ruled that, under section 189a. of the Act,

.

.
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NRC must hold a prict hearing before an amencment to an cperating license

for a nuclear power plant can become effective, if tnere has been a

request for hea' ring (or an expression of interest in the subject matter

of the propcsed amendment which is sufficient to constitute a request for
.

..

a hearing). .A prior hearing, said the Court, is required even wnen NRC

has made r finding t! fat a prcposed amencment involves, no significant

ha:ards consideration and has detennined to dispense with prior notice .

.

in t.ke FEDERAL REGISTER. At the request of the Ccmission and the Depart-

ment of Justice, the Supreme Court agreed to review the- Court of Appeals'

interpretation of secticn 189a. of the Act. The Supreme Court has

remanded the case to the Court of Appeals with instructions to vacate it if

it is moot and, if it is not, to recensider it in lignt of the new legislation.
.

The Court of Appeals' decision did not involve and has no effect upcn the Comis-

sicn's authority to order,imediately effective amendments, without prior

notice or hearing, when thk' puttic health, safety, or interest so requires..- '

See, Administrative Precedure Act, l 9(b), 5 U.S.C. I 553(c), section 161

of the Atomic Energy Act, and 10 C.F.R.-{{ 2.202(f) ano 2.204 Similarly,

the Court did not alter existing law with regard to the Comission's

pleading requirements, which are designed to enable the Ccmission to .

detennine whether a person requesting a hearing is, in fact, an " interested
.

person" within the meaning of section 189a. -- that is, whether the person
'

has demonstrated standing and idantified one or more issues to be litigated.

See, spi v. Atomic Enercy Comissien, 502 F.20 424, 428 (D.C. Cir.1974),

where the Court stated that, "Under its procedural regulaticns it is not

.

D
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unreasonable for the Comission to require that the prospective intervenor

first specify the basis for his request for a hearing."
. . .

-
.

However, the Comission believed that legislaticn was needed to change the

result reached by the Court in Sholly because of the imolications of the-

requirement that the Comission grant a requested hearing before it ceuld

issue a license amendment involving no significant hazards consideration.
.

The Comission believes that, since most rec 0ested license amendments
,.

involving no significant hazards consideration are reutine in nature,

hearings on such amendments could result in disruotion or delay in the

operations of nuclear power plants and could impose regulatory burdens

upon it and the nuclear industry that are not related to significant safety

matters. Subsequently, on March 11, 1981, the Comission. submitted

proposed legislation to Congress (intreduced as S.912) that would

expressly authorize ,it to, issue a license amendment before holding a

hearing requested by an inNerest'ed person, when it has made a detennination>

that no significant hazards consideration is involved in the amendment.

After the House and Senate conferees considered two similar bills, H.R.2330

and $.1207, they agreed on a unified version (see Conf. Rep. No. 97-884,

97th Ceng. 2d. Sess. (1982)) and passed Public Law 97-415. Specifically, i

section 12(a) of that law amends section 189a. of the Act by adding the j

following with respect to license amenoments involving no significant

hazards considerations:

i

.

e-
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.(2)(A) Tite Ccmmissien may issue and make immediately effective
any amenament to an operating. license, upcn a determination by the

.
Cennission that such amencment invcives no significant hazards
considerat, ion, notwithstanding the pendency before the Consission
of a request for a hearing frem any persen. Such amendment may be
issued and'made inmediately effective in acvance of the holding and'

completion of any required hearing. In determining under this section
.w eh ther such amendment . involves no significant hazards consideration,
the Commission shall consult with the State in wnich the facility
. involved is located. In all other respects such amendment shall

- meet the requirements of this Act. -
(3) The Ccmmission shall. periodically (but not less frequently

than once every thirty days) publish notice of any amendments .

issued, or' proposed to be issued, as provided in subparagraph (A).
Each such notice shall include all amencments issued, cr. proposed to
be issued, since the date of publication of the last such periodic
notice. Such notice shall, with respect to each amendment or
proposed amendment (i) identify the facility involved; and (ii)
provide a brief description of such amendment. Nothing in this
subsection shall be construed to delay the effective date of any
amendment.

(C) The Ccmmission shall, during the ninety-day period
following the effective date of this paragraph, promulgate
regulations establishing (i) standards for determining whether any
amendment to an operating license involves no significant hazards
consideration; (ii) criteria for providing or, in emergency
situations, dispensing with prior notice and reasonable
opportunity for pubite comment on any such determinatien, which
criteria shall take.into account the exigency of the need for the,
amendment invol~ved; and (iii) . procedures for censultation on any
such determination with the State in which the facility involved is'

--
' ' located. -

Section 12(b) of that law specifies that:.
.

(b) The authority of the Nuclear. Regulatory Ccmmission, under the
provisions of the amendment made by subsection (a), to issue and
to make inmediately effective any amencment to an operating license
shall take effect upon the promulgation by the Commission of the .

regulations required in such provisions.

Thus, as noted above, the legislation authorizes NRC to issue and make

'innediately effective an amendment to an operating license upon a

determinatien that the amendment involves no significant hazards

consideration, even though NRC has before it a reques: for a hearing from
.

-
.
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an interesteu person. At, the same time, bewever, the legisiative history

mak'es it clear that Congress expects NRC to exercise its authority only

in the case of amendments not involving significant safety questions.

The Conference Recort states:

The conference agreement maintains the ret:uirement of the
current section IS9a. of the Atomic Energy Act that a hearing on
the license amendment be held upon the request of any person whose
interest may be affected. The agreement simply authorizes the
Comissien, in those cases where tne amencment involved poses no
significant huards consideration, to issue the license amencment -

and allow it to take effect before this hearing is held or
comoleted. The conferees intend that the Comission will use this
authority carefully, applying it only to those license amencments
which pose no significant hazards consideration. Id , at 37.

In this regard, the Senate stressed:

its strong desire to preserve for the public a meaningful right to
participate in decisions regarding the comercial use of nuclear
power. Thus, the provision does not discense with the requirement '

for a hearing, and the NRC, if recuested (by an interested person],
must conduct a hearing after the license amencment takes effect.
See S. Rep. No. 97-113, 97th Cong. ,1st Sess. , at 14 (1981).

'

.
-

The public notice crovision' was a!xplained by the Conference -

r. ..
_

Report as follows:- .

The conferees note that the purpose of-requiring prior notice
and an opportunity for public comment before a license amend-
ment may take effect, as provided in subsection (2)(C)(ii) for
all but emergency situations, is to allow at least a minimum
level of citizen input into the threshold question of whether
the proposed license amendment involves significant health or
safety issues. While this subsection of the conference agree-
ment preserves for the Comission substantial flexibility to
tailor the notice and coment procedures to the exigency of
the need for the license amendment, the conferees expect the
content, placement and timing of the notice to be reasonably
calculated to allow residents of the area surrounding the
facility an adequate opportunity to fonnulate and submit
reasoned coments.

.

e
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The requirement in subsection 2(C)(it)'that the Ccemission
;romulgate criteria for providing er dispensing with prict
notice and public ccmment en a preposed determination that a
license amendment involves no significant hazards consideratien
reflects the conferees' intent.that, wherever practi, cable, the

' Commission should' publish prior notice of, and provide for
prior public ccmment on, such a prcposed determination.

In the context of subsection.(Z)(C)(ii), the conferees
uncerstand the term " emergency situations" to enccmcass only
those rare cases in which .innediate action is necessary to
prevent the shutdewn or derating o'f an cperating commercial'

The Ocmmission's regulations should insure that - I

reactor . . .
the ' Emergency situations" exception under section 12 of the ,

ccnference agreement will not apply if the 1.icensee has failedInto apply for the license amendment in a timely fashicn.
other words, the licensee should not be able to take advantage
of the energency itself. To prevent abuses of this provision,
the conferees expect the Comnission to independently assess '

tne licensee's reasons for failure to file an application
sufficiently in advance of the threatened closure or derating
of the facility. Conf. Rep. No. 97-884, 97th Ccng. , 2d Sess. ,
at 38 (1982).

Notice for public Comment and for Occortunity for a Hearino.C. .

7he Commissicn has decided to adopt the notice procedures and criteria

centemplated by the legislation with respect to determinations about no

significant hazards conside' ration'y[In , addition it has decided to combine

the notices for public comment on no significant hazards considerations

with the notices fer opportunity for a hearing, thereby, normally providing'

both prior notice of opportunity for a hearing and prior notice for public
I ccmment of requests it receives to amen'd operating licenses of facilities' .

described in i 50.21(b) or 5 50.22 or of testing facilities.

'4tth respect to opportunity for a hearing, the Commissien would amend

i 2.105 to specify that it could normally issue in the FEDERAL REGISTER

at least mcnthly a list of " notices of proposed actions" on requests fori

|
i
l

*

.
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amendments to operating licenses. These mentnly notices woulc provide

an opportunity to recuest a hearing within thirty cays. The Ccmission

wculd also retain the option of issuing incividual notices, as it sees fit.

If the Ccmission does not receive any request for.a hearing on an amendment

within the notice period, it woul'd take the proposed action when it has

completed its review and made the necessary findings. If it receives such

a request, it would act under a new i 50.91', which describes the procedures
-

and criteria the Comiss' ion would use to act on applications for amendments

to operating licenses involving no significant hazards considerations. (The

interim final rule on " Standards for Cetermining '4hether License Amendments

Involve No Significant Hazards Considerations," published separately in the

FEJERAL REGISTER, redesignated the present 5 50.91 as i 50.92.)

To implement the main theme of the legislation, under new 1 50.91 the

Comission wculd combine.a riotice of opportunity for a hearing with a notice

for public coment on any 'piopos'ed determination on no significant hazards-

consideration. Additionally, new I 50.91 would permit the Ccmission to make
i

an amencment imediately effective in advance of the holding and completion of

any required hearing where it has determined that no significant hazards

consideration is involved. Thus, 5 50.91 would build upon amended i 2.105,

- providing details for the system of FEDERAL REGISTER notices. For instance,

exceptions would be made for emergency situations, where no prior notices (for |

opportunity for a hearing and for public coment) might be issued, assuming

no significant hazards considerations are involved. In sum, this system would
1

add a " notice for public coment" under i 50.91 to the present system of " notice

.
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of proposed action" under 1*2.105 and " notice of issuance" under i 2.1C6.

Under this new system, the Cc= mission wou'ld require an applicant requesting an

amendment to ith operating license (1) to prtvide its appraisal 'on the issue
;

of significant hazards, using' the standarcs in 1-50.92 and the examples

discussed in the, separate FEDERAL REGISTER notice, and (2), if it involves the

e.sergency or exigency provisions, to address the features on which the
~ ''

'

.

. Both points will be discussed later.)(Commission must make its findings.

When the Commission receives the amendment request, as described below, it

would first decide whether there is an emergency or an exigency. If there

is no emergency, it would then make a preliminary decision, called a " proposed

determination," about whether the amendment involves no significant hazards

consideration -- normally, this would be done before completion of the safety

analysis (also called safety evaluation). In this determination, it might

accept the applicant.'s appri-isal in whole or in part or it mignt reject.the

applicant's appraisal but,' nonetheless, reach the same conclusion.-
t

At this stage, .if the Commission decides that no significant hazards consideratic

is involved, it could issue an individual FEDERAL REGISTER notice or list

this amendment in its monthly publication in the FEDERAL REGISTER. This -

mcnthly publication would not only list amendment requests received for

which the Commission is publishing notice under i 2.105, it would also

provide a reasonable opportunity for pubif e comment by if sting this and all

amendment requests received since the last such monthly notice, and, like

an individual notice, (a) providing a brief description of the amendment

.

.
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and of the facility involved, (b) notin5 the preacsed no significant hazarcs

censideration cetemination, (c) soliciting public cement on the

determinaticn, 'nc (d) providing for a 20-day ec=ent ::eried.a

'.ihile it is awaiting ptJblic cement, the Camission would proceec with the

safety analysis. In this centext, the Comission wishes to note that,'
.

though the substance of the public cements could be litigated in a hearing,

when one is held, neither it nor its ards will entertain hearing recuests

,

en its actions with respect to these cc=ents. It believes that this is in

keeping with the legislation which states that public coment cannot delay

the effective date of an amendment.

After the public cement period, the Ccenission would review the ccmments,

censider the safety analysis, and reach its final decision en the amendment

request. If it decides that no significant ha:ards censideration is

involved, it would publish'an In'dividual " notice of issuance" under i 2.106-

or publish the notice of issuance in its system of mcnthly FEDERAL REGISTER
~ notices, and thus close the public record. Note that the Ccmisison would

not make and publish a final detennination on no significant hazards

censideration because such a detennination is needed only if a hearing -

request is received and the Cemission decides to make the amendment

imediately effective and to provide a hearing after issuance rather than

before.

.

9
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If it receives a hearing request during the corr.ent period and the

Ccmission has decided that no significant hazards consideration is

involved, it would prepare a " final detemination". on that issue, make .

the requisite safety and public health findings, and proceed to issue the

amencment. The hearing request wouid be treated the same way as in

previous Comission practice, that is, by providing any requisite hearing

after the amendment has been issued. As' exclained before, the legislation .

pemits .the Comission to make an. amendment i.=ediately effective, notwith-

standing the pendency before it of a request for a hearing from any person

(even one that meets the provisions for intervention in i 2.714), in advance

of the holding and completion of any required hearing, where it has determined

that no significant hazards consideration is. involved. The .Comission wishes

to state in this regard that any question about its staff's deteminations on
,

the issue of significant versus no significant hazards consideration that may

be raised in any hearing.cn;the amencment will not stay the effective date of
' '

the amendment.-
.

The Comission believes that the procedure just described would be its usual

way of handling license amendments, because most of these do not involve

emergency or exigent situations and do not entail a detemination that signi- .

ficant hazards consideration is involved. These three situations and other

unusual enes could arise though.
,

Returning to the initial receipt of an application, if the Comission

receives an " amendment request and then detemines that a significant hazards

. - - --._ .. ..__ . . . _ .. . . _ - . . ... ... .
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,
cc.:ideration is invo1ved, it would handle this recuest in tne same way it

,
.

does now, by-issuing' an. individual notice of proposed action and providing

an opportunity fpr a hearing under 12.105. The only change in its present

procedure would be that it cculd notify the public of the final disposition

of the amendment by noting its issuance or cenial in the monthly FEDERAL-

REGISTER notice instead of in an individual notice.
.

.

Another possibility might be 'that the Commission receives an amendment
,

request and finds an emergency situation, where failure to act in a timely

way would result in derating or shutdown of a nuclear power plant. In'this

case, also discussed later in connection with State consultation, it may

preceed to issue the license amendment, if it determines, among other things,

that no significant hazards consideration is involved. In this circumstance,

the Ccmmission might not necessarily be able to provide for prior notice for
f

opportunity for.a hearing or for prinr notice for public comment and might
'

.

therefore use its present p~roceddpe, publishing an individual notice of
,

issuance under i 2.106 (which provides an. opportunity for a hearing after the

amencment is issued.) Additionally, the Commission's montnly FEDERAL REGISTER -

.

^

notice system.would note the Commission's action on the amendment request and,

thereby, provide an opportunity for public comment. In connection with emer-

gency requests, the Commission expects its licensees to apply for license

amendments in a timely fashion. It will decline to dispense with notice and
"

comment on the no significant hazards consideration determination, if it

determines that the applicant has failed to make a timely application for

the amendment in order to create the emergency and to take advantage of the!

.
.

D
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emergency provision. Whenever a threatened closure or carating is involved,

i the Comission expects the applicant to explain to it why this emergency .

situation has ci: curred and why the aoplicant ceuld not avoid it, the

Comission will assess the applicant's reasons for failure to file an

- aaplication sufficiently f ri advance of that ev'ent.
- .

,

Still another possibility mignt be that the' Ccmission receives an amendment'
.

request and finds an exi'gency, that is, a situation otner than an emergency

where swift action is necessary. The legislation, cuoted above, states that

the Comission should establish criteria which "take.into account the exigency
.

of the need for the amendment." The Conference Report, quoted above, points

'out that "the conference agreement oreserves for the Comission substantial

flexibility to tailor the notice and coment procedures to the exigency of

the neec for the license amendment" and that "the conferees expect the

content, placement and timing of the notice to be reasonably calculated to

allcw residents of the areY surrounding the facility an adequate opportunity
,

'

to forculate and submit reasoned coments.";

!

The Comission believes that extraordinay situations may arise, short of an

{ emergency, where a licensee and the Comission must act.quickly and where time.

does not permit the Comission to publish a FEDERAL REGISTER notice soliciting
|

'.
pubTic coment or to provide 30 days ordinarily allowed for public coment.

:

[
For instance, such a circumstance may arise where a licensee, while shutdown

for a short time, wishes to add some component clearly more reliable than one ,

presently installed or wishes to use a different method of testing some system
|

!
! -
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|

anc that method is clearly bettgr than one provided for in its Technical -

: . .

l Specifications. In either case, the licensee may have to request an amendment,

and, if- the Commission, determines, among other things, that no .significant

hazards consideration is involved, it may wish to grant the request before

|
~ the licensee starts the plant up and the opportunity to improve the plant is

.

lost. '

i

-

.

In circunicances such as the two just described, the Cc misison may use media

other than the FEDERAL REGISTER, for example, a local newspacer published

near the licensee's facility, widely read by the residents in the area

surrounding the facility, to inform the public of the licensee's amendment

i ~recuest. In these instances, the Commission will provide the public a reason-

able opportunity to ccmment on the proposed no significant hazards ' determination.

To ensure that the comments are received on time, the Commission may also set

up in such a situation a toll-free hotline, allowing the public to telephone
,

their comments to NRC.on the amendfent request. It should be noted that this
,,

method of prior notice for public cannent will be in addition to the routine

notice of the amendment in the monthly FEDERAL REGISTER ccmcilation or to any.

individual notice of hearing that may be published; it will not affect the

time available to exercise one's opportunity to request a hearing, though it

may provide that opportunity only after the amendment has been issued, when

the Commission has determined that no significant hazards consideration is
.

involved.

.
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The Commission will use these procedures sparingly and wants to make sure -

' that its licensees will not take advantage of these procedures. Therefore,

.
it will 'use-criteria, somewhat similar'to the ones it will use with respect

to emergency situations, to decide whether it will short'en the comment period

. and change the type of notice normally provided. Conseq'uently, in connection

with _ requests indicating an exigency, the Commission expects its licensees.

to apply for license amendments in a timely ' fashion. It will not change its .

normal notice and public comment practices where it determines that the licensee
~

.

has failed to use its best efforts to make a timely application for the amend-

ment in crder to creat'e the exigency and to take advantage of the exigency<

- provision. '4henever a licensee wants to use this provision, it will have to

explain to the Ccmmission the reason for the exigency and why .the licensee

cannot avoid it; the Cennissicn will assess the licensee's reasons for failure'

to file an application sufficiently in advance of its proposed action or

for its inability to, take,the action at some later time. -

C. '

..

_
.

'

~ Another different circumstance may also present itself to the Commission. For

~ fnstance, it could receive an amendment request with respect to which it

finds that it is in the public interest to offer an coportunity for a prior

hearing. In this case,- it would use its present individual notice procedure .

and notify the public about the final dispcsition of the amendment in a
~ notice of issuance or denial in its monthly FEDERAL REGISTER notice, instead

of in an individual notice.
,

i

.

|
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It should also be noted that these procedures only apply to license

acplications. The Comission may, under existing li 2.202(f) and 2.204,

make a detemination that the public healtn, safety, or interest recuires

it to order an amendment without prior notice for public convent or
~

'

opportunity for a hea, ring. In this case, the Ccmission would follow

it's present procedure and publish.an inoividual notice of issuance in
.

the FEDE. L P.EGISTER and provide for an accortunity for a hearing on theU
-

.

irder.

This new system would change only the Ccmission's noticing practices;

it~ would not alter the Comissien's hearing practices. The Comission

has attempted to provide noticing procedures that are administratively

simple, involve the least cost, do not entail undue delay, and allow

a reasonable opportunity for public coment; nevertheless, they are quite

burdensome and invol.ve significant resource imoacts and timing delays for the

f .
Ccmission and for license s r'eq'uesting amendments. Licensees would be

able to recuce these delays, under the proposed procedures.,by providing ;

,

to the Comission their appraisals on the issue of significant hazards. |
|

There might also be other ways to make the noticing procedures simpler j

and to assure that the opportunity for public'coment is not curtailed.
|

The Comission is therefore particularly interested in coments addressing

the workability of its proposed noticing procedures.

Finally, with respect to amendment requests received before the interim final

rule takes effect, the Comission proposes to keep its present procedures and
.

.
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not provice notice for public coment on amend. ents requested on which them

Comission has not acted before the effective cate of the interim final rule.
.

D. State Consultation

.As noted above, Public Law 97-415 requires the Cemission to e nsui with

the State in which the facility involved is located and to premulgate regu.
-

.

lations which prescribe procedures for such consultation en a detemination .

that an amend: cent to an operating license involves no significant hazards
4

censideration. 'The Ccnference Report, cited earlier, stated tnat the

conferees expect that the procedures for State consultation would include the

following elements:

(1) The State would be notified of a licensee's. request
for an amendment;

(2) The State would be advised of the NRC's evaluation of
the amendment request;

(3) The NRC's proposed detemination on whether the license
amendment involves no~significant ha:ards consideration would
be discussed withi ne State and the NRC's reasons for makingt
that determination wculd be explained to the State;

(4) The NRC would listen to and consider any comments-

provided by the State official designated to censult with,

'

the NRC; and
(5) The NRC would make a good faith attempt to consult

with the State prior to issuing the license amendment.

' At the same time, however, the procedures for State consultation
would not:

.

(1) Give the State a right to veto the proposed NRC
determination;

(2) Give the State a right to a hearing on the NRC
determination before the amendment becomes effective;

(3) Give the State the right to insist upon a postponement
of the NRC detemination or issuance of the amendment; or

(4) Alter present provisions of law that reserve to the
NRC exclusive responsib.ility for setting and enforcing
radiological health and safety requirements for nuclear
power plants.

;

4, .. .. __. . _ , , , , , , , . . . . , _
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In requiring the NRC to exercise good faith in c:nsulting with a
State in detennining whether a license amendment involves no
significant hazards.c:nsideration, the conferees recogni:e that
a very limited number of truly ex:ectional~ cases may arise when
the NRC, desoite its good faith efforts, ca'inot contact a responsi-
ble State official for purposes of prior consultation. Inability
to consult with a responsible State official following good faith
attempts should not prevent the NRC frem making effective a
license amendment involving no significant hazards c:nsiceration,
if the NRC deems it necessary to avoid the shut-down or derating
of a power plant. Id ..at 39.

,

The Comission believes that the law anc its legislative history are quite -

.

specific. Accordingly, it proposes to adopt the elements described in the

Conference Report quoted above in those cases where it makes a proposed

determrination on no significant hazards consideration. Nonnally, the State

censultation procedures would work as follows. To make the State

censultaticn process simpler and speedier, the Comissicn would .equire an

applicant requesting an amendment to send a copy of its appraisal on the

question of no significant hazards to the State in which the facility

involved is located., (The NRC is compiling a list of State officials who

have been designated to c rsult'wi*h it on amencment recuests involving no-

significant hazards considerations; it intends to make this list'available
.

to all its licensees with facilities covered by i 50.21(b) or i 50.22 or

with testing facilities.)'
.

The Constission would send its FEDERAL REGISTER notice, or other notice in
,

I
case of exigent circumstances, containing its proposed determination to the ,

I

State official. designated to consult with it together with a request to that

person to centact the Countission if there is any disagreement or concern

about its proposed determination. If it dcas not hear from the State in a I

.

9
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timely manner, it will consider that the State has no interest in its

- catemination -- in this regard, the Comission intends to make available

to the designaNd State officials a list of its project Managers and other

personnel whom it has designated to consult! with these officials -- but, .

.
. .

nevertheless, before it issues the amendment, it will telephone the appropriate

- State official for the purpose of consultation.

.

- In an energency sitiuation, the Comission woulc do its best to consult with

the State, before it makes a final determination about no significant hazards
. .

consideration, by simply telephoning the appropriate State official before it

issues.an amendment.

Finally, the Comission wishes to note two points in connection with the

legislative. history. First, though the- Ccmission intends to give careful

consideration to the comenis provided to it by the affected State on the -

question of no significant haiards consideration, the State coments are-

advisory to the Comission; the Comission remains responsible for making
~

the final administrative decision on the question. Second, State consultation
' does not alter present provisions of la'w that reserve to the Cemission

exclusive responsibility for setting ar:d enforcing radiological health and -

safety requirements for nuclear power plants.

e
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.

Papenvork Recuction Act Statemenj -

.

This rule contains a new reporting requirennt which the Office of Management

.and Budget approved under CP.B No. 3150-0011 for the Comissicn's use through
'

April 30,1985.

Reculatory Flexibility Certification

In accordance with the Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980, 5 U.S.C. 605(b),
.

the Comission certifies that this rule does not have a significa,nt

economic impact on a substantial numoer of small entities. This rule

affects only the licensing and operation of nuclear power plants and testing'

facilities. The companies that own these plants do not fall within the

scope of the definition of "small entities" set forth in the Regulatory

Flexibility Act or the SmalT Business Sf::e Standards set out in regulations

,

issued by the Small Busine'ss At::!inistration at 13 CFR Part 121. Since.

these companies are dominant in their service areas, this rule does not :

fall within the purview of the Act.

|

Regulatory Analvsis |
*

*

The Comission has prepared a Regulatory Analysis on these amendments,

assessing the costs and benefits and resource impacts. It may be examined

;. at the address indicated above.

.

- -
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General nctice of proposed rulemaking is net required for this interim final
-

- rule because the amendments by their nature concern rules of: agency procedure

and practice. Accordingly, pursuant to the Atcmic E.nergy Act of 1954 as

amended, the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended, and sections

552and553ofTitle5of5heUnitedStatesCode,noticeisherebygiventhat

. the follcwing amencments to 10 C.F.R. Parts 2 and 50 are puolished as a
'

document subject to codificat'icn.
,

List of Subjects in 10 C.F.R. Parts 2 and 50.
. . . . . .

Part 2
- -.

Administrative practice and procedure, Antitrust, 3yproduct

material, Classified information, Environeental protection, Nuclear

materials, Nuclear power plants and reactors,, Penalty, Sex

discrimination, Source material, Special nuclear material, Waste

treatment and disposal;
i'. ...

.' .

Par * 50

Antitnast, Classified information, Fire prevention, Inter-

governmental relations, Nuclear power plants and reactors, Penalty,

Radiation protection, Reactor siting criteria, Reporting requirements. .

-
.

.-

PART 2 -- RULES OF PRACTICE FOR
OCMESTIC LICENSING PROCEEDINGS

i 1. The authority citation for Part 2 is revised to read as follows:

|

|
|

_ . _ _ - ...

-
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AUTHORITY: Secs. 161, 181, 68 Stat. 948, 953, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2201,

2231); sec. 191, as amended, Puo. L. 87-615, 76 Stat. 409 (42 U.S.C. 2241);

sec. 201, 88 St'at. 12?2, as amended (42 U.S.C. 5841); 5 U.S.C. 552.

Section 2.101 also issued under secs. 53, 62, 63, 91, 103, 104, 105,

68 Stai:. 930, 932, 933, 935, 936, 337, 938, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2073,

2092, 2093, 2111, 2133, 2134, 2135); sec. 102, Pub. L. 91-190, 83. Stat.

853, as amended (42 U.S.C. 4332); sec. 301, 88 Stat.1248 (42 U.S.C.

5871). Sections 2.102, 2.103, 2.104, 2.105, 2.721 also issued under

secs. 102', 103, 104, 105, 183, 189, 58 Stat. 936, 937, 938, 954, 955 as

amended (42 U.S.C. 2132, 2133, 2134, 2135, 2233, 2239). Section 2.105

also issued under Pub. L. 97-415, 96 Stat. 2073 (42 U.S.C. 2239)

Sections 2.200-2.2C6 also issued under secs. 126, 234, 68 Stat. 955, 83

Stat. 444, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2236, 2222); sec. 205, 88 Stat. 1246

(42 U.S.C. 5846). Sectiorjs 2.600-2.606 also issued under sec. 102,

Pub. L. 91-190, 83 Stat. 8'53, M amended (42 U.S.C. 4332). Sections 2.700a,,-

2.719 also issued under 5.U.5.C. 554 Sections 2.754, 2.760, 2.770 also
,

~ issued under 5 U.S.C. 557. Sections 2.790 also issued under sec.103, 68

Stat. 936, as amended (42 U.S.C 2133) and 5 U.S.C. 552. Sections 2.800
/

and 2.808 also' issued under 5 U.S.C. 553. Section 2.809 also issued under 5

U.S.C. 553 and sec. 29, Pub. L. 85-256, 71 Stat. 579, as amended." (42

U.S.C. 2039). Appendix A also issued under sec. 6, Pub. L. 91-580, 84 Stat.

1473 (42 U.S.C. 2135).

.

** * '
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2. :n i 2.105, paragra:ns (a)(1) through (a)(3) are redesignated as

paragra hs (a)(5).through (a)(9), a new paragrach (a)(4) is added, and

redesignated paragraph,(a)(6) is revised, as felicws:

12.105.Netice of proposed action.
.

.

.(a) * * *

(*) An ar.eniment to ao cperating license for a facility licensed under
,

i 50.21(b) er i 50.22 cr for a testing facility, as follows:

(i) If the Cemission determines under i 50.58 that the amendment

involves no significant ha:ards censideration, thcugh it will provide notice

of copertunity for a hearing pursuant to this section, it may make the

amendment imediately effective and grant a hearing thereafter; cr '
'

(ii) If the Ccmission detemines under i 50.58 and i 50.91 that an

emergency or exigent situation exists and that the amendment involves no
,

significant hazards conside'ratied.5,, it will provide notice of opportunity
.

for a hearing pursuant to i 2.106 (if a h' earing is requested, it will be

held after issuance of the amendment);
.

.

* * , , .

.

(5) An amendment to a license specified in paragrach (a)(5) of this
.

section, or an amendment to a construction authori:ation granted in
,

preceedings on an application for such' a license, who such amendment would

authorize actions which ray significantly affect the health and safety of the

public; or

. . . . .

'4

'

. . _ . . ~ . . . . . . . . _ . . . .. . . . . . .

'
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*

PART 50 -- DCMESTIC LICENSING OF
PRODUCTICN AND UTILIZAT!CN FAC:L: TIES

3. The auchority citation for Part 50 is revised to read. as follcws:

.
.

AUTHORITY: Sees. 103, 104, 161, 182, 183, 186, 189, 58 Stat. 936, 937, 948,

953, 954, 955, 956, as amended, sec. 234, 83 Stat. 1244, as amendec

(42U.S.C.2133,2134,2201,2232,2233,2236,2239,2282); secs.201,202,

206, 88 Stat. 1242, 12?4, 1246, as amenced (42 U.S.C. 58al, 5842, 5846),

unless otherwise noted.

Section 50.7 also issued under Pub. L. 95-601, sec. lu, 92 Stat. 2951 (42

U.S.C. 5851). Sections 50.58, 50.91 and 50.92 also issued under Pub.

L. 97-415, 96 Stat. 2073 (42 U.S.C. 2239). Section 50.78 also issued

under sec.122, 68 Stat. 939 (42 U.S.C. 2152). Sections 50.80-50.81 also

{ issued under sec.18'4, 68 '.S[at,. 954, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2234). * Sections
s.

50'.100-50.102 also issued under sec.186, 68 U.S.C. 955 (a2 U.S.C 2236).
*

>
|

For the purposes of sec. 223, 68 Stat. 958, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2273),

15 50.10(a), (b), and (c), 50.44, 50.46, 50.48, 50.54, and 50.80(a) are issued

under sec.161b, 68 Stat. 948, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2301(b)); li 50.10(b) and

(c) and 50.54 are issued under sec. 1611, 68 Stat. 949, as amended (42 U.S.C.

2201(1)); and il 50.55(e),' 50.59(b), 50.70, 50.71, 50.72, and 50.78 are issued

under sec. 1610, 68 Stat. 950, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2201(o)).

I
'

.

i
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4 A new 150.91 is added to Part 50 to read as follows:
' 150.91 - Notice 'for pubite ccmment;. State consultation. .

.

.

Th' Cennission will use the folicwing procedures on an applicatione

'0 E requesting an amendment to an. received after ~ .

operating license for a facility licensed under 150.21(b) or i 50.22 or for

a " testing facility: -

.

(a)' Netice for cubif e cernent. -
.

.

(1) At the tire a If censee requests an amendment, it must provide to

'the Commission its analysis, using the standards in i 50.92, about the

issue of no significant hazards consideration.
~ (2) The Commissicn may publish in the FECERAL REGISTER under 12.105

either an individual notice of preposed action as to which it makes a proposed

deter =ination that no significant hazards consideration is involved, or,

at least cnce every 30 days' a monthly notice of proocsed actions whfch
~ identifies each amendment issu~ed and each amendment preposed to be i'ssued-

'

since the last such monthly notice. For each amendment propcsed to be issued,

either notice will (1) contain the staff's proposed determination, under the

standards in i 50.92, (ii) provide a brief description of the amendment

and of the facility involved, (iii) solicit public comments on the proposed .

determination, and (iv) provide for a 30-day comment period. Normally, the~

amenEment will not be granted until after this comment period expires.

(3) The Commission may inform the public about the final disposition
,

of an amendment request where it has made a proposed determination on no

significant hazards consideration either by issuing an individual notice

of issuance under i 2.106 or by publishing such a notice in its monthly

system of FEDERAL REGISTER notices. In either event, it will not make and

. - - - - - _ . - . . . . . . . ... . . . _ .

.. .

w -
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1

:ublish a final cetermina:icn en no significant ha: ads consideration, unless I

it receives a Neuest for' a hearing on that amencment recuest.

(t) 'Where the Cemission makes a final determination that no significant
'

ha:ards censideration is involved and that the amendment should be issued,

the amendment will be effective upon issuance, even if adverse public coerents )
have been received and even if an interested cersen meeting the provisions |
for intervention called for in i 2.71: has filed a request for 3 hearing. .

'The Ccmission need hold any recuired hearing enly after it issues an
s

amencment, unless it determines that a significant ha: arcs consideration

is involved.

(5) Where the Comission finds that an emergency situatien exists,

in that failure to act in a timelv way would result in derating or shutdewn

of a nuclear power plant, it may issue a license amendment involving no

significant hazards censideraticn withcut price notice and caportunity for

a hearing or for public coment. In such a circumstance, the Comission
*

will not publish a notice of pr0;icsed determination en no significant hazards

censideration, but will publish a notice of issuance under i 2.106,

providing for ceportunity for a hearing and for public cement after issuance.

The Comissicn. expects its licensees to apoly for license amendments in a
~

timely fasnion. It will decline to dispense with notice and coment on the

determination of no significant hazards consideration, if it detemines that

the licensee has failed to make a timely application for the amendment in

crder to create the emergency and to take advantage of the emergency

provisien. Whenever a threatened closure or derating is involved, a

licensee requesting an amendment must explain why this emergency situation

.

* **
. . . . . . _ L- . _ ... _ .... . . ..
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cccurred and why it could not avoic this situatien, and the Cc nf ssion will

' assess the licensee's reasons for failure to file an application sufficiently

in advance of that event.

(5) _4here the Cemission finds that exigent circumstances exist, in
'

that a licensee and the Ccmission must act cuickly and that time does not

cemit the Comission to publish a FEDERAL REGISTER notice alicwing 30 days

for crice public cement, it will: .

(i) Use local media to infcm the public in the area surrounding a

licensee's facility of the licensee's amendment request and cf its proposed

detemination as described in paragraph (a)(2) of this section;

(ii) Provide for a reasonable opportunity for the public to coment,

using its best efforts to make available to the public whatever means of

ecm.unication it can for the public to respond quickly; -

(iii) Publish a notice of issuance under i 2.106, providing an

coper. unity for a hearing and for public coment after issuance, if it
'

..
detemines that the amendment irivolves no significant hazards consideration,

s.
.

..
~

- (iv) Recuire an explanation frem the. licensee abcut the reason for the

exigency and why the licensee cannot avoid it, and use its nomal public
.

notice and coment procedures in paragraph (a)(2) of this section where it

detemines that the licensee has failed to use its best efforts to make a
.

timely application for the amendment in order to create the exigency and to

take advantage of this procedure.

.

*

u . . . . . _ . . . _ . . . . . _ _ _ . _ .
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(b) State consultation.-

.

(1) At the time a licensee recuests an amencment, it must notify the

State in which 'its facility is located of ,its request by providing to that

State a cecy of its application and its analysis about no significant

hazards consideration and indicate on the application that it has done so.

. (The Comission will make available to the licensee the name of the appropriate

State efficial designated to receive such amencments.)

(2) The Cecm:ission will advise the State of its prcposed deteminatien
!

i abcut no significant hazards consideration normally by sending it a copy of

the FEDERAL REGISTER notice.

(3) The Comission will make available to the State official designated

to consult with it about its preposec de emination tne names of the Project

Manager or other NRC personnel it designated to censult with the State. The

Cen:nissien will consider any cements cf that State official. If it dees
|

not hear frem the State in a. timely manner, it will consider that the State has

no interest in its determinatibri; nonetheless, before it issues the amendment |
'

-
,

. ,

it will telephone that official for the purpose of censultation.
.

(4) The Comission will make a good faith attemot to censult with the

State before it issues a license amendment involving no significant hazards

consideration. If, hcwever, it does not have time to use its normal consul-*

tation procedures because of an e.tergency situation, it will attempt to

telephone the appropriate State official. Inability to censult with a

responsible State official following goed faith attempts will not prevent

the Ccmission frem making effective a license amendment involving no

significant hazards consideration, if the Comission deems it necessary to

avoid a shutdown or derating.

.

* --
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.

(5) After the Comission issues the recues ed amenc::.ent, it will send

a c:;y ef.its final determination to the State.
, ,

(c) Cavea:s about State consultatien. .

~

The State c:nsultation precedures in paragra n (b) of this section do

notgivetheStatearignt$

(1) To veto the Cccaissien's prepcsed determination;

(2) To a hearing en the determination before the amendment becomes
,

effective; or

(3) To insist upon a postponement of the determination er u:en issuance

of the amencment;

(4) Nor do the.se precedures alter present provisiens of law

-hat reserve to the Comission exclusive respcnsibility f:r

setting and enforcing radiological health and safety require.ments

for nuclear power plants.

.

'* ~ ~

Dated at Washington, D.C. this day of A e?I , 1983-g
For the Nuclear Regulatory Cennission,

....A -

~

-

,
'

- - - - - - -
- Samuei J4 Ch11K

Secretary for the Ccmission

.
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY CCMMISSION
'

10 C.F.R. Part 50
|

| Standards for Detemining Whether License Amendments
1

i Involve No Significant Hazards Considerations
.

.

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Cosmission.

ACTION: Interim final rule.

SUMMARY: Pursuant to Public Law 97-415, NRC is amending its regulations to

specify standards for~ determining whether requested amendments to operating

licenses for certain nuclear power reactors and testing facilities involve

no significant hazards considerations. These standards will help NRC in its

evaluations of these requests. Researc'h reactors are not covered.

Hcwever, the Consission is reviewing the extent to which and the way such

standards should be applied to research reactors. '

.

EFFECTIVE DATE: E 6 1983 The coamission specifically requests.

ccanents on this interim final rule by W 6,%nments received after
.

this date will be considered if it is practical to do so, but assurance of

consideration cannot be given euept as to consents received on or before

this date. -

.

-
.

" " * * , . .~.
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ADDRESSES: Written connents should be sent to the Secretary of the
I

Ccamission, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Consission, Washington, D. C. 20555,

Attention: Docketing and Service Branch. Copies of the documents discussed
,

in this notice and of the connents received on the proposed rule

and interim final rules may be examined in the Conmission's Public Document

Room at 1717 H Street, N.W., Washington, D. C.
,

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Thomas F. Dorian, Esq., Office of the

Executive Legal Director, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, Washington,
'

D.C. 20555. Telephone: (301)492-8690.
'

.

SUPPLE!1ENTARY INFORMATION: ,

INTRCDUCTION

Pursuant to Public Law 97-415, NRC must promulgate, within 90 days

of enactment, regulations which establish (a) standards for detemining
'

whether an amendment to an operating license involves no significant

hazards considerations, (b) criteria for providing or, in emergency

situations, for dispensing with prior notice and reasonable opportunity

for public coament on any such detemination, and (c) procedures for

consultation on any such determinati .n with the State in which the faci,lity
"

- involved is located.
,

Proposed regulations to specify standards for determining whether amendments

to operating licenses or construction pemits for facilities licensed under -

19 50.21(b) or 50.22 (including testing facilities) involve no significant
,

|

|
'

.

|

| .
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ha:ards considera' ions (item (a) above) were published for consent in thet
i

FEDERAL REGISTER by the Commission on March 28, 1980 (45 FR 20491). Since

the Comission rarely issues amendments to construction permits and has never

issued a construction permit amendment involving a significant hazards

- consideration, it has decided not apply these standards to amendments to

.i construction permits and to handle these case-by-case. This is in keeping
.

with the legislation which applies only to operating license amendments.

Additionally, these standards will not now be applied to research reactors.

The Cosmission is currently reviewing whether and how it should apply these or

similar standards to research reactors. In sum, t'he interim final rule

will amend Part 50 of the C[:maission's regulations to establish standards

for detsemining whether an amendment to an operating license involves no

signif' cant hazards consideration.
,

'. '

4

The rule takes account not only of the new legislation but also the
.

public coments received on the proposed rule. For the sake of clarity,

affected prior legislation as well as the Consission's regulations and
'

- practice are discussed as background information.

Simultaneously with the promulgation of these standards in i 50.92, the

Consission is publishing an interim final rule which contains criteria for

providing or, in emergency situations, for dispensing with prior notice and

reasoriable opportunity for and public~ coment on a determination about whether
,

an amendment to an operating license involves a significant hazards consideratio

(item (b) above). This rule also specifies procedures for consultation on any

such a determination with the State in which the facility involved is located

(itam'(c) abovel. The rule accears separately in the FEDERAL REGISTER.
- -. . __ .-_. _- . .. . . . .
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These regulations are issued as final, though in interim fom, and consents |

will be censidered on.them.- They will become effective 30 days after
,

publication'in the FEDERAL REGISTER. Accordingly, interested persons

who wish to connent are encouraged to do se at the earliest possible time,

but not later than 30 days after publication, to permit the fullest

consideration of their views.
'

,

BACKGROUND
'

A. Affected Lecislation, Regulations and Procedures

When the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (Act) was adopted in 1954, it

contained no provision which required a public hea' ring on issuance of a
.

- construction pemit or operating license for a nuclear power reactor in

the absence of a request from an interested person. In 1957, the Act
~

was amended to require that mandatory hearings be held before issuance

of both a construction pemit and an operating license for power reactors

and certain other facilities. Public Law 85-256(71 Stat.576) amending

i 189a. of the Act.

|~ The 1957 amendments to the Act were interpreted by the Conmission as
I

requiring a " mandatory hearing" before issuance of amendments to ,

| construction pemits and operating licenses. See, e.g . Hearing Before
. .

*
l

the Subcommittee on Legislation, Joint Comittee on Atomic Energy, 87th

| Cong. , 2d. Sess. (April 17,1962),at6. Partially in response to the
;

administrative rigidity and cumbersome procedures which this -

l

.

|
-

.

|

| .

1 ..

. . . . . __ . . - - -_ . .._ _ - - , _ _ ,. . . - -
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t interpretation fo'rced upon the Comission (see, Joint Comittee on

Atemic Energy Staff. Study, " Improving the AEC Regulatory process", March

1961, at 49-50), section 189a. of the Act was amended in 1962 to eliminate

the requirement for 'a mandatory public hearing except upon the application

for a construction pemit for a power or testing facility. As stated in

the report of the Joint Comittaa on Atomic Energy which recomended the
.

amendments: - <
;

Accordingly, this section will eliminate the requirements for a f
mandatory hearing, except upon the aoplication for a construction i*

permit for a power or testing facility. Under this plan, the |
issuance of amendments to such construction permits, and the i

issuance of operating licenses and amensnents to such construction ,

,

lpemits, and the issuance of operating licenses and amendments to
operating licenses, would be only after a 30-day public notice and i

'

an offer of hearing. In the absence of a request for a hearing, i

issuance of an amendment to a constru: tion permit, or issuance of |

an operating license, or an amendment to an operating license,
would be possible without formal proceedings, but on the public
record. It will also be possible.for the Commission to dispense

I with the 30) day notice requirement where the application presents'

no significant hazards consideration. This criterion is presantly
being applied by the Comission under the terms of AEC Regulations,

50.59. H. Rep. No. 1966, 87th Cong., 2d. Sess., at 8.

Thus, according to the 1962 amendments, a mandatory public hearing would

no longer be required before issuance of an amendment to a construction

permit or operating license and a thirty-day prior pubite notice would

be required only if the proposed amendment involved a "significant

hazards consideration." In sum, section 189a. of the Ac+., now provides

that, upon thirty-days' notice published in the FEDERAL REGISTER, the
,

Comission may issue an operating license, or an amendment to an operating

license, or an amendment to a construction permit- for a facility licensed

under sect' ions 103 or 104b. of the Act, or for a testing facility licensed
~

under section 104c., without a public hearing if no hearing is requested

._.S_ 4 '@IS

5
e
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by any interested person. Section 189a. also permits the Commission to
'

dispense with such thirty-days' notice and FEDERAL REGISTER publication*

with respect to the issuance of an amendment to a construction permit.or

an amendment to an operating license-upon a determination by the Commission

that the amendment involves no significant hazards consideration. These

provisions have been incorporated into 15'2.105,2.106,50.58(a)and(b)
:

and 50.91 of the Commission's regulations.
.

. ~

The regulations provide for prior notice of a " proposed action" on an

application for an amendment when a determination'is made that there is

a significant hazards consideration and provide an opportunity for interested

members of the public to request a hearing. See li 2.105(a)(3) and 50.91.

Hence, if a requested license amendment is found to involve a significant

hazards consideration, the amendment would not be issued until after any
j :

required hearing is completed or after expiration of the notice period. In
,

addition, 5 50.58(b) further explains the Commission's hearing and notice

procedures, as follows:

The Commission will hold a hearing after at least 30 days n:tice-

and publication once in the FEDERAL REGISTER on each applicathn
for a construction permit for a production or utilization facility ,i

which is of a type described in i 50.21(b) or i 50.22 or which is a.

testing facility. When a construction permit has been issued for
such a facility following the holding of a public hearing and an

-

application is made for an operating license or for an amendment to
a construction permit or operating license, the Commission may hold
a hearing after at least 30 days notice and publication once in the
FEDERAL REGISTER or, in the absence of a request therefor by any,

person whose interest may be affected, may issue an operating
-

license or an amendment to a construction permit or operating
license without a hearing, upon 30 days notice and publication once-

in the FEDERAL REGISTER of its intent to do so. If the Commission
; finds that no significant hazards consideration is presented by an

application for an amendment to a construction. permit or operating
; .

.

.v* sn* sw- . ~ , , , , , , . _ . , .,. . . , _ __
**' " ' '
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license, it inay dispense with such notice and publication and may
issue the amendment.

Thus, it is very important to note that a detamination that a proposed

license amendment does or does not present a "significant hazards consider- |
.

ation" has involved the hearing and attendant notice requirements.

Consequently, under its present rules the Comission has generally coupled

its determination about whether it should ' provide a hearing before issuing

an amendment with its detennination about whether it should issue a prior
.

notice, and the central factor in both dateminations has been the

determination about "no significant hazards consid,eration." It has been

charged that in practice this has meant that the staff has sometimes coupled ,

the decision about the merits of an amendment to the decision about when it

should notice the amendment, i.e., whether it should give prior notice or

post notice. Additicnally, there has been some concern that the Act and the

regulations have not defined the tenn "significant hazards consideration"
~

and that they have not established criteria for detennining when a proposed

amendment involves a "significant hazards consideration." Section 50.59

does set forth criteria for detennining when a proposed change, test or'

experiment involves an "unreviewed safety question," but it is clear that

; not every such question involves a "significant hazards consideration." In

any event, the Comission's practice with regard to license amendments involving

no significant hazards consideration (unless, as a matter of discretion,

prior notice was given) was to issue the amendment and then publish in

the FEDERAL REGISTER a notice of issuance. See I 2.106. In such a case,

interested members of the public who wished to object to the amendment and

. __ _ . _
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request a hearing could do so, but a request for a hearing did not, by

itself, suspend the effectiveness of the amendment. Thus, both the notice

and hearing, if one were requested, have occurred after the amendment was issued.

.

It is very important to bear in mind that there is no intrinsic safety

significance to the "no significant hazards consideration" standard.

Whether or not an action requires prior notice, no license and no
.

amendment may be issued unless the Consission concludes that it provides

reasonable assurance that the public health and safety will not be

endangered and that the action will not be inimical to the common
.

defense and security or to the health and safety of the public. See,

e.g.,i50.57(a). Also, whether or not an amendment entails prior notice,

no amendment to any license may be issued unless it conforms to

all applicable Connission safety standards. Thus, the "no significant
'

hazards censideration" standard has been a procedural standard only,

governing whether public notice of a proposed action must be provided,

before the action is taken by the Commission. In short, the "no

significant hazards consideration" standard has been a notice standard*

,

and has had no substantive safety significance, other than that ,

.

attributable to the process of prior nctice to the public and reasonable
,

opportunity for a hearing.

B. The Sho11y Decision and the New Legislation -

The Connission's practice of not providing an opportunity for a prior

hearing on a license amendment not involving significant hazards

considerations was held to be improper in Sho11y v. NRC, 651 F.2d 780

.

mamme mee. * . - -.

/-
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(1980),rehearingdenied,651F.2d792(1980), cert. grsnted 101 S.Ct.

3004 (1981) (Sho11y). 'In that case the U.S. Court of Appeals for the

' District of Columbia Circuit ruled that, under section 189a. of the Act,
.

NRC must hold a prior hearing before an amenoment to an operating license

for a nuclear power plant can become effective, if there has been a

request for hearing (or an expression of interest in the subject matter

' of the proposed amendment which is sufficient to constitute a request for

a hearing). A prior hearing, said the Court, is required even when NRC
,

has made a finding that a proposed amendment involves no significa' tn

hazards consideration and has determined to dispense with prior notice
.

in the FEDERAL REGISTER. At the request of the Connission and the Depart-

ment of Justice, the Supreme Court agreed to review the Court of Appeals'
,

interpretation of section 189a. of the Act. The Supreme Court has

remanded the case to the Court of Appeals with instnictions to vacate it if

it is moot and, if it*:is not, to reconsider its decision in light of the new

- legislation.
,

"

The Court of Appeals' decision did not involve and has no effect upon the

Comission's authority to order inmediately effective amendments, without

prior notice or hearing, when the public health, safety, or interest so

requires. See,AdministrativeProcedureAct,i9(b),5U.S.C.1558(c),

section 161 of the Atomic Energy Act, and 10 C.F.R. Il 2.202(f) and 2.204.

Similarly, the Court did not alter existing law with regard to the

Cocaission's pleading requirements, which are designed to enable the
'Comission to determine whether a person requesting a hearing is, in fact,

an " interested person" within the meaning of section 189a. -- that is,

'

.. . _ .... . . _ . - -

\, *
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whether the person has demonstrated standing and identiffed one or more

issues to be litigated. 53. BPI v.- Atomic Energy Comission,'502 F.2d 42'4,

428 (D.C. Cir.1974), where the Court stated that, "Under its procedural

regulations it is not unreasonable for the Commission to require that the
j

prospective intervenor first specify the basis for his request for a hearing."
;

! Hcwever, the Constission believed that legislation was needed to change the
!

result reached by the Court in Sho11y because of the implications of the
.

requirement that the Cossiission grant a requested hearing before it could
'

issue a license amendment involving no significant hazards consideration.

The Comission believes that, since most requested license amendments'
,

involving no significant hazards consideration are routine in nature, prior

hearings on such amendments could result in unwarranted disruption or delay in;

the operations of nuclear power plants and could impose regulatory burdens

f upon it and the nuclear industry that are not related to significant safety

| matters. Subsequently, on March 11, 1981, the Comission submitted

proposed legislation to Congress (introduced as S.912) that would

, expressly authorize it to issue a license amendment before holding a

hearing requested by an interested person, when it has made a determination

that no significant hazards consideration is involved in the amendment.
'

.
,

!

After the House and Senate conferees considered two similar bills, H.R.2330

and5.1207,theyagreedonaunifiedversion(seeConf. Rep.No.97-884,
-

97th Cong. 2d. Sess. (1982)) and passed Public Law 97-415. Specifically,

section 12(a) of that law amends section 189a. of the Act by adding the

.

**''******=r +- -. . . , , , _, ,
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following with re'spect to license amendments involving no significant

hazards consideration:

(2)(A) The Comission may issue and make imediately effective
any amendment to an operating license, upon a determination by the
Comission that such amendment involves no significant hazards
consideration, notwithstanding the pendency before the Commission
of a request for a heaHng from any person. Such amendment may be
issued and made immediately effective in advance of the holding and '

completion of any required hearing. ~ In detamining under this section i-

.

whether such amendment involves no significant hazards consideration, ,

the Comission shall consult with the State in which the facility |

involved is located. In all other respects such amendment shall '
,

; meet the requirements of this Act. -

(B) The Cosmission shall periodically (but not less. frequently
than once every thirty days) publish notice of any amendments
issued, or proposed to be issued, as provided-in subparagraph (A).
Each such notice shall include all amendments issued, or proposed to,

be issued, since the date of publication of the last such peHodic
notice. Such notice shall, with respect to each amendment or'

proposed amendment (i) identify the facility involved; and (ii)
provide a brief description of such amendment. Nothing in this,

subsection shall be construed to delay the effective date of any
amendment.;

(C) The Comission shall, duMng the ninety-day peHod
following the effective date of this paragraph, promulgate
regulations establishing (1) standards for detamining whether any
amendment to an operating license involves no significant hazards'

consideration; (ii) criteria for providing or, in emergency-

situations, dispensing with pHor notice and reasonable
opportunity for public coment on any such determination, which
criteHa shall take into account the exigency of the need for the
amendment involved; and (iii) procedures for consultation on any
such determination with the State in which the facility involved is
located."

Section 12(b) of that law specifies that:

(b) The authoHty of the Nuclear Regulatory Comission, under the
provisions of the amendment made by subsection (a), to issue and: to make imediately effective any amendment to an operating license
shall take effect upon the promulgation by the Comission of the'

regulations required in such provisions.

f Thus, as noted above, the legislation authoHzes NRC to issue and make

j imediately effective an amendment to an operating license upon a

determinationthattheAmendmentinvolvesnosignificanthazards
j

.- .-. _. .. _.
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consideration, even though NRC has before it a request, for a hearing fros'

{ an interested person. At the same time, however, the legislative history-

makes it clear that Congress expects NRC to exercise its authority only

in the case of amendments not. involving significant safety questions.

4 The Conference Report states:

$ The conference agreement maintains the requirement of the .

current section 189a. of the Atomic Energy Act that a hearing on
the license amendment be held upon the request of any person whose -

interest may be affected. The agreement simply authorizes the
Cossiission, in those cases where the amendment involved poses no
significant hazards consideration, to issue the license amendment
and allow it to take effect before this hearing is held or
completed. The conferees intend that the Commission will use ttiis
authority carefully, applying it only to those license amendments (
which pose no significant hazards consideration. Id,.. at 37.!

In this regard, the Senate stressed:

.

' its strong desire to preserve for the public a meaningful right to
! participate in decisions regarding the consnercial use of nuclear

power. Thus, the provision does not dispense with the requirement,

for a hearing, and the NRC, if requested [by an interested person],
must conduct a hearing after the license amendment takes effect.' '

S. Rep. No. 97-113, 97th Cong. ,1st Sess. at 14(1981).
.

It should be also . ted, in light of the previous discussion about the

. coupling of the decisii.n on the merits of an amendment with the decision

about when to notice the amendment, that Section 12 of Public Law 97-41,5,
.

by providing for prior public notice and comment, in effect uncouples the
.

determination about prior versus post notice from the determination about

whether to issue an amendment.
*

.

| In sum, the Cosmission is promulgating as an interim final rule the

proposed standards in i 50.92 for determining whether an annndment to an
,

operating license involves no significant hazards consideration, and it
'

'*
. .- . - - . . . . .- _. . .. . . . . ... - _

j .-
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is publishing separately an interim final rule to establish (a)' procedures

for noticing operating license amendment requests for an opportunity for a |

hearing, (b) criteria for providing or, in emergency situations, dispensing

with prior notice and reasonable opportunity for public coment on any ;

proposed determination on no significant hazards consideration, and (c) |
,

precedures for consulting with the requisite, State on any such detervins, tion.

| INTERIMFINALRULEONSTANDARDSFORDET5RMININGWHETHERANAMENOMENT
TO AN OPERATING LICENSE INVOLVES NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

AND EXAMPLES OF AMENDMENTS THAT ARE CONSIDERED LIKELY OR NOT LIKELY
TO INVOLVE SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 5

; A. Petition and Proposed Rule -

,

.

The Comission's interim final rule on standards for determining whether an

! amendment involves no significant hazards consideration completes its actions

on the notice of proposed rulemaking (dis ussed above), which was issued in

response to a pe,tition for rulemaking (PRM 50-17) submitted by letter to the

Secretary of the'Comission on May 7,1976, Mr. Robert Lowenstein. For the

reasons discussed below, the petition is denied. However, the Comission is

promulgating standards, as intended by the petitioner, though not the standards
'

4

petitioned for. (PRM-50-17 was published for comment in the FEDERAL

REGISTER on June 14,1976(41FR24006)). The. staff's recomendations on

this petition are in SECY-79-660 (Dacamber 13,1979). The notice of proposed

rulemaking was published in the FEDERAL REGISTER on March 28, 1980

(45FR20491). The staff's recomendations on the interim final rule are in
SECY-81-366, 81-366A, 83-16, 83-16A and 83-165. (Thesedocumentsareavailable

;

! for examination in the Comission's Public Document Room at 1717 H Street,

N.W. Washington,D.C.)

-

_ . _.. .. . . . . _ . .- _ . . . . ..
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The petitioner requested that 10 C.F.R. Part 50 of the' Comission's regulations

be amended with respect to the procedures for issuance of amendments to

operating licenses for production and utilization facilities. The petitioner's

proposed amendments to the regulations would have required that the staff take

into consideration (in determining whether a proposed amendment to an operating'

license involves no significant hazards consideration) whether operation of the'.-

,

plant under the proposed license amendment would (1) substantially increase the

consequences'of a ma,jor credible reactor accident or (2) decrease the
,

margins of safety substantially below those previously evaluated for the,

-

.

plant and below those approved for existing licenses. Further, the

petitioner proposed that, if the staff reaches a negative conclusion2

about both of these standards, the proposed amendment must be considered

not to involve a significant hazards consideration.

In issuing the proposed rule, the Comission sought to improve the, .

j licensing process by specifying in the regulations standards on the

meaning of no significant hazards consideration. These standards would

.have applied to amendments to operating licenses, as requested by the'-

petition for rulemaking, and also to construction pennitt., to wn *ever , )
.

extent considered appropriate. As mentioned before, the Comission now
-

: believes that these standards should not be applied to amendments to

construction permits, not only because construction permits do not

normally involve a significant hazards consideration but also because such -

,

amendments are very rare; the proposed rule has been modified accoidingly.

Additionally, the Comission is reviewing the extent to which and the way

standards should be applied to research reactors. The Comission will handle

- . . . ...: . . . . . .. . . . ' . . _ . . . _ . . . . - . ... - - . . . - .

i
.
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case-by-case any amendments aquested for construction permits or for research+

reactors with' respect to the issue of sigriificant hazards considerations.
;
4

In the statement of considerations which accompanied the proposed rule,
i

the Consission explained that it did not agree with the petitioner's;

'

proposed standards because of the limitation to " major credible reactor -

~

accidents" and the failure to include accidents of a type different from

those previously evaluated.

'

During the past several years the Consission's staff has been guided,

in reaching its determinations with respect to no significant hazards

! consideration, by standards very similar to those now described in

this interim final rule as well as by examples of amendments likely to
'

involve, and not'.likely to involve, significant hazards considerations.

These have proven useful to the staff, and the Consission employed them.

in developing the proposed rule. The notice of proposed rulemaking

contained standards proposed by the Commission to be incorporated into

i Part 50, and the statement of considerations contained examples of

amendments to an operating license that are considered likely and not
i

likely to involve a significant hazards consideration. The examples

were samples of precedents with which the staff was familiar; they were

representative of certain kinds of circumstances; however, they did not
; '

cover the entire range of possibilities; nor did they cover every facet

; of a particular situation. .Therefore, they had to be used together with
;

i standards in detennining whether or not a proposed amendment involved
!

significant hazards considerations.
-

.
, .

.. . _ . - . . .. _ . ._ _ . . . . . .
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The three standards proposed in th'a notice of proposed rulemaking were

whether the license amendment would: (1) involve a significant increase in

the prcbability or consequences of an' accident previously evaluated, (2)

create the possibility of an accident of a type different from any evaluated

previously, or (3) involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
,

'

.

'

Before responding to the specific coments on the proposed rule, it should

be noted again that it was structured so that the three standards would have'

been used to decide not only whether the Comission would' publish prior notice

of an amendment request (as o'pposed to notice after the amendment was issued)
.

'but also to decide whether to grant an opportunity for heating before issuance

of the amendment (as opposed to granting the opportunity after issuance). Asi

explained before, the standards were not meant to be used to make the ultimate

decision about whether to issue an amendment -- that final decision is a,

public health and safety judgment on the merits, not to be confused with the

decisions on notice and reasonable opportunity for a hearing.
|

,

|' . As a result of the legislation, under the final rule the three standards
I

would no longer be used to make a determination about whether or not to ,
~

! issue prior notice of an amendment request. As fully described in the
-

:
l separate FEDERAL REGISTER notice mentioned before, the Comission has

formulated separate notice and State consultation procedures that will

provide in all (except emergency and some exigent) situation's prior notice -

of amendment requests. The standards and the examples will usually be

limited to a proposed detennination and, when a hearing request is received,

to a final determination about whether or not significant hazards .

'*
,. . . . . . . . . . . . _ .

_ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ - - _ _ . -
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; considerations are involved in connection with an amendment and, therefore,
;

whether or not to offer an opportunity for a hearing before an amendment -;

i
' is issued. The' decision about whether or not to issue an amendment is meant |

i i
to ressin one that, as a separate matter, is based on public health and safety.

;

l

B. Comenes on the Procesed Rule l

1. General
, |

' Nine persons submitted coments on the petition for rulemaking and nine
: .

persens submitted coments on the proposed amendments. The causents on
'

the petition are in SECY-79-660. The coments on the proposed rule are .
'

in SECY file PR-2, 50 (45 FR 20491). A sumary of the coments and initially-

i
proposed ' responses to the conuents are in SECY-81-366, available for examination

at the Comission's Pubite Document Room. In light of the legislation, the

Ccmission has decided to make its approach more precise (as described below)'

and has, therefo're, revised its response to the consents. The new response.

is found in SECY-83-16A and 83-168.
,

One of the connenters stated that all three standards are unclear and useless

in that they imply a level of detailed review of amendment applications

far beyond what the staff nomally perfoms. It is the Comission's

considered judgment that the standards have been and will continue to be

useful in making the necassary reviews. Moreover, the Comission believes

that the standards when used together with the examples will enable it
'

to make the requisite decisions. In this regard, it should be noted that
,

,

i

Congress was more than aware of the Comission's standards and proposed
1

,

their expeditious promulgation. For example Senate Report No. 97-113, cited

above, stated: .

3

*
*
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... the Co'anittee notes that the Comission has already issued
*

. for public coment rules including standards for deterinining
'

whether an amendment involves no significant hazards consideration.
The Connittee believes that the Comission should be able to-build '

| upon this past effort. and it expects the Comnission to act
! expeditiously in promulgating the required standards within the '

time specified in section 301 [i.e., within 90 days after enactment).
| H. at 15.

I .
,

'

|
- Similarly, the House noted: -

,

i

The connittee amendment provides the Connission with the authority to
issue and make insediately effective amendments to licenses prior to *

the conduct or completion of any hearing required by section 189(a)
when it deterisines that the amendment involves no significant hazards.

consideration. However,the authority of the'Connission to do so is'

discretionary, and does not negate the requirement imposed by the
Shelly decision that such a hearing, upon request, be subsequently :

-

. held. Moreover, the Coamittee's action is in light of the fact that
| the Commission has already issued for public connent rules including

standards for determining whether an amendment involves no significant
.

i hazards considerations. The conmission also has a long line of
case-by-case prececents under which it has established criteria

for such deteminations.... M. Rep. No. 97-22 Part Z), 97th
25(1981)(Emphasisadded)(.

'

Cong., 1st Sess., at

A number of coamenters recomended, in regard to the second criterion in

the proposed rule, that a threshold level for accident consequences (for

; example, the limits in 10 C.F.R. Part 100) be established to eliminate

, insignificant types of accidents from being given prior notice. This*

.

7
'

coment was not accepted. Setting a threshold level for accident
,

consequences could eliminate a group of amendments with respect to
.

accidents which have not been previously evaluated or which, if previously

evaluated, may turn out after further evaluation to have more severe
'

consequences than previously evaluated. -

'

.

It is possible, for example, that there may be a class of license

amendments sought by a licensee which, while designed to improve or
'

_. - . . . . .. - . . - - _ . .. .. .. . . . - .- ... ...
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increase safety inay, on balance, involve a significant hazards consider-

ation because they. result in operation of a reactor with a reduced safety
,

margin due to other factors or problems (i.e., the not effect is a -

r

reductioninsafetyofsomesignificance). Such amendments typically a m

also preposed by a licensee as an interim or final resolution of some

significant safety issue that was not raised or resolved before issuance -

of the operating license - and, based on an evaluation of the new safety

issue, they may result in a reduction of a safety margin believed to have

been present when the license was issued. In this, instance, the presence
'

of the new safety issue in the myiew of the proposed amendment, at least,

arguably, could prevent a finding of no significant hazards consideration,

even though the issue would ultimately be satisfactorily resolved by the

issuance of the amendment. Accordingly, the Comission added to the list

of examples cons 1dered likely to involve a significant hazards consideration
' a new example (vii).

,

When the legislation described before was being considered, the Senate
,

Comittee on Environment and Public Works comented upon the
,

Comission's proposed rule before it reported 5.1207. It stated:'

The Committee recognizes that reasonable persons may differ on
whether a license amendment involves a significant hazards*

!
consideration. Therefore, the Comittee expects the Comission to
develop and promulgate standards that, to the maximum extent
practicable, draw a clear distinction between license amendments
that involve a significant. hazards consideration and those that
involve no significant hazards consideration. The Committtee

i anticipates, for example, that consistent with prior practica, the
Comission's standards would not pemit a "no significant hazards
egnsideration" determination for license amendments to pemit

i rdracking of spent fuel pools. 1, at 15.

The Cosmission agrees with the Comittee "that. reasonable persons may differ
; , .. ..,...

.; - . . - - - - ..- .. - . _ - . . . . . .
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and it has tried "to develop and promulgate standards that, to the maximum-

extent practicable, draw a clear distinction between license amendments that

- involve a significant hazards consideration and those tha't involve no
"

significant hazards consideration." The'Cosmission believes that the standards.

coupled with the examples help draw as clear a distinction as practicable.

It has decided not to include the examples in the text of the rule
,

in addition to the original standards, but, rather, to keep them as guidelines
.

under the standards for the use of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

The Cornission wishes Itcensees to note that when they consider license-

amendments outside the examples, the Cosmission may need additional time for

its detemination on no significant hazards considerations; thus, they should

factor this information into their schedules for developing and implementing

such changes to facility design and operation.

The ir.terim final rule thus goes a long' way toward meeting the intent of the

| 1egislation. In this regard, the Conference Report stated:
t

regulations required by the new subsecticn (2)(C)(promulgating the
The conferees also expect the Consission, in'

1)ofsection189a.
'

of the Atomic Energy Act, to establish standards that to the extent,

practicable draw a clear distinction between license amendments tha't'

.

involve a significant hazards consideration and those amendments
that involve no such consideration. These standards should not -

require the NRC staff to prejudge the merits of the issues raised
by a proposed license amendment. Rather, they should only require'

the staff to identify tho.se issues and datermine whether they
involve significant health, safety or environmental considerations.
These standards should be capable of being applied with ease and -

certainty, and should ensure that the NRC staff does not resolve
i

f

.

,# ,,4, , .

*

*
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doubtful or borderline cases with a finding of no significant
hazards consideration. Ccnf. Rep. No. 97-684, 97th Cong., 2d Sess.,
at 37 (1982).

,

It should be noted that the Consission has' attempted to draft standards

that are as useful and.as clear as possible, and it has tried to fonsulate

examples that will help in the application of the standards. These final'
,

i standards are the product of a long deliberative process. As will be recalled -

standards were submitted by a petition for rulemaking in 1976 for the

Cosmission's consideration. The standards and examples are as clear and
|

cer+.ain as the Cosmission can make them -- and, to repeat the Conference

Report, "should ensure that the NRC staff does not resolve doubtful or-

borderline cases with a finding of no significant hazards consideration."

The Coamission welcomes suggestions f cm the public to make them clearer and

more precise, recognizing, in the Senate Committee's words, "that reasonable ;

persons may diff'er on whether a licanse amendment involves a significant

hazards consideration."
,

With respect to the Conference Cosmittee's statement, quoted above, that

the " standards should not require the NRC staff to prejudge the merits

of.the issues raised by a proposed license amendment," as will be recalled,

it has been the Conmission's general practice to coqple the determination
,

about prior versus post notice with the determination about provision of a

prior hearing versus a hearing after issuance of the amendment; thus,

occasionally, the issue of prior versus post notice was seen by some as

including a judgment on the merits of issuance of an amendment. Consequently.
.

.

.

, . . . . . - . . _ . . _ _ _ ' . . . . ' ..

*
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one comenter suggested that application of the criteria with respect to

prior notice in many instances will necessarily require the resolution of

substantial factual questions which largely overlap the issues which bear

on the merits of the license amendment. The implication of the comment was

that the Cosmission at the prior notice stage could lock itself into a

decision on the meMts. . Conversely, the comenter stated that the staff, in .

using the no significant hazards consideration standards; was reluctant to

give prior notice of amendments because its detemination about the notice

might be viewed as constituting a negative connotation on the serits.

In any event, the legislation has made these consents moot t:y requiHng

separation of the criteria used for providing or dispensing with public

notice and comment on no significant hazards consideration determinations

from the standards used to sake a determination about no significant

hazards consideration. Under the legislation, the Cosmission's cHteria

for public notice and coment would not be the same as its standards on
'

the detemination about no signiftcant hazards consideration. In fact.

the Comission will nomally provide prior notice (for public cassent and
.

j

for an opportunity for a headng) for each operating license amendment ,i

~

request. (The Cosmission's criteria on public notice and coment arei *

discussedintheseparateFEDERALREGISTERnoticenotedbefore.)
i

Additionally, the Comission believes that use of these standards and

examples will help it. reach sound decisions about the 1: sues of significant -'

; versus no significant hazards considerations and that their use would not
)
! pre, judge the merits of a decision.

.

' * *
- . . . ..... . . ... . . - . ... . .- . .- . .

,
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It hr.,1ds this belief because the standards and the examples are merely

screening devices for a decision about whether to hold a hearing before as

opposed to after an amendment is issued and canr.ot be said to prejudge the

Comission's final decision to issue or deny the amendment request. As

explained above, that decision is a separate one, based on separate public
|

health and safety findings.
'

.
.

2. Reracking of Spent Fuel Pools j
.

The Comission has been providing prior notice and opportunity for prior

hearing on requests for amendments involving raracking of spent fuel

pools. The Comission is not prepared to say that a raracking of a
'

spent fuel storge pool will necessarily involve a significiant hazards
*

consideration. Nevertheless, as shown by the legislative history of

Public Law 97-415, section 12(a), the Congress was aware of the

Comission's practice',and statements were made by members of both

Houses, before passage of that law, that these members thought the

practice would be continued. The report on the Senate side has been

quoted above; the discussion in the House is found at 127 Cong. Record at

H 8156, Nov. 5, 1981.
,

''.
.

The Comission is not including raracking in the list of examples that

will be considered likely to involve a significant hazard consideration,

because a significant hazards consideration finding is a technical

matter which has been assigned to the Comission. However, in view of

the expressions of Congressional understanding, the Comission feels

that the matter deserves further study. Accordingly, the staff has been

. . .- . . . . . . .. _ . .- -

L
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directed to prepare by August 1,1983, a report (1) which reviews NRC '

experience to 'date with respect to spent fuel pool expansion reviews,

and (2) which provides a technical judgment on the basis which a spent

fuel pool expansion amendment may or may not pose a significant hazards
,

c:nsideration. Upon receipt and review of this report, the Ccamission

will revisit this part of the rule. -

. .

,

.

During the interim, the Consission' will make a finding on the question

of no significant hazards consideration for each reracking application,

on a case-by-case basis, giving full consideration to the technical

circumstances of the case, using the standards in 150.92 of the rule.
.

It-is not the intent of the Commission to make a no significant hazards

consideration finding for raracking based on unproven technology.

However, where reracking technology has been well developed and

demonstrated and where the Cosmission determines on a technical basis

that raracking involves no significant hazards, the Connission should

not be precluded from making such a finding. If the Commission

detemines that a particular raracking involves significant hazards

considerations, it will provide an opportunity for. a prior hearing, as

explained in the separate FEDERAL REGISTER notice. .

.

.

Additionally, it should be noted that under section 134 of the Nuclear Wasta

Policy Act of 1982, an interested party may request a " hybrid" hearing

in connection with raracking, and may participate in such a hearins, if one -

is held. The Commission will publish in the near future a FEDERAL REGISTER

notice describing this type of hearing with respect to expansions of spent

fuel storage capacity and other matters concerning spent fuel.
*

-

-.
- . - _ ,
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t 3. Amenciments Involving Irreversible Consequences

The Confer.ence Report stated:.

The conferees intend that in detemining whether a proposed
license amendment involves no significant hazards consideration 3 ,

the Consission should be especially sensitive to the issue posed by
license amendments that have irreversible consequences (such as
these permittino an increase in the amount of effluents or radia-

- tion emittee from a facility or allowing a facility to operate
'

for a perioc of time without full safety orotections). In those,

cases, issuing the orcer in aavance of a hearing would..as a
practical matter, foreclose the public's right to have its views -
considered. In addition, the licensing board would often be unable
to order any sub.stantial relief as a result of an aftar-the-fact
hearing. Accordingly, the conferees intend the Commission be
sensitive to those license amendments which involve such
irreversible consequences. (Emphasis added.)' H ., at 37-38.

This statement was explained in a colloquy between Senators.Simpson and

Domenici, as follows: $

'

Mr. DCMENICI. In the statement of managers I direct
attention to a paragraph in section 12, the so-called Sho11y

I provision, ivherein it is stated that in applying the authority
I which that provision grants the NRC should be especially sensitive

to the issue posed by license amendments that have irreversible.

consequences." Is that paragraph in general, or specifically, the
words " irreversible consequences" intended to impose restrictions

' on the Connission's use of that authority beyond the provisions of
.

the statutory language? Can the Senator clarify that, please?

Mr. SIMPSON. I shall. It .is not the intention of the
managers that the paragraph in general, nor the words " irreversible
consequences," provide any restriction on the Commission's use of;

that authority beyond the statutory provision in section 189a.'

Under that provision, the only determination which the Cosmission
! must make is that its action does not involve a significant
| hazard. In that context, " irreversibility" is only one of the many
'

considerations which we would expect the Cocaission to consider.
l It is the determination of hazard which is important, not whether

the action is irreversible. Clearly, there are many irreversible
actions which would not pose a hazard. Thus where the Consission

i determines that no significant hazard is involved, no further
' consideration need be given to the irreversibility of that action. <

Mr. DOMENICI. I thank the Senator for the clarification.
That is consistent with my readings of the language... 134 Cong.
Rec. (Part II) at S.13056 (daily ed. Oct.1,1982).

r ._ . _ _ , . _._ _ . . _ . . . . _ . . _

, .
.

_.
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The statement was further explained in a colloquy between Senators

Mitchell and Hart, as follows:

Mr. MITCHELL. The portion of the statement of managers
discussing section 12 of the report, the so-called Sho11y
provision, stresses .that in detennining whether a proposed
amendment to a facility operating license involves no significant
hazards consideration, the Cosahison "should be especially

,

sensitive . . . to license amenda nts that have irreversible
consequences." Is my understanding correct that the statement
means the Comission should take special care in evaluating, for *

possible hazardous considerations, amendments that involve.
'

irreversible consequences?

Mr. HARY. The Senator's understanding is correct. As you
know, this provision seeks to overrule the holding of the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia in Sho11y against
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. That, case involved the venting of
radioactive krypton gas from the damaged Three Mile Island Unit 2
reactor - an irreversible action.

As in this case, once the Commission has approved a license
amendment, and it has gone into effect, it could prove impossible
to correct any oversights of fact or errors of judgment.
Therefore, the Comission has an obligation, when assessing the
health or safety implications of an amendment having irreversible
consequences, to insure that only those amendments that clearly
raise no significant hazards issues will take affect prior to a
public hearing. M.(PartIII),at 5. 13292.

In light of the Conference Report and colloquies quoted above, the~ Comission

wishes to note that it will make sure "that only those amendments that clearly

raise no significant hazards issues will take effect prior to a public
.

hear'ing." It will do this by providing in t 50.92 of the rule that it
'

will review proposed amendments with a view as to whether they involve

irreversible consequences. In this regard, example (iii) makes clear -

that an amendment which allows a plant to operate at full power during which

one or ..cre safety systems are not operable would be treatec in the same
.

way as other examples considered likely to involve a significant hazards

j
*

._ . . - _
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It
censideration in that it is likely to meet the criteria in 5 50.92 of

the ruie.

,

Finally, it is once again important to note that the examples do not cover
1
I all possible examples ar.o may not be representative of all possible concerns.

As new infomation is developed, the Comission will refine these examples an,d

add new examples, in keeping with the standards in 5 50.92 of the interim
.

final rule -- and, if necessary, it will tighten the standards themselves.

The Comission has left the proposed rule intact to the extent that the rule

states standards with respect to the meaning of "no significant hazards

consideration." The standards in the interim final rule are substantially

identical to those in the proposed rule, though the attendant language in

new i 50.92 as well as in i 50.58 has been revised to make the detemination

easier to use and understand. To supplement the standards that are being

incorporated into the Comission's regulations, the guidance embodied in the

examples wili be referenced in the procedures of the Office of, fluclear Reactor

Regulation, a copy of which will be placed in the Ccmission's Fublic Document

Room.

.

EXAMPLES OF AMENDMENTS THAT ARE CONSIDERED LIKELY TO INVOLVE

SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ARE LISTED BELOW

.

Unless the specific circumstances of a licinse amendment request, when

measured against the standards in 5 50.92, lead to a contrary

conclusion, then, pursuant to the procedures in i 50.91, a proposed

--
-
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amendment to an operating license for a facility licensed under i 50.21(b)

or i 50.22 or for a testing facility will likely be found to involve

significant hazards considerations, if operation of the facility in accordance

with the proposed amendment involves one or more of the following:
-

.

*
. .

(i) A significant relaxation of the criteria used to establish .

~

safety limits.

(ii) A significant relaxation of the bases for limiting safety

system settings or limiting conditions for operation.

(iii) A significant relaxation in limiting conditions for operation

not accompanied by compensatory changes, conditions, or actions

that maintain a concensurate level of safety (such as'

allowing a plant tc operate at full power during a period in

which one or more safety systems are not operable).

(iv) Renewal of an operating license.

(v) For a nuclear power plant, an increase in authorized maximum

core power level.
~ (vi) A change to technical specifications or other NRC approval

involving a significant unreviewed safety question. .

(vii) A change in plant operation designed to improve safety'but
~

,

which, due to other factors, in fact allows plant operation with

safety margins significantly reduced from those believed to

have been present when the license was issued. -
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EXM4PLES OF AMENDMENTS THAT ARE CONSIDERED NOT LIKELY TO

INVOLVE SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ARE LISTED BELOW
l
!

Unless the specific circumstances of ,a license amendment mquest, when

measured against the standards in i 50.92, lead to a contrary conclusion
,

then, pursuant to the procedures in i 50.91, a ~ proposed amendment to an
,

operating license for a facility licensed under i 50.21(b) or i 50.22 or for
.

1
'

a testing facility will likely be found to involve no significant hazards

considerations, if operation of the facility in accordance with the proposed

amendment involves only one or more of the following:

.

(1) A purely administrative change to technical specifications:

for example, a change to achieve consistency throughout the technical

specifications, ' correction of an error, or a change in nomenclature.

(ii) A change that constitutes an additional limitation,

restriction, or control not prisently included in the technical

specifications: for example, a more stringent surveillance requirement.

(iii) Fcr a nuclear power reactor, a change resulting from a

nuclear reactor core reloading, if no fuel assemblies significantly

different from those found previously acceptable to the NRC for a

previous core at the facility in question are involved. This assumes

that no significant changes are made to the acceptance criteria for the

technical specifications, that the analytical methods used to demonstrate

confonnance with the technical specifications and regulations are not

significantly changed, and that NRC has previously found such methods
.

acceptable.
- -. .. . . . .

O

i.
. -
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(iv) A relief granted upon demonstration of acceptable operation

frem an operating. restriction that was imposed because seceptable

operation was not ye,t demonstrated. This assumes that the operating

restriction.and the criteria to be applied to a request for relief h' ave

been established in a prior review and that it is justified in a

~ satisfactory way that the criteria have been met.
,

(v) Upon satisfactory completion of construction in connection with

an operating facility, a relief granted from an operating restriction

that was imposed because the construction ~was not yet completed satis-

factorily. This is intended to involve only restrictions where it is

justified that construction has been completed satisfactorily.

(vi) A change which either may result in some increase to the

probability or consequences of a previously-analyzed accident or may reduce

in some way a safety margin, but where the results of the change are

clearly within all acceptable criteria with respect to the system or
~

component specified in the Standard Review Plan: for example, a change

resulting from the application of a small refinement of a previously used

calculational model or design method.

.(vii) A change to make a license confonn to changes in the

i regulations, where the license change results in very minor changes to ,

facility operations clearly in keeping with the regulations.
.

(viii) A change to a license to reflect a minor adjustment in

i ownership shares among co-owners already shewn in the license.
i .

,

|
|

|s .

|
'
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Pacervork Reduction Act Statement

This final rule contains no new or amended requirements for record

keeping,' reporting, plans or procedures, applications or any other type

of infonnation collection.
.

*
. .

Reculatory Flexibility Certification .

In accordance with.the Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980, 5 U.S.C. 605(b).

the Comission certifies that this rule does not have a significant economic i

impact on a substantial number of small entities. This rule affects only
'

the licensing and operation of nuclear power plants and testing facilities.
'

The companies that own these pltnts do not fall within the scope of the
l

definition of "small entities" set forth in the Regulatory Flexibility Act- |

or the Small Business Size Standards set out in regulations issued by the
.

Small Business AF. ministration at 13 C.F.R. Part 121. Since these companies

are dominant in their service areas, this rule does not fall within the
<

purview of the Act.
.

.

h

Regulatory Analysis

The Commission has prepared a regulatory analysis on these amendments,
3

assessing the costs and benefits and resource impacts. It may be examined

'

at the address indicated above.,

!

Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy Reorgani-
.

zation Act of 1974, as amended, and Sections 552 and 553 of Title 5 of
a

|
!

j the United States Code.. notice is hereby given that the following amend-
i ments to Title 10, Chapter I, Code of Federal Regulations,10 C.F.R.
.

!-....--.____... . _. .. . ,,, , , ,
.

.
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List of. Subjects in 10 C.F.R. Part 50. .

.

Part 50

Antitrust, Classified infomation, Fire prevention, Inter-

governmental relations, Nuclear power plants and reactors, Penalty,
.

Radiation protection, Reactor siting criteria, Reporting requirements.
. .

-

.

PART 50 -- COMESTIC LICENSING OF

PRODUCTION AND UTILIZATION FACILITIES

1. The authority citation for Part 50 is revised to read as

follows:
,

.

AUTHORITY: Sees. 107: 104,161,182,183,186,189, 68 Stat. 936, 937,
3

948, 953, 954, 955, 956, as amended, sec. 234, 83 Stat. 1244, as amended

(42U.S.C.2133,2134,2201,2232,2233,2236,2239,2282); secs.201,

202, 206, 88 Stat. 1242, 1244, 1246, as amended (42 U.S.C. 5841, 5842,

5846), unless othenvise noted.

Section 50.7 also issued under Pub. L. 95-601, sec. 10, 92 Stat. 2951 (4,2
.

U.S.C.5851). Sections 50.58, 50.91 and 50.92 also issued under Pub. L.
.

97-415,96 Stat.2073(42U.S.C.2239). Section 50.78 also issued under

sec. 122, 68 Stat. 939 (42 U.S.C. 2152). Sections 50.80 and 50.81 also

issued under sec.184, 68 Stat. 954, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2234). Sections -

50.100-50.102 also issued under sec.186, 68 U.S.C. 955 (42 U.S.C 2236).

-
.

,

O

'

ena e - -mm < sme , ,

.
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For the purposes of sec. 223, 68 Stat. 958, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2273),

il50.10(a),(b),ar.d(c), 50.44,50.46,50.48,50.54,and50.80(a)are

issued undar sec. 161b, 68 Stat. 948, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2201(b));

il 50.10(b) and (c) and 50.54 are issued under sec. 1611, 68 Stat. 949,
,

as amended.(42 U.S.C. 2201(1)); and il 50.55(e), 50.59(b), 50.70, 50.71,
_

50.72, and 50.78 are issued under sec. 161o, 68 Stat. 950, as amended
,

(42U.S.C.2201(a)).

2. In i 50.58, paragraph (b) is revised to read as follows:
--

150.58 Hearings and report of the Advisory Comittee on Reactor

Safeguards. -

* . . . .

'.

(b) The Comission will hold a hearing after at least 30-days'

notice and publication once in the FEDERAL REGISTER on each application.
'

for a construction permit for a production or utilization facility which
,

Iis of a type described in 150.21(b) or 150.22 of this part, or which is a

testing facility. When a constmetion pennit has been issued for such a

facility following the holding of a public hearing and an application is

made for an operating license or for an amendment to a constnction

permit or operating license, the Comission may hold a hearing after at

least 30-days' notice and publicatibn' once in the FEDERAL REGISTER, or,

.
in the absence of a request therefor by any person whose interest may be

affected, may issue an operating license or an amendment to a construction

permit or operating license without a hearing, upon 30-days' notice and
. - . . . - . - - - _ . ~ , . . --. . . . _ . .- . . . -

.

- _ , . - - , _ , - - _ _ -, -, _ ___r_ , . _ . -. , . _ . . _ . _ . . , , , - .
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i
*

| publication once in the. FEDERAL REGISTER of its intent to do so. If the
l
' Cemission finds, in an emergency situation, as defined in i 50.91, that no

| significant hazards consideration is presented by an application for an

;, amendment to an operating license, it may dispense with public notice and

and coment and may issue the amendment. If the Comission finds that ,

exigent circumstances exist, as described'in i 50.91, it may reduce the .
,

!

b period provided for public notice and coment. Both in an emergency situation

and in the case of exigent circumstances, the Comission will provide 30

days notice of opportunity for a hearing, though this notice may be published
'

after issuance of the amendment if the Comission determines that no

significant hazards considerations are involved. The Comission will use

the standards in i 50.92 to determine whether a significant hazards

consideration is presented by an amendment to an operating license for a

facility of the type described in i 50.21(b) or i 50.22, or which is a

testing facility, and may make the amendment imediately effective, not-

withstanding the pendency before it of a request for a hearing from any

person, in advance of the holding and completion of any requ' ired hearing,

where it has de+ nnined that no significant hazards consideration is involved.
,

~

3. Section 50.91 is redesignated as i 50.92 and revised to read as

follows:

|
'

9 50.92 Issuance of amendment.

(a) In determining whether an amendment to a license or construction
,

'

pennit will be issued to the applicant, the Comission will be guided by the
.. .--. .-

-
-

w.---w-e ~w - - - , - _ . _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ . _ _ ,
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censiderations which govern the issuance of initial licenses or construction

pemits to the extent applicable and appropriate.3 If the application involves

the material alteration of a licensed facility, a construction pemit will

be issued prior to the issuance of the amendment to the license. . If the
,

amendment involves a significant hazards consideration, the Consission will
,

give notice of its proposed action pursuant to i 2.105 of this chapter before
~

acting thereon. The notice will be issued as soon as practicable after the

application has been docketed.

(b) The Connission will be particularly sensitive to a license amendment

request that involves irreversible consequences (such as one that, for '

example, permits a significant increase in the amount of effluents or

radiation emitted by a nuclear power plant).

(c) The Coistission may make a fina,1 determination, pursuant to

the procedures in i 50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license

for a facility licensed under i 50.21(b) or i 50.22 or for a testing i

facility involves no significant hazards considerat' ions, if operation of

the facility in accordance with the proposed amendment would not: |

(1) Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences

of an accident previously evaluated; or

(2) Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident

from any accident previously evaluated' or;

.

.

O

h

'* 4 'N * * - . . w. ,
'

, , , , , _

' ''
'

- . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ ._
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(3) Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

The views of Chairman Palladino and Comissieners Ahearne, Gilinsky

and Asselstine follow.

YDated at Washington, D.C. this e/ day of Ant / 1983.,

. .

For e Nuclear Regulatory Comis~sion. -

.

one
eas t

- %

v SamuelJ.KrhilkSecretary for the Comission

.
.

|

|
-
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l

!
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CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0''S ADDITIONAL VIEWS

In my opinion the Commission's decision on reracking
represents its be'st technical judgment at this time on the
generic no-significant-hazards question. That is, the
Commission cannot say that reracking, as a general matter. .

would or' would not involve a -significant hazards
consideration. The technical considerations of reracking
proposals can vary significantly from one to another.

It was this latter fact, as well as the statements made in
the Congress on raracking, that caused me to vote for the
staff to study the technical basis for judgments about the-

hazards considerations presented by particular reracking
applications.

I also believe that we may have cleared up one of the!

| Congressional concerns about reracking by stating that it
~

j is not our intent to make a no-significant-hazards-
consideration finding for reracking based on unproven
technology. .

|

.

*

|
|

e

.

!

.
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ADDITIONAL CO.9.ENTS:GF CC.v.MISSIONER AHEARNE

.

There have been several complaints that the criteria for detemining when an

amendment involves significant hazards considerations are unclear or

difficult to apply. For example, in the current notiice the Comission notes-

,

that a comenter on the proposed rule stated the standards are " unclear and

useless in that they imply a level of detailed review of amendment

applications far beyond what the staff nomally perfoms."1 However, these -

criticisms must be considered in context. I

|.

|In May 1976 a petition for rulemaking was filed which requested that criteria
,

.
be specified for detamining when an amendment involved no significant ;

hazards considerations. The petition was published for coment in |

1976.3 Th' Comission received a few coments, primarily supporting ore
.

|opposing criteria which had been proposed in the petition. The discussion
Ifocused on underlying philosophical / legal issues rather tnan specific

alternative criteria. -

The rulemaking then lay dormant for several years. In late 1979 the |

Comission addressed the matter and agreed to issue a proposed rule for

|-

.

I ~

This refers to: "Coments by the Natural Resources Defense Council and -

the Union of Concerned Scientists on Proposed amendments to 10 CFR Parts 2
and 50: No Significant Hazards Consideration" at 8 (May 23,1980) (coment
3, PR-2,50 (45 FR 20491)).

2
'

The petition was filed May 7,1976 by Mr. Robert Lowenstein on behalf of
Boston Edison Company, Florida Power and Light Company, and Iowa Power. |

'

Company.

341 Fed. Rm . 24006 (June 14, 1976)..

,

. . . . . .... . . : - - .. . ...
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public cement. The proposed rule wasSpublished in March 1980.4 As the'

_

Cemission explained in that notice:

"During the past several years, the Staff has been guided in reaching
its findings with respect to 'no significant hazards consiceration' by -

staff criteria and examples of amendments likely to involve, and not
likely to involve, significant hazards considerations. These criteria
and examples have been promulgated within the Staff and have proven
useful to the Staff. The Comission believes it would be useful to '

|consider incorporating these criteria into the Comission's regulations
for use in determining whether a proposed amendment to an operating -

license or to a construction permit of any production or utilization
facility involves no significant hazards consideration."5

,

With respect to the criticism that the criteria are unclear, we have not

received much assistance in developing clearer criteria despite having

obtained two rounds of coment over the last seven years. For example, in i

the coment on the proposed rule mentioned above, NRDI and UCS simply argued:

"The NRC should promulgate a ruTe holding that prior notice and opportunity |_

for hearing shculd be provided for construction pennit and operating licenses I
!

amendments in all cases except those involving no significant

previously-unreviewed safety issue. 6 In addition, the debate has often

"

|

4 ~

'45 Fed. RS. 20491 (March 28,1980).
S Id. at 20492.
S Id. at 11.10 CFR 50.59 deems actions to be an "unreviewed safety
gliestion":

"(i) if the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident
or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in
the safety analysis report may be increased; or (ii) if a possibility
for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated
previously in the safety analysis report may be created; or (iii) if the
margin of safety as defined in the b' asis for any technical specification
is reduced." .

NRDC/UCS did not propose an alternate definition to be used with their,

proposal. It is interesting to note the substantial similarity to the-

significant b.azards. consideration test.

"
.

. . . .

.- -- .- ,, , - - - - - , . . - - - - , - - - . , _ , . ----,m
- -- , , - - - - - - - - -
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.

become confused by differing assumptions and philosophies that are not

usually clearly identified. .or example, the NRDC/UCS implication of a:

cetailed level of review arises largely because of an implicit assumption-

that the criteria are intended to require a merits type review. In fact,

what the staff has always done, and what I believe we had in mind, was to
.

make a preliminary judgment.

Basically, we have done the best we can. I would be willing to address any .

specific alternatives. However, after dealing with this for a number of
,

years, I believe we must move ahead with what we have.

.

4

9

0

|

(
.

*

|

|
1.

.

6
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ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE.

.

I strongly disagree with the Centnission ma3ority's decision to

pennit the use of the "Shally amendment" authority contained in section
,

'

12 of Public Law 97-415, the NRC Authorization Act for fiscal' years 1982
.

~

and 1983, for license amendments for the raracking of a. spent fue1~ pool.

.

The Comission majority's interim final rule would change,the

Comission's longstanding and consistent policy of requiring that any

requested hearing on a license amendment for the raracking of a spent

,
fuel pool be completed prior to granting the license amendment. Al-

though the Comission has considered and approved a large number of

spent fuel pool raracking acdidments in the past, it has never used the

no significant hazards consideration provisions in section 189 a. of the

Atomic Energy Act of 1954 as a basis for approving the amendment before

the completion of a requested hearing.
.

-
.

*
.

It is clear to me from the legislative history of section 12 of. '

Public Law 97-415 that the Congress did not intend that the authority

granted by section 12 should be used.to approve raracking amendments
'

,

' ^

prior to the completion of any requested hearing. The Sho11y amendment

was first inc1,uded in the NRC authorization bill for fiscal years 1982
~

and 1983 by the Senate Comittee on Environment and Public Works. The-

*

_ . _ . . _ . . _ . . , . _ . . . ._ . _ . . . . . .. .
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#4/4/83

COMMISSIONER GII,INSKY' S SEPARATE VIEWS ON THE INTERIM FINAL
RULE REGARDING STANDARDS FOR DETERMINING WHETHER LICENSE
AMENDMENTS INVOLVE NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS ,

(AMENDMENTS TO 10 CFR PART 50)*

Standing by themselves, the standards which are set forth in
,

the rule are.so general that they offer no real guidance to

the NRC staff. In a prior version of the rule, the

Commission included, in the rule itself, seme'very useful
'

.

examples of which amendments do and do not involve a

significant hazards consideration. In the final version,

these examples have been downgraded to ble preamble of the i

rule where they will be of little or no legal consequence

and where, as a practical matter, they will be inaccessible
'

to anyone but the NRC historian. This diminishes the value

of the rule so much that I can no longer approve it.
1

!

|
'

The earlier version of the rule placed amendments

authorizing substantial spent fuel pool expansions in the

significant hazards consideration category. The Commission

shou 1& have retained this categorization which is consistent
\,

with the terms of the rule. Moreover, the Commission should j
i

not have ignored the strong public and Congressional views )
'

,

which have been expressed on this point, most recently by'

i

( senators Simpson, Hart', and Mitchell. I an in agreement

with Commissioner'Asselstine's analysis of the legislative
,

record underlying this provision. s

* . , = = - - -- . -. . v. _ . . .
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,

modification to the plant and because of'the significance attached to
e-. .

reracking by State and local officials and by the public.

Finally, I believe that there are strong public policy reasons for'
.

continuing the Comission':; past practice of comp 1eting hearings on

reracking aman h nt proposals before approving the amendment. These

public polic', reasons include the strong interest and concern on the

part of State and local governments and the public regarding reracking
.

- proposals and the extent to'which proceeding with raracking in advance

of the hearing may prejudice the latair consideration of other
,

alternat'ives to the proposed raracking plan.
:

,

Fcr these reasons, as a matter of policy, I would not permit the

use of the Sho11y amendment authority to approve raracking amendments
'

.

prior to the completion of any requested hearing. I would therefore
' have added a provision to the Comission's interim final rule that would

'

have required, as a policy matter, the completion of any requestad

hearing on a spent fuel pool reracking amendment before Comission

approval of the amendment.
,

-
,

,

e

e
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report of that Comittee on the bill (Senate Report 97-113)'makes it
,

.

abundantly clear that the Cer:nittee did not intend the Shelly amendment

to be used by the Comission to approve reracking' amendments in advance-

of the ec=pletion of c requested hearing. Although the report of the

Conference Comittee on the bill did not repeat this admonition, there

is no evidence to indicate a contrary view by the House-Senate conferees

en the bill or by the two House Comittees that considered the

legislation. '

.

.

Moreover., I believe that the use of the Shelly amendment' authority

to approve reracking amendments before the.cnepletion of any required
-

hearing goes far beyond the justification offered by the Comission when

it requested the Shelly amendment. In requesting th'e enactment of the

Shelly amendment, the Ccmission described in some detail the situations.

in which it foresaw the need for this authority. The Cemission en-
r.
,

phasized the need for a large number of unforeseen and unanticipated
'

changes to the detailed technical specifications in the operating '

licenses.for nuclear powerplants that arise each year through such
.

activities as refueling of the plant. The Comission argued that the
'

need to hold a hearing on each of these changes, if one is requested,

would be burdensome to the Comission and could disrupt the operation of

a number of plants. In order to avoid this problem, the Comission

asked the Congress to reinstate the author 3ty that the Comission had

exercised in similar situations since 1962. A raracking amendment is
,

substantially different from the situations described by the Comission
,

in requesting the Shelly amendment, because the need for reracking can

.be anticipated, because raracking involves a substantial physical
.

- . . - . . _.. ...- .- - - - ---

h
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FLOW DIAGRAM
STATE CONSULTATION, NOTICING AND NO SIGNIFICANT

HAZARDS CONSIDERATION PROCEDURES
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~ INITIAL
'

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERf11 NATION
'

AND NOTICIt4G ACTION.

Docket No. Facility:

"

Licensee: Date of application

-; - Request for:
'

:

'

~
,_

_.

' Initial Determination:.

.

( ) Proposed determination - amendment request involves no significant
hazards considerations (NSHC).

~

~

'( ) Final determination amendment request involves 3ignificant
hazards considerations (SHC).

Basis for Determination
(- ) Licensee's NSHC discussion has been reviewed and is_ accepted.

.

( ) Other-(state).
|

>
.

,

|

lattach additinnal chaste me nand ed ) .

Initial Noticina Action: (Attach appropriate notice.or input for monthly FRN)

1. ( -) Monthly FRN. Notice of opportunity for hearing (30 days) and
request for comments on proposed NSHC determination -- monthly
FRN input is attached (Attachment 8). .

; 2. ( ) Individual FRN. Same notice matter as above. Time does not allow
waiting for next monthly FRN (Attachments 9a and 9b). '

!

|

(This fona should be typed except for unusual, urgent circumstances.)
.

-

9

4.- , ,.e r==q,
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'3. ( )' No initial FRN. Valid exigent circumstances exist (evaluated below).
' '

'

Local iaedia notice requesting public connents on proposed NSHC
determination is attached (Attachment 10).

*

4. ( ) No ' initial FRN or local media notice. A valid emergency situation
exists (evaluated below) and there is no time for public notice
on proposed NSHC determination. (No attachment)

- ' 5. -(~ ) Individual'FRN. Licensee's claim of exigent or emergency circum-
.

stances is invalid (evaluated below). Notice of opportunity for
hearing (30 days) and request for comments on proposed NSHC

~ determination is attached (Attachments 9a and 9b). Letter of
explanation to licensee is also attached.

~

6. ( ) Individual FRN. The amendment request involves SHC. Notice of
opportunity for prior hearing is attached-(Attachment 5). Letter
to licensee also attached.'

.

fvaluation of exigent or emergency circumstances (if applicable):

f attach additinnal shop +< at nopdadi
__

Approvals: Date

1.
(Project Manager)

2.
(Branch Chief)

3.
(0 ELD)

Additional approval (for noticing action types 4, 5 and 6)

4.
(Assistant Director)

Additional approval (for noticing action types 4 and 5):

5.
(Director, Division of Licensing)

_ _.
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- ' SAMPLE NET 10RANDUff REQUESTING
INPUT INTO MONTHLY FR NOTICEw

M'EMORANDUM FOR: (Responsible supervisor for Monthly FR Notices)

. ,
FROM: _(Branch Chief)

- SUBJECT: REQUEST'FOR' PUBLICATION IN MONTHLY FR NOTICE -
~

- NOTICE OF CONSIDERATION OF ISSUANCE OF A!!ENDMENT TO FACILITY
OPERATING LICENSE AND PROPOSED NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS
CONSIDERATION DETER!!INATION AND OPPORTUNITY FOR A HEARING ,

Licensee: Docket No.

- Facility: Locationi
.

. Date of amendment request:

Description of amendment request:*,

.

Basis for proposed no significant hazards consideration determination.*

Local Public Document' Room lochkion:
-ss

Attorney for licensee:_ (name pnd address)

NRC Branch Chief: (name) f

(Branch Chief)
,

cc: Project Manager
Licensing Assistant

|

* See page 12 of this procedure for required content.
,

--
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DLOP 223

, ,

. -
.

.

SAMPLE MEf10RANDUti REQUESTING
'

INPUT INTO MONTHLY FR NOTICE
'

.

,ttEMORANDUM. FOR: . (Responsible Supervisor for Monthly FR Notices)

.
FROM: (Branch Chief)

SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR PUBLICATION IN MONTHLY FR NOTICE -
-

NOTICE OF CONSIDERATION OF ISSUANCE OF AMENDMENT TO FACILITY
OPERATING LICENSE AND PROPOSED NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS

*

CONSIDERATION del 'MINATION AND OPPORTUNITY FOR HEARING
(REPEAT OF INDIVIDUAL NOTICE),

-

.

Licensee: Docket No.'50-

.

Facility: Location:
.

Date of amendment request:

Brief description of amendment:

Date of publication of individual notice in Federal Register: (date), (page) .

Expiratiori date of individual notice: (Date)

Local Public Document Room Location:
"

.

(Branch Chief)

cc: Project Llanager
Licensing Assistant

NOTE: This memorandum should be completed as soon as the Federal Register
publication date and page number of the associated individual notice
are known.-- ,

..

.

q#.

e

4

-

_ _ .
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Attachmznt 10 (pg: 1 of 3)'

DLOP 228- -

.

SA?1PLE item 0PANDU|t TO REGIONAL PUBLIC
AFFAIRS OFFICER AND PRESS RELEASE

MEMORANDUM FOR:
Public Affairs Officer

,

Region - -

.

FROM: (Branch Chief).

SUBJ5CT: PROPOSED PRESS RELEASE

Attached is a ' proposed press release relating to an application for an

amendment to the operating license for the (name of facility)

'

dated .

Because of exigent circumstances, time does not allow for normal--

publication in the Federal Register.

It is requested that this announcement be released as soon as possible

to the media in the area of the facility.and that a copy ee~ sent to the

State official and licensee.

(Branch Chief),

Attachment:
Press release,

.

cc/ attachment

Director, OPA
Assistant Director
Project'Hanager
Director /DL
DELD

Licensing - Assistant

- (When this form is approved, an advance copy of the application .should be .

- sent to the LPDR. Contact LPDR Branch Chief for assistance.)

.

4e g

0

9

4

+e

L
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Attachment 10 (pg. 2 of 3)
DLOP 228, .

.

SAMPLE PRESS RELEASE. .

.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff has received an appli. cation dated
,

(date) from (licensee) for ait amendment to. the operating license
. .

for-the (facility)' located in (1ocation) .

If approved, the amendment would (describe request)*.

.(Licensee) has requested NRC action on its request by (date) .

.Following an . initial review of this application, the staff has made a

proposed (preliminary) determination that the requested amendment involves no

significant hazards consideration. Under NRC regulations, this means that the
'

proposed amendment does not involve a significant increase in the probability

or consequences of an accident, would not create the possibility of a new or*

different kind of accident, or involve a significant reduction in a. safety margin.

(Describe basis for determination.)*

.

The Commission has determined that due to exigent circumstances, there

- is no time to publish for public comment before issuance its usual notice in,

the Federal Register of the proposed action. The exigent circumstances result
*

from
,

If the proposed detennination becomes final, the staff will issue the

amendment without first offering an opportunity for a public hearing. An

. opportunity for a hearing will be published in the Federal Register at a later
-

date and any hearing request will not delay the effective date of the amendm'ent.

If the staff decides in its final determination that the amendment does

involve a significant hazards consideration, a notice of opportunity for a prior
,

hearing will be published in the Federal Register and, if a hearing is granted,

it will be held before the amendment is issued.
-

,

f . , . _ _ . _ _ . _ . , . . .
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Attach.nent 10 (pg. 3 of 3)
DLOP 228.

. . ,-

.

*
. Comments on the proposed determination-may be telephoned to (name)

,
'

-
..

.' Chief of (branch) , by collect call to (commercial number) All comments.

- - received by_ (date) will be considered in reaching a final determination.

A copy of the application may be examined at the NRC's . local public document room

located at (location)*
.

.

.
-

.

,
'

.

.

2
*

. .

e

*See page 12 of DLOP 223 for required content.

Copy to: (by Regional PAO)
1. Licensee
2. State official--

.

,

.

. dq

*

.
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Attachment 11
CLOP 228.

-SA!!PLE MEMORANDUM REQUESTING

It!PUT IflTO f10NTHLY FR fl0TICE
~

MEtiORANDUM FOR: (Responsible Supervisor for fionthly FR flotices)

FROM: (Branch Chief)

SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR PUBLICATION IN MONTHLY FR NOTICE -'

NOTICE OF ISSUANCE OF AMENDMENT TO FACILITY OPERATING fLICENSE
{

,

|

Licensee: Docket flo. 50-
.

i

~
'

Facility: Location:

Date of application for amendment:-

Brief description of amendment:

Date of issuance: Effective date:

Amendment No. Facility Operating License No.: |

Amendment revised the (Technical Scecifications) llicense) (both).

Date of initial notice in Federal Register: (date) (page)
.

The Connission's related evaluation of the amendment is,containea in a

(letter dated ) (Safety Evaluation) (Environmental Impact Appraisal).

No significant hazards consideration comments received (Yes) (flo ) .
'

Source: (public) (State) .

Location of Local Public Document Room:

.

(Branch Chief)

cc: Project Manager
Licensing Assistant - -'

s

-

ii.,,.m.,, , - < - . -
.

... . . . . . . . -

-

- .- . . -
..
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Attachment 12.
' '

''
DLOP 228 '. . -

. .

. FINAL NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERflINATION
.

Docket No. Facility

'^

iLicensee: Date of application'

1. Attach -initial 'NSHC determination (Attachment 4) relating to this action.
.

2. Summary of State. telephone consultation: .

< . ..,
,

,

~

3. Summary of any public commen'ts received by telephone: '

,

,

f

4. Attach' any written State or public comments regarding NSHC.

5. Final determination
.

( ) The. amendment request involves no significant hazards consideration.

( ) The amendment request.. involves a,.significant-hazards consideration.

.

6. Basis for determination and response to comments received. (Attach
. additional sheets, if necessary.)

7. Concurrences: Date

a.
(Project Manager)

b.
. (Branch Chief)

c.
(Assistant Director)

d.
(0 ELD)

8. Approved:-

i

(Director, Division of Licensing)
>

>. , . . . . , .
'-
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( Attachment 13
'

DLOP 228
i e

sat 1PLE INDIVIDUAL NOT7CE OF

ISSUANCE.0F AtiENDMENT AND

FINAL DETERMINATION OF N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION

'
7590-01

U.S.NUCLEARREGULATORYE0f1 MISSION

(LICENSEE)

DOCKET N0.

NOTICE OF ISSUANCE OF AMENDMENT TO FACILITY

OPERATING LICENSE

[AND NEGATIVE DECLARATION]*

AND FINAL DETERMINATION OF NO SIG"IFICANT

HAZARDS CONSIDERATION

The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (Commission) has issued Amendment

No. to Facility Operating License No. , issued to (name of licensee)

(the licensee), which revised the Technical Specifications for operation of the
! (name of facility) (the facility) located in (location) The amendment.

was effective as of the date of its issuance.

The amendment (general description and changes made)

.

The application for the amendment complies with the standards and require-

ments of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (the Act), and the Commission's

rules and regulations. The Commission has made appropriate findings as required

by the Act and the Commission's rules and regulations in 10 CFR Chapter I, which

are set forth in the license amendment.

Notice of Consideration of Issuance of Amendment and Proposed No Significant

Hazards Consideration Determination and Opportunity for Hearing in connection

with this action was published in the FEDERAL REGISTER on (date and FR citation).

A request for a hearing was filed on (date) by (petitioner) .

*Where appropriate. See 10 CFR 51.50 for notice requirements where an EIS
has been prepared.
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7590-01

,
, -2-

l
Under its regulations, the Commission may issue and make an amendment |

immediately effective, notwithstanding the pendency. before it of a request '

for a hearing from any person, in advance of the holding and completion of any |

required hearing, where it-has determined that no significant hazards considera- |

tion is involved. |

The Commission has applied the standards of 10 CFR 50.92 and has made a

final determination that the amendment involves no significant hazards
|

consideration. The basis for this determination is contained in the Safety

Evaluation related to this action. Accordingly, as described above, the

amendment has been issued and made immediately effective and any hearing will

be held after issuance.

[The Commission has determined that the issuance of the amendment will not

result in any significant environmental impact and that pursuant to 10 CFR

551.5(d)(4) an environmental impact statement or negative declaration and

environmental impact appraisal need not be prepared in connection with issuance

of the amendment.] o r_ [The Commission has prepared an Environmental Impact

Appraisal related to the action and has concluded that an environmental impact

statement is not warranted because there will be no environmental impact

attributable to the action beyond that which has been predicted and described

in the Commission's Final Environmental Statement for the facility dated .]
For further details with respect to the action see (1) the application

for amendment dated , (2) Amendment No. to Facility Operating

License No. , and (3) the Commission's related Safety Evaluation [and

Environmental Impact Appraisal]. All of these items are available for public

inspection at the Commission's Public Document Room,1717 H Street, H. W.,

Washington, D. C., and at the (local PDR) .

|
|
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,
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.

' A copy of items (2) and (3) may b'e obtained upon request addressed to the-

'

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Washington, D. C. ,20555,- Attenti' n:o

Director, Division of Licensing.
,

' Dated a't Bethesda,' fiaryland this day of , 19 .

.

FOR THE fiUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

-
.

.

Chief
Branch
Divi,sion of Licensing

Copy to:
State
ASLB
Parties
Petitioners

Note: Attachment 14 must be completed and approved with this notice.

~ ''~
.. , ..

. .. ._ . . .
.

.

. _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . -
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Attachment 14
'

DLOP 228,

SAMPLE ltEMORANDUM RE0 VESTING
' *

INPUT INTO f10NTHLY FR NOTICE
.

.

MEMORANDUN FOR: (Responsible Supervisor for Monthly FR Notice)

FR0ti: (Branch Chief)

SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR PUBLICATION IN MONTHLY FR NOTICE -
NOTICE OF ISSUANCE OF AMENDMENT.T0 FACILITY OPERATING
LICENSE AND FINAL'OETERMINATION OF NO SIGNIFICANT

HAZARDS-CONSIDERATION "(REPEAT OF INDIVIDUAL NOTICE)
.

Licensee: Docket No. 50-

Facility: Location:'

Date of application for amendment:

Brief description of amendment:

Date of issuance: Effective date:

Amendment No. : Facility Operating License No:

Date of individual notice in Federal Register: (date) (page)

! !

|

.

(Branch Chief)

! cc: Project Manager
'

.

I- Licensing Assistant

__

>O

4-

%
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*

.
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. . Attachment 15
DLOP 228.

.

'
'

SAMPLE MEMORANDUM REQUESTING-
>

- INPUT INTO MONTHLY FR NOTICE

MEMORANDUM FOR: (Responsible supervisor for llonthly FR Notice)-

FROM: (Branch Chief)
,

-SUBJECT: REQUESi.FORPUSLICATIONINMONTHLYFRNOTICE-
NOTICE OF ISSUANCE OF AMENDMENT TO FACILITY

'

OPERATING LICENSE AND FINAL DETERl11 NATION OF
'

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION AND -

- OPPORTUNITY FOR HEARING (EXIGENT OR EMERGENCY
CIRCUMSTANCES)

, .
,

. Licensee: - Docket No.*

- - Facility: Location:
,

Date.of appl.ication for amendment:
,

Brief description of amendment':
-

Date of Issuance: Effective Date:

Amendment No. Facility Operating License No:

Anendment revised the (Technical Specifications)(license) (both).

Press release issued requesting comments as to proposed no significant hazards
considera tion: (Yes) (No)

,

Comment?, received: (Yes)(No). Source: (public) (State)

The Commission's related evaluation is contained in a (letter dated) (Safety

Evaluation) (Environmental Impact Appraisal) .

Attorney for licensee:

Local public document room location:

(Branch Chief)

cc: Project itanager
Licensing Assistant

|

|

L ;
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$1,. - UNITED STATES &r*

,

- { g NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
g j WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

%,...../
Docket Ng. 50-344

.

Mr. Bart D. Withers
Vice President Nuclear
Portland General Electric Cogany
121 S.W. Salmon Street
Portland, Oregon 97204

Dear Mr. Withers:

The Comission has issued the enclosed Amendment No. to Facility
Operating License No. NPF-1 for the Trojan Nuclear Plant. The amendment
consists of changes to the Technical Specifications in response to
your application dated .

The amendment

.

Copies of the Safety Evaluation and the Notice of Issuance are also
enclosed.

Sincerely,

Charles M. Trammell, III
Project Manager
Operating Reactors Branch #3
Division of Licensing

Enclosures:
1. Amendment No. to NPF-1
2. Safety Evaluation
3. Notice of Issuance

cc w/ enclosures:
See next page

.

f..

_ . _ . , _ _ _ . . ~ _ . __ ._. _
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UNITED STATES

3 ~"h NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
*

_j g WASMNGTON, D. C. 20566
= c

% ,, #

PORTLAND GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

THE CITY OF EUGENE, OREGON

PACIFIC POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY

DOCKET NO. 50-344

TROJAN NUCLEAR PLANT

AMEN 0 MENT TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE

Amendment No.
License No. NPF-1

1. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Comission) has found that:

A. The application for anendment by Portland General Electric Company,
the City of Eugene, Oregon, and Pacific Power and Light Company
(thelicensee) dated
coglies with the standards and requirements of the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954, as amended (the Act) and the Comission's
rules and regulations set forth in 10 CFR Chapter I;

B. The facility will operate in conformity with the application,
the provisions of the Act, and the rules and regulations of
the Comission;

C. There is reasonable assurance (i) that the activities authorized
by this amendment can be conducted without endangering the health
and safety of the public, and (ii) that such activities will be
conducted in cogliance with the Commission's regulations;

D. The issuance of this amendment will not be inimical to the common
defense and security or to the health and safety of the public;
and

E. The issuance of this amendment is in accordance with 10 CFR Part
51 of the Commission's regulations and all applicable requirements
have been satisfied.

.
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2. Accordingly, the license is amended by changes to the Technical
Specifications as indicated in the attachment to this license
amendment, and paragraph 2.C.(2) of Facility Operating License
No. NPF-1 is hereby amended to read as follows:

(2) Technical Specifications

The Technical Specifications contained in Appendices
A and B, as revised through Amendment No. , are
hereby incorporated in the license. The licensee shall
operate the facility in accordance with the Technical
Specifications, except where otherwise stated in specific
license conditions.

3. This license amendment is effective as of the date of its issuance.
.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Robert A. Clark, Chief
. Operating Reactors Branch #3

Division of Licensing

Attachment:
Changes to the Technical

Specifications

Date of Issuance:

|

.

.

L - .- -

.
_.

_
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ATTACHMENT TO LICENSE AMENDMENT

AMENDMENT NO. TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. NPF-1

DOCKET NO. 50-344

Revise Appendix A as follows:

Remove Pages Insert Pages

1

.

|

|
|

*
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-- 8 jv UNITED STATES .

I NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIONo

_{ ,E WASHINGTON, D. C. 20556

'

...../
SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

RELATED TO AMENDMENT N0. TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. NPF-1

PORTLAND GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

THE CITY OF EUGENE, OREGON

PACIFIC POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY

TROJAN NUCLEAR PLANT

^

DOCKET NO. 50-344
,

Introduction -

' By letter dated Portland General Electric Company, et al. ,,

(the licensee or PGE) requested an amendment to Facility Operating'Ticense
No. NPF-1 for operation of the Trojan Nuclear Plant in Columbia County,
Oregon.

.

I

_ _ . _ _ _ - - _ . _ - _ - - _ _ _ _ - - . _ _ _ - _ - . _ _ . . . __ -_
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,

.

. .

Environmental Consideration

We have determined that the amendment does not authorize a change in
effluent types or total amounts nor an increase in power level and
will not result in any significant environmental impact. Having made
this determination, we have further concluded that the amendment
involves an action which is insignificant from the standpoint of
environmental impact and, pursuant to 10 CFR j51.5(d)(4), that an
-environmental impact statement or negative declaration and environ-
mental impact appraisal need not be prepared in connection with the
issuance of this amendment.

Conclusion

We have concluded, based on the consideration's discussed above, that:
(1) because the amendment does not involve a significant increase
in the probability or consequences of accidents previously considered
and does not involve a significant decrease in a safety margin, the
amendment does not involve a significant hazards consideration, (2)
there is reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the public
will not be endangered by operation in the proposed manner, and (3)
such activities will be conducted in compliance with the Commission's
regulations and the issuance of this amendment will not be inimical
to the common defense and security or to the health and safety of
the public.

Date:
1

IPrincipal Contributors: |

|

|
1

|

,

__
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D 7590-01

UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

DOCKET NO. 50-344

- PORTLAND GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, ET AL.

NOTICE OF ISSUANCE OF AMENDMENT TO FACILITY
OPERATING LICENSE

The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) has

issued Amendment ho. to Facility Operating License No. NPF-1,

issued to Portland General Electric Company, the City of Eugene, Oregon,

and Pacific Power and Light Company (the licensees), which revised the

Technical Specifications for operation of the Trojan Nuclear Plant (the

facility) located in Columbia County, Oregon. The amendment is effective

. as of the date of issuance.

The amendment (use second paragraph of letter)

.

The application for the amendment complies with the standards

and requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (the

Act), and the Commission's rules and regulations. The Commission has

made appropriate findings as required by +he Act and the Commission's

rules and regulations in 10 CFR Chapter I, w11ch are set forth in

the license amendment. Prior public notice of this amendment was

not required since this amendment does not involve a significant hazards

consideration.

.

9 --.mr--e -r --+-,av.,- - - -, ,,-,---.c- - ~ - a- -,- - - - . - ,, - <- --r-, , - -,,~ee ,.,w------------,-n-a -- .- -- - , - - - - ,----, .- . --, - , ,, - , ,
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The Commission has determined that the issuance of this amendment

will not result in any significant environmental impact and that

pursuant to 10 CFR j51.5(d)(4) an environmental impact statement or

negative declaration and environmental impact appraisal need not be

prepared in connection with issuance of this amendment.

For further details with respect to this action, see (1) the
.

application for amendment dated ,

(2) Amendernt No. to License No. NPF-1 and (3) the Commission's

related Safety Evaluation. All of these items are available for public

inspection at the Commission's Public Document Room,1717 H Street,

N.W., Washington, D.C. and at the local public document room located

at the Multnomah County Library, Social Science and Science Department,

801 S.W.10th Avenue, Portland, Oregon 97205. A copy of items (2)

and (3) may be obtained upon request addressed to the U. S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555, Attention: Director,

Division of Licensing.

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland, this

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Robert A. Clark, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch #3
Division of Licensing

. _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ -
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Attachment 3
DLOP 228

FLOW DIAGRAM
STATE CONSULTATION, NOTICING AND NO SIGNIFICANT

HAZARDS CONSIDERATION PROCEDURES
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Y(h h3
FLOW DIAGRAM

' STATE CONSULTATION, NOTICING AND NO SIGNIFICANT
HAZARDS CONSIDERATION PROCEDURES
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June 15, 1983 1
,

Secretary of the Comunission
Attention: Docketing and Service Branch
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Conunission
Washington DC 20555

Dear Sir:

Standards for Determining Whether License
Amendments Involve No Significant Hazards Consideration

on April 6, 1983, the NRC published an interim final rule in the Federal
Register implementing standards for determining whether license amendments
involve no significant hazards consideration. PGE has the following
conunents for your consideration:

.

1. The interim final rule went into effect too soon, not allowing for a
sufficient comment period and not allowing time for experience under
the new rule to see if its provisions are effective.

2. It is not clear if the emergency procedures apply for a plant which is
shut down and cannot start up without a license amendment being 1

issued. It is not perceived to be the intent of the rule to penalize |
such plants, and, therefore, the emergency provisions should apply in I

such cases. I

3. The categories of derating or shutdown for an amendment to be |considered as an emergency amendment are too narrow. Other equally
justifiable circumstances that could improve public health and safety
may warrant emergency action.

4. In general, the requirement to prenotice all license amendments is
unduly restrictive and unnecessary. It was not the intent of the .

legislation to delay even routine license amendments 30 days.

Sincerely, p

_? -2 |

gg op 14~)# Bart D. Withers j
Vice Presidentv -

! [' Nucicar

|I c: Mr. Lynn Frank, Director |
State of Oregon |
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